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Introduction
tartja a till sok micsoddt, akozddas ndlkill, mert ebb6l
tevddik az dlete, s hogt el nefelejtse, kdnytelen rmdbe ralcni, csoportositani,
elvdlasztani, osszekapcsolni, valahog,t elrendezni 6ket. Medve a botrdnyosan solmdl
kezdi az atkozddost. Mikor a mdr ilgt-ahog,t elrendezett [...J sok micsoda
megszorzildik a milyennel. [...J Ezeket a milym-micsoda szorzataidat tovdbb
solrszorozhafia-hatvanyozhatja a hogtan? (a hol? mikor?) egtenkint ds keresztbeprdbdlod szdmon tartani az dleted kihaghatatlanul iisszetartozd
kasul
- ha
dolgainak tomkelegdt"
Oalik Giza (1912-1990): Buda
" ...a2 ember mdgis szdmon

"... still, you take stock of the too many what-on-earths, without cursing, because
these make up your life, and in order not to forget, you have to put them in order,
group them, separate them, connect them, arange them somehow. Medve only starts
cursing when they become scandalously many. When the more-or-less wellarlanged l...lwhat-on-earths multiply with the whatJike. [...] These what-onearth-what-like products may then be further multiplied-squared by the how? (the
you try to keep count of the
where? the when?) one-by-one and criss-cross
- when
host of non-negligibly interdependent things of yom life"

Wh-items are crucial words in every language. They are constant ingredients of
constituent questions
- but their role does not end there. In many languages they
can evidently do more than that: they can occur in various other clauses with various
other meanings.
This dissertation takes Hungarian bare wh-items under scrutiny. It identifies the
environments where these items can productively occur, it characterizes their
properties and it provides qmtactic analyses for the most wide-spread constructions
they can be found in. This leads to the main tenet of this study: wft-items are
variables in Hungarian. They do not possess an inherent quantificational meaning,
rather they obtain their interpretation syntactically from various quantificational
elements. Consequently, the configuration they occur in determines vvhat meaning
they are construed with, and what properties they have.

The main goal of the dissertation is to rethink the analysis

of

several

constructions with bare wh-items in the light of the above proposal. This will be
done in three areas: for single constituent questions, for multiple constituent
questions and for a curious construction that has not been analyzed in the generative
literature before: the multiple partitive construction. It will be shown that in all three
domains wft-items show the properties that are expected if they are treated as
variables, which are bound in the slmtax. The analyses provided on these pages will

be able to explain long
unexplained.

standing problems that previous analyses had left
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What falls outside of the scope of this dissertation is the systematic study of whitems in relative clauses. The examination of relative pronouns is not undertaken due
to the fact that these items are not barc wh-items (except in some multiple relative
clauses, for which see Lipt6k 2000). In present day Hungarian relative pronouns are
morphologically complex: they comprise an a- affix and a wh-item base. For the
slmtactic properties

of relative clauses and the position of relative pronouns see

Kenesei (1992a,1994).

1. Outline of the dissertation

In Chapter I I discuss those properties of the Hungarian clause strucfure that are
relevant for the understanding of the different phenomena to be discussed in the
present study. After a brief note about the theoretical framework used, I present four
sections about crucial properties of clause structure in Hungarian. These contain a
short introduction to the clause structure in general, making the distinction between
neutral and non-neutral clauses, and providing a summary about two important
elements in the preverbal domain: exclusive focus and topicalized constituents. The
properties of exclusive focus figure predominantly in all chapters of this dissertation,
the properties of contrastive topic constituents are relevant for the analysis of

multiple partitive constructions in Chapter 4. The discussion of topic tlpes and
topicalization constructions clarffies the difference between ordinary Topics,
Contrastive Topics and left dislocates, furthering our knowledge of the fine structure
of the left periphery in Hungarian and the elements that move there. In section 4 of
this introductory chapter I tum to the discussion of sentences which contain
semantic disjunction at the level of clauses. These structures become crucial for
understanding the properties of multiple partitives in Chapter 4. The last section in
this chapter is devoted to wh-items themselves, and reviews what can be known
about their nature, behaviour and distribution in present day Hungarian and at earlier
stages of the language. This section will provide evidence for the claim that whitems are variables.
Chapter 2 is entirely devoted to single constituent questions, like the one in (1):

(1) Kit

hivtdl

meg?

who-Rcc invited-2so Pv
'Who did you invite?'

The goal of the chapter is to spell out the syntax of wft-movement in real
interrogative clauses in fulI detail (leaving echo, quiz and reference questions aside).
This topic has not been ffeated in sufficient detail in the generative literature on
Hungarian before, presumably due to the fact that wy'l-movement in Hungarian
proves completely similar to exclusive focus movement in the overt component.
Research therefore has concentrated on focusing, since that is more unique to
Hungarian than wft-question formation. The overt similarity between focus
movement andwh-movement lead to the unfortunate situation that

-

in the absence

of detailed analyses
wh-movement has been taken to be identical to focus
movement in almost all respects. This view, however, is misguided. Although the
similarity between exclusive focus and wh-movement is unquestionable as far as
overt syntactic positioning is concemed, in the covert component exclusive focusing
and wh-movement are fuirdamentally different in ways that cannot be glossed over
in syntactic analyses. Wh-items and exclusive focus possess different sets of features
(wh-items have both a <+f) and a <*wh> feature, while focus only the former) and
wh-items have to establish a relationship with an interrogative complementizer of
their clause in the covert component, which is not the case with focus and which I
analyze in terms of <+wh> feature checking. Jfos <+wh> feature on w&-items can be
ascribed to the Qraar Question operator that binds thLe wh-items at the word level,
providing them with a question word meaning. This accounts for the proper
semantic licensing, while checking <*wh> against an interrogative C0 takes care of
the formal syrtactic licensing of wft-items in question clauses.
Chapter 3 tums to multiple questions, which are question clauses that contain
more than one wh-item.

It will be shown that there are three types of

multiple

will be offered. In two g,pes of
multiple questions wft-items are not uniform: there is always one wh-item that is
questions in Hungarian, for which distinct analyses

licensed the same way as wh-items in single questions are, while the other or others
axe somehow out of the ordinary. In one ffie of multiple questions (T1,pe I,
illustrated in (2)) the out of the ordinary wh-item (italicized) gets the interpretation of
a universal quantifier as a result of the configuration it occurs in; in another fype of
multiple questions (Tlpe II, illustrated in (3)) the unusual wh-item is defective in that
it is formally licensed in situ, and does not have its <*wh> feature checked against
c0.

(2)

Ki

mit

v6llalt?

who-wou what-ACC undertook-3sc
'What did everyone undertake?'
(3) Ki
kitou kit?

who-trloll saw-3sc who-ecc
'Who saw whom?'

A third tlpe of multiple questions (TWe III, shown below in (4)) involves conjoined
wh-items in the position wtrere single wh'items also occur; while there is also a fipe
(TWe fV, as in (5)) which does not quali8, for the name multiple question because it
is the conjunction of single question clauses with subsequent deletion of material in
the second conjunct.
(4)

Ki
who-trtou

ds
and

mikor l6ua
Marit?
when saw-3sc Mari-acc

'Who saw Mari and when?'

(5)

Ki

lirtta

Marit 6s
and

who-t'ioM saw-3sc Mari-ecc
'Who saw Mari and when?'

mikor?
when
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Chapter 4 is devoted to a curious construction in which we furd wft-phrases in
two or more juxtaposed clauses, like in (6):
(6) Ki

a

boltba

who-Nou the

ment,

ki

apiacra

shop-nl went-3sc who-t'lotvl the market-SuB

(ment).

(went-3sc)

'Some (people) went to the shop, some (:the others) went to the market.'

While this construction contains one wh-item in each clause, the sentence is not
interpreted as a single question. Instead, it is a collection of declarative clauses that
characterize sets of individuals introduced into the discourse earlier, such that each
clause predicates something about one subset of these individuals. The subsets are
referred to by the wh-items. The existence of this consffuction type has been
recorded in the descriptive study on indefinite pronouns by Haspeknath (1997)
under the name multiple partitive construction and has been shown to exist in
Hungarian, Finnish, Mansi (all Finno-Ugric), Russian, literary French, Hebrew,
Georgian and Turkish and Kilivila, an Austronesian language. As I will show, the
construction at hand is not uniform in all these languages: we minimally have to
distinguish between two subtypes of multiple partitives because they differ in some
properties. The most important one out of these is the property that Hungarian-t1pe
multiple partitives are exhaustive in their characterization of the discourse set, while
French-type multiple partitives are not.
To explain this difference in properties I offer two distinct analyses for the two
pattems. The Hungarian pattern I claim involves disjoined clauses in which the whitems are fronted to initial Contrastive Topic positions and get bound by an
unselective universal operator from outside. Disjunction scoping under the universal
operator results in the wh-items having a meaning similar to ordinary indefinites.
The French pattern is analyzed in terms of partitivity: the wh-items function as
strong partitive pronouns and are licensed as such by the multiplicity of clauses they

occur in.

2. Notation
Since this dissertation is about wh-items, this tenn is used with great frequency. As a
rule of thumb, the tenn "r,vft-items" without further specification is used to denote
occrrrences of bare wh-items, not making reference to a specific meaning or use.
For reasons of simplicity, however, the term "wh-items" is applied to interrogative
wh-words in Chapter 2 arid Chapter 3, unless otherwise specified or made clear by

the context.
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Abbreviations

Clsns in Hungarian (abbreviated by first

three leffers)

Abbreviation
NOM

Name
nominative

Marker

English equivalent

ACC

accusative

-t

DAT
INS

-nak/-nek
dative
instrumental -vaV-vel

(subject)
(object)
to, for

INE

inessive

ILL
ELA

illative

-ban/-ben
-ba/-be

elative

-b6u-b6l

SUP
SIJB

superessive

-on/-en/-0n
-ral-re

DEL
ADE

ALL
ABL

sublative
delative
adessive

a

with
in
into
out of
on
onto
ofl about

-16U-r6l
-nriU-ndl

at

TRA

allative
ablative
translative

ESS

essive

-vill-vd
-uU-iil

FOR

formalis

-kdnt, -kdppen

AS

CAU

causalis

for

TER

terminative

-6n
-ig

Ormn

-hoz/-hezl-hoz

to

-t6l/-t6l

from
(change) into
as

up to, until

ABBREvTATIoNS

APPL applicative
ASP aspectualizer
CLA classifier
COORD coordinator
DEF definite conjugation
FOC focus marker
IMP imperative
INDEF indefinite conjugation
infinitive
INF
PASS passive
PART partitive case
pltral
PL
POT potential (may)
PRF perfective
preverb
PV
REFL reflexive

SG

SM

STAT
SUBJ

singular
subject marker
stative marker
subjunctive

Preliminary explorations

1. Theoretical framework

In this dissertation I

use the framework of the Minimalist Program (Chomsky L995:
Chapter 4). This views movement as an operation that satisfies the requirement of
formal feature checking, triggered by the need to check features on functional heads.
Since movement serves feature checking, the minimal operation (always preferred
due to Last Resort) raises only the feature in case there are no phonological

requirements

for the whole category to raise. This leads to the differentiation

between two types of movement: overt category movement and covert featuremovement. The latter will become relevant in Chapter 2 and 3 in the analysis of
single and multiple questions. In the rest of the dissertation, feature checking does

not play an important role, and most of what is said could be recast into the
Govemment and Binding model as well with minor modifications.

2. Hungarian clause structure

Hungarian clauses can be neutral or non-neutral (Kdhn6n 1985a, Killmfn 1985b,

Kenesei 1986, Horv6th 1986, Varga 1986, Olsvay 2000), most conveniently
recognizable from their intonation. Neutral clauses contain equal stress on all the
notional words, and have level prosody throughout. Syntactically, these sentences
contain no exclusive focus (Kdlmdn et al 1986, E. Kiss 1988) (for the definition of
exclusive focus, see 3.1 below). Non-neutral clauses are clauses where the paffem of
equal stresses on notional words and level prosody cannot be found. These sentences
contain an exclusively focused constituent, which, according to Kenesei and Vogel
(1989, 1996) and K61mrfur and Korrai (1989), is the last constituent with unreduced
stress, followed by a completely destressed verb and postverbal constituents with
reduced stresses. The prefocus constituents have unreduced stresses. The difference
befween neutral and non-neutral sentences is structural: in non-neutral clauses we
minimally find the A-bar positions of exclusive focus and possible other prefocus
constituents; neutral clauses lack such an A-bar functional domain.
The order of constituents in a neutral clause is SVO in Hungarian (Kdlm6n
1985a), which argues for a configurational view on the Hungarian VP,.supported by
other subject-object asyrmetries (Kenesei l986,Maricz 1989 contra E. Kiss 1987).
The firnctioual structue of the inflectional layer above VP is the following:

(1)

[as.p [egror [rur*op [r*

[uoaar [o**

tw

]l]ll]l

The aspectual property of sentences is coded in AspP, which is assumed to host
verbal modifiers (prefixes, bare nominals) determining the aspectual properties of

CHAPTER

1

the clause (E. Kiss 1998c). The functional hierarchy between AgrsP and ModalP is
argued for in detail in Bartos (2000). ModalP hosts affixes that signal modality
(epistemic, deontic, etc.); MoodP is the projection that checks mood
(indicative/imperative-subjunctive/conditional). The presence of AgrsP and AgroP
is supported by the morphological determination of verbs. Verbal forms contain
information both about the subject and object of the verb in Hungarian: verbal
conjungation codes person and number of the subject and definitenessr of the object.
This is shown for the verb ldt'see' in (2) in the present tense:

(2)

indefinite

object

definite object

lsc subject

l6t-ok

kit-om

2sc subject
3sc subject

lirt-sz

kit-od

l6t

lu.

l6t-unk
l6t-tok
l6t-nak

Leqa
l6t-juk

subject
2u. subject
3eL subject

l6t-jAtok
I'lt-jAk

Arguments for claiming that objects land in Spec,AgroP, ffi A-position, for checking
of case and definiteness features can be found in Brody (1995) and Liptrik (1996).
The order of projections in (1) is determined by Bartos (2000) with the help of
the mirror principle on the basis of the order of verbal affrxation. AfExes attaching
closer to the verbal stem correspond to phrases that are projected first. Consider the
verb form ldt-hat+-ad volna see-PoT-PAST-2sc.DEF CoND 'you could have seen it'.
The affixes on the verb from left to right correspond to the projections of the Aarchitecture from right to left (note that the conditional affix has to be spelled out as
an independent word):
(1')[ee$pragop -ad [rra*ap (volna)

[rp-t

[naoourp

-hat

[vp

l6t ]11]]]]

The functional categories indicated in (1) are not scopal projections in the sense
that their specifiers are not positions from where constituents take scope (Szabolcsi
1997). Scopal positions in Hungarian can be found in the so-called focus/quantifier
field, to which I turn to in the next section.

3. Non-neutral clause structure (quantificational architecture)

In non-neutral clauses, the follo*ing set of firnctional projections can be built on top
of the functional projections given in (l):

'Definiteness of the object by and large corresponds to the semantic notion of definiteness,
exceptions to this are first and second person pronolms engem 'I-ACC' md tdged 'you-ACC' and
quantificational phrases vlith minden'every'
these, although semantically definite, use the indefinite
paradigm. For more on this, see Bartos (2000) -and Den Dil&en (2000). Note also that I do not indicate the
definiteness/indefiniteness conjugation on verbs in the glosses throughout this dissertation, rmless it is
relevmt for the discussion.
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(3)

[cp

[rope* [o,r,p* [r'o"p [N"gp ([o*'*..- l)]]]1]
CP

,A\

TopP*

DistP*

/A\.
,A\
FocP

NegP

AgrsP

-A-.
The sffucture in (3) is a result of research in the pagt twenty years contributed to
most notably by Horvath (1986), Kenesei (1986), E. Kiss (1987, 1992a), Brody
(1990a,b, 1995) Puskrls (1996) and Szabolcsi (1997). The so-called focus or
quantificational field, which is shown in (3), provides positions for constituents with
certain logical and discourse properties. Hungarian is a discourse-configurational
language (E. Kiss 1995). This means that word order is determined by the logical
and discourse frurction of the constituents. Constituents with certain logical and
discourse functions necessarily have to move to the positions indicated in (3).'
Starting from the complementizer projection, these positions are the following.
The iterable TopP (:RefP in Szabolcsi 1997) hosts topic phrases, which serve as
logical subjects of predication and can only be referential or generic phrases. Topics
in non-neutral sentences can always be followed by sentential adverbials like tegnap
'yesterday', which also occupy topic positions according to E. Kiss (1987). For
more on the properties of topics, see 3.2 below.
Spec,DistP (:QP in E. Kiss 1992a) is filled by quanfficational items

of

the

zQuantificational items
can appear in the postverbal freld as well. Postverbal constitue,nts following
the verb in non-neutral sentences were given some attention in the rec€nt years most notably by Szabolcsi
(1997) and E. Kiss (1998d). What seems clear from these investigations are the following important
points:
(i) constituents in the postverbal field scope under those in the preverbal field
(ii) the scope of postverbal qumtifiers is not determined by S-structure, unlike that of preverbal ones
The second observation follows from data with inverse scope readings between postverbal quantifiers
(Szabolcsi 1997):1fosss rcndings indicate that these sentences involve LF-moveme,nt of poswerbal phrases
to sco,pe positions as well. This must mean that Hungarian has scope positions both in the preverbal and
in the postverbal field; but while the former is ffansparent at S-stnrcture, the latter is not.
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following sort: minden -fiil 'every boy', valamennyi fiil 'each boy'; also and even
phrases ljdrle Pdter is 'Pdter, too'; legaldbb hat fiil 'at least six boys' and, tdbb mint
hat fiil 'more than six boys'. The reason why this quantificational slot is best tenned
as Distributive Phrase
meaning in DistP:

is that all

these items are construed with

a distributive

(4) Legal6bb hat firi
felemelte a zongordt.
at least six boy-Notvt lifted-3sG the piano-ACC
'At least six boys lifted the piano (each on his own).'
'*At least six boys lifted the piano together.'
Spec,FocP hosts an exclusive focus constituent (Brody l990qb, 1995), one per
clause (but see E. Kiss 1998d for possible arguments to the ef[ect that FocP is also
iterable). These constituents have special interpretation: they are identified as the

of which the given predicate holds, by excluding any other
constituents at the same time. We will come back this type of focusing, together
with non'exclusive focus in section 3.1 below.
sole constituent

Syntactically, exclusive focus

is always recognizable by the position of

the

verbal head. When FocP is projected to host an exclusive focus constituent (or in the
case of verb focus) the verbal head is always found right adjacent to the focused
constituent. This is noticeable if the verb has a verbal modifier, which in neutral
sentences precedes the verb, and in sentences with focus follows that:
(5)

felemelte
a. Pdter
Pdter-nou pv-lifted-3sc

a zongorifi.

[neutral sentence]

thepiano-ACC

'Pdter lifted the piano.'

b. PETER emelte fel a zongordt.

Pdter-Nona lifted-3sc pv the piano-ecc
'It was Pdter who lifted the piano.'

[sentence with focus]

The different position of the verb coresponds to a structtual difference between (5a)
and (5b): (5b) contains the verbal head in the Foc0 position and the preverb stays in
its base generated position, in Spec,AspP. That is, focusing is always accompanied
by verb movement:
(5)

b'.

1ro", Pdter; [ro", emeltq
[o** fel [ [* q q
pv
Pdter-Nou lifted-3sc

'It

a zongordt ]lll
the piano-ecc

was Pdter who lifted the piano.'

Sentential negation in Hungarian is base generated in a projection of its own and
adjoins to the verb that moves to Foco thereby invoking the structure in (5b') as well,
according to Puskds (1996):
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(6) [r.pp

Pdter.; [r'o.p

Pdter-Nov

[ro", aotrll emeltei [*.g, t1[o*.f.It, [w
not

lifted-3sc

Pv

t t,

a

zongordt

]]]l]]

the piano-ecc

'P6ter did not lift the piano.'

After seeing what constituents occur in the preverbal field, we can turn to the
scopal relations these constifuents can have with respect to each other. It is wellknown that Hungarian wears "its LF on its sleeve": surface order of constituents
disambiguates scopal relations.3 Consider for example the interpretation we get with
two quantifier phrases sitting in DistPs:
(7)

a.

[DqprSok

ember [s*mindenkit

felhivott]1.

(sok ember > mindenkit)

manyman-NoM everyone-Acc pv-called-3SC
oMany people phoned everyone.'

b. [D,u,Mindenkit [nxstpsok ember felhivott.]]

(mindenkit > sok ember)

everyone-Acc manyman-NoM pv-called-3sc
'Everyone was phoned by many people.'

their semantic properties
Quantifiers, however, are not free to occur in any order
determine in which preverbal position they can or must -occur; and their occurrence
in these specific positions fixes their scope in the preverbal field. For example, a
distributive every phrase cannot land in any other position in the focus field than
Spec,DistP. Since DistP has a fixed position in the hierarchical order of functional
projections, arr exclusive focus constituent cannot have scope over a distributive
quantifier due to the fact that FocP, which hosts the former, is dominated by DistP,
which hosts the latter:
(S)

Mindenkit PETER hivott

fel.

(mindenkit > Pdter)

everyone-Acc Pdter-ttotvt called-3sc

Pv
'Everyone was called by PETER(and not someone else).'
+PETER (and not someone else) called everyone.'

3.1. Focus types

In all langrrags5 focus, regardless of its subtype, is recognizable by its phonological
properties. Every fipe of focused constituent carries pitch accent (heavy stress). The
termfocus, however, covers different phenomena that have to be separated.
Following Halliday (1967) and Rochemont (1986), two main tlpes of focus have
to be recognized because they are truth-conditionally not equivalent, and they do not
always correspond to the same structural position in the syntax. On the wide
interpretation focus is non-exclusive, i.e. it does not exclusively identiff individuals.
On the narrow interpretation, it does exclusively identiff individuals of which a
given predicate holds. A good overview of the two tlpes can be found in B. tciss
'That surface order determines scope is summarized by the following requirement @. Kiss 1994):

In Hungarian, operators c-commmd their scope at S-stnrcture (where c-command is defined in terms of
fust brmching node).
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(1ee8b).

3.1.I. Exclusive focus
Exclusive focusing is an operation that identifies all the individuals of whom a given
predicate holds, by excluding all other individuals at the same time. Exclusive focus
is also called contrastive because it always operates on a contexfually given focus
domain (set of individuals in a given context, or focus variants) and splits the focus
domain into two subsets: one of which the predicate holds, and one of which it does
not. Hence the name contrastive (it creates contrast between the two subsets). As
most recent analyses (Kenesei 1986, Szabolcsi 1994b) argue, focus identifies by the
exclusion of a set of which the given predicate does not hold (contrast set).4
The meaning

of

IDENTIFY operators or

exclusive focus can always be given with the help

of

an

following Chomsky (1976) and Kenesei (1986), with an iota-

operator:

(9)

a. PETERT hivtam
Pdter-acc invited-lsc

meg.
PV

'It was P6ter whom I invited.'
b. TDENTTFY (}x.I invited x, Pdter)

c. x[I invited(x)]:Pdter

(9) identifies all and only the individuals whom I invited.
Exclusive focus has different syntactic appearances from language to language.
As (9a) shows, Hungarian exclusive focus is ex situ. The focused constituent moves

4,A.

note is in order here about the tenninology of focus q/pes. Contrastive the way it is used in
Kenesei (1986) and Szabolcsi (1994b), is equivalent to exclusive in my terrninology. The reason why I
opt for using erclasrue instead of contrastive focus is due to the fact that the name contrastive is used in a
different and potentially misleading sense in E. Kiss (1998b), where contrastive focus is identified as a
subtype of what I call exclusive focus.
E. Kiss' arguments for this move are the following. She shows on the basis of various lmguages that
rarhat she calls the feature content of exclusive focus phrases can differ from language to language. There
are languages ufuere exclusive focus is only fine if the sentence contains an explicit mention of
altematives by spelling these out overtly. Arabic, for example is such a language (Ouhalla 1994):

(i) a. *'SII6v{Y-ANT
tea-ACC
b. SIIA.AY-AN
tea-ACC

sharib-a
drink-3sc
sharib-a
drink-3so

Zaydt:n.
Zayd-Novt

Z.ayd-un
Zayd-NoIra

Qaa'asiir-an).

(not juice-ecc)

'Zayd drinks TEA (not juice).'
If the set of altematives is not spelled out (ia), a preverbal focus is ungrammatical, and only a poswerbal
infonnation focus cam be used" Preverbal focus can only be used if the set of altematives is present.
Therefore E. Kiss argues that exclusive focus in Arabic is necessarily [+contrastive], as opposed to
languages where there is no such restriction (ike Hungarian), ra&ere it is [-contrastive]. I think the
[+/-contrastive] distinction is not the right one to make on the basis of (i). If the semantics of exclusive
focus indeed involves identification by exclusion, creating a complement set (i.e. showing contrast) is m
ffierent property of exclusive focus, not subject to variation. Whether languages have to qpell out the
complement set in overt slmtax is m independent question.
Note also that exclusive focus is called identificational focas in E. Kiss (1998b). I do not adopt this
term because identification is also part of non-exclusive focus in the intuitive sense.
'I take the IDENTIFY operator to be an illocutionary one, just as ASSERT below with respect to
example (15).
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to a preverbal position. English exclusive focus usually involves clefting:
sentences are always interpreted

cleft

with exhaustive identification of the subset the

predicate holds of,6

(10)

It was P6ter whom I invited.

In situ focus is ambiguous in English: it
B.

fiss

(11)

can be interpreted as exclusive focus (contra

1998b), or as oon-exclusive:

I invited PETER

(11) can be true under the same truth conditions as (9) above: when Pdter is the only
individual in a contextually given set vrhom I invited. It is important that Pdter rn
(11) bears heavy stress: this is the only indication in this English sentence that this
constituent must be interpreted as focus.
Hungarian in situ focus, as opposed to Englistr, cannot be interpreted as
exclusive. (12) cannot mean that Pdter was the only one I invited. We will retum to
the interpretation of this sentence in the next section.

(12) Meghivtam

PETERT.

Pv-invited-1sG Pdter-ecc

'I invited Pdter.'
o*It was Pdter whom I invited.'
Whether an instance o.f focus is exclusive or not can be tested by checking
entailment relations of the following sort (Szabolcsi 1981): in a pair of sentences,
where in the first sentence we focus a coordinate structure, and in the second only
one conjunct of it, if the second sentence is not the logical consequence of the first
one, we are dealing with exclusive focus. Consider the following pair:

(13) a. PETERT ds MARIT hivtam
Pdter-eCC and Mari-ecc invited-lsc
b.

meg.
PV

'It was Pdter and Mari whom I invited.'
PETERT hivtam
Pdter-ecc
olt

meg.

invited-lsc

was P6ter whom

PV

I invited.'

(13a) and (13b) are not true in the same situations: (13a) is true only if the invited
people were P6ter and Mari; (13b) only if the invited person was Pdter exclusively,
in a situation in urhich Mari was not invited. (13b) therefore is not a consequence of

"this is the reason uihy faithful translation of Hungarian exclusive focus into English is done with
clefting. As Rooth (1997) points ouq only clefting is interpreted exclusively among all circumstances.
However, due to the fact that clefting creates necessary wide scope for the contrasted constitue,lrt, while
Hr:ngarian exclusive focus does not, in cases where the exclusive/non-exclusive difference does not play
a role or is evident, I am using in situ focus with capitals in the English tanslation of Hr.rngarian
s€ntences in this dissertation.
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(13a), which shows that we are dealing with exclusive focus here.
3.1.2. Non-exclusive focus
Non-exclusive focus is a term used to cover various focus types which are all similar
in that they do not identifu individuals exhaustively, unlike in (9) above. These nonexclusive foci comprise the following focus fypes: informationfocus, presentational

focus, rheme.
Information focus is the name given to focus found in answers to questions, as in
the English

(laa) or Hungarian (l4b) (Roberts 1998):

(14) a. a

What did Pdter do?

A He bought a CAR.

b.

a Mit

what-ACC

A

csiniilt

Pdter?

did-3sc

P6ter-NoM

'What did P6ter do?'
Vett
egy kocsit.

bought-3sc

a car-ACC

'He bought a car.'
The answers in (14a,b) are not taken to exclude that Pdter did anything else but buy
a car, so the VPs in these sentences are instances of non-exclusive focus.
Presentational focus coresponds to a segment in the sentence that carries new
information (rheme)7 (Rochemont 1986), going back the Prague school in tradition
(Hajidovd 1984). The introduction of new (non-presupposed) information, just like a
non-exclusive answer to a question can be done by io situ focus in English (15a),
and according to E. Kiss (1998b) in Hungarian as well (15b):

(15) a. I invited PETER
b. Meghivtam PETERT.

pv-invited-1sc Pdter-ncc
'I invited PEtgR.'

(15) merely asserts that Pdter was invited, without implying anything about other
people who were or were not invited. The logical formulation of (15) is that of
assertion:

(15')

AssERr(lx.I invited x, Pdter)

With respect to (15b), it has to be noted that it is not the most natural way of
rendering (l5a). Although postverbal positions are available for non-exclusive focus
?anthough

the narnepre sentational focas is sometimes used in a very strict sense for sentences which
indicate an event where something comes into being/sight. This kind of strict presentational focus
contains verb fronting in Hungariar, as the following example demonstrates (Kenesei, Vago and Fenlruesi
1e98):

(i) Felkelt

a nap.

pv-rose-3sc the sun-ltou
'The sur has risen.'
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constituents, examples of this kind of focus are best if the preverbal focus position is
filled with some operator, like in the case of imperative sentences, where the verb
raises to Foco (Kenesei, Vago and Fenyvesi 1998):

(15) c. Hivd

meg

invite-np-2sc PV

PETERT!
Pdter-ecc

'Invite PETER!'
That the postverbal focused constituent in (l5c) is a non-exclusive one can be shown
with the exclusive focus test I have introduced above:

(16) a. Hfvd

meg PPrgRr

invite-nm-2sc

pv

Pdter-acc

Hivd

meg

PETERT!

.Invite PETER and MARI!,

b.

invite-nm-2sc

PV

ds MARIT!
and Mari-ecc

P6ter-acc

'Invite PETER!'
(16a) has, as its logical consequence that (16b) is also true in any given situation
where (16a) is true. Inviting Pdter and Mari (among possible others) entails inviting
Pdter logically. This proves that the postverbal constituents in (16) are not an
instance of exclusive focus.
In this section I have characterized two types of focus: exclusive and nonexclusive focus. I have pointed out that they differ in their semantics. Exclusive
focus identifies the set of individuals of rryhich a predicate holds exhaustively: by
contrasting this set with a set of which the predicate does not hold.
Syntactically, languages can treat the two tlpes of focus differently. Hungarian is
a language that syntactically differentiates between exclusive and non-exclusive
foci. Exclusive focus is ex situ, non-exclusive focus is in situ. This is not surprising
given that exclusive focus is quantificational. Hungarian tends to assign quantifiers
their LF scope already in overt syntax by moving them to preverbal positions. In
English, there is an overlap between the syntactic realization of the focus types:
while clefting can only be exclusive, in situ focus can be either exclusive or nonexclusive focus.

3.2. Topic types

Topics (named theme or background as well) are items that serve as o'anchors" of

old information, being the notional subject of predication. This property

is
characteristic of every type of topic one can find in a clause.
In this section I will characterize topics in Hungarian. As I will show there are
two tlpes of topics to distinguish: non-contrastive, ordinary topics (named Topics
further on), and contrastive topical elements, comprising left dislocates (LD) and
Conftastive Topics (CT for short). The latter fwo can be differentiated on the basis
of phonological behaviour and their patteming with different coordinators. While

l0
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there are differences between these three types of topics, they all can be called
"topic" because they serve as the notional subject of predication and they are
positionally similar: they are the leftmost constituents in a clause usually.
3.2.1. Non-contrastive topics : Topics

In the Hungarian generative literature topicalization refers to the placement of
phrases in the leftmost positions in the clause, where elements can only be preceded
by other topics or the complementizer. Topics can be characterized and defined by

the following properties (E. Kiss 1992b), illustrated with an example when
possible:8

.
.

Topics have an even middle pitch intonation without a pause following them
there can be more than one Topic per clause

(I7) Anna

Pdternek

KONYVET

Anna-Novt Pdter-oer book-ecc
'To P6ter, Anna gave

a

adoff.

gave-3sc

BOOK.'

.

Topics can be followed or preceded by sentential adverbials (like temporals,
which are also treated as topic phrases themselves)
(

fOWyVef adott.
book-acc gave-3sc
tegnap Pdternek fOUfVgf
b. Anna
adott.
Anna-Nou yesterday Pdter-oet book-ecc gave-3sc
Pdternek KONYVET adott.
c. Tegnap Anna
yesterday Anna-Nona Pdter-ner book-acc gave-3sc

18) a. Anna

Pdtemek tegnap

Anna-Notvt Pdter-oet yesterday

'To P6ter, Anna yesterday gave

.

a

BOOK .'

Topics cannot be preceded by quantifiers

(19) *Anna

sztlet6snapjara Pdternek I(OIrrfVgT adott.
every birthday-noss.3sc-suB P6ter-oer book-ecc gave-3sc
'To P6ter, Anna gave aBOOK for every birthday of his.'
minden

Anna-NoM

.

Topics must be referential expressions (definites, specific indefinites, generics)

(20) a. *Egy ismeretlen ember felhfvott.

(E. Kiss lgg}b,ex. 39)

anunknownperson-NoM pv-called-3sc
'An unknown person called.'

b. Felhivott

pv-called-3sc

egy ismeretlen ember.

anunknownperson-NoM

'idem'

' Note that throughout this dissertation for reasons of simplicity I refrain from paraphrasing topics in
English with "as for... " phrases. I keep this paraphrase for contrastive topics (section 3.2.2 below).
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universal quantifiers cannot be Topics

(21) *Mindenki tegnap
everyone-NoM

fONffref adott

yesterday book-acc

oEveryone gave a BOOK to Pdter yesterday.'

.

11

Pdternek.

gave-3sc Pdter-oan

Topics need not be followed by operators

(22) Anna

P6ternek

tegnap adott

Anna-Notvt Pdter-pet yesterday gave-3sc
'To P6ter, Anna yesterday gave

a

egy kdnyvet.
a

book-ecc

book.'

.

Topicalization does not assign scope to the topicalized element (unlike operatormovement in Hungarian); since Topics are specific items, they always have widest
existential scope in their clause
The role of Topics accorditrg to E. Kiss (1987, lggzb, 1994) is that of being the
notional subject of predication: therefore Topics must be entities that carry an
existential presupposition. Positionally, Topics are found in the specifiers of distinct
Topic projections, which are iterable (cf, 3). Thus, (17) for example has the
following structure:

(17') [roprAnna

[roprPdternek

[rpKdNyffEf

Anna-Nona Pdter-pan book-acc
'To Pdter, Anna gave a BOOK.'

adott]ll.
gave-3sc

Jopicalization is considered to be an instance of NP-movement (A-movement)
in E. Kiss (1992b). This is suggested by the fact that topicalization does not create or
change scope. Some islands let topics through without subjacency effects. If we
compare a well-established A-bar movement, wh-movement with topicalization, we
see that only the former is subject to Subjacency across purpose clause islands and
relative clauses with copular sentences:

(23) a. *Mt

guggolttil le

what-Acc crouched-2scpv

[hogy bekdss6l ti]?

that

oWhat did you crouch doram to tie?'

b.

(24) a.
b.

A

cip6meti

PV-tie-suBJ-2sG

leguggoltam [hogy bekiissem

the shoe-poss.1sc-ACC pv-crouched-lsc
'My shoes, I crouched dornm to tie.'
*Miti van
mdg
I aki

that

ti].

PV-tie-SUBJ-lsc

nem ismer t ]?
what-ACC be-3sc a-who-NoM yet not know-3sc
'What is such that there are people who do not know it yet?'

mdg nem ismeri q ].
elmdleteti van
I aki
this the theory-acc be-3sc a-who-uovt yet not know-3sc
'This theory there are people who do not know yet.'

Eztaz

t2
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3.2.2. Contrastive topics: left dislocates and Contrastive Topics
3.2.2.1. Left dislocates
Since Szabolcsi (1980, 1981) and Hunyadi (1981) it is known that the above
illustrated Topics are not the only elements that can be found in positions preceding
quantifiers and focus in Hungarian. Beside the above illusffated Topics, we can find
constituents in sentence initial positions that are pronounced with a characteristic

rising pitch, secondary stress and followed by

a slight pause. This kind of

characteristic intonation on the element with rising tone, secondary stress followed
by a pause will be marked Uy r/ in the fotlowing examples.
The elements with this kind of characteristic intonation always express contrast,
unlike regular Topics, in a way that is indicated in the translation below:

(25)

.hritos
AJAI.IDEKOT kapon.
Jiinos-NOU present-Acc got-3SC
'As for Jdnos, he got a PRESENT (udrile someone else might have got
something else than a present).'

Therefore Szabolcsi (1980,1981) refers

to the elements

rising tone

as

"ritn
contrastive topics.
It was also noticed that these elements with rising intonation can be followed by
a pronominal element with which they are coreferential, with the same meaning as
above:

(25') {Jiinos,

6laz

Jiinos-Notvt he/that-NOu

AJANDEKOT kapott.

present-Acc

got-3sc

'idem'

A detailed analysis of this resumptive pronominal construction

can be found in De
Grogt (1981), where the construction is termed contrastive left dislocation.
E. Kiss (1987) points out that these two constructions, the so-called conffastive
topics (25) and the so-called contrastive left dislocates (25') are in fact the same. In
the latter there is an overt pronominal following the item with rising intonation; in
the former, there is a covert pronoun. Therefore she handles these under one
umbrella and refers to them as left dislocation Beside the identical intonation, she
notes, these constructions have the same symtactic behaviour as well: both can be
embedded tn a that-clause, but cannot be embedded in a relative clause without
degradation:

(26) a. Azt mondj6k, hogy {J,ioos,
thatsay-3rr that Jiinos-NOu,

(6/az)

AJANDEKOT kapott.

(he/that-Nou)present-Acc got-3so

'They say that as for J6nos, he got a PRESENT.'

b.

??a

that

trinyt6l, akit6l {Jiinos, (6laz) AJANDEKOT kapotr
girl-anl a-who-Asr Jiinos-Nou (he/that-t'totvt) present-Acc got-3sc

'the girl, from whom, as for J6nos, he got a PRESENT'

Later developments in the study of topicalaatron (Molnrlr 1998) have revealed
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more about the nature of left dislocation and contrastive topics in general. Most
importantly, it was pointed out that left dislocates are not dislocated in the syntactic
sense of the word. In fact, the name "left dislocation" is a misnomer. Originally the
term was invented to indicate that these items are generated outside the clause they
appear with (Cinque 1983, g. fiss 1987 for Hungarian). This explains why although
they linearly precede at least one operator in their clause, they take scope under it:

(27) ^/nainae*i PALIT szereti.
everyone-NoM Pali-aCC love-3Sc
'It

(focus>V)

is Pali whom everyone loves.'

If

the projection of the left dislocate dominated the focus tn (27), this would
contradict the claim that in Hungarian operators c-command their scope at Sstructure (E. Kiss l9S7). Therefore it is suggested that left dislocation is not part of
clause structure, thus the left dislocate does not take scope over elements in the
clause. The resumptive pronorm 6laz is not taken to be part of the clause either,
rather, it appositively modifies the left dislocate with which it forms a unit. (The
other way of thinking about this pronoun is to take it to be a clitic-like element
(Cinque 1983), which cliticizes to the left dislocate. This explains why there cannot
be anything in between the two.)
Molnrir (1998) criticizes E. Kiss' analysis and points out that since left dislocates
can be preceded by Topics, which are evidently part of clause structure, left
dislocation must also be (LDP marks the projection where left dislocates sit for
short):

(28)

[ropeTegnap lrrrr/fdter [F."'AJANDEKOT

yesterday P6ter-rqont present-Acc
oAs

kapott

Marit6!]1.

got-3sc Mari-eer

for P6ter, yesterday he got A PRESENT from Mari.'

This position is also endorsed by Gdcseg (to appear) as well, who points out that
while Topics are neutral preceding left dislocates, they are not natural following
them:

(29) zf["rp{fdter [ropr tegnap
Pdter-Notvt yesterday

[F*PAJANDEKOT kapott
present-ACC got-3sc

Marit6l]ll.
Mari-asr

'idem'
This suggests that the position of left dislocates is the last among topic positions in
the Hungarian clause structure. It is not iterable and it fits into the Hungarian clause
structure the following way:

(30) [cr [ropr. [r,op

[Distp*

[ro.p

[N.gp ([ee,'p.-- 1)]1]1]]

(cf. (3))

The study of left dislocation therefore resulted in establishing that left dislocates are
positioned in the preverbal field of Hungarian, they are not dislocated in any sense. I
will nevertheless keep the name lefi dislocates for these items.
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3.2.2.2. Contrastive Topics
As far as the contrastive nature of topicalization is concemed, it was noticed that not

all

contrastively interpreted topical elements are pronounced

with the

above

described characteristic intonation of left dislocation (Kenesei, Vago and Fenyvesi
(1998). The following example contains no rising intonation on any item, yet
contrastive interpretation is present:

(31) Anna

kdnyvet nem olvas, de novelliit
igen.
Anna-Novt book-ecc not read-3sG but short story-Acc yes
'As for books, Anna does not read them, but as for short stories, she reads
those.'

In this example, konyvet'book-ecc' contrasts withnovelldt'short story-Acc'in that
Anna reads the laffer and not the former. Contrast is pairwise in these cases: books
(i.e. novels) contrast with short stories, and the predicate onot read' contrasts with
'rsad'. If the second clause is spelled out, the topical elements form one pair and the
predicates another pair. We can notate it via coindexing the contrasting elements:

(32) Anna
Anna-Norra

[,"*"kdnyvet]i [o,.6nem

book-ecc

not

olvas[, de [,*"novelkit]1 [p..aigen].;
short story-ecc yes

read-3sc but

As far as the structure of (32) is concemed, the predicates are FocP structures.
and, novelldt precede these FocP phrases. There is no special intonation
these elements bare
they are intonated as ordinary Topic elements. However,

Kdnyvet

-

unlike those, they are contrastively interpreted, as we have seen above. I will call
these constituents Contrctstive Topics to differentiate them both from left dislocates
(which are also contrastive but with a special intonation) and from ordinary Topics
(which are not contrastive). While both left dislocates and Contrastive Topics are
contrastive topics in the descriptive sense of the term, Contrastive Topics and left
dislocates make up two separate subclasses.

In the next section I will examine stnrctural characteristics of left dislocates and
Contrastive Topic elements.
3.2.2.3. Syntactic characteristics of left dislocates and Contrastive Topics
As we have seen in the previous section, both left dislocates and Contrastive Topics
can be found in the left periphery of the Hungarian clause structure. In order to give
a detailed structural characterizatron of the two elements, it is useful to look at other
elements in the clause they occur in: contrastive coordinators. The position of these
can help to locate left dislocates and Contrastive Topics.
When a clause is in contrast to another clause we usually find contrastive
coordinators signalling this. It is also possible that no contrastive coordinator is
present, to this option I will come back later in this section.
Contrastive coordinators appear before or inside ttre second (or, if there are more
than two clauses, final) clause, and come in two sorts in Hungarian. Clause initial
ones precede the second (or final) clause; clause intemal ones always appear inside
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the second (frnal) clause following the contrastive topic element. The two types
cannot appear together in one clause. The two sorts of coordinators are the
following:

(i)

clause initial coordinators: de, dm, mig, viszont, azonban
(ii) clause intemal coordinators: viszont, azonban, pedig, meg

For illustration, see the examples below. (33) illustrates clause initial coordinators,
(34) clause intemal ones. (35) shows that some coordinators can appear together in
one clause.

(33) a. Anna

krinyvet

olvas,

delfim/miglviszont/azonban novelldt nem.
short story-ACC not
'As for books, Anna reads them, but as for short stories, she does not read

Anna-NoM book-ecc read-3sc cooRD
those.'

b. Anna

k<inyvet nem olvas, delimlmigiviszont/?azonbannovelldt igen.
Anna-tlotvt book-acc not read-3sc, cooRD
short story-Acc yes
'As for books, Anna does not read them, but as for short stories, she reads
those.'

c.

Mari PALIT szereti, ?de/im/mig/??viszont/*azonban gea pnTERt.
Mari-Nou Pali-acc love-3sc cooRD
Bea-Nou Pdter-acc

'Mari,

she loves

(34) a. Anna

PALI, whereas Bea,

ktinyvet

she loves

PETER'

olvas,

Arna-Notvt book-eccread-3sc
novell6t
short

viszont/ azonban/?pedig/?meg/*de/* 6m/+mig nem.

story-Acc

CooRD

not

'As for books, Anna reads them, but

as

for short stories, she does not read

those.'

b. Anna
kiinyvet nem
Anna-wou book-acc not

novelliit
short

olvas,

read-3sc

viszontlazonban/*pedig/*meg/*del*6fr/*mig igen.

story-Acc

CooRD

yes

'As for books, Anna does not read them, but as for short stories, she does
read those.'
c.

Mari

PALIT

szereti,

Mari-l.totvl Pali-acc love-3sc

Bea

viszontlazonban/pedig/megl*de

Bea-NOtvt

(35)

'Md,

a.

COORD

she loves

Anna

PALI, whereas Bea,

lxim/+mig

PETERT.
Pdter-eCC

she loves

PETER'

krinyvet olvas,
Anna-Nour book-accread-3sc
delirm/mig novellft
??viszont/?azonban/*pedig/*meg nem.
cooRD short story-Acc cooRD
not
'As for books, Anna reads them, but

as

for short stories,

she does not read

those.'

b.

*Anna kdnyvet nem olvas,
azonban novelldt viszont igen.
Anna-Nona book-ecc not read-3sc cooRD short story-acc cooRDyes
'As for books, Anna does not read them, but as for short stories, she reads
those.'
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c.

1

*Anna ktinyvet nem olvas,
viszont novelliit azonban igen.
Anna-t'totvt book-ecc not read-3sc COORD short story-Acc CooRD yes
'idem'

d. Mari
PALIT
Mari-l,tou Pali-acc
de/imlmig Bea

cooRD

szereti,

love-3sc
?viszont/?azonban/*pedigi*meg PETERT.
Bea-NoM cooRD
Pdter-acc

oMari, she loves PALI, whereas
Bea, she loves pETER'

The occurrence of contrastive coordinators in these sentences reveals a lot about the
nature of Contrastive Topics. We can see above in (33-3a) that while de/dm/mig can

only be initial, viszont/azonbane can be both initial or internal. Pedig/meg are
different in nature: these can only occur in intemal position, never in initial one.
Besides, there is another domain in which pedig/meg clearly differ from other
coordinators. And this is their compatibility with negation. Note that the examples
above were selected to show three different confiastive environments: in the (a)
examples the predicates show contrast in that in the fust clause we find a positive
predicate, and in the second clause a negative one. In the (b) e1amples, this is the
other way round: a negative predicate is followed by a positive one. In the (c)
examples, two different positive predicates contrast. When we look at the
distribution of contrastive coordinators in the three different types of contrastive
environments, we find that while de/dm/mig/viszont/azonban are insensitive to the
nature of predicate contrast, pedig/meg are not compatible with contrasts involving
negation. If negation is in the second clause, pedig/meg are marginal (34a); if
negation is in the first clause, pedig/meg are clearly ungrammatical (34b). I will call
this property negation-sensitivity.
The properties of contrastive coordinators in Hungarian ure suulmed up in the

following table.
able 1. Contrastive coordinators in

initial

n

initial-

internal

intemal
pedig

negation sensitive
negation
insensitive

meg

de,6m,

viszont

mis

azonban

eA[

of these coordinators with the exception of meg are capable of expressing single contrast as well.
When not pair-contrastive, they always appear initial. De/dm/vis:ont/a:onban corresponds to 'but' md

pedig/migto'while'.
(i) Peter A BOLTBA indult, de/rlnr/viszonVazonban A KOCSMABAN kdtott ki.
Peter the shop-u-r left-3sc cooRD
the pub-nm
ended-3sa pv
'Peter left for the shop, but he ended up in the pub.'

(ii) P6ter AKOCSMABAII

Pdter

pub-nm

kotottki, pedig/mig
pv cooRD

the
ended-3sc
'Pdter ended up in the pub, while he left for the shop.'

ABOLTBA indult.
the shop-u,r left-3sc
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As the table shows, being negation insensitive correlates with the property that the
coordinator can be initial, while being negation sensitive correlates with being
internal.

As far as the structural positions of these coordinators are concemed, the above
examples show that there must minimally be two different positions available in the
Hungarian clause strucfure hosting contrastive coordinators. Schematically we are
dealing with the following two positions:

(36)

[.*,6 de/rirnlmig [Contrastive Topic ["*,6viszont/azonbar/pedig/meg

t...]lI

The two positions are usually not filled in one sentence, unless the initial one is
filled vttth de/dmlmfg and the intemal one with viszont/aeonban. This combination
gives a marginal result (35a,c vs. 35b). This tells us that the two coordinator
positions in (36) are not in complementary distribution: both can be filled at the
same time. As far as the exact structural positions of these coordinators is
concerned, I assume that the initial coordinator position is similar to the position of
English but (I will refer to it as a &P); and the internal coordinator position on the
other hand is the head position of a special Contrastive Topic projectionl0, which
hosts the contrastive topicalized constifuent in its specifier slot. I take it that the
Contrastive Topic projection (CTopP) is always projected ufuenever there is a
Contrastive Topic in a Hungarian clause. The head of this projection, CTopo is
optionally filled with an overt coordinator: it can remain empty as well, as we will
see below. The slmtactic position of the different contrastive coordinator elements in
the Hungarian clause can be indicated the following way:

(37)

[[cn,...][c*r...]... [c* ...] [ep de/imlmiglviszont/azonban
[cr*" Contrastive Topic [o*' pedig/meg litszontlazonban t ..]]l]I

After intoducing the CTopP position into the functional architecture, the
question comes up whether this projection is the projection where we find left
dislocates as well. To see this, consider the occurrence of contrastive coordinators
with left dislocates:

(38) a. Ama

{ktinyvet olvas,
Anna-Notvt book-accread-3sc
nem.
de/? 6m/mig/*viszont/* azonban lnovelldt
cooRD
short story-Acc not
'As for books, Anna reads them, but as for short stories, she does not read

b.

those.'
.hvtari

PALIT

szereti,

Mari-Nona Pali-ecc

love-3so
'r'.de/*6rll+mig/*viszonV*aeonban

CooRD

{Bea

PETERT.
Bea-uotvt Pdter-ecc

oMari, she loves PALI, whereas Bea, she loves

'this

was suggested to me by Balazs Surmyi,

PEfgR'

t8
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(39) a. Anna

{kdnyvet

Anna-Novt book-acc

not

olvas,

read-3sc
viszontl ? azonban/*pedig/*meg igen.

{novell6t
short

nem

I

COORD

story-Acc

yes

'As for books, Anna does not read them, but

as

for short stories, she does

read those.'

b.

r/tvlari

PALIT

szereti

Mari Pali-ecc

love-3sc

r/gea viszont/*azonban/pediglmeg PETERT

(40)

Bea

cooRD

'Mari,

she loves

Anna

Pdter-ncc

PALI, whereas Bea,

she loves PETER.'

r/krinyvet olvas,

Anna-Nou book-accread-3sc

*viszont/*azonban nem.
de/?im/mig {novelliit
cooRD short story-ecc cooRD
not
'As for books, Anna reads them, but as for short stories, she does not read

those.'

(38) shows examples with coordinators in the initial position, (39) with coordinators
in the internal position and (a0) the occurrence of both types in one clause. As we
see, initial coordinators (in the sense of Table 1) are compatible with left dislocation,
initial-internal ones also, but only in intemal position. Internal ones are not
compatible with left dislocation at all. Both the initial and internal position of
coordinators cannot be filled in one clause at the same time.
These findings first of all indicate that the presence of coordinators does not
exclude the presence of left dislocation, so there is no complete complementary
distribution between the two. However, complementarity shows up in one domain:
in contexts where a positive predicate contrasts with a negative one. In these
contexts, lack of any coordinator element is ungrammatical unless left dislocation
intonation is present on the contrasted constituents. (41a,b) shows this, while (42c)
shows that in case negation is not involved, left dislocation intonation is not
necessary in the absence of contrastive coordinators.

*({) konyvet
Anna-Nou book-ecc

(41) a. Anna

nem

olvas, *(r/) novelldt

igen.

not read-3sc short story-Acc yes
'As for books, Anna does not read them, but as for short stories, she does

read those.'

b. Anna

??({)k<inyvet olvas, ??({)novelkit

nem.

Anna-Notvt book-ecc
read-3so short story-Acc not
'As for books, Anna reads them, but as for short stories, she does not read
those.'

c.

PALIT szereti,
Mari-Nou Pali-ecc love-3sc
Mari

'Mari,

she loves

Bea

PETERT.

Bea-Nou Pdter-ecc

PALI, whereas Bea,

she loves PETBR.'

This shows that left dislocation intonation on the contrastively interpreted topical
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fulfils the same role as a contrastive coordinator: they are both
grammatical markers of pair-contrastive readings. When coordinators axe absent and
constituent

we are dealing with a positive-negative contrast between the predicates, left
dislocation intonation is obligatory. This shows that left dislocation intonation and
contrastive coordinators are two sides of the same coin: the fonner is a phonological,

while the latter is a slmtactic device for indicating pairwise

confastive

interpretation.

Coming back to structural questions, note that left dislocates and Contrastive
Topics can never occur together in a clause in any order, just as two left dislocates
or two Contrastive Topics are ungrammatical within one clause (for illustration, see
the next section). That is, triple contrast cannot be expressed in Hungarian:

(42) a. *Anna

nem olvas, de novellit {nohap igen.
k<inyvet {ma
Anna-t'totvt book-ecc today not read-3SG butshort story-Acc tomorrow
yes
'Today, Anna does not read books, but tomorrow, she reads short stories.'

b. *Anna

{6rtilten PALIT

Anna-Notvt madly Pali-ecc

szereti, Bea

r/t<icsit

love-3sg Bea-Notvt a bit

'Madly, Anna loves PALI, whereas

a

PETERT.
Pdter-acc

bit, Bea loves PETER'

The two properties that we have seen in this section (the complementary distribution
between Contrastive Topics and left dislocates, ffid the obligatory presence of left

dislocation intonation without coordinators

in contexts

contrasting in

positive/negative predicates like in (ala) above) suggest that

(i)
(ii)

left dislocates sit in the same position where Confrastive Topics do
o'surplus" they have has the same role as contrastive
i.e.
that
of marking contrastive readings, ild it can freely co-occur
coordinators,

the intonational

with some coordinators
On the basis of these findings I propose the same structural representation for left
dislocates as for Contrastive Topics above in (36):

(43)

[[cpr][cpz]...[c*"] [ap de/rlm [cropr left dislocate

[srop'

viszontlazonban t...

]1111

That is, left dislocates find themselves in the same structural slot in the clause:
Spec,CTopP. The difference between (36) and (43) is only in the type of
coordinators that can be found in each case: Contrastive Topics can appear with a
larger variety of coordinators than left dislocates. This, however, is expected, given
that left dislocation intonation has the same role as coordinator elements, as (41) has
clearly shown.
The structural characterization n(36/43) is draum on the basis of the distribution
of Contrastive Topics and left dislocates with each other and with contrastive
coordinators. The fact that I locate left dislocates in the same position as Contrastive
Topics does not mean, however, that the properties of Contrastive Topics and left
dislocates are completely the same. Here we have already seen that there is a
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difference between the two in the type of coordinators they occur with. Furthermore,
have also mentioned that there is a difference between the two in intonation and
the availabilify of resumptive pronouns. In the next section I illustrate properties of
Contrastive Topics and left dislocates in comparison to the list of properties I have
drawn for Topics (3.2.1).

I

3.2.2.4. Properties of left dislocates and Contrastive Topics
To give a full description of contrastive topical elements, in this section I list the
properties of left dislocates (LD for short) and Contrastive Topics (CT for short).

.
.

LD has a special rising tone, followed by a pause; CT does not
there can be only one LD/CT per clause (44)

(44) a. *r/UaritOt {Pdter
Mari-enl Pdter-hrol,I

nem kapott

not got-3sc

ajrinddkot.

present-Acc
'As for P6ter, as for Mari, Ie did not get a present from her.'
Marit6l Pali
VIRAGOT kapott,
Mari-eeI, Pali-Notvt flower-eCC got-3sC

b.

*Anndt6l (pedig) P6ter
(pedig)
Anna-asr (coono) Pdter-uotvt (coono)

AJANDEKOT.
present-Acc

'From Mari, Pali got FLOWERS, whereas from Anna, Pdter got

a

PRESENT.'

.

LD/CT

can be preceded by Topics (including sentence adverbials) (45)

(45) a. Tegnap {Pdte.
yesterday

P6ter-NrON{

nem

not

kapott ajrinddkot Marit6l.
got-3sc present-Acc Mari-ABL

oAs for Pdter, yesterday
he did not get a present from

b. Tegnap Pali

Mari.'

VIRAGOT kapott Marit6l,
yesterday Pali-Notr,t flower-ecc got-3sc Mari-enr
(pedig) AJANDEKOT kapott Anndt6lrr
P6ter
Pdter-Nou (coono) present-ACC got-3sc Anna-aer
'Pali, yesterday he got FLOWERS from Mari, whereas Pdter, he got a
PRESENT from Anna.'

rrwhile the property of being preceded by a topic can be demonstrated in the fust clause of a
biclausal structure, it cmnot be demonstrated in non-initial clauses. The reason is that the expression of
contrast requires that no item precede the contrastive topic of the second clause. This is similar in other
cases of contrast as well, for example, in the case of regular instmces of focus:

(i) P6ter

efAmefOf kapott, s

Pdter-t'tou present-Acc

got-3sG

(*tegrrap)

md (yesterday)

'Pdter got a PRESENT and not flowers yesterday.'

nem
not

Vm.ACOf.
flower-ecc

2l
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LD/CT cannot be preceded by quantifiers (46)

(46) a. *Minden ajrlnddkot {Pdter

MA kapott.
every present-ACC Pdter-Nou today got-3sG
'It was today that Pdter, he goj every present.'

b.

VIRAGOT kapott,
ldnyt6l Pali
two girls-est, Pali-hlolu flower-eCC got-3sc

Kdt

*mindenkitdl Pdter

(pedig) afAnmBKOT

everyone-ABl Pdter-Novt (coonn) present-Acc

kapott.
got-3sG

'From two girls Pali got FLOWERS, whereas from everyone Pdter got a
PRESENT.'

.

LD/CT need not be referential expressions (47)

(47) a. rlfet PETER ment
up Pdter-Notvt went-3sc

a ldpcs6n.
the stairs-sup

'Upwards, PPfgR went on the stairs.'

b. Le

PALI ment

a l6pcs6n

doum Pali-Nou went-3sG the stairs-sup

fel (pedig) PETER
up (coono) Pdter-t'lovt
'Downwards, PALI went on the stairs, whereas upwards, PETER went on
the stairs.'

.

a

universal quantifier can be both left dislocated and contrastive topicalized (a8)

(48) a. ./VfioOerti nem kapott
everyone-NoM not got-3sG
'Not everyone got

a present.'

b. Ketten
two of

them-NoM

mindenki

ajrinddkot.
present-ACc

bejtihefirek,
Pv-come-por-3pr

viszont nem jiihet

everyone-NoM (coono)

be.

not come-pot-3sc Pv

'Two of them can come in, whereas everyone cannot come in.'

.

LD/CT must be followed by at least one emphatic operator in its clause (49)

(49) a. *r/P6ter kapott ajrinddkot.

(as a neutral VP)

Pdter-llotvt got-3SC

present-ACc
oAs
for Pdter, he got presents.'

b. *Pali

kapott virdgot

Marit6l,

(as a neutral VP)

Pali-Nou got-3sc flower-Acc Mari-agl

(pedig) kapott ajrinddkot Ann6t61.
Pdter-Nou (coono) got-3sc present-ACC Anna-eer

Pdter

'As for Pali, he got flowers from Mari, whereas as for Pdter, he got a
present from Anna.'
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LD can have

1

a resumptive pronoun immediately

following on the left edge of the

clause, CT cannot (50)

(50) a. ./Pdter,

(o/az)
AJANDEKOT kapon.
Pdter-uotvt (he/that-NoM)present-Acc got-3SG
'As for Peter, he got

b. *Pali, (o/az)

a

PRESENT.'

VfnACOf kapott.
Pali-Notvt (he/that-t'toM)flower-Acc got-3sc

(ti/az)
(pedig) AJANOEKOT kapoft.
Pdter-Notvt (he/that-NoM)(CooRD) present-Acc got-3SG
'As for Pali, he got FLOWERS, whereas as for Pdter, he got
Pdter,

a

PRESENT.'

As it is seen in these examples, left dislocation and contrastive topicalization paffem
together in many respects, although not in all. I sum up the properties in the
following table. For a beffer overview, the properties of regular Topics are also
listed here from section 3.2.1. above.
able 2. Prooerties of tooical elements in Hu

Topics

CTopics

(i) rising intonation followed by pause

*

*

(ii) can have a resumptive pronoun

+

*

(iii)

*

Properties

can be a quantifier

(iv) one per clause

*
*

(v) it must be referential

(vi) must be followed by an emphatic

LD

*

*

operator

As Table 2 clearly shows, Contrastive Topics share some properties of Topics and
left dislocates. In properties (i-ii) Contrastive Topics pattern with regular Topics. In
properties (iii-vi) they pattem with 1eft dislocates. This shows that we are dealing
with a category independent of the other two; Contrastive Topics cannot be fully
subsumed either under Topics or left dislocates.

4. Contrastive topicalization as the source of disjunctive

vag)...,vary...

coordination
The previous sections have introduced contrastive topical elements in Hungarian in

z)
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some detail.

It

has been shown that these elements, Contrastive Topics and left

dislocates alike, are hosted by a special fi.rnctional projection, CTopP in its specifier

position. In this section it will be shown that the study of contrastive topicalization
has relevance for a hitherto neglected area of Hungarian slntax as well: the syntax
of clausal disjunction structures. This topic is not only interesting for its own sake,
but it also lays the groundwork for Chapter 4 of this dissertation. In Chapter 4 it will
be shown that clausal disjunction underlies the so-called Hungarian-type multiple
partitive construction, which features wh-elements in parallel clauses.

4.1. The properties of disjunctive vagt...rvag/... coordination
Semantic disjunction can be expressed with two disjunction elements in Hungarian:
akdr and vog. Both introduce n-ary disjunctions and both are positioned before the

disjunct they introduce. Semantically, the difference between the two is that akdr
can never indicate exclusive disjunction, while vog can be used for exclusive
disjunction." Slmtactically, there is a difference befween them, too akdr has to
appear before each disjunct, while vag need not. Yag can 6e absent from all
disjuncts except for the last one. These properties are illustrated in the following
examples:

(51) a. *(akrir)Pdter, *(akdr)Mari, akdr Bea
or Pdter-Notvt or Mari-Novtor Bea-NoM
b.

'whether Pdter or Mari or Bea'
(vagy) Mari
(vagy) Pdter,

or

Pdter-Notvt

or

vagy
Mari-Notvtor

Bea
Bea-Notvt

'Pdter or Mari or Bea (but only one of them)'

In the rest of this chapter I only discuss disjunction with uagr since this is the t1pe
of disjunction that will be relevant for the analysis in Chapter 4.
An example like (5lb) might lead one to think that vagt can be optionally
o'dropped" in front of non-final disjuncts. However, this is not the case. When vag
is spelled out in front of each disjunct (paired vag), we are dealing with a different
construction from when it only appears in front of the last one (single vag,,"). The
difference is present both semantically and syntactically. Semantically, the
difference lies in exclusiveness: paired vag is always exclusive, while single vag
l2Throughout

this dissertation I use the term "disjurction" to cover both the semmtic operation
disjunction and the slmtactic realization of it. The latter, strictly speaking, is m instance of coordination.
"I use the term single in the sense of 'bot doubled", to conffast *virth paired. $ingle vagt neednot be
literally single in cases where there are more than two disjuncts. In this case, by single vagu we have to
rurderstand either of the following two structures:

vagy Mari
vagy Bea
or Mari-uou or Bea-uotvl
vagy Bea
b. P6ter, Mari
Bea-Novt
P6ter-Novt Mari-Nou or

(i) a. P6ter

Peter-NoM

The crucial distinction between paired md single vagrt is that paired vagy @pears in front of the first
disjunct as well.
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need not be exclusive. The

(52) a. Mari

1

following examples show this:

magasabb

Mari-Notvttaller

Pdterndl vagy Bdlan6l.
P6ter-aop

or

Bdla-aop

'Mari is taller than Pdter or B6la (i.e. she is taller than both of them).'

b. Mari

vW P6temdl vagy Bdldnfl magasabb.
Mari-wouor Pdter-aDE or Bdla-anr hller

'Either it is the case that Mari is taller than Pdter or it is the case that she
is taller than B6la (i.e. she must be shorter than the taller boy)'
(52a) is true in case Mari is the tallest in the group consisting of herself, P6ter and
Bdla. In this case, vagr can actually be exchanged for ds 'and' , without a change in
meaning.ro ISZU; on the other hand can only mean that Mari's height is in befween
the heights of the boys. If B6la is taller than Pdter, then Mari is taller than P6ter, but
shorter than Bdla. The reading of vag,t is exclusive: it can only be true of one boy
that Mari is taller than this boy.
Syntactically, there are also differences between paired and single vag't. The
string with single vagt can occur anywhere, like in the focus position (53a),
postverbally in neutral clauses (53b) or in the topic position (53c):

(53) a. Mari

[PETERNEL vagy BELANAL] magasabb.
Mari-trlotvtPdter-anE or
Bdla-ans taller
'Mari is taller than PETER or BELA.'
b. Mari
magasabb Pdterndl vagy Bdldndl

Mari-Notvt taller

c.

Pdter-eog

or

Bdla-aop

'Mari is taller than P6ter or Bdla.'
fPdtemdl

vagy Bdl6n6l] MARI

Pdter-eopor

magasabb.

Bdla-aop Mari-t'totvttaller

'It is Mmi who is taller then Pdter or Bdla.'
Paired vagt on the other hand can only appear with the disjuncts (or elements
thereof) focused (5aa). It cannot for example be in postverbal positions in neutral
clauses (54b) or in topic position (5ac).

(54) a. Mari [vagy PETERNEL vagy BELANAL] magasabb.
Mari-ttovtor Pdter-aor or Bdla-aoB taller
'Mari is taller than either PETER or BELA.'
b. *Mari magasabb [vagy Pdtemdl vW Bdl6ndl].
Mari-Noutaller or P6ter-eoe or Bdla-eoe
c. *[Vagy Pdterndl vagy BdldnAU MARI magasabb.
or Pdter-ADE or Bdla-aop Mari-Noutaller
'nNote, however, that if the ffing Pdterndl vagt Bilandt isplaced in the focus position, 16s lssding
this disjunction becomes exclusive, exactly as in (52b) (Istvdn Kenesei, p.c.):

(i) Mari

Mari-Notvt

IPETERNEL vagy BELANIAL] magasabb.
Peter-ADE or
Bela-aon taller

'Either it is the case that Mari is taller than Pdter or it is the

case that she is taller than

Bdla.'

of
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I take it that the focus restriction on paired vagl comes from its semantics. We have
seen in section 3.1.1 above that phrases with an exclusive focus interpretation have
to move to the special focus position in Hungarian. It seems that disjunctive phrases
with a necessarily exclusive interpretation also have to move to this position due to
their exclusive interpretation. 15
The other syntactic difference between single and paired vdgp concerns the size
of the disjoined material and the category of the resulting disjunction as a whole. If
we disjoin DPs, for example, the resulting category depends on whether we use
single vagt or paired vog. Single vagt yields a DP constituent extemally, while
paired vags is not recognized as a DP; the whole string does not forn a DP
constituent. The difference is illustrated in (55):

(55) a. [pp[ppPdter], [opMari], vagy [ppBea]l
b. ...vagy [ppPdter], vagy [ppMari], vagy [ppBea]...
This difference between the two structures has been suggested (although not proven)
by Kenesei, Vago and Fenyvesi (1998;.16 Here I bring two pieces of evidence for
this structural dif[erence: one involves the availability of constituent negation and
the other the readings we get when we place the disjoined material in a matrix
clause.

Constituent negation is only available with single vagt structures, not with
paired vagt canstructions. This proves that the former forms one constituent, while
the latter does not:

(56) a. Mari nem
Mari-Notrnot

[Pdtem6l vagy Bdl6n6l]

or

magasabb.

Pdter-ans
Bdla-aop taller
'Mari is not taller than Pdter or Bdla.'
[nem [vagy Pdterrdl vagy Bdktu6l ]l magasabb.
Mari-Notvtnot
Pdter-eos
Bdla-aoe taller

b. *Mari

or

or

The other test we can use to show the difference between the two structures
looks like the usual constituency test in Hungarian, focusing: placing a constituent
into ttre single preverbal focus position of the clause. This test in itself does not
differentiate right away between paired and single vag structures: both can appear
in the focus position as (57ab) show. Recall that focusing in Hungarian is always
detectable from verb movement up to Foco.

"
(see

The reverse is also true: disjoined material in focus necessarily have to be construed as exclusive

footrote 13 above).

'tlote that Banreti (1992:B$ also makes the same prediction about paired vagu disjunction (which
he does not discuss in detail). He says the following about Hungarian coordination in general: 'ha k6t
mondat kdt ktilOnb6zo f6kuszat koordinaltuk [...] a}J<or a kdt ktildubtzo fokusz nem helyez.het6
egytittesen az els6 mondat topikj6ba" [if two foci in two clauses are coordinated [...] then the two foci
together cannot be placed into the topic position of the first clause]. Bmdti uses this characteristic as a
test: whenever the coordinate structure cmnot be topicalized as one item, he treats the construction as a
coordination of clauses. The impossibility of placing vag*.,vag...disjunction into topic positions in
Hungmian (see (54c) above) therefore is consonant with Baffdti's observation.
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(57) a. [Vagy Pdtert, vagy Marit, vagy Berit] akarom, hogy

meghivd.

or Pdter-aCC or Mari-acC or Bea-ACCwant-lsG that pv-invite-susr-2sc
(i) 'I either want that you invite Pdter, or I want that you invite Mari, or

b.

I

want that you invite Bea.'
(ii) '*I want that you invite either Pdter, Mari or Bea.'
[Pdtert, Marit, vagy Be6t] akarom, hogy meghivd.
Pdter-ecc Mari-ncc or Bea-ACC want-lsc that pv-invite-suBJ-2sc
(i) 'I either want that you invite Pdter, or I want that you invite Mari, or I
want that you invite Bea.'
(ii) 'I want that you invite either Pdter, Mari or Bea.'

The fwo sentences, (57a) and (57b), however, have different interpretations. (57a)
can only be interpreted with disjunction taking maffix scope, thereby scoping over
want. This means that (57a) contains disjunction over propositions: it is the wanting
events that are disjoined (indicated in 57ai). (57b) is ambiguous in this respect: the
disjunct can have matrix scope (this is when we get the same readings as in 57a), or
it can have embedded scope. In the latter case we have disjunctirin over individuals:
I want a situation in which Pdter, Mari or Bea will get invited. This meaning
difference leads us to conclude that in (57b) it is possible to extract the whole
disjunctive phrase [Pdtert, Marit vagt BeatJ into the matrix focus position. This
keeps disjunction to the level of individuals. In (57a), this option is not available:
due to the fact that the string vag,t Pitert, vagt Marit, vag,t Bedt do not form a DP
constituent, the string in itself could not undergo movement into the matrix clause.
If we are on the right track in concluding that there is no constituency in the case
of paired vag structures, the fact that the disjuncts still appear adjacent to each
other in this case must be the result of some kind of phonological reduction in all but
the last clause along the following lines:

(57b') [Vagy P6tert

@,

[vagy Marit

@],

[vagy Bedt akarom, hogy meghivd].

This means that disjunction with paired

vag

structures

in

Hungarian involve

disjoined clausal material, with reduction involved in some of the clauses. Note that
word order shows us the structure of the clauses: the DPs are followed by the verb
and are pronounced with heavy stress, which characteizes exclusive focus. This
shows us that focusing is involved in all clauses, that is, the disjoined material is

minimally

as

big

as FocP:

(57b") [vagy 1r"", PETERT,
lvagy [po"p MARIT.; @

]]l],

]lll,

[vagy [po"pBEATI akarom [hogy [meghivd ts]lll

What is left to determine is what the position of vagt is in this structure. Before
tunring to this, note that the proposed treafinent of paired vag,t structures in terms of
clausal disjunction is not unprecedented in the literature. It seems that other
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languages also possess disjunctive sffuctures that necessarily involve clausal
material.
Schwarz (1999,2AA0) proposes a treatment for unbalanced either - or clauses in
English that is similar to my treatment in (57b'). The following provides an example
for unbalanced

(58)

disj unction

:

John either ate rice or beans.

This construction is called '1mbalanced", because if one takes the position of either
to mark the left edge of disjunction (Quine 1967, Dougherty 1970, Stockwell et al
1973), the disjoined structures are non-identical categories:

(58')

John either [ypate rice] or [Npbeans].

Schwarz argues that there is reason to believe that unbalanced disjunction contains
balanced disjrurction of at least VP-size (but possibly bigger) material, followed by
reduction (i.e. silencing some material in one disjunct under identity with material in
the first disjunct, called gapping in Ross 1967):

(58")

John either [ypate rice] or [w ale beans].

Evidence for this claim comes from sentences like (59):

(59)

??Either they locked you or me up.

If the particle erp follows the last disjunct, the sentence is very marginal. This can be
explained if clausal disjunction is involved in (59), and up in the second disjunct is
not licensed due to the fact that it lacks a correlate in the first disjunct:

(59')

Either [lpthey locked you] or [pthqrlo€k€d me upl

Another argument for clausal disjunction in examples like (58) comes from the
grammatical status of (60) as opposed to (59):

(60)

They locked you up or me.

If (60) was to originate

not from clausal disjunction of fp [thry locked you upJ or
upJJ, but from nominal disjunction of fiyp [youJ or [meJJ, (59)
would have to be derived via extraposition of [or meJ fromthe following underlying

t@me
structure:

(61)

Either they locked you or me up.

We have seen however, that as a surface structure, (61) (which equals (59)) is highly
marginal. Therefore, since a marginal structure cannot give rise to a grammatical
one, it must be the case that (60) does not contain NP-disjunction of [xp [youJ or
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[*eJJ, but clausal disjunction of the structure fp fthey locked you upJ or [tJtq
leelc#me upJJ. This proves that sentences with unbalanced disjunction contain
disjoined clauses.

This section has shown that exclusive disjunctive, paired vagu clauses in
Hungarian, similal to English unbalanced disjunction, involve disjunction of clausal
material.

4.2. The structure

of disjunctive vogl...rvagt... coordination

As noted above, in Hungarian the clausal material contained in vagt...,vag.,.
disjunction is minimally a string that contains either a FocP or a DistP. There are
several indications for this. It can be observed for example that instances of paired
vag are always followed by constifuents that are pronounced with the heavy stress
characteristic of focused items (the focused string can be as large as a whole clause,
see (62d)). Beside phonological indications, the focus structure is also evident from
syntactic indications (word order) as well: the disjunct that does not get ellipted
always shows up with a verb - preverb order that indicates that focusing has taken
place:

(62) a. Vagy pptERt, vagy MARlT,vagy BEAT hivom meg.
or Pdter-ecc orMari-ecc orBea-RCC invite-lscpv
b.
c.
d.

'I invite either Pdter, Mari or Bea.'
*Vagy Pdtert, vagy Marit, vagy Bedt meghivom.

or Pdter-ecc or Mari-ecc or Bea-aCC pv-invite-lsc
Vagy MINDENKI bej0het,
vagy SENKI sem.
or everyone-NoM PV-come-POT-3SG or
noone-NoM not
'Either everyone can come in, or noone.'
Vagy [a,meghivom Beiit], vagy [pehnegyek moziba].
or pv-invite-lsC Bea-acC or rv-go-lsc cinema-Il,I,
'I either invite Bea, or I go to the cinema.'

(62a) contains Pitert, Marit and Bedt in focus in the respective clauses, as is clear
from the verb-preverb order in the last full clause. With neutral word order the
sentence is ungrammatical (62b). (62c) shows clauses with emphatic quantifiers, and
(62d) shows an example where whole clauses are in focus.

On the basis of these examples we can assign the following structure to
disjunction with paired vagr:

(63)

[*gyrvagy

[Focp

PETERT

vag]

[po"p

MARIT

[,agyr

fuo".

[po"'

A 17,

hivom

[nqpr

meg

llll.

(63) shows that exclusive disjunction in Hungarian contains the juxtaposition of
FocP structures. This differentiates paired vagr structures from structures with a
single vagt: the former can only disjoin clauses, while the latter can disjoin smaller
constituents, like DPs, for example. The two have the following structures
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respectively:

(64) a. [,ugyr DP/AP/PP vagy DPIAPIPP]
b. [vagyn vagy DistP/FocP vagy DistPlFocP]

(single
(paired

vag)
vag)

I

use vagtP in these structures to indicate that a phrase is recognized extemally as a
constituent. One difference we find between (6aa) and (6ab) is the difference in
constituency: in (6a$ the whole string including all disjoined elements can form a
constituent, while in (64b) this is not the case.
The question that comes up when considering the structure in (6ab) is what the
position of the vag elements are. If we start out from the assumption that vagt is a
syntactic head (this assumption will be motivated below), vag could be treated the
way coordinators are in the slmtactic literature (Kape 1994, Zoener 1995,
Johannessen 1998): as a head projecting its own functional projection, a disjunctive
phrase, in the following fashion (I do not indicate the intemal structure of the vag,tP

here):

(65)

lvagyyvop [pi.tpmo"p

-..1vag [oiop,r*r ...]]

In the literatue there are several proposals concerning coordinators that project their
own projections. In Hungarian we can, however, identifu this projection even
firrther: there are reasons to believe that vary heads the Contrastive Topic projection
or the projection that corresponds to that. It can be shown that vogtt spells out a head
in a structure that exists independently of disjunction. I put forward the claim that
vagt tn paired vagr disjunction spells out a Contrastive Topic head in the clause
structure of Hungarian:

(66) [cr*, lctop' vagt [oirtppo"p ...]l],

[crope fcrop'

vagt

[or"pm*p

...]]I

That is, disjunctive vagl is a head that appears in the structural position which is
parallel to CTop0 in contrastive topicalization structures. The structure in (66),
however, does not mean that vagtt..., vag... structures share all the properties of
contrastive topicalization consffuctions. When vagt is present in CTopo, we are not
dealing with run-of-the-mill contrastive topicalization. The Spec,CTopP position in
these cases for example cannot be filled by any overt constifuent:

(67)

*[cro,prP6ter

[ctop'

[c.** Bdla
Bdla-uotrl

I

vag [ro"p

BEAT hivja

meg]]],

Bea-acc invite-3scpv,
vag [ro"p MARrr]]I
Mari-ecc
or
or

Pdter-Nou
[cron,

take this to be the result of semantic incompatibility between contrastive
topicalization and sentential disjunction: the two cannot be expressed at the same
time. This can be interpreted in two ways qmtactically. One option would be to say
that sentential disjunction and contrastive topicalization instantiate a more general
structure, with the following schematic structure:
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[x

bc

[ustpmocp

...]ll,

[>e

1

[* [uopn*p.'.]]l

In case Spec,XP is occupied by a constifuent, ffid contrastive coordinators can

be
present h Xo, we are dealing with conftastive topicalnation. In case we find vagt rn
X0, we are dealing with disjunction as a result of the fact that the lexical features of
vag are present on the maximal category XP. The other way to explain the

ungrammaticality of (67) would be to say that disjunction is a run-of-the-mill
contrastive topicalization structure, in which Spec,CTopP is filled with a covert
item. This element can be the disjunctive operator (see Larson 1985 for disjunction
being scopal and therefore involving an operator):

(69)

[cropeOp [crop' vasufa"tpn*p...]]1, [cropeOp [g1op'udBP [o,rtprro"...]]l

Deciding befween the scenario in (68) or in (69) is a dfficult task that I do not
undertake here. For the understanding of what follows, the structure in (66) is a good
enough approximation of the state of affairs, so I will stick to this for ease of
exposition.

There are some indications that the structural representation in (66) is on the
right track. The contrastive topic related nature of vagt is indicated by the
distribution of the contrastive coordinator pedig, the obligatory presence of FocP in
the structure and the multiplicity requirement on clauses in disjunction. These
properties argue for placing vag in a Contrastive Topic projection. The position
vag occupies can be decided upon with the help of the historical development of
vag sffuctures: this indicates that vagt is a head in present-day Hungarian. These
arguments together support the structure in (66). In what follows I will review these
arguments.

One of the earmarks of disjunction with paired vag (as opposed to single vqg)
is the optional appearance of the coordinator pedig following the last vagr element.
Pedig, when present, is always right adjacent to vagt: nothing can intervene between
the two. Some illustrative examples are given in (70):

(70) a. Vagy Pdtert, vagy Marit, vagy {pedig) Bedt hivom meg.
(coono) Bea-ecc invite-lscpv
or Pdter-ecc or Mari-acc or
b.

c.
d.

'I either invite Pdter, Mari or Bea.'
Vagy Pdtert, vagy Marit, vagy (*holnap) pedig Be6t hivom meg.
or Pdter-acC or Mari-ecc or tomorrow cooRD Bea-eCC invite-lsc pv
Vagy ma, vagy (pedig) holnap hivom meg Berit.
or today or
cooRD tomorrow invite-lscpv Bea-acc
'Either today or tomorrow I will invite Bea.'
Vagy Pdter meghfvja Be6t, vagy @edig) elmegyek moziba.
or Pdter-NoM Pv-invite-3sc Bea-ecc or CooRD go-lsG cinema-u-L
'Either Pdter invites Bea or I go to the cinema.'

Note that pedig is ungrammatical with single vogt (7la,b), unless that disjoins
clauses (71c):

3t
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(71) a. ?*[P6tert, Marit, vagy pedig Bedt] hivom meg.
Pdter-Rcc Mari-acc or
cooRD Bea-ecc invite-lscpv
'I invite Pdter, Mari or Bea.'
b. *[Ma, vagy pedig holnap] meghfvom Bedt.
today or cooRD tomorow pv-invite-lsc Bea-acc
'Today or tomorrow I invite Bea.'

c. Meghfvom Be6t, vagy pedig
invite-lsc Bea-ecc or cooRD

ehnegyek moziba.

rv-go-lsccinema-tI,I,

'I invite Bea or I go to the cinema.'
The facts iu (71) show that pedig is only available in clausal disjunction structures.
Its presence can be indicative of the structure we are dealing with, due to the fact
that pedig has a special distribution. Pedig is a sentential coordinator in Hungarian,
and it has two occlrrences. In one of its occurrences (see section 3.2.2.2), it figures
as an intemal pair-conhastive coordinator meaning 'whereaso, always following a
Contrastive Topic:

(72) Mari

PALI

szereti, Bea

Mari-Notvt Pali-ecc love-3sc

Bea-trtoM

pedig

PETERT.

CooRD Pdter-ecc

'Mari, she loves PALI, whereas Be4 she loves PETER'

In its

other occrurence, pedig

is an initial

coordinator,

in the

meaning of

while/although (see fo. 8 above):

(73)

Pdter

elfiirad a futiisban, pedig

erds.

Pdter-ttolpvtired-3sc running-nre cooRD strong
'P6ter gets tired of running, although he is strong.'

Out of the two uses, the pedig appearing after vagt in (70) looks like the intemal
pair-contrastive coordinator that shows up with contrastive topicalization, given that
it always appears in paired clauses and follows (rather than precedes) the vagt rn
these cases, i.e. it is necessarily intemal, not initial. If we take the pedig that shows
up with paired vag structures to be a contrastive coordinator, it must be the case
that the structure we are dealing with is that of contrastive topicalization, since paircontrastive pedig only shows up in these structures.

Beside the availability of pedig, there are other properties, too, that show a
parallel between sentences with contrastive topicalization and vagt...,vagt...
sentences. One such common proper(y is that both contrastive topicalization and
vogt...,vary... structures necessarily involve exclusive focus constituents (or other
contrasting operators) in each parallel clause. This was shown to be the case with
contrastive topicalization in the previous section (example 49) above. For vagt, it
was illustrated above in (5aa) and (62).

On the basis of the above evidence I suggest that paired vagt occurs in
contrastive topicalization structures. In (37) in section 3.2.2.3,I have proposed the
following structure for contrastive topicalization:
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(37)[crrpp XP [pnrtr,1po.p...]],[g1ropr YP[croo'pedig/meglviszontlazonban [n r,pn*p.

.

.]]]

My null hypothesis is that paired uagv strucfires also instantiate a structure like in
(37). The question is, where to place the vagt elements? If vag,t is phrasal, it could
fill the Spec,CTopP position, and act as a Contrastive Topic.If vag,t is a head, the
most ptausible position for it is CTopo. In this case Spec,CTopP is not filled with
any overt category, and vagt pedig form a complex head spelling out CTop0. The
two options are represented in (74) and (75):

vag

(74)[c-r"pp

or

[F""p

PETERT]1, [cropp

Pdter-acc
oI
either invite Pdter or Mari.'
(75)[crop,

vag

fro"pPETERT]J,

[crop,

vag

or

vag

[pogp MARIT hivom meg ]ll.
(coonn) Mari-ecc invite pv

fcrodpedig

pedig[po.* MARIT hivom meg]].

While both options are in principle tenable, the choice falls on the second one. Not
only to keep in line with works that argue for the head status of the coordinator
elements, but also because historical developments support the head (rather than the
phrasal) status of vagt. The historical facts in tum also support the view that vagt is
an element in the left periphery of the Hungarian clause structure, thereby
constituting additional arguments for (66) above.
As far as the origins of vagt are concerned, it had a development simila to many
disjunctors in other languages: it originates from a verb. Hungarian vagr derives
from the third person singular form of the verb lenni obe' (Benkd lggl).17
Originalty, according to Benk6 (1991), this verb form appeared combined with the
sentential pronominal az'that' in the following way:

(76) A4vagt

IPETERT hivom meg]i, Mrvog MARIT hivom meg]:.
that-NoM is Pdter-ecc invite-lsc pv that-NOM is Mari-ecc invite-lsc pv
'The situation is that I invite Pdter, the situation is that I invite Mari.'

Thus, the origins of disjunction in Hungarian can be traced back to 4a qz*vagl'that
is' predication, which was used to introduce propositions that conffast with each
other. In (76) there are two states of affairs contrasted: one in which I invite P6ter
and one in which I invite Mari. Az vagt (which later underwent contraction resulting
rn avagt 'ot'), clearly behaved like a main clause formally, too. This can be seen
from some historic examples where the embedded proposition shows up with a
complementaer element (Benk6 1 99 I ):

(77)

ldey

te
isten [. ..f, wag hogy istennek fia.
you-NOM be-SUSr-2SC God
or that God-nAT son-pOSS.3SG
'You will be either God [...], or the son of God.'

YaW

or

rTThe 3sc form
of the verb lenni 'be' in present day Hungarim is van.In earlier stages of the
language, however, this form was vagt, uihich is still found to date in the dialectal form vagton'is'. Note
also that the non-exclusive akdr (see 5la above) also originates from a verb: from akar'want-3sc'.
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In present-day Hungarian the complementizer cannot show up in clausal disjunction
any more, nor can the a- element be spelled out in front of vagt in standard
Hungarian (although avag is still found in archaic/literary registers). Note,
however, that while (76177) are not grammatical in present-day Hungarian, there is
an acceptable construction similar to these in present-day Hungarian, which also
involves the juxtaposition of clauses, preceded by the copula. The meaning of this
sentence also contains disjunction, although non-exclusive:

(78) Van, hogy esik,

van,

be-3sathat rain-3so be-3so

hogy

nem.

that

not
'Sometimes it is raining, sometimes it is not.'

The absence of the complementizer in present-day Hungarian indicates that the
original (M vagt sequence has been lexicalized into the single word vag't, in a
process of grammaticalization. Grammalicalization resulted in the disjunctor vog,
such that the original verb (i) lost its subject argument (az'that'), (ii) lost its status
as a main clause predicate. This is exactly the expected process of
grammaticalization affecting verbal elements. Klamer (2000) shows that
grammaticalization of verbal elements frequently occurs in languages exactly this
way. For example, verbs of speech, thoughts and perceptions grammaticalize into
complementizers, as the following Buru (an Austronesian language) example shows:

(79) Sira em-tako fen
sira dapak eflali.
3pr srAr-fear rEN(=hat) 3pr get beat
'They were afraid that they would be beaten.'

Fen 'that' originates from the verb meaning 'think/say/affinn'. As a result of
semantic bleaching, this verb lost its argument sffucture (Lightfoot 1979) and
underwent a category sffi from the lexical category V0 to the functional category
c0.

I

assume g'ammaticalization affected the Hungarian (rz vagt structure in a
similar way. Ilag lost its subject and becaure a functional element. Since it
underwent a similar grammaticalization process x.fm, it is reasonable to think that
it, too, ended up as a head category. Position-wise it shifted from a main clause
predicate position to a head position in the clause which was originally its embedded
complement. The lmgrammaticality of (77) in present-day Hungarian shows that
vag is no longer higher than C0 in the structure of the clause. This is compatible
with the view that it spells out the CTopP head, as indicated in (66).
To support the above sketched development of vagt from a verbal element, let
me mention other languages where the same phenomenon can be attested in the
development of disjunctors. The Dutch exclusive disjunctor hetzij has the same
intemal complexity as Hungarian cu vag'that is':

(80)

het-zij

it-be-suer-3sc
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Hetzij originally was a main clause predicate, just like vag, taking a whole clause as
its complement. This is visible in present-day Dutch as well. Hetzij can still appear
with a complementizer dat'that' following it (although dat can be absent as well):

(81)

Hetzij

or

(dat) het regent, hetzij (daD het droog blijft.
(that) it-uotr,train-3sc or
(tha| it-Norvrdry stay-3sc

'Either it rains, or it does not rain.'
Italian sia 'be-sUBl-3sc' has the same distribution in its use as a disjunctor. It does
appear with an embedded clause in present-day Italian (che othat' cannot be
omitted):

(82) Siache veng4 sia che non
or that come-3sc or that not
'Either he comes or not,

venga, ...
come-3sc

...'

On the basis of the above examples we see that Italian, Dutch and Hungarian
represent three different stages of the grammaticalization process as far as the
position of the resulting element is concerned. The Italian sia preserved most of its
main clause status - it still has to appear with a CP complement. Hungarian vag
was effected by grammaticalization most strongly: it can only appear as a leftperipheral functionat element, lower than C0. Dutch hetzij is between Italian and
Hungarian: it represents a transitory stage between the two.
To summarize this section, on the basis of the irg .mentation presented above I
proposed to assigu the follgwing structure to clausal disjunction in Hungarian:

(66)

[crope fcroo'

,og,

[pirtpn'ocp

...]],

[crope [crop'

vag (pedig) [DistprFocr ...]]].

This analysis has the following advantages. First, if paired vagt can only appear in
contrastive topicalization in present-day Hungarian" the fact that this tlpe of
disjunction is necessarily clausal, gets syntactically coded. Second, the fact that
pedig, which can only appear with clausal structures, can naturally occur with initial
uagr structures also falls into place. The contrastive topicalization scheme in (66)
provides pedig with its natural place: it is the spellout of the CTopO head, like in run
of the mill contrastive topicalization structures. When pedig is spelled out overtly, I
assume it forms a complex head v,nth vagt also base-generated on the CTopo head.
Last but not least, the proposed structure is intuitively correct in the semantic sense.
Contrastive topicalization and disjunction have a lot in common. We can say in fact
that disjunction is contrastive topicalization with the strongest sense of contrasf: the
two clauses contrast so much that only one of them can be true at a time.
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5.1. Wh-items as variables
This dissertation discusses the slmtax of wh-items in Hungarian. Wh-items form a
closed class in natural languages, ffid display a particular morphology. In some
languages, like in English, their distribution is rather restricted. They are used to
question a constituent in questions or they are used as relative pronouns in relative
clauses. In other languages, however, they are found in different roles as well, with
varying interpretations. In these languages their interpretation is dependent on the
configwation they occur in. Depending on the configuration they can appear with an
existential meaning or with other quantificational meanings. This lead many
researchers to the conclusion that wh-items show quantificational variability, ffid
their actual interpretation is always dependent on the configuration they occur in
(Postma 1995):

(83)

The interpretation of wh-items is determined configurationally.

In this chapter I review some of the literature that lead to the conclusion in (83), and
show that (83) holds for Hungarian.
5. 1. 1. Wh-items cross-linguistically
The earliest transformational accounts that analyze question wh-items in some depth
were Chomsky (1964), Katz alnLd Postal (1964) and Klima (1964). It was suggested
by these authors that wh-rlems are composite elements, consisting of two parts: a
question operator (wh-part), and, depending on the nature of the question word, an
indefinite or a definite pronoun:

(84) who: wh + someone
what: wh + something
which: wh + that
While in English there is liule prima facia evidence for this state of affairs (for
some evidence see Sloan 1991), other languages supply more direct evidence for the
composite/indefinite nature of wft-items. Research by Kuroda (1965) and
Nishigauchi (1990) on Japanese and Huang (1982), Cheng (1991) and Tsai (1994)

on Chinese supports the claim in (83) for these languages with different factual
evidence: in Chinese it is the case that bare wft-items themselves can be used as
indefinite pronouns, i.e. they take part in an interrogative/existential altemation,
rarhich is conditioned by the context. In another set of languages, where Japanese and

Hungarian also belong, the interrogative/existential alternation is morphologically
marked: while the intenogative reading is available for barc wh-items, we get an
existential reading when the u,h-item occurs with a particular suffix. Beside suffixed
wft-items, however, we can also find bare wh-items with other lsadings in certain
specffic configurations. Below I will give a somewhat detailed analysis of these
configurations. But before turdng to Hungariffi, I illustrate the behaviour of
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Chinese and Japanese wft-items.

Chinese wh-items can have an interrogative, an existential or a universal
interpretation depending on the context. The following shows that a wft-item is
interpreted as an interrogative pronoun in a question with a question particle (85a);
while it is interpreted as an existential when it is in a yes/no question (85b) (Cheng
1991):

(85) a. hufei

chi-le

shenme (ne)

IChinese]

Hufei-Notvt eat-ASP what-ACC Q*6
oWhat did Hufei eat?'

b.

c.

mai-le

qiaofong

shenme ma

Qiaofong-Notvt buy-ast what-aCC Q*
(i) '*For what thing such that Qiaofong bought it or not?'
(ii) 'Did Qiaofong buy anything?'
you-mer-you

qiaofong

Qiaofong-NoM have-not-have

mai
buy

(i)'Did Qiaofong buy anything?'
(ii) '*Which of buying or not buying

shenme
what-ACC

does Qiaofong do to what?'

If the wh-item is in the scope of negation, it can optionally

be interpreted as an

interrogative pronoun or an existential one:

(86) guojing

mei-you

mai

shenme

Guojing-t toM not-have b.ry what-ACC
(i) 'Guojing didn't buy anything.'
(ii) 'What didn't Guojing buy?'

Finally, if the wh-item occurs together with dou 'all' , it is interpreted as a universal
quantifier:

(87) botong

sfosnme dou chi
Botong-NOM what-ACC all eat
'As for Botong, he eats everything.'

Japanese is similar to Chinese in that rryft-items are interpreted in various ways,
interrogatives, existentials or universals. However, Japanese differs from Chinese
in that wft-items can also be morphologically marked for one interpretation or the
as

other. Once they are marked, their interpretation

is fixed: they become

unambiguous. For example, if they are suffixed with -ka, they are interpreted as
existentials. If they appear with -ffio, they are interpreted as universals. If the whole
sentence is marked with -ka, then they are interpreted as question words

(Nishigauchi 1990):

(88) a, Dare-ga

ki-masu-ka

who-uou come-Q
'Who is coming?'

[Japanese]
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b. Dare-ga ki-te ffio, boku-wa aw-a-nai

c.

meet-not
who-NoM come a
I-T
'For all x,x comes, I would not meet x.'
Dare-kara-ka henna tegami-ga todoi-ta
who-from-Q strange letter-ltotvt arrived
oA
strange leffer cuune from somebody.'

Japanese wh-items are interesting for other reasons as well. They constitute the basis

of the different quantificational paradigms that give rise to quantified pronouns
(Kuroda 1965, Nishigauchi 1990, Watanabe 1992).In each of these paradigms we
find a suffix and a wh-iteruthat serves as the core:
(8e)

dare

nani
doko

itsu

owho' dare-mo 'everyone' dare-ka
'what' nani-mo 'everything' nani-ka

'someone'

'something'

owhere' doko-mo oeverywhere' doko-ka 'somewhere'
'when' itsu-mo 'whenever' itsu-ka osometime'

What the examples in (88/89) show is that there is an altemation between the
interrogative and the indefinite readings of wh-items. The indefinite reading is only
present if there is a certain atfix (-ka) present as well. This suggests that the reading
we get is linked to the presence of a particular affix. On the basis of these examples
Kuroda (1965) suggested to treat bare wh-items as elements lacking inherent
quantificational force of their orm. Since the quantificational affixes mark the
interpretation of these elements, it is these affixes themselves that can be taken to
bring in the quantificational force in each case. The affixes are operators: they bind
the wh-items. It follows then that the wh-items themselves are variables, in need of
binding. This, together with the data in (88), give enough grounds to form the
following null hSpothesis

(90)

:

Wh-items are variables in all their occrrrences in Japanese.

That is, being a variable is an inherent properly of Japanese wft-items. Nishigauchi
(1990) takes up this line of reasoning and treats w&-items on a par with indefinites in
to show quantificational

Heim's (1982) framework, which are also argued
variabilify.

(90) makes reference to questions as well, since questions also involve w&-items.

If

(90) is indeed ffue, there must be a binder that provides the wh-items with an
interpretation in questions, too. h many well-known languages wh-items in
questions show up as morphologically bare elements: they do not bear suffixal
morphological markers that would unambiguously mark question word
interpretation. The element that is expected to do the binding in questions should be
an element that is present in all constituent questions in a given language. Looking
at questions crosslinguistically, there seem to be elements that are like this: so-called
question operators, urhich I mark here as Q",r. In some languages, these are spelled
out as an independent morpheme, usually at the periphery of the clause. Japanese
-ka w Mandarin Chinese -ne are such elements:
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(91) Dme-ga ki-masu-ka
(92)

[Japanese]

(:88)

who-NOM N-come-Q6,
'Who is coming?'

hufei

mai-le

na-yi-ben-shu (ne)

Hufei-xotvt buy-esr which-one-cla-book

Q*r,

'Which book did Hufei buy?'
One important role of the Q*6 element according to Cheng (1991) is to'"type" the
clause as a question, i.e. to mark the clause interrogative to distinguish it from
indicative or imperative clauses. Beside the typing role, this element has another role
as well: it provides the clause with question interpretation (for a detailed accourt on
the semantics of such a proposal, see Hagstrom 1998) and by being quantificational
it also functions as a binder of wh-items in a question. In languages where no overt
Q*6 element is present in questions, a covert variant thereof can be hypothesized.
This covert Q*1 element can be taken to bind wh-items similarly to the overt
question morphemes in Japanese or Chinese. About the position of covert Q*6,
however, we cannot be so sure as about the position of overt Q",+,. It can be the case
that covert Q*,r, is base generated in the same position where ove?t Q*1 appears, but
it can also be that covert Q6 starts out lower and raises to C0 in the course of the
derivation.'* The choice between these options should be argued for on the basis of
qmtactic evidence in languages. For Japanese, it has been argued that the Q"a
operator is base generated together with the wh-rtem and raised to Spec,CP at Ssffucture (Watanab e 1992).
We have seen in this section that Japanese wft-items are variables. This property
was sunmed up in (90). The question arises whether we can state (90) about similar'
[anguages as well. The null hypothesis would be to claim that (90) is valid in all
[anguages. Rather than trying to prove this point, the scope of my investigation is

smaller. In the next section

I will show that Hungarian is like Japanese in the

relevant respect: wh-items behave as variables in the qmtax. (90) therefore is also a
valid gener alization for Hungarian.
5.1.2. Wh-items in Hungarian

Hungarian wh-items are similar to Japanese wh-items as far as morphological
affrxation is concerned. Bare wft-items fonn base of quantificational paradigms as
shown in (93):te

r8Note

by the way that overt Qo5 is also taken to undergo movement in overt syntax according to
Hagstrom (1998).
reThe
paradigm is incomplete in the case of minden-; *mindenmi'everything' does not exist. It would
stmd to reason that this is because minden itself is a composite element and contains rni already
mi+nd+en.
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(e3)

ki 'who' mindenki
mi 'what' minden
hol 'where' mindenhol

hogyan 'how' mindenhogyan

'everyone'

'everything'

oeverywhere'
oeveryway'

valaki
valami

'someone'

osomething'

valahol

'somewhere'
valahogyan osomehow'

Following a similar argumentation as for Japanese above, which resulted in the null
hypothesis in (90), Hungarian wft-items can also be said to be variables, in need of a
binder: just as in Japanese, we see that the wh-items are constant ingredients of the
quantificational items in (93). They are affixed with minden-, vala-, which are the
elements that determine the universaVexistential meaning of the resulting complex.
On the basis of this it can be argued that minden- and vala- serve as binders, which
can be claimed to operate at the word-level:

(94)

[Opo,= [wh]l

The null assumption on the basis of the paradigm in (93) is that Hungarian wft-items
lack any quantificational force in themselves; they are inherent variables that need to
be bound in the syntax. This is summed up in (95):

(95)

Wh-items are variables in all their occrrrrences in Hungarian.

Although (95) has not been proposed in the generative framework yet, the idea
that wh-items have a variable meaning and behave like indefurites was pointed out
by traditional grammarians tangentially. It was noted by Budenz (1905) specifically
about Hungarian and by Beke (1913-1914) about Finno-Ugric languages that beside
their interrogative use, wft-items can also be used as indefinites. To support this
claim, Budenz refers to the pamdigm in (93) and to the existence of a construction in
which we find bwe wh-items, but crucially not with an interrogative interpretation.

This is the construction that I will discuss under the name multiple partitive
construction in the following section and in Chapter 4. Beside these, Beke (1913-

l9l4) also mentions the construction that contains a wh-item that I tenn "etcetera"
wh-item below (section 5.1.2.2), and the occurrence of wh-items with an existential
meaning in conditionals. In the next sections I review these constructions together
with another construction in which wft-items are found with an indefinite meaning.
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5.1.2.1. Wh-items in present-day Hungarian
Bare wh-items in present-day [[trngarian can occur in the foltowing contexts:2o

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

interrogative clauses
exclamative clauses

infinitive clauses with a matrix existential predicate
multiplepartitiveconstructions

From these four environments, the contexts which clearly point to the indefinite use
of wft-items are (iii) and (iv). Both are productive patterns that can occur with a
large variety of wft-items. Therefore it is useful to start with the discussion of these
constructions. refundng to the interrogative and exclamative clauses later.
Infinitival clauses can host bare wh-items if they are embedded under the
existential verb yan'be'.2' This is iltustrated in (96):

(96) a. Van kivel
is who-INS

beszdlni.

talk-nrn
'There is someone/there are people to talk to.'

b. Van mit

is

enni.
what-ACC eat-INF

'There is somethinglare things to eat.'
aludni.
sleep-nrr
'There is some place to sleep.'

c. Van hol
is where

As the translations reveal, the wh-items in each sentence have an indefinite
interpretation. The indefinite reading associated with bare wh-items is a necessarily
weak one: the wh-item cannot be taken to refer to a specific individual in the
context. In this respect, the wh-items in (96) differ from vala-affrxed indefinite
elements, which can have a specific indefinite interpretation:

2beside these four
contexts, bare y,&-items can also be found in one
constnrctions, exemplified here in (i):
(i) Ki
mit
kdr,
elveheti.

who-uou what-ACC want-3sc

tlpe of multiple relative clause

pv-take-por-3sc

'Everyone can take what he wants.'
I do not discuss the properties of rvh-items in these constructions, because it is by far not clear how these
differ from ordinary multiple relative clause constructions, in which we find a-affixed relative pronorms
throughout. The interested reader is referred to Lipt6k (2000) for a more detailed exposition and analysis
of multiple relative constructions.
21ln
some dialects/idiolects, subjunctive clauses can also be used instead of the infnitival ones, with
the same meaning:
(i) Van kivel
besz6ljek.

is

who-n+s

talk-suer-lsc

'There is someone/there are people for me to talk to.'
Note also that this O,pe of construction also seems to exist with another matrix verb, tud 'be able to':
(ii) Tudok kivel
beszdlni.

can-lsc who-nm

mlk-NF

'There is someone/there are people to talk to.'
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(97) Valakivel

4l

beszdltem.

someone-INs talked-lsc
'I talked to a (specific) person.'
The other difference between the indefinite interpretation of bare wft-items and valaaffxed wh-items is that bar:e wh-items in (96) need not refer to one individual ody,
they can refer to more than one. That is, while these items are syntactically singular,
they can have plural reference. Yalaki'someone' on the other hand can never be
interpreted with reference to more than one individual.

Due to these differences, bare wh-items and vala-affixed wft-items are not
interchangable in contexts like (97). Yalaki cannot even appear in the construction to
begin with; the construction is ungrarnmatical with any other indefinite but a bare

wh-item:

(98) a. *Van valakivel beszdlni.
is someone-INs talk-INF
intended: 'There is someone to talk to.'

b. *Van egy ferfival
is a man-INS

beszdlni.

talk-nm

intended: 'There is a man to talk to.'
So far we have seen that the indefinite interpretation of bare wft-items differs
from vala-affrxed wh-items in Hungarian. This suggests that the licensing of whitems happens in different ways in the two cases. In the case of valaki,bndng of the
wh-item is done by the word-level binder vala- affix. In the case of the bare whitems in (96), we do not find any overt affix present. What supplies these items with
an existential reading then? From the fact that this consffuction is only fine with an
existential matrix verb, we have to conclude that the existential reading of the whitems originate from the matrix existential predicate van obe'. The existential
component in this verb (marked as 3) is responsible for licensing the wh-items in the

infinitival: this is the quantificational element that binds the wh-items in the
infinitive i$ an unselective binder.22

"One might ask the question olhy it is omly verbs with an existential component that license bare whitems in infinitival clauses. In some languages wh-items are also possible with an existential interpretation
when there is no overt existential verb binding them. In these cases, the existential reading is argued to
originate from existential closure. This procedwe applies freely at the VP level in fini1s slsus$ I'r,
example, and as an unselective binder it captures all unboud variables in \IP, but not outside VP. (tleim
1982), Diesing (1992). Consider the following Dutch examples @ostma 1994):
(i) a. Ik heb wat
opgeschreven.
I have what-ACC Pv-written
'I have written up something.'

b. *Wat

is

what-ttou is

hier.
here

'Something is hsre.'

In Hungarian examples like (ia) are ungrammatical, The reason for this should not be sougbt in the lack
of existe,ntial closure, because bare rry&-items with m indefinite reading are systematically excluded in
finite clauses, regardless of their position:
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(99)

rivan [p kivel; beszdlni]

The other context in which we find barc wh-items with an indefinite construal is
the so-called multiple partitive construction (Haspelmath 1997). This involves
paired (or n-ary) occurrences of wh-items in indicative clauses with a parallel
structure:

(100) a.

Ki

a

boltba ment,

ki

a placra.

who-xotvt the shop-u- went-3SG who-NOM the market-SlJB
'Some people went to the shop, some (the others) to the market.'

b. Hol

Pdter
foz,
hol Mari.
where Pdter-Nou cook-3sc where Mari-Nou

'Some of the times Pdter cooks, the other times Mari.'

The interpretation of (100) shows that the wh-items do not construe with an
interrogative meaning, rather they can only be construed with an indefinite
interpretation. Note that here again the bare wft-items are not interchangable with
vala-affrxed wh-rndefinites, without a change in meaning. While in (99) the
reference of the wh-items can be pltral and non-specific, the reference of valaki rn
(101) is singular and can be either non-specific or specific.

(101) Valaki
ment, valaki
a boltba
a piacra.
someone-NOM the shop-u-L went-3SG someone-NoM the market-SuB
'There was someone who went to the shop, and there was someone who went
to the market.'
'A specific person went to a shop, ffid another specific person went to the
market.'
Since there is no overt element that would account for the indefinite interpretation of
the bare wh-items in (100), the questions is, why do these items construe with this
interpretation and with no other possible interpretation? To understand how this
comes about, we fist have to notice a peculiarity of the construction. (100) can only
be used in Hungarian in contexts where the wh-items exhaust the set of individuals
that are present in the discourse. (100a) for example is used to describe a set of
people already introduced to the discourse before. It must exhaust this discourse set
in the sense that it must be the case that all the people in this set either go to the shop
or to the market. It cannot be the case that some people go to a third place or do not
go anywhere. The meaning of the sentence can be reflected by the following logical

(ii)

a.

*Piter

tfi

P6ter-Notvt wrote-3sc
b.

*P6ter

mit

P6ter-Nou what-ACC
C.

*Mit

ulhat-Acc

mit.
what-ACC

irt.

wrote-3sc
P6ter
irt.
Pdter-wotvt wrote-3sc

'Pdter wrote something.'
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paraphrase:

(102) Everyone was such that either he went to the shop or he went to the market.
On the basis of this semantic paraphrase and other syntactic evidence I propose that
the sentences in (100) actually contain the same underlying structure as (102) with
the difference that instead of the universal quantifier sveryone we find a covert
universal every operator scoping over disjoined clauses. In the disjoined clauses we
find wft-items instead of the bound pronominalhe in (102):

(103)

V

[[wft VP] or fwh VPll

The universal quantifier acts as an unselective binder for the wft-items in each
clause. This licenses the wft-items and provides them with an existential meaning.
The laffer is the result of the fact that the clauses are disjoined. A detailed analysis of
the structwes in (100) wi[ be given in Chapter 4 below.
The availability of the infinitival construction (cf. 96) and the multiple partitive

construction (cf. 100) in Hungarian clearly shows that wh-items do not have an
inherent interrogative reading in this language, but they can also be construed with
an indefinite meaning. This can be coded in the grammar of the language in two
ways. One option would be to say that there are fwo different lexical wft-items in the
Hungarian lexicon: one with an interrogative meaning, and one with an indefinite
meaning. Interrogative sentences contain the fonner, while (96) and (100) contain
the latter. The other option would be to say that wh-items are always stored in the
lexicon without any inhprent quantificational meaning on their own, i.e. as
variables, and their interpretation is determined by the context they occr.u in.
In this dissertation I put forward the claim that the laffer option is true. This view
is certainly the null hypothesis: it simplifies the lexicon in that all occurrences of
wh-items correspond to just one item. This view is also consonant with findings
about other languages (see the discussion of Chinese and Japanese above), and, as it
will be shoram in Chapter 3, it is helps to accommodate the behaviour of Tlpe I
multiple questions in Hurgarian. In these constructions we find, wh-items that
construe with a third type of interpretation: that of universal quantifiers. If we were
to account for this properly by listing yet another type of wh-item in the lexicon, we
would loose explanatory adequacy. By assuming that there is just one type of whitem, which is without inherent quantificational forceo the lexicon can be kept
simple.
After establishing that wh-items are variables that are bound by quanfficational
elements, the following question presents itself: what kind of quantificational binder
do we find in interrogative clauses and exclamative clauses? Both environments can
contain wft-items:

(104)

Kit

hivtril

meg?

who-ACC invited-2sa PV
'Who did you invite?'

Iquestion]
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(105) (Hogy)

that

mennyit

I

eszel!

Iexclamative]

how much-ecc eat-2sc
'How much you eat!'

I

assume that in their use as question words and exclamative phrases, wh-items are

also bound

by an operator that

characterizes questions

or

exclamations. For

questions, this operator (marked as Q*r,) is an interrogative question operator, whose
role in providing interrogative meaning to the clause it occurs in has been
acknowledged starting from Baker (1970) and whose presence has been argued for
on the basis of morphological evidence in some languages (see previous section).

The same holds for exlamatives, where we find a quantificational element (marked
as Q"*) that provides the clause with exclamative force (Bennis 1998).23 Since these
operators do not have visible phonological realization in Hungarian, it is hard to
know which position they occupy. To parallel the nature of minden- and valaaffxed quantifiers (93 above) I take it to be the case that these operators are wordlevel binders of the wft-items as well, in the following fashion:

(106) [Q*rr.* [wh]l
Chapter 2 of this dissertation is devoted to argue that the analysis in terms of (106) is
advantageous for the treatment of interrogative clauses in Hungarian. It will be
shown that the presence of the quantificational Q,a6 operator is also responsible for
providing the wh-items with <*wh> and <+f) features, which are active in the
syntax.
The analysis of wft-items as variables therefore has a solid empirical foundation

in Hungarian. This section has shown that various constructions contain wh-items
whose interpretation is context-dependent. These constructions are summarized in
Table 3:

23The
exact natue ofthese operators is not of concem us here. They can be conceived ofas
illocutionary operators that distinguish indicative clauses from other types (intenogative, exclamative and

imfrerative).
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able 3. The occurrence of wft-items in

TYPE OF

EXAMPLE

BINDER

SEE

CONSTRUCTION
affrxed wh-item

vala-ki

word-level f
and V operator

(e3)

some-who

above

minden-ki
every-who

Kit l6ttril?
who-ecc saw-2sc

wft-item in
questions

wh-itemrn

Van kivel beszdlni.
is who-INS talk-INIF

existential

with
infinitivals
sentences

wh-item rn

multiple partitives

Ki a boltba ment,
ki a piacra.
who-t'tOIr4 the shop-nr

word-level Q*r,
operator
3 present in
existential
predicate

V scoping over
clausal disjunction

went-3SG who-Nou the
market-SUB

Chapter

2,3
(e6)
above

(100)
above;
Chapter
4

5.1.2.2. Wh-items at previous stages of Hungarian
Beside the constructions summarized in Table 3 above, barc wh-items could occur in
two other contexts at earlier stages of Hungarian, with an existential meaning. These
contexts were:

(i)

conditional clauses

(ii) clauses with regular indefinites
Their occlurence in conditional ha'if clauses, and less frequently, in conditional
purpose clauses is exemplified below (quoted from Beke 1913-1914). Note that this
construction is comfletely missing from present-day Hungarian; speakers do not
have judgements about it.

(107) a.

Ha ki szomjuhozik, jiijjiin 6nhozz6m.
if
who-Notvt thirsty-is come-IMP ALL-lsc
'If

someone is thirsty, he should come to me.'

ha hibde miben, hozzi vetik
a latot.
because if fail-3sa what-INE suB-3sc throw-3prthe weight-Acc
'Because if he makes a mistake in something, they scoflr him.'

b. Mert

c. Addig ZrinyiMikl6s
till then Z. M.-Nol,t

vigyriz6sban vala,

guarding-INE was
ne inditna.
that what trick-ecc Turks-Notvt not start-coND
'Till then Mikl6s Z/rryi was guarding so that the Turks not start some

hogy mi csaLlrdsrigot

tick.'

trir6k
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Wh-items with an indefinite meaning in conditionals are well known from other
languages as well. The following illustrates the same phenomenon from Latin
(Postma 1995) and Chinese

(Li

1992):

(108) a. Si quis
hoc dicit, errat.
if who'l'tou this-ecc says err-3sc

[Latin]

'lf someone says this, he is mistaken.'
xihuanshenme
b. Yaoshi/Ruguo ta

if

he-tloira

like

[Chinese]

vrrhat-ACC

'lf he likes anything...'
The binder in these cases is an operator that is claimed to be present with
conditionals. It is argued by Heim (1982) and Kratzer (1986) that conditionals
always restrict an operator that acts as unselective binder for variables:

(109)

Opr I ha ki1 szomjrihozik

] ...

The other environment in which wft-items occur is demonstrated in (l l0) below
(Beke 1913-1914). This construction is not part of standard Hungarian any more'4,
but can be heard in substandard Hungarian:

(110) a. Egy kis almiit mit
risszeszedtem neki.
a little apple-ACC what-ACC gathered-1sc DAT-3sc
'I gathered some apples and other such stufffor him.'
b. Mikor menndk yrisrirra hova, bendzek egy kicsit a kocsmdba is.
when go-lsc market-slJB where look-lsc a bit the pub-u,t as well
'When I go to the market and such places, I pop into the pub as well.'
This construction, in which we find wft-items with an "etcetera" reading is not
discussed in the syntactic literature to my knowledge. It is available in other
languages, like in Chinese (Dylan Tsai, p.c.):

(111)

wo dai-le dian shuiguo sheme

de gei ni
I-Nov bring-rnr some fruit-acc what-ACC DE to you
'I have brought you fruit 61 ss6sfhing.'

IChinese]

Both in the Hungarian (110) and the Chinese (111) the wh-item is parasitic on an
indefinite element that serves as its syntactic and semantic host. That the indeflnite
is a syntactic host is visible from the fact that it must be left-adjacent to the wh-rtem:

2twith the exception of

(1) fdlig-meddig
half-mr-what-TER
'to some extent'

set phrases

like the following lexicalized expression:
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(112) *Egy kis ahnft tegnap
a

mit
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dsszeszedtem neki.

little apple-ecc yesterday what-ACC gathered-1sc oer-3sc

For this reason

I

treat the string egt kis almat

mit 'some apples what' as a

constituent: the wh-item appositively modifies the indefinite. This is reflected in the
fact that they both show up with the same case."
The indefinite also seryes as a semantic host, seen from the fact that it is crucial
that it is indefinite: it cannot be replaced with a definite DP for example. The
following example illustrates this:

(113) *??A kalapomat
mit
odaadtam neki.
the hat-poss.1sc-Acc what-ACC gave-lsc ner-3sc
'I gave him my hat and other things.'
The necessary indefinite nature of the hosting element must have a semantis
explanation. In order to see what it can be, let us first see what the logical
representation of a sentence with an indefinite is:

(114) a. Ndhrlny/egy kis almft iisszeszedtem.
few/alittle apple-Acc gathered-lsc
'I gathered some apples.'
b. 3x (x:apple) [gathered(x,I)]
The quantifier ndhdny/egt frls 'some' has 'apples' in its restriction. When mit'what'
is present as well, following the noun phrase, ndhany/eg fris 'some' quantifies over
possible other things as well, which necessarily have to be sufficiently similar to
apples. The logical representation in this case will be the following:

(115) a. Ndh6ny/egy kis alm6t mit
iisszeszedtem.
fewla little apple-Acc what-ACC gathered-lso
'I gathered some apples and other such stuff.'
b. 3x,y (x:apple,5similar to x) [gathered((x,y) I)]
That is, the wft-item brings in an extra variable in the structure, and this variable
takes on the restriction of the indefinite item, in a parasitic way. The w/r-item
moreover is parasitic with respect to the binder, too: it is bound by the same
existential quantifier that binds the indefinite expression as well.
The two constructions reviewed in this secfion demonstrate that wfr-items
showed the behaviour of variables at earlier stages of Hungarian as well. I do not in
fi.lther detail deal with these constructions, nor do I attempt to explain why the

"Case agreement is a general property of appositive modification in Hurgarian. Consider the
following appositive structure

(i) Vettem csiznrit,

:

pirosat.

bought-lso boot-ACC red-ecc
'I bougfut boots, red ones.'
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patterns discussed here seized to exist in present-day Hungarian, since this work is
not diachronically orinented in nature.

2

l.

The syntax of wh-movement in Hungarian

Wh-movement in the literature

Constituent question formation is discussed in a sizeable generative slntactic
literature on languages like English, rafuere uft-items move to Spec,CP in overt
slmtax (Baker 1970, Chomsky 1977, Kuno and Robinson 1972), or languages like
Chinese and Japanese, where wh-items remain in situ (Huang 1982, Nishigauchi
1990, Cheng 1991, Watanabe 1992, Hagstrom 1998). A third gpe of languages,
including Hungarian, is one where wft-items move overtly in questions, but not all
the way to Spec,CP. In these languages wft-items usually occupy the same overt
position as focused constituents. Therefore, the rymtai of wh-items largely overlaps
with the syrtax of focus. In order to understand the analysis of wh-movement in one
of these languages, Hungarian, we first have to see how focus is analyzed. Therefore
I will start out by reviewing the similarities between wh-items and focused
constituents (section 1.1), and the analysis of focus (section 1.2.1) before tunring to
the analysis of wft-movement itself (sectionl.2.2).

1.1. Similarities between pft.items and focus

1.1.1. Surface syntactic similarities
Wh-items in questions and (mostly exclusively) focused items share similarities in
their overt syrtax in a number of languages. First of all, there is a set of langrages
r;vhere focus and wh-items occupy the same ex situ position (see section 1.1.1.1);
another set of languages employ the same marker for focus and wh-items (section
l.l.l.2). Beside these empirical correspondences, there are other parallels as well

(section 1.1.2), involving phonological, semantic and syntactic properties.

Wh-

movement and focusing behave similarly with respect to the nature of their rymtactic
chain, too: they both undergo A-bar movement. I wiU retum to this properfy in
section 1.2.2 below.
1.1.1.1. Position in Hungarian-type languages
The same ex situ position is occupied by both wh-items and focus in root clauses in
the following languages:

clause initial position: Greek (Tsimpli 1995), Finnish (Vainikka 1989,
Vilkuna 1989) and Russian (King 1993)
preverbal position: Basque (Ortiz de Urbina 1989), Bengali (Bhattacharya &
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Simpson to appear), Catalan (Quer 2000), Hungarian (Horvath 1986, E. Kiss

1987), Italian (Rizzi 1995), Kashmiri (Bhatt &. Yoon 1992), Mayan

.
.

languages (Aissen 1992)

postverbal position: Aghem (Waffers 1979), Chadic languages (Tuller 1992)
clause final position: Tangale and Ngizim (Tuller 1992)

see here, focused items patterning together with wft-items in overt slmtax
is a well-attested phenomenon across the languages of the world.
For Hungarian, research has established that in root clauses wh-items occupy the
same overt position as exclusive focus. In root clauses a single wh-item and a single

As we can

exclusive focus constituent are found left-adjacent
complementary distribution

to the verb and are in

:

(l) a. PETERT hivtam

(exclusive focus)

meg.

Pdter-accinvited-lsc PV
'It was Pdter whom I invited.'

b. Kit

hivtdl

(wh-item)

meg?

who-ecc invited-2sa

PV

'Who did you invite?'

c. *PETERTki

hiwa

meg?

Pdter-ecc who-NoM invite-3sc PV
'Who invited PBTBR?'

d. *Ki

PETERT

who-NoIvt Pdter-eCC

hivta

meg?

invite-3sc

Pv

'idem'

The position wh-items and exclusive focus occupy is a distinct position in the
quantificational layer of the Hungarian clause structure (Horvath 1981, Kenesei
1986, E. Kiss lg7g, 1981, 1987). The exact projection which hosts wft-items and
exclusive focus has been debated
- it was argued to be V0 (Honrath 1986), Vp (E.
Kiss 1987,1992a), CP (Mar6cz 7989), TP (Kenesei 1992b). Since Brody (l990qb),
has been accepted to refer to it as a distinct functional projectiorq that of focus:
FocP, whose specifier hosts exclusive focus constituents and wh-plvases, and rafuose

it

head is filled by the verb (but not the preverb) if Spec,FocP is filled. FocP is
dominated by a set of other projections, uunong which the most important ones are
those of distributive quantifrers, topics and the complementizer projection. For more
on these, see Chapter 1.

(2) [cp

[ropp*

[riru,*

[ro"p

focuslwh...lw ]]]]I

in overt s;nrtax, the Hungarian verb (or predicate
adjective) must raise to the Foc0 head in overt synta:< as well. Verb raising to F0 has
the fine structure in (3). If the verb has a preverbal modifier (rv for short), that
modifier is stranded in a position lower than FocP (see Chapter 1). Preverb stranding
When Spec,FocP is filled
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position is therefore indicative of Spec,FocP being filled.

facuslwh

[ro",Vi

... [a.pp

pv

[a'p'

... [w

ti

]1]11

In section 1.2.1 and 1.2.2lwill return to a more detailed explication of the slmtar of
focus and wft-items in Hungarian, ffi found in the available literahre.
1.1.1.2. Focus and wh-markers

In a number of languages, ffi fo Tuki (Biloa t997), Kikuyu (Clements 1984), Bahasa
Indonesia (Saddy L99l), Gun and Classical Arabic (Haegeman 1995), instead of or
beside overt movement we find rymtactic focus markers appearing with focus and
wft-items. The markers are the same morphemes in both cases. I illustrate this
phenomenon by Tuki (or '4.60 Sanga, a Bantu language).
In Tuki, both exclusive focus and wh-items front into a sentence initial position.
(4),
In
the lexical focus must be obligatorily followed by an overt focus marker,
which agrees with the noun class of the focused item:

(4)

Abongo a-ma-kos-en
a agee waa idzo
Abongo sM-P2-buy-APPL wife his yesterday
'It is a house that Abongo bought his wife yesterday.'

yendze aye
house FOC

tTukil

Biloa (1997) argues that the focus marker aye is the morphological spellout of the
functional head that projects a focus phrase. It enters into a spec-head agreement
relation with the item in the specifier position of FocP.
Focus marking of this type constitutes empirical evidence for the existence of
focus projections: it shows that FocP is not just a theoretical construct, and that
languages show parametric variation as to whether and how they lexicalize the Foc0
head (with verb raising or lexical base generation of a marker morpheme).
Wh-items move to the same sentence initial position as exclusive focus in Tuki,
and can be followed by the s:Ime focus marker as lexical foci:

(5)

ate

(aye) Puta a-ma-namba?

rarhat FOC Puta sM-P2-cook
'What did Puta cook?'

This argues for the same status of focus and wh-phrases as far as morphological
marking is concemed, although with wft-phrases the focus marker is optional, rarhile
with focus it is obligatory.
1.1,2. Other similarities
The overt similarity between exclusive focus and wft-movement in Hrurgarian is
usually explained with reference to the fact that wh-items are an instance of focus or
a subcase of it (Horvath 1986, B. fiss 1987, Brody l990a,b). This statement can
also be found in works on other languages (Gunter 1966, Chomsky 1977,
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Rochemont 1978, Rochemont 1986, Culicover and Rochemont 1983, Miiller and
Sternefeld 1993). As Rochemont and Culicover state it: 'owh-words function
naturally as focus constituents". Evidence for this comes from their phonology, their
semantics and from their syntax as well.
1.1.2.1. Phonological similarities
The claim that wh-items are an instance of exclusive focus is supported by

phonological facts in some languages. Just as focus has to be phonologically marked
by primary sffess, wft-items also carry primary stress in languages like Hungarian.l
(6)

a. 'PBfgRT hfvtam

(:1 )

meg.

Pdter-accinvited-lsc PV
'It was Pdter whom I invited.'

b. 'Kit

hivt6l

who-ecc invited-2sc

meg?
PV

'Who did you invite?'
1.1.2.2. Semantic similarities
One property that unites focus and wh-items is that they both represent the nonpresupposed part of the sentence they occur in. The two therefore seem to have the
same property in presuppositionality: wh-items and exclusive focus are used in
sentences that have the same existential presupposition. Jackendoff (1972) already
considered the claim that the non-focused part of a sentence denotes a "focal

presupposition". Such a presupposition is arrived at rf the variable
generated position of the focus is existentially bound (7):
(7)

a.
b.

in the

base

It is Peter whom you invited.
3x (you invited x)

(existential presupposition of 7 a)

The effect of focal presupposition on the interpretation of sentences is detectable
from the following pair of sentences (Chomsky l97L):

lNote that v,lr-items do not always pattem together with focus in some languages as far as
phonological properties go. This has long been realized in the literature on focus rn English (Gunter
1966, Rochemont 1978). The following illustrative example from English shows that wft-items do not
possess primary stress (Culicover and Rochemont 1983) (' marks stress):
(i) A I finally went out and bought something today.
B. What did you'buy?
In the question (iB), which reacts to the statement in (iA), primary stress falls on the last element of the
clause, the verb. The wft-phrase bears secondary stress only. The verb itself cannot be said to be focused
in (iB)
it is not new information, since (iA) already contained it. Culicover and Rochemont (1983)
took facts like (i) to show that there is ns link between stress assignment and focus interpretation at all.
They argue that stress assignment to the verb in (iA) is similar to cases like (ii), where the righmost
lexical category doorstep is assigned sffess as a result of the nuclear stress nrle that assings stress to the
most embedded constituent. For a recent take on this, see also Cinque (1993).
(ii) There appeared at her'doorstep a man she had not seen in 'years.
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a. Sasha visited TIIE EIFFEL TOWER yesterday.
b. Sasha visited the Eiffel tower YESTERDAY.

(8a) presupposes that Sasha visited a site yesterday, ffid identifies that site as the

Eitrel tower, while (8b) does not presuppose this, rather it presupposes that Sasha
visited the Eiffel tower sometime, ffid identifies the time as yesterday. The msaning
difference must be due to the presence of focus on different elements, since
otherwise the sentences are completely the same.
Existential presupposition is also present in questions, according to Belnap and
Steel (1976). They define presuppositions behind a given question as everything that
as a matter of logic has to be true for there to be a true answer to the question.
Therefore, a question like (9a) can only be answered by providing an individual if
there is an individual vvho was invited:

(9)

a.
b.

Who did you invite?
3x (you invited x)

(existential presupposition of 9a)

Presuppositions, on the other hand, can be wrong in the case of questions. Thus, it is
possible that (9a) gets an answer 'Noone'. This answer is not a true answer in Belnap
and Steel's theory, instead, it functions as the denial of the presupposition behind the
question.

Another parallel between focus (both exclusive and information focus) and whitems has been pointed out long ago by Paul (1880), u&o notes that focus can be
determined by wh-questions, and therefore it corresponds to them. The intuition
behind this claim is that questions get answered by sentences that contain focus.
This is so in all languages if we leave the interpretation of focus open: answers to
questions always contain new information, which is by definition an instance of
information focus. This is the case with VP-questions of the form What did he do?
These get answered by a clause containing inforrration focus. In HungariarU this is in
sifu focus. The answer therefore can take neutral word order:

(10)

Q:

Mit

csinrllt Pdter

what-ACC

did-3sc Pdter-Norra

tegnap?
yesterday

'What did Pdter do yesterday?'

A: Vett
bought-3sG

egy ktinyvet.
a

book-ecc

'He bought a book.'

(10A) has information focus on the VP

it is claimed that it was true about Pdter

that he bought a book, beside doing -several other things like sleeping, eating,

swimming, etc.
Non-VP-constituent questions, however, behave differently from VP-questions in
languages that syntactically differentiate between exclusive and information focus. In
these languages, wh-constifuent questions always correspond to an qnswer that
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contains exclusive focus in the position of the wh-item. This can be shown by the
following Hungarian examples:

(l

l)

Q:

A.

Mit

vett

Pdter?

what-ACC

bought-3sc

Pdter-NoIra

'What did Pdter buy?'
a. EGY KoNYVET (ven).
a

book-ecc

bought-3sc

olt was a book that he bought.'

b. *Vett

bought-3sc

egy kdnyvet.
a

book-ncc

As (11A) shows, an answer to a constituent question has to contain a phrase
coresponding to the wh-variable in the distinct focal slot of Hungarian.' Th"
interpretation of (11A) is necessarily exclusive: P6ter could not have bought
anything else but a book, or otherwise (l lA) is not truthful. This is shown by the fact
that if, for example, Pdter bought many things, but we only mention one of these,, we
have to indicate this in the answer somehow:

(12)

Egy k<inyvet
a

vett

pdld6ul.
example

book-ecc bought-3sc for

'He bought a book for example.'
'In other words, the following pair of

(i) Q: Hova tettel

sentences sounds unnatural:

kdnyvet?

where put-PAsr-2sc book-ncc
'Where did you put books?'

kcinyvet

A: Teftem

a polcra.

put-PAST-lSG book-acc theshelf-sus
'I put books on the shelf.'
(iA) as an answer to (iQ) sounds very unnatural to the native ear, unless it is introducing a list, without an
overt coordinator among the listed items. In this case,

if it is continued

by many other places mentioned,

it is fine:

polcra,
az asfraba, a fiokba...
the shelf-gm, the table-sue, the drawer-u-t
'I put books on the shelf, on the table, in the drawer...'

(ii) a. Tettem

kdnyvet

a

put-PAsr-1sc book-acc

b. ??Tettem

kdnyvet apolcra,

azasztaka

6safi6kba.

put-PAST-lsG book-ACC the shelf-srre, the table-srrs

and the drawer-tt-L
The possibility of answers with postverbal listing is exceptional: without listing, (iA) can be taken to be
ungrammatical. I take it that this is possible because only lists can escape the otherwise obligatory
focusing requirement. Lists (i.e. phrases without coordinators) are known to be unable to appear in FocP,
as shown by Banrdti (1992, ex.33):
(iii) a. *Csak az angolra, a franci6ra, a ndmetre, az orosua irtdk meg a fonol6gi6t.
only the Englistr-sm the French-sr-re the Gerrnan-stm the Russian-sr-rs wrote-3Pt. PV the
phonology-aCC
b. Csak az angolra, a franciAra, a ndmetre ds az oroszra irtdk meg a fonol6gi6t.
only the English-sue the French-um the German-stm and the Russian-SuB wrote-3pr pv the
phonology-aCc

'They wrote

a

phonology only for English, French, German and Russian.'
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Adding pdlddul'for example' to the sentence indicates that we are not spelling out
all the things that Pdter bought. Without pdlddul, the sentence can only be taken to
mean that Pdter bought only a book, and has to involve primary stress on the
preverbal element in (12).
These examples demonstrate that there is a real link between wh-items in
constifuent questions and exclusive focus in an answer to them. This means that whitems do indeed correspond to exclusive focus. The property that characterizes both
wh-items and exclusive focus is their exhaustivily. Wh-items require an exhaustive
listing in the enswer to them, therefore they get answered by exclusive focus, which
is by definition exhaustive.

Note that the exhaustivity requirement of a constituent question can be lifted in
certain contexts. These, however, count as an exception, since they are dependent on
the situation. Austin (1953) has shovm that in many cases context does not require an
exhaustive answer to a question. Consider for example the following question:

(13) Ki

nyert

olimpiai

aranydnnet

1980-ban?

who-NoM won-3sc olimpics gold medal-ecc 1980-nqe
'Who won a gold medal in the 1980 olimpics?'

If (13) is asked by someone who is doing

a crossword puzzle at the time of asking,
providing
answer
only
one
nalne
is
an
sufficient, although this does not speciff an
exhaustive list of champions. This way of providing an answer, however, is only
licensed by an exceptional context, and therefore constitutes the exception rather

than the rule.

1.1.2.3. Further syntactic similarities
Beside the above phonological and semantic parallels, and the surface syntactic
parallels mentioned in section 1.1.1, one can find other syrtactic parallels between
wh-items and focus.
In the languages I know of, it is the case that certain elements like appositional
modifiers or evaluative, speaker-oriented adverbs cannot be questioned. Note the
following illustrative examples. The (a) sentences show a neutral clause, the (b) ones
a clause with a wh-item:

(14) a. Az okos Pdter
the clever

b.

(15) a.

tudja

Pdter-ttOu know-3sC

a vdlaszt.

the answer-ACC

,The clever pdter knows 1foe answof.,
*A milyen Pdter
aviiaszt?
tudja
what-kind
P6ter-Nona
know-3SG
the
the
answer-Acc
intended: 'Pdter, who is uihat kind, knows the answer?'
Pdter
okosan bezirta az ajt6t.

Pdter-Notvt cleverly locked-3sc the door-ACC
'Cleverly, P6ter locked the door.'
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b.

*Pdter

be
PV

hogyan zirta

az ajtbt?
locked-3sc
the door-aCC
(manner reading)
'How did Pdter close the door?'
(evaluative)
'*Behaving which way did Pdter close the door?'

Pdter-Nou

It is remarkable

how

that appositive modifiers and evaluative speaker-oriented adverbs

share another cornmon propefty as well: they cannot be contrastively focused, as the

following examples show:

(16)

Az OKOS Pdter

(17)

Pdter

tudja
a v6laszt.
the clever P6ter-NoM know-3so the answer-ACC
'The Pdter who is CLEVER (not the one who is stupid) knows the answer.'
o*The CLEVER (not stupid) Pdter knows the answer.'

OKOSAN zirta

be azajt6t.

P6ter-NoM cleverly
'*It was clever of him (not stupid)

locked-3sc

PV the door-ACC
Pdter
closed the door.'
that

As the U'anslations in (16) show, a prenominal modifier, when focused, cannot be
understood appositively, it can only be understood with restrictive interpretation.
$imilsdy, (17) shows that a focused adverb cannot be understood as an evaluative
speaker-oriented adverb.

These examples show that wft-items are systematically excluded from the
fimctions where contrastive focus is also excluded. This must have a semantic
explanation, r,vhich I relegate to funre research; for now I take these facts to show
that constifuent questions and contrastive focus are underlyingly similar.

1.2. The syntactic analysis of wh-movement in Hungarian

After seeing that Hungarian is one of the languages where exclusive focus and whitems pattern together in the rymtax, let us see how this was accommodated in the
literature. In order to discuss how wh-movement was analyzed, we first have to
review the analysis of focus, on which the analysis of wft-movement rests.
1.2.1. The syntactic analysis of focus
1.2.1.1. Pre-minimalist analyses
One of the first mentions of exclusive focus in Hungarian, E. Kiss (1979), described
exclusive focus movement as movement to an operator position from wtrere the
moved focus element takes scope. This, however, could not explain why exclusive
focus has a fixed structural position, and has to be immediately followed by the verb.
Lexical quantifiers do not have these requirements (see section 3 in Chapter l). In

order

to explain uihy exclusive focus

moves

to a fixed strucfural positior, later

analyses posited a feature that is assigned in this position. The postulation of a
FOCUS feature appeared as early as in Horvath (1981, 1986), and later in g. Kiss
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(1987) and Brody (1990a,b, 1995). According to these analyses, exclusive focus
items need a FOCUS feature. This feature is assigned to the focused item in FocP by
the lexical verb under govemment (with a necessary m-command definition of
govemment). Therefore, focused items must move to Spec,FocP. This in turn
explains why the verb must move to be immediately adjacent to the focused element:
it is the verb that assigns the FOCUS feature under m-command.
Thus positing a FOCUS feature could explain:

(i)

ordering restrictions (focus following CP, TopP, DistP, and preceding other
material)

(ii) verb movement up to right next to the focus
The postulation of a FOCUS feature as such was not specffic to Hungarian. It
was Jackendoff (1972) that first made use of a "syntactic marker F which can be
associated with any node in the surface structure". His goal with the introduction of
the syntactic F marker (or feature) was to assure that the slmtactic constituent marked
with F will be "interpreted" both in the phonological component (as pitch accent)
and in the semantic component (as exclusive or information focus). This was the
only way to handle focus in the T-model, ufuich had the following modular
organization of grammar (Chomsky and Lasnik L977, Chomsky 1981, 1986):

(18)

D-structure
I

S-structure

/\
Phonological Logic4l

Form

Form

Since focus is a relevant concept both at PF and LF, and these interfaces have access
to S-structure only, the property focus (in terms of a FOCUS feature) must be present

in the S-structure representation of sentences.
It is important to see that the Jackendovian model of FOCUS marking is not the
same as the Hungarian model of FOCUS assignment. The Hungarian FOCUS
assignment model was devised to accorurt for word order properties of sentences
with exclusive focus constituents (since information focus constituents do not
undergo movement in Hungarian), while the Jackendovian FOCUS marking was
devised to charactenze all types of focus constihrents, exclusive and non-exclusive

focus alike, since both types of focus have a connection to PFILF. Thus, it is
important to keep in mind that the Hungarian specific FOCUS feature is a special,
EXCLUSIVE FOCUS feature. For information focus, a different focus feature must
be hypothesized, one that may be equivalent to the Jackendovian FOCUS feature. In
what follows I put aside information focus altogether, ffid concentrate on exclusive
focus only.
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1.2.1.2. Minimalist analysis
The Hungarian model with an assigned FOCUS feature for exclusive focus was later
replaced by a checking model, in line with minimalism (Chomsky 1993), in which an
(exclusive) focus feature <+f) on the moving item itself results in movement to a
checking position, to Spec,FocP (Brody 1995). Foco is claimed to possess a <*f)
feature, which must be strong in Hungarian, since movement to FocP is overt.
The nature of the <+f) feature has never been very clear. What we can be sure of
is that in standard cases, <+f) is not an inherent lexical feature, since lexical items
are not marked for focus in the lexicon (putting aside focus particles l:drre csak
'only').Rather, keeping in line with minimalist principles, this feature must be added
to lexical items in the ntrmeration.3
Brody (1995) is the curent and most influential account of Hungarian focus
movement. Building on other work on the preverbal field, Brody posits FocP among
the following structural positions in the preverbal field in Hungarian:

(2) [cp [ropp* [u,,p* [rocp [*

]]]]]

Note that this model, which replaces FOCUS assignment with checking, is less
explanatory as far as verb movement is concemed. Since it is no longer the verb that
assigns the focus feature, verb movement to Foco must be the result of Foc0
possessing strong verbal features.
Since in this dissertation I arn working within the 1995 minimalist model
(Chomslcy 1995: Chapter 4), for later reference I update Brody (1995) here in this
model as well.
In the updated version, Brody's original account carries over with two points of
modification. One is that according to the 1995 minimalist model movement is
triggered by features on functional heads, i.e. in this case on Foco, rather than the
focused item itself. The other difference between the 1993 and 1995 minimalist
models is that in the laffer, features have subfeatures: they can be either interpretable
s1 nnintsrpretable. In the case of focus we need to ask whether <+f> is interpretable

or not on the Foco head and on the focused XP item. The determination of
interpretability is a diffrcult task, but can be done on the basis of empirical evidence.
3The
assignment of the <+f> feature to lexical items (i.e. heads) in the numeration matches those
models of the general focus projection that treat focus marking in a bottom-up manner (Selkirk 1986).
Focus marking of an element at PF (stress assignment) does not always correspond to the same
element being interpreted as focus at LF. Mismatch between these two is possible if stress falls on a head
or (the head of an argument
in these cases, either the head/argument or the XP whose head/argument
bears stress can be interpreted as focus. Explanations for this fact have been of two types. The bottom-up
approach (Selkirk 1986, Rochemont 1986, Winkler 1997) claimed that the focus feature is a property of
the terminal item that gets sffessed (the focus exponent), but logical form can interpret a larger
constituent as focus because the focus feature can percolate upwards on the projection line. The topdown approach on the other hand (Jacobs 1991, Cinque 1993) takes the constituent that is interpreted as
focus to get the focus feature. Stress assignment on a terminal element is due to the focus feature
trickling down onto a head/argument.
The minimalist <+f} feature approach sides with the bottom-up approaches due to the fact that in

minimslisq features can only be combined with

heads and never

with larger structures.
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If <+f}

were [+interpretable],

it

should have the same semantic contribution

wherever it is found; it would influence the interpretation of the sentence.

<+f]

a

If the Foco

we expect that it

ensures that the
[+interpretable]
constituent in its specifier is interpreted as exclusive focus of the sentence. This,
however, is not always the case. Hrmgarian provides evidence for the split between
focus interpretation and focus movement to Spec,FocP. For illustration, consider the
following example. The focused constituent is an argument of the VP. The sentence
can be interpreted either with exclusive focus on a filvet 'the grass-Acc' (19a), or
with exclusive focus on the uihole VP (19b):

head has

(19) Pdter

[rocpo

fUVel

feature,

nyirtal

[e,pp

le [w ti t; ]ll.

Pdter-Novt the grass-acc mowed-3sc PV
a. 'It was the grass that Pdter mowed.'
b. 'It was mowing the grass that Pdter did (and not playing, etc.)'
That is, we see that the item that overtly raises to Spec,FocP need not get exclusive
focus interpretation. If <+f) was interpretable on Foco, it could only be the DP a
fiivet'the grass' which is assigned focus interpretation in (19), since this is the only
constituent that is in a spec-head relation to Foco. However, in one of the readings,
this DP crucially is not interpreted as focus, which must mean that <+f! on Foc0
cannot be interpretable.a
The next step is to determine what kind of focus feature the focused item has.
Here, (19) with a VP-focus reading is relevant again. In (19), if the VP is interpreted
as the exclusive focus of the sentence (19b), the item moving to Spec,FocP is not
interpreted as such. Therefore, we must generalize to the'\ryorse case" and conclude
that focus interpretation is independent of movement to Spec,FocP in the sense that
the moving item need not be interpreted as focus. This must mean that in cases like
(19) with VP-focus meaning, the moving item carries a [-interpretable] focus
feature.s Focus interpretation comes in due to another fonnative: a focus operator
+Ihe Foco hea{ if one assumes one, has a
[-interpretable] <+f] feature in F.nglish, as well. In
English, focus is in situ in overt sytrtall It has been argued, however, ttrat focus moves at the level of LF

to a focus licensing position (Chomsky

1976) (although Rooth (1985) argues against this view).
Chomsky's aryum€nt for movement comes from weak cross over effects with an in situ focus phrase,
which suggests that at LF, (ia) contains a variable with a coindexed pronoun on its left (ib):

(i) a.
b.

*The woman he lovedi betrayed JOHNI.
the x such that the woman he loved betrayed x - is John
If the focus John moves to a sentence initial position at LF, a WCO configuration arises, which explains
why the indicated coindexation in the above sentence is impossible. If LF focus movement has to be
accounted for, in 1995 minimalism it is to be takem as feature movement to Foco triggered by the
requirements of Foco. This in tum must mean that Foco has a [-interpretable] focus feature, or otherwise
no movernent can ensue, since at LF [-interpretable] weak features do uot trigger movement.
5tf <+f}
is [-interpretable], we expect-it to bc checkable only once, since it has to disappear after
checking. This is bome out: Foc0 can only attract one focus phrase, and long focus movement shows that
the focused item cannot land in more than one FocP. (i) illustrates this for Hungarian focus and wfrmovement: long movement is only fine if the embedded clause, uihich contains the trace of the extractee,
does not contain a trace in the embedded focus position (obsere the preverb-verb order):
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that belongs to the constituent that is interpreted as focus. I opt for calling this
formative an operator.u In (19), repeated here in a tree-format, this operator is on the
VP, while <+f) gets atffacted into Spec,FocP:
(19')

TopP

Pdter

,,ry
2#'

Opr

(semantic focus)

<+f)

(s5mtactic/semantic focus)

t,oc

nyirta

AsnP

*AYP(opr)
...1i... tj

By assuming two formatives, a <+f) relevant for syntax/phonology and Opr for
interpretation we make the two sides of focus independent. The
syntactic/phonological reflex of focus differs from the interpretive focus. This take
might seem unattractive, but empirical considerations like the VP-focus reading in
(19) force us to adopt it. Naturally, in cases where focus movement and focus

interpretation affect the same constituent, there is both a <*f) and an Opr present on
<+f) feature is responsible for syrtactic movement, while Opr for
interpretation. In cases where <+f) and Opr are not on the same item, there is one
restriction on their distribution: the <+f> feature must be dominated by the node that
carries the focus operator. This is necessary to account for the fact that what is
slmtactically/phonologically marked for focus must be a head/argument of the
constituent that is interpreted as focus. I do not pursue this issue here any further.

the item: the

The outline of the syntax of focus
(i) a.

*[r*pPETERTT hallottam
P6ter-ecc

lhogy

proposed here takes care

of

focus

tihivtad meg]ll
invited-2sc pv
meghirrtad ti JJ.
pv-invited-2sc

[Eo"p

that
lhogy
-orr that

heard-lso-osr

b. [ro"pPETERTi hallottam
P6ter-ACc heard-lsc

I

'It was Pdter whom I heard you invited.'

c. *[r""pKiti
who-acc
d. Kit
who-ecc

hallott6{

[hogy

heard-2sc
hallottril

-INDEF that

heard-2sc

-INDEF that

lhogy

[ro"p

tihivtak meg]ll

invited-3pr pv
meghivtak ti ]l?

pv-invited-3pl-

'Who was it whom you heared that they invited?'
6By
proposing to handle semantic focus marking in terms of an operator I do not aim to suggest that
there are no other, possibly more minimalist ways to accomplish this. I adopt an operator-approach
because focus has already been analyzed in terms of an operator that is present in the structure of clauses.
For a recent sxample, see the approach of Horvath (2000) in terms of a so-called exhaustive
identificational @I) operator, which fills Foco.
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interpretation and checking in the most economical way (it cannot be made simpler
without losing empirical adequacy). This is what I take to be the current analysis of
exclusive focus in Hungarian, as an updated version of Brody (1995).
1.2.2. The analysis of pft-movement

In section 1.1.1 above it has already been pointed out that focus andwh-items

share

many ryartactic, phonological and semantic properties. Beside the similarities pointed
out there, we find strict syntactic parallels in the nature of the slmtactic chain
formation in languages where focus andwh-items move overtly. Both wft-movement
and focusing fonn A-bar chains. Th"y both exhibit subjacency effects and license
parasitic gaps, which are signs of the respective chains being of A-bar nature
(Chomsky 1977). (20) and (21) show that in the case of either focus or whmovement, extraction out of an argumental CP is fine, but out of a complex NP it is
not possible:

(20) a. MARINAK hallottad [cp hogy segitettem t1].
Mari-tar heard-2sc that helped-lsc
'It is MARI that you heard I helped.'
*MARINAK
hallottad a hirt
b.

[cr hogy segiteffem t1].
the news-ACC
that helped-lsc
intended: 'It is Mari that you heard the news that I helped her.'
Kinek, hallottad [cp hogy segitettem t1]?

Mari-net heard-2so

(21) a.

who-DAT heard-2SC
that helped-lso
'Who did you hear that I helped?'

b. *Kinek hallottad ahirt
[cp hogy segitettem t1]?
who-oan heard-2sc the news-ACC that helped-lso
intended: 'Who is it that you heard the news that I helped himlher?'
(Z?a,b) shows that focus and wft-movement both license parasitic gaps. (23) shows
that parasitic gaps are ungrarnmatical in neutral clauses:

(22) a. A KONYVEKET, dobta el J6nos ti
the

'It

[miel6tt elolvasta volnapg].

books-Acc threw-3scPV Jiinos-NoM before read-3sc

coND

was the books that Jrinos threw away before reading.'

b. Miketr dobott el

(23)

Jiinos ti
[miel6tt elolvasott volnapgi]?
qihat-ACC threw-3SGPV Jrinos-trtorr beforeread-3sc CoND
oWhat
did John throw away without lsafling?'
*Jrinos
eldobta a kiinyvekefi [miel6tt elolvasta volnapgl.

Jfnos-NoM pv-threw-3Sc the books-ACC before read-3sc

COND

The above sentences prove that wh-items and exclusive focus show similar qmtactic
behaviour, they both exempliff A-bar movements. Moreover, as I have shoram in the
outset (section 1.1.1) both wh-items and focus move to the same position in
Hungarian. The overall parallelism has led researchers to assume the same analysis
for wft-movement and for focusing.
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There are two mentions of wh-movement in Hungarian available in the literafure:
Horvath (1986) and Brody (1990a,b). The two authors agree in the above, namely
that wh-movement is almost wholesale similar to movement of focused constifuents.
That is, for Horvath (1986), who works in a FOCUS feature framework (see the
previous section), wh-items in Hungarian move to the position where focused items
also do and get a FOCUS feature assigned by the verb. Brody (1990a,b) claims the
s&ms; w/e-items and focus move to the same preverbal position, FocP, and get a
feature there, <+f>.
Beside these main lines we find the following ingredients in the analyses.
Horvath (1986) mentions that overt movement is not all there is in either case. There
is a covert component involved inwh-movement and focusing as well. According to
Horvath, both wh-items and focused elements undergo LF-moveme,nt to positions
higher than their surface landing sites. The movement of these elements is
necessitated by theory-internal considerations, having to do with the licensing of
traces. To see this, we have to see how Horvath represents the preverhal focus

position:

r

(24)

S-structure representation
(Horvath 1986)

foclt;.e,lwh,

of

questions/clauses

with focus in

Hungarian

V

As she notes, the focused/wh-item in the preverbal position finds itself in an Aposition and does not c-command the trace (r) it leaves behind. Since traces quah$,
as variables that need to be A-bar bound by an appropriate operator at some point in
the slmtactic derivation, Q$ does not as yet satisff the requirements for the proper
binding of ,r. For this reason, Horvath assumes that the moved elements undergo
further movement at LF into an A-bar position, where binding can ensue. This way t1
gets c-commanded at LF. The position wft-items raise to is COMP (the sentence
initial position, corresponding to Spec,CP in later terminology), and the position
focus raises to is an adjoined position between VP and CP (the latter represented as
s').
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(24')

LF-structure representation of a question or clause with a focused item in
Hungarian (Horvath 1 986)

LF-movement

of the wh-itefi, or focus,

although

it

takes place to two different

positions, is motivated on the basis of the same principle in both cases (that of proper
licensing of traces). This means that in effect no difference is recognized between the
two movement tlpes in Horvath's analysis.
Brody (1990a,b) does not distinguish between focus and wh-movement in terms
of LF landing sites. He notes another dififlerence between wft-movement and
exclusive focusing: if there is more than one wh-item present in the clause, they are
grammatical in the preverbal focus position ufoile multiple foci in the same position
are not. For this difference, Brody offers a somewhat unattractive explanation. He
claims that wh-items are able to assign <+f) by themselves, and this way they can
license further wh-items on their left, uihile focus is unable to assign a focus feature
to other focus constifuents:

(25) a. [ro"pKir.*r, kitz.*>
rryho-N0M

rarho-eCC

[ro"'hivott

[yp meg

invited-3sG-INDEF

PV

]l?

'Who invited vrfuom?'

b. *PETER

MARTT

hivta

meg.

Pdter-Nou Mari-ecc

invited-3sc-DEF PV
intended: 'It was Pdter who invited MAR[.'

That is, according to Brody, kit gets its <+f) feature from the verb, and itself assigns
a <*f) feature to ki. This is why (25a) is grammatical: both wft-items obtain a <*f)
feature. Focus does not work this way: an exclusive focus item cannot assign a <+f)
feature to any constituent on its left, which explains rlrhy two foci cannot co-occur in
one FocP (25b).
This explanation for the pattern observed in (25) is not really convincing.
Moreover, facts like (25b) might have an explanation completely independent of
feature assignment and focusing. Starting from E. Kiss (1993) it is known that in
multiple questions of the kind in (25a), the first wh-item is not sitting in Spec,FocP,
but rather in Spec,DistP (for more on it, see Chapter 3). Consequently, the first wlz-
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item does not behave like an ordinary question word, but rather as a universal
quantifier. This view on multiple questions undermines Brody's explanation for the
difference between (25a) and (25b). Fotlowing E. Kiss' analysis, nothing special has
to be said to account for this difference in tenns of features. (25b) is ungrarnmatical
because a lexical focus phrase cannot be interpreted as a universal quanffier, i.e. it
cannot be situated outside FocP. Multiple filling of FocP can be argued to be
impossibte in Hungarian, due to the fact that <+f) on Foco is [-interpretable] and
therefore deletes after it attracts the first constituent with <+f>.
As far as the intemal syntax of interrogative clauses is concerned, Brody
(1990a,b) and Brody (1995) are the only analyses ra&ere this subject is treated to
some extent. In languages like English, a so-called WH-citerion is at work (Rizzi
1990):

(26)

(A)At S-structure and LF the spec of a +razh XP must contain 6 <*wh> phrase.
(B)At LF all <*wh> phrases must be in the spec of +wh XP.
This criterion sums up the formal restriction that wh-items can only occur in (the
Spec,CP position of) question clauses, and prescribes that each question clause
contains a wh-item (in the Spec,CP position). According to Brody, the above WHcriterion can be 'larametrized": different languages have it with respect to different
features
it exists in the fonn of a focus criterion in Hungarian:

-

(27)
(A)At S-structure and LF the spec of a +f XP must contain
(B)At LF all <+f) phrases must be in the spec of a +f XP.

a

<*f)

phrase.

In English, the functional category with a <*wh> feature is CP. This must be filled
with a <*wh> item (as (26) states). In Hungariaq instead of (26), a focus criterion is
operative, so a <*f) functional category must host a <+f) item. To account for the
movement of wh-phrases to FocP, the requirement in (26) would be enough, since

Brody assumes that wh-items have a <*f) feature only. However, Brody goes
further, and introduces (28), presumably to parallel the terminology and analysis
found in the English literature, u&ere interrogative clauses are claimed to possess a
<+\rfu> feature.

(28)

A <+\r/h> FocP must contain awh-phrase at S-structure

and

LF

That is, according to Brody (1990a"b), a (*rvh> CP in English corresponds to a
<*wh> FocP in Hungarian, i.e. the interrogative nature of clauses in Hungarian is
encoded in FocP, which is a distinct functional category from CP.
Given that it represents the most recent account of wh-movement, I take Brody's
(1995) account as the standard account of wh-movement in Hungarian. In the
following section I will point out wtrat shortcomings it suffers from, and on which
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points it has to be amended to serye as a complete account for w&-movement in this
language.

1.3. Problems

with the current analysis of wft-movement

1.3.1. X'eature specification of focus and wft-items
While the assumption that FocP in Hungarian is the position where checking of the
<+f> feature on focused items takes place is undisputed, Brody's account reviewed
above leaves many questions open concerning the actual mechanism of wh-

movement. The introduction
consequences and

it

of

clause

(27) coupled with (28) has

many

raises many questions, the most important ones concerning the

distribution and proper identification
proj ecti ons characterrzing questions

of

features

on wh-items and on functional

:

(i)

What kind of features do wh-items and focused constituents have? Do they
share the same set of featwes? Or do w&-items possess n <*wh> feature that
is different from <+f>? If they do, do they also posses a <*f) feature

(ii)

Is there a functional category that possesses a <*wh> feature, and if so, is it
FocP? If it is FocP that is specified for <*uih>, what role does CP play in

independent$

interrogative clauses in Hungarian?
Since Brody's account does not offer satisfactory answers to these questions, they
sum up the research agenda for a more systematic study of wft-movement.
1.3.2. Selection

With the relativization of the wh-cnteion, and its application to Hrurgarian as above
n (27128), Hungarian becomes a language in which the wh-property of clauses
(uihether a clause is a wh-question or not) is represented quite low in the clausal
architecture of embedded clauses, namely on FocP. This is not a problem as far as
the wh-citerion itself is concemed, but it does present a problem as far as the
selection and distribution of the <+\\ih> feature on firnctional heads is concemed.
English constituent quesfions are taken to be CPs, ufuich are marked for
questionhood in the slarta:r by way of a <*r,rih> formative. In early formulations
(Katz and Postal 1964, Baker 1970) 1fos <+wh>-hood of CPs was signalled by a Q
question operator in COMP. In preminimalist terminolory, questionhood was due to
a <*urh> feature on C0. This required that 3 <*rvt> item land in this position (cf.
(26) above). In the minimalist framework, C0 is claimed to have a <+ufu> feature that
needs to be checked against a <*uih> featwe on wft-items.
Whichever theory we choose, it has to account for the fact that questions, i.e.
<*wh>-clauses, can be selected in some cases by a matrix predicate. Wonder for
example can

orly embed

a question:
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(29) a. I wonder whom you invited.
b. *I wonder that you invited Peter.
This simple fact was referred to as selection in GB rymtar, and it was argued to be
possible only under government. Matrix verbs goveming an embedded CP can
determine what features the CP should have, for example, a <*wh> feature. They
cannot determine the nature of a CP that they do not govern; for example, wonder
cannot select a question across another clause:7

(30)

*I wonder

[cprrryho

thinks [6p2whom you invited]1.

CPz embedded under CPr does not observe the selectional requirements of wonder.

It is not obvious how selection is accounted for in the minimalist framework,
uhich lacks the notion of government altogether. Whichever way we account for
selection in minimalism, the simple facts in terms of GB government have to be
accounted for by minimalism as well. This means that if a clause is n <*wh> clause,
the <*rrrfu> feature that codes it has to be present on the CP.

The same theoretical considerations require the Hungarian CP to have a <*wh>
feature as well in cases when it is selected:

(31) Kiviincsi vagyok [cphogy kit
hivtril
curious be-lsc that
who-ACC invited-2sc
oI

meg].
PV

am interested in rryhom you invited.'

(32) *Kivdncsi vagyok
curious be-lsc

[cphogy

that

meghivtad

P6tert].

pv-invited-2sc Pdter-acc

o*I am interested in that you invited Pdter.'

If

the <+!\fi> feature, as assumed by Brody (1995), is siffing on Foco (where the
focus criterion holds), it is not obvious that this <+wh> feature is visible on the CP
as well, all the more so because the complementizer hrg'that' in Hungarian is not
an interrogative complementizer, it is present both in questions and in indicative
clauses

unifornly.

One way of arguing that selection can after all affect a <*rlfr> FocP in Hurgarian
would be to say that the Foco head raises unto the highest head of the clause, C0 at
some point in the derivation. This movement can only be covert (i.e. feature
movement), because the Foco head, which contains the verb, does not show up
sentence initially in overt qmta>r.
Although this would be a feasible account in principle, it would still meet a
serious problem. Such a proposal would leave the distribution of <+ufr> in the Cdomain unprincipled, while it would be desirable to know what determines the
TGovemment
a governs p

iff

is defined in (Chomsky 1986) as follows:

(i) u is a govemor
(ii) u c-commands p
(iii) there is no govemor closer to

p

thm o
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distribution of this featwe oosslinguistically.
1.3.3. The distribution of quantifiers
Although Brody's account was not designed to explain scopal properties, it does
make predictions about the scopal properties of wft-items and focus. This is due to
the claim that wh-items have a <*f) feature and the fonnulation of the focus

criterioq

repeated here from above:

(27) a. At S-structure
b. At LF all <+f)

and LF the spec of a +f XP must contain a
phrases must be in the spec of +f XP.

<*f)

phrase.

Since (27) holds of FocP and <+f) phrases in Hungarian, it requires that these
focused phrases be in FocP at LF. The level of LF being the level where scopal
properties are represented, this must mean that focused phrases in Hungarian take
scope in FocP. In single focus cases, focus reaches this position in overt ryalta:< and
occupies its scope position already at S-structure. Other quantificational phrases
(except for left-dislocates and righnruard sffied items, which I put aside now) also
occupy their scope positions in overt syntax. Since scope translates to c-command in
Hungarian, the result is that focus in the preverbal position is scoped over by
elements preceding it and scopes over elements following it:

(33) a. Mindig PETERT hivtam

meg.

V>focus

always

b.

P6ter-ecc invited-lsc Pv
'At all times, I invited Pdter only.'
PETERT hivtam
meg mindig.

focus>V

invited-lsc Pv

always
'Pdter was the only one I invited all the time.'

P6ter-ACC

The focus criterion therefore makes the right prediction for the scope of exclusive
focus constituents.
Recall that in Brody's framework checking of features on wft-items takes place in

FocP as well, just as in the case of focus. Given (27), this must mean that wh-items
also occupy their LF-position in FocP. The facts in (33), however, do not carry over
to wh-items completely (3a):

(34) a. *Mindig
always

b.

Kit

kit

meg?

hi\461

vriho-ecc invited-2sc Pv

hi\itdl

tryho-acc invited-2sc

meg

Pv

mindig?
always

'Who did you invited all the time?'
Gaa) shows that a wh-item cannot be preceded by a quantifier. One might think that
wft-items necessarily have to have widest scope in a Hungarian sentence. The fact
that (34a) cannot be interpreted with highest scope of the wh-item follows from the
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fact that in Hungarian scopal properties must translate into both c-command and
precedence (E. Kiss 1993), therefore the c-cornmanding quantifier must take wider
scope than the wh-item. Brody's account cannot predict the difference between (33a)
afi (34a): in his account, both a focus and a wh-item occupy the same position and
participate in the seme checking processes during the derivation, leaving no room for
differences between the two that would account for the different patterns in (33a)
and (34a).
1.3.4. Distributional differences

Beside the problems in the previous sections, there are others that Brody's account
cannot handle straightforwardly. One group of problematic examples, to which I will
retunr in section 2.3.2 below, involve exclusive focus items andwh-items in specific
environments: namely in embedded clauses that are non-interrogative. While focus is
fine in these, wft-items are bad. I illustrate them with an exarrrple of a relative clause:

(35) a. Nem jdhet
be [oprcp aki PETERT
not come-PoT-3sc Pv who-NoM Pdter-eCC
b.

ismeri].

know-3sc

.Those who know pETER cannot come.,
*Nem jtihet
be [oprcp aki kit
ismerl?
not come-PoT-3SG PV who-tlolu who-ACC know-3sc
'Who is it such that those who know him carurot come in?'

In Brody's account, the difference in grammaticality does not get explained. There is
no structural difference ulhatsoever between (35a) and (35b), the sentences are
identical with the exception of the item that frlls the Spec,FocP position. Since awhitem is ungrammatical in this construction, we have to conclude that we are dealing
with a construction that cannot license an embedded wh-item, but can license a
focus. This indicates that wh-items have a different licensing mechanism from
exclusive focus, i.e. their syntax cannot be completely the sanle.

2. Wh-movement in lfungarian: a new account

Il this section I propose a minimalist analysis of wh-movement in Hungarian that is
more adequate than the current account. Beside being more adequate, my analysis
will build on the finding thatwh-items are variables in Hungarian (see Chapter l).
In the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995), movement must be ascribed to the
need to check syntactic features. The fact that both focus and wft-items move to the
same position in overt qmta:< in Hungarian made researchers think that the two
ultimately possess the same set of features (features checked in the same positions). I
will challenge this view here and show that interrogative pronouns possess two
different features: <+f> and <+wh>. The presence of the <+wh> feature makes wftitems distinct from focus items, which only possess a <+f) feature. The <+wh>
feature is introduced to the wh-item by a phonologically covert Q*n morpheme
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attaching to the wh-item at the word level. This Q"a, is the quantificational (question)
operator that binds the variable wh-items. In my view therefore, 1fos <+wh> feature is
not a morphosyntactic feature of wh-items in any of their occurrences (recall that
Hungarian wh-items have uses other than question word use). That is, I argue contra
Chomsky (1995) that the <+u/h> feature in fltrngarian characterizes only those wftitems that are used as question words. The <+wtr> feature has a sy.ntactic reflex: it is
related to the C0 head of question clauses, which itself has a <+\ ft> to check.
Therefore, (*wh> feature movement to C0 has to take place in the derivation at some
point.
Leading up to this account, I will first discuss what differences there are between
wh-items and phrases with exclusive focus interpretation as far as feature content is
concerned (section 2.1). This discussion will reveal that wh-items possess minimally
two different operator-features: a <*wh> feature, and a <+f) feature, urhile focus
items only have the laffer. This difference explains the different syntactic patteming
of the two items. Foci move to Spec,FocP. Wh-items, on the other hand, beside
moving to Spec,FocP for reasons of <+f) feature checking, have a special slmtactic
requirement: they have to entertain a relation with a <+wh> head as wel[, which is
not Foc0 (contrary to Brody 1995), but C0. In section 2.3 I will show that the
requirement to establish a relation with C0 causes wft-items to pattem differently
from exclusive focus in overt qmtar, clearly visible in the behaviour they exhibit
with respect to quantifiers and in clausal pied-piping and scope marking
constructions.

2.1. Feature content of focus and nrft-items
2.1.1. Crosslinguistic generalization about overt focus and wh-movement

In the minimalist program all movements are taken to be necessitated by featurechecking procedures. Overt movement of a constituent into a specifier position is
triggered by a functional head that contains a sfrong atfacting feature of some sort
that has to be checked off by a particular constituent. (The same relation would
translate into AGREE in Chomsky (1999)). Weak features on functional heads do
not trigger overt movement: they can be checked off at LF, too, in covert movement.
LF movement is considered to be feature movement only (i.e. head-movement).
The fact that Hungarian wft-items and exclusive focus constituents land in the
same overt position has led Brody (1990ab, 1995) to the conclusion that wft-items
and focus both possess the silne feature, <+f>. While this seems to be an
uncomplicated view, there are ways to show that the picture is in fact more
complicated.
There is one strong empirical argument for saying that wh-items and focus cannot
have exactly the same qmtactic features. The argument comes from a crosslinguistic
generalization about overt movement of focused constituents and wft-items. Looking
at a large number of langnages, the pattem that emerges is that the occurence of ex
situ focus and ex situ r.yh-items is related, but only in one direction: if a language has
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overt focus movement, it has overt wft-movement as well; but if a language has overt
wft-movement, it need not have overt focus movement. That is, overt focus
movement in languages necessarily implies overt wh-movement, but not vice versa.
The following table contains information about some languages. The first three

rows of this table I borrow from Kenesei (1995):
Tabl el. The

of overt w h- and focus movement

Chinsss, Japanese

wft-movement

focus movement

{€

*
*

Englistq Germanic
Aghem, Hungarian, Tuki

*

,l

The paffem that no language seems to exhibit is the one in the fourth line in Table 1,
which describes a language in which overt wh-movement is not attested, but focus
movement is.8

If Table I indeed reflects the right generalization about the crosslinguistic
distribution of wh-movement and focus movement, what implications does this have
for the theory of wft-movement and focusing? In the minimalist program, overt
movement is triggered by strong features on functional heads. If our generalization is
correct, and there is indee.d no language that exhibits the pattem in the fourth line,
we can conclude the following:
(i)

tlere must be a feature on wh-items that is the same as that on foci, so that
whenever there is a fimctional head (let us call it Foco) that has a strong
feature athacting foci, the same head attracts wh-items as well

*I am aware of a language type that at first sight seems to be problematic for my generalization in
It is exemplified by Bahasa Indonesia or Tuki. In these languages, while focus must undergo
movement, wh-items can optionally be moved or left in situ:
(i) a. ate (aye) Puta a-ma-namba
lTuki, Biloa 19971
Table 1.

what OOC) Puta

stvt-p2-cook

'What didPuta cook?'

b. Puta a-dingam ane
Puta SPr-loves urho
'Who does Puta love?'
However, this does not contradict the generalization in Table 1, since overt wft-movement is always at
least possible in these languages. Second, there are indications that wh-n situ in these languages is ":rot
real". First, using in situ rvft-items in these languages in not a primary mode of questioning, which is
reflected by the fact that in situ left-items do not observe subjacency (unlike in so-called rryfr-in situ
languages like Chinese or Japmese). Second, the position of these in situ wfr-items is not exactly their
base position. 11 Jrrki, for example, they have to be sentence final, which could be argued to be an A-bar
position of sorts.
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wh-items must possess another feature as well, which in some languages
corresponds to a strong feature on a functional head not equivalent to a strong
feature that attracts foci in these languages, so that in these langtages whphrases overtly move to a specific position, but foci do not

I will refer to the feature

that characterizes wh-items but not focus 45 3 <*wh>

feature. This is the featwe that is responsible for movement operations into positions
other than the focus position. The feature that is a property of both focus and whitems I will continue to refer to as <*f), the focus feature, following the terminology
of previous sections. In Hungarian this <+f) feature characterizes exclusive focus
constituents. The feature content of wh-items and focus that we arrive at on the basis
of the crosslinguistic generalaationin Table I is shown in Table 2.e

Table 2. Feature content of wh-items and exclusive focus

feature content

wft-items

excl. focus

(*f),<+wh>

<+f)

The variation in Table I comes about in the following way. Remember that
features in minimalism can be strong or weak. Languages like Chinese (row 1 in
Table 1) do not have a sfrong <+\ Ih> feature on a functional head attracting <+wh>
items. Similarly, they do not have a sfrong <+f) feature on a fimctional head either.
This leads to no movement of wh-items or focus in these languages. English-t1pe
languages (row 2 in Table l) have a strong feature attracting <+ufi>, but a weak
feature attracting <*F, rarhich results in overt movement of wh-items, but no overt
movement of foci.r0 Hungarian-t1pe languages (row 3 in Table 1) have a firnctional
head with a strong feature attracting items with a <+f> feature, therefore, wft-items
and foci move alike in overt rymtax, into the very same position. It is also clear that
in this language tlpe the <+wh> feature is not attracted by a strong functional head
distinct from Foc0, and this way, it is the <+f) feature alone that determines the order
of elements on the surface.

We see that this system with parametrized feature strenglh and the
slosslinguistically constant feature content of wh-items and focus can describe the
whole range of language variation we find.
Note that Table I only reflects that the features <*wh> and <+f! are distinct
entities on fr.rnctional categories (and on maximal projections). Table I in itself does
not help determine rryhether <+f) and <+wh> can be found on the same functional
head or not. It can be the case that <+wh> and <+f> are always found on the same
functional head in all languages (i.e. ou a functional head with a double feature
e
Horvath (1981) assumed the same set of formatives present on wft-items as the ones argued for in
this section.
l0
Note that if English-type languages do have a projection of focus phrase in their structure, rvfritems can land in this position to check <+f) in overt slmtax on their way up to Spec,CP. This movement
step, however, gets concealed due to the fact that the CP projection dominates FocP.
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If this were the case, Chinese-type languages would have both <+wh>
<+f) weak, English-t1pe languages would have a strong <*wh> and a weak
<+f! feature on this functional head. In the case of Hungarian, feature strength could
not be decided upon so easily. It could equally be the case that <+f> is strong and
specification).

and

<*wh> is weak; or that both <+f> and <+wh> are strong: both options would lead to
the overt movement of wft-items and foci to the same positions.
It is therefore yet to decide whether <+\rfu> and <+f) can be hosted by the szrme
functional head or not. Strictly following the minimalist theory, one would have to
assign only one feature to each functional head (Chomsky 1995). That is, <+q,6> 614
<+f) should correspond to trvo different functional heads in the structure of the
clause.

But beside the "one feature per functional head" principle, there is

another

consideration that argues for the same take on this issue. Cinque (1999) argues that
the set and order of functional projections is constant across languages, not subject
to parametric variation. Let us take this as a starting point. Then given that in many
languages, like in English, wh-ilems check a feature on C0 (Cheng lggl, Chomsky
1995), while in other languages, like in Hungarian, they check a feature on Foco
(Brody 1990a,b,1995), the fact that C0 and Foco are clearly distinct functional heads
in the slartactic structure universally (Horvath 1986, E. tciss 1987) shows us that the
two features on wh-items (<+wh> and <+f)) correspond to two distinct functional
heads in the structure.
On the basis of these considerations, we conclude that the checking of <+qr61 oo
wft-items takes place not on Foco but on a different functional category. Therefore,
out of the following two a pfrori possible options, (ii) is preferred to (i):

<*wh> feature checking

(i)

(ii)

in which case the attracting feature can be strong or
weak, without an effect on word order, since the Spec,FocP position is
reached by wh-elements in overt qmtax anyway
does not take place on Foc0, but on some other functional head; in this case,
takes place on Foco,

the attracted feature is
(a) strong if the firnctional projection of this head is dominated by FocPlr
(b) weak if the firnctional projection of this head dominates FocP

For now, option (ii) has only been argued for intemal to the theory. In section 2.3 I
show that there is empirical evidence for (ii) as well. The <+\4,h> feature on whitems is attracted by a weak <+wh> feature on C0, rryhich is the same head as the
atffacting head in English-t5pe languages. Arguments to this effect will come from
the behaviour of quantificational interveners and distributional properties of whitems in clausal sffuctures.
llChomsky (1995: Chapter 4) does not nrle it out that this feanre is weak
- overt movement can
involve more than otre steps, including steps to check a weak feature on a firnctional head. I do not take
this to a be a possibility following Den DilJ<en (2000), rryhich argues that weak features cannot be
checked accidentally in overt movement.
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2.1.2. The internal structure of ruft-items and the location of features

it

was shown that interrogative pronouns in Hungarian
<*wh> feature, which is specific to them,
feature, rryhich is the simre as the one on focused items. In what

In the previous

section

possess two syntactically active features: n

and a

<+f)

configuation do ttrese features find themselves?

In the recent literature the <+\ fu> feature on w&-items is treated as a
morphosyrtactic feature on the wh-items themselves (Chomsky 1995). This means
that this feature characterizes any item vrihose morphology includes a wh- sequence.
Given that morphological properties are stored in the lexicon, it follows that the
<*wh> feature is a lexical (and therefore inherent) feature of dr-items. In the qmtru<,
according to Chomsky (1995), we find another occurrence of a <+\rfu> feature, on
interrogative complementizers. This feature needs to get checked by w&-items
raising into Spec,CP at some point in the derivation: if it is a strong feature, in overt
slata>q

if it is weak, covertly.

This, however, need not be so in all languages. Chomsky's (1995) treatuent of
the <+vnh> feature is modelled to handle wh-items in English, uihich are only used as
interrogative elements or relative pronouns, the latter usually put'aside, but crucially

it is taken to be unconffoversial that in all their
occwrences they take part in a checking procedure with a <+wh> C0.
In other languages, however, wh-items occur in many more environments than
just in interrogative clauses. In contexts other than questions, checking of the <+wh>
feature against an interrogative C0 is hard to argue for. As Chapter I has shown,
Hrlrgarian is a language where wh-items behave as variables and occlu in many
different contexts, bound by different quantificational elements. The quantificational
element that does the binding can be of two kinds: a word-level binder that attaches
to the wh-itemand forms a phonological word with it, or an external binder that does
not form a word (or a constituent) with the wh-item. The two types are exemplified
in (36) and (37) with the binding relation involved:
not as indefiniter." Drr" to this,

(36) a. minden-fti'everyone'

lop

V tuihll

every-uiho

b. vala-ki

'someone'

lop3 [wtt]l

some-who

(37) Van kivel megbeszdlni a probldmdt.
is uiho-INS PV-talk-nrn the problem-Acc
'There is someone/there are people to talk to about the problem.'

lcp I [*... wh ...]l
In (36) we have quantificational morphemes that form a word with the wft-items. The
interpretation of the resulting complex (marked as a DP here) is determined by the
semantic content of this morpheme: minden- results in universal meaning, vab in
an existential one. Similarly, in (37), the wh-ltem has an existential binder: the
"Not" that according to some (e.g. Sloan 1991, Tsai 199a) English wh-items also behave
indefinites. For further details ou this, see Chapter 1.

as
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existential operator (as part of the existential predicate) in the matrix clause.
Given that the variable status of wh-items in Htrngarian can be established with
certainty, it must be the case that wh-items are variables also in questions. In
questions we find bare wh-items only, without any overt morphology added. Still, the
interpretation of wft-items in questions is always unambiguously that of a question

word. This, in

-y

view, is the result of there being a quantificational item Q"a

present in questions that binds the wh-item and unambiguously assigns question
word interpretation to it. To parallel the situation with the morphologically overt
minderr and valo- quantifiers that attach to the wh-item at the word-level, I take
the question operator Q"*' to be a word-level binder as well, which appears in the
form of a morphologically non-overt morpheme:

(38)

[np Q*r,

[wh]l

Qy6: Question operator

ft. Q* operator is responsible for question semantics: this is the item that binds the

wh-iterc, a variable. The presence of Q,a,, however, also has to be coupled with
question syntax in the clause, to a checking mechanism. In the previous section I
have shown that wh-items in questions possess a <*wh> feature (beside a <*f)
feature). In the representation I am developing here in (38), the <+wh> feature we
have identified must be qmtactically introduced by the Qu, morpheme. This Q"a
morpheme whenever present, is only compatible with a question word interpretation
for wh-items, given that it is the source of this interpretation. Whenever this
morpheme is present, it introduces a <+wh> feature, which, as in other languages, is
related to C0. The <*wh> featwe has to raise to C0 at some point to check the

<*wh> feature on

(39) [cp

Co:

I c Co
<+wh>.

[op Q*t twh]...ll]
.<*wh>

To surrmarize, positing Q",r, as a word-level binder of wh-items in Hungarian is
motivated by two considerations. First, it is justified to posit a word-level morpheme
for wh-items, since Hungarian uses this strategy in other instances as well (see 36
above). Second, by positing this morpheme, we can ascribe the <+wh> feature that

we find on wft-items in interrogative clauses to this morpheme. This is an
advantageous step. As will be shoram in sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 below, the <+rryh>
feature that characterizes interrogative rryh-items in Hungarian always needs to be
checked at some point in the derivation, by a suitable functional head, wtrich I will
If the <*wh> feature was an inherent lexical property of the barc whitems themselves, all occurrences of u:h-items would have this restriction: all whitems would have to be found in clauses where there is an interrogative C0 head. As
we have shown in (37) for example, this is not the case in Hungarian: there exist
argue to be C0.

cases where wft-items do not have access to an interrogative C0 head either because
is not specified for being <+\ /h>.

that head is not present in the clause, or

it

Therefore, assuming a <*vrh> feature in need of checking on these items would lead
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to wrong predictions.
Beside the elements sketched in (39), there is one more ingredient that we have
not located yet: the qmtactic <+f) feature. The previous section has shown that whitems in Hungarian possess this feature as well. The focus feature characterues whitems in questions. Bare wh-items with an indefinite meaning like the one in (37) do
not possess this feature: the item we find here is not pronounced with heavy stress
and does not move to the exclusive focus position in the qartax. It follows that the
<+f) feature in questions is linked to the <*wh> feature: I assume that both are
introduced by the Q*r, morpheme.l3 The full chxacteization of features wft-items
possess in Hungarian questions is therefore the following:

(40) [

Q",r,

tuih]...]I

<+\ /tl>

<+f)
This is the complex item that enters the derivation. The next section spells out what
happens to this complex at the different stages in the derivation.

2.2.The mechanism of wh-movement
Building on the results of the previous section, which has specffied the intemal
structure of wft-items in questions, I propose that wh-movement in Hungarian takes
place along the following lines.
First of all, the wh-item" as represented in (40), is merged in the base. The
complex possesses two features that are relevant for the derivation at hand: a <*f)
and a <+rarh> feature. In overt slartax, the rryhole complex raises to Spec,FocP, as
argued by Brody (1990a,b, 1995). This movement is triggered by the need to check
the focus feature on the Foc0 head of the clause, and results in the <+f> feature on
the wh-complex being checked off:

(41)

[c*[cC0 ... [rocp IQ"n trryh]lr [po.,Foc0

'<+f).

[... ti ... 1]l]l

......./<+f)

l3A similar approach could be takm to acc,ount for the properties of exclarnative w&-items in
Hungarian. Exclamations differ from questions in that they are charactarized by a different type of
operator, Qo, but as suggested in Chapter 1, this operatff acts as the binder of rp&-items similar to the
Q"a operator in questions. The only difference is that rryhile Q"n provides u,&-items with a <+uih> and a
<+f) featr.ue, Qo only provides them with a <+f) feature. I will retum to the lack of a <+rlrh> feature in
exclamative wft-expressions in fo. l8 below.
The presence of the <+f) feature on exclamative urh-items explains why these items occupy
Spec,FocP, just like question words. (i) shows an example where this is reflected by preverb stranding.

(D (Hogy) mennyit

ett6l meg!
how much-acc ate-zsc Pv
'How much you have eatenl'

that
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As a next step, the <*wh> feature on the wh-complex raises to C0 to check off the
<+wh> feature on C0. A priori the point in the derivation at which this step happens
is far from clear. Given that no overt movement of the wh-item to C0 is attested,
movement, if it takes place, can at most be covert, and, according to Chomsky
(1995), covert movement is always feature movement only. So I assume the
checking of the <+\rfr> feature to be a case of feature movement:

(42)

... [ro.p IQ*, [wh]]i
/<+wtr>
'<+wh>......

[cp [cC0

[roc,Foco

[... t, ...]]lll

Arguments in faviour of this scenario will be presented in the following sections.
It will be shown that whenever the C0 head is not present in a clause or is not
specified for a <*wh> feature, wh-items are not licensed in the clause. This view is
similar to the view presented in Simpson (1996, 2000). $impson argues (contra
Chomsky 1995) that it is (also) the wh-item itself whose needs necessitate the
checking procedure, ffid not orly ft1s <*wh> feature on the C0 head. That is,
movement is not always triggered by the need to satisff features on functional heads
only.
One way of implementing this idea in the minimalist framework is to record this

in the interpretability of the features involved. There is one way of
ensuring that the <*wh> feature on the wh-iten gets checked under all

requirement

circumstances: if it is [-interpretable]. Since [-interpretable] features cannot survive
till the LF interface, they must be checked offbefore the end of the derivation or else
the derivation crashes. Therefore I take it that the <*wh> feature on the wft-items is
[-interpretable]. The <+f] feature on the wh-item is [+interpretable], as it always
corresponds to the semantic focus of the sentence.la
The <+vrih> feature on C0 is [-interpretable] and weak. It must be weak, because
it does not trigger overt movement of the wh-item; and must be

It must be mentione6 lfosrrgh that not all instances of exclarnative wft-items rigger preverb-strmding:
preverb-verb orders are also attested (for more on this topic, see Kenesei, Vago and Fe,nyvesi 1998).
(ii) (Hogy) mennyit
megett6l!

that

how much-ACC pv-ate-2sc

'idem'
In my view, however, lack of preverb sSmding does not mean that we are not dealing with a focused wfr-

item here. Phonologically, every exclamative wh-item has to be pronounced with the heavy stress
characteristic of focus constitue,nts, with or without preverb s64ding alike.
loWhenever
there is a wh-itemin the focus position, focus interpretation is restricted to the wlr-item.
Focus percolation (Selkirk 1986) (i.e. the propagation of a focus feature to a higher node) is impossible
with ryft-items. For example, focus interpretation on a VP is impossible, wfien one of its arguments is
questioned (i), while it is fine with lexical focus (ii) (I(enesei 1998b):
(i) Mt
olvasol?

rarhat-acc read-2sc
'What are you reading?/*What

are

you dorng?'

(ii) A IIAMLETET olvastam, (s nem

read-lsc

not

j6tszottam).

played-lsc
'It was reading Hamlet that I did not playing.'

the Hamlet-ACc

and
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[-interpretable], because otherwise it would not trigger movement at LF. The <+f]
feature on Foco is similarty [-interpretable], as it does not feed into the semantic
component as an item with focus interpretation.
On the basis of this evidence, the checking mechanism of wh-movement is
presented in (43) in full detail:
(a3)

[cp

[c'

Co

<*wh-ir,t, *.ak> -..

[ro"p[ Q",'r' [wh]li
..... <+\vh-mt>

<+fiirrt>.

[po*'Foco
.

... <*fint,

[...

ti ...

]lll]

strong>

The model of wft-movement in (43) has many advantages. Beside being the only
analysis that can account for the problematic data in 1.3.3 and 1.3.4 above (to which
we retum instantly), it is also superiour to the existing accounts uihen it comes to the
problem of selection. As was noted above in section 1.3.2, verbs lkewonder select a
<*wh> embedded CP in Hungarian, just as they do in English. As it stands, Brody's
(1995) account is silent about how selection is ensured syntactically. If we assume
that in Hungarian, just as in Englislq the <*wh> property of clauses is also marked
on the highest head of the clause, i.e. C0, this is not a problem any more. This way
Hungarian is not idiosyrcratic when it comes to clause-tlping: interrogative clauses
are marked on the highest head of the clause, i.e. C0. As a result interrogative clauses
are recognized as such extemally and can be selected by matrix predicates.

2.3. Arguments for the new account of wh-movement

To support the analysis I explicated above, I review three different phenomena in
this section: the distribution of quantifiers with respect to wh-items, clausal piedpiping and scope marking. All these constructions independently argue for the
ingredients of the analysis I proposed for wh-movement in the previous section.
The facts to be discussed here, with the exception of some in section 2.3.2 and
2.3.3, are not new. They have been known for a while, but they were always put
aside without proper explanation, because they did not fit into the picture of whmovement which fieated wft-items and focus on a paf,. As I will show, the facts to be
reviewed here fall into place if we analyze wft-movement along the lines of (a3).
2.3.1. Licensing of p&-items (the interaction hetween quantifiers and wft-items)
2.3.1.1. The data and their analysis
As I have shown already in section 1.3.3 above, focus has scope over that part of the
clausal structure that it c-commands in overt qmta:<. This corresponds to the
structure dominated by FocP. If there is a quantifier in this domain, focus has scope
over it. If there is a quantffier in the preverbal domain, c-commanding focus, it has
scope over focus:
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(44) a. Mindig

PETERT

always

b.

hivtam

meg.

V>focus

Pdter-ecc invited-lsa PV
all
times,
I invited PBtfR'
'At
meg mindig.
PETERT hivtarn
Pdter-ecc invited-lsc PV always

focus>V

'Pdter was the only one I invited all the time.'

Quantifiers on the other hand carurot precede wft-items in Hmgarian. Quantifiers
can only follow wh-items, with an interpretation in rarhich the wh-item takes scope
over the rmiversal quantifier:ls

(45) a. (*Mindig) kit

hivtdl

meg?

always rliho-ecc invited-2sc PV
hivt6l
meg mindig?
b. Kit
who-acc invited-2sc

PV

wh>V

always

'Who did you invite all the time?'
Given that surface order translates into c-command and LF-scope in Hungarian, one
can say that (45a) is ungrammatical because wft-items cannot be scoped over in
Hungarian for some reason. To find out what this reason is, we first we have to settle

the question

rryhether this propefty
Hungarian- specifi c one.

We know that

it

is a universal

property

of

wh-items

or

a

cannot be a universal requirement that wh-items have widest

scope in the clause, since in many languages, including Englis[ they can be scoped
over by distributive quantifier subjects. Examples like (46) are ambiguous:
ttThe

fo[owing remarks are in order.
In (45a) I do not consider the reading which would aise rf mindig was a left-dislocated constituent.
In this case the scope relation would be urh>V.
Note also that according to E. Kiss (1993), (45a) exists
one person was here:

if it is presupposed ttrat at every time only

(i) Mindig kit
hivtril
meg?
always who-Acc invite-2sc PV
'There was one hdividual here all the time. Who was (s)he?'
However, even with the mentioned foregrounding, these sentences are not natural. Native speakers judge
them as categorically ungrammnfical, therefore I mark these examples with *, following Kenesei (1986)
and Kenesei, Vago and Fenyvesi (1998).
h (45b), the postverbal rrniversal must be pronounced without stess. Otherwise we get different
scope relations as described in E. Kiss (1993). If the universal is stressed together with hr, we would get
scopal "balauce" between the rar&-item and the universal (balance meaning lack of scopal interactions),
and the sentence would mean:

(ii)'Kit
hivtal
meg
wtro-acc invited-2sc Pv
If

'mindig?
always

'Who is identical to the sole persflr whom you always invited?'
only the postverbal rmiversal is stresse4 the scope relation is raft>V, and the universal contrasts with

an existential:

(iii) Kit hivtd.l meg'minfig!
'Who was such that you invited him all the time

as opposed

to only some of the times?'

(46)
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Who did everyone invite?
a. 'Who was such that everyone invited himlher?'
b. 'Who did each person invite?'

wh>V
V>wh

It has been repeatedly

acknowledged starting from May (1985) that the so-called
distributive reading (46b) corresponds to an LF representation where the universal
quanffier takes scope over the wh-item. This shows that wh-items need not have
widest scope in their clause. Therefore the explanation for the ungrarnmaticality of
( 5a) cannot be sought in a general principle that rules out interrogative whinterpretation under the scope of quantificational items.
The ungrammaticalrty of Hungarian (45a) therefore must be specific to the
environment and arguably syntactically rooted.'u To pin the facts down even firther
it can be shovrm that it is the quantificational naixe of the preceding material that
causes the ungrammaticality. Note that it is not the distributive reading that
Hungarian #r-items cannot lend themselves to. Distributive readings are fine with
phrases that contain the adjective egles'every single, individual' as sentence initial
topics:

(47) a. Az egyes esetekben kit
the individual cases-INE

hivtdl

meg?

who-ACC invited-2so Pv

'Who did you invite in each case?'

b. Kit

rarho-acc

hfvtril meg

az egyes esetekben?

invitedpv

the individual cases-nm

'idem'
The distributive adjective eryes'individual', internal to the PP, forces distribution
over the wh-phrase due to its inherent lexical property. The distributive reading in
this case is the only possible reading as (47a,b) show: regardless of the c-command
relation between thewh-item and the PP, we only get a distributive reading. Once we
quanti$ over the individual cases with a universal quantifier, the ungrammaticality

of(45a)

r6one

reappeaxs:

might try to explain the ungrammaticality of (45a) by a blocking effect, arguing that the V>wh
it is expressed by other means, namely by multiple questions in Hungarian:

rea<ling is missing because

(D Mkor kit
hivtal
when who-ecc invited

meg?
PV

'Who did you invite ufuen?'
(45a) and (i), however, are not exactly slmomlmoui. (i) can only be used in situations ufrere both the
listener amd the speaker have the same set of points of time in mind coresponding to the question word
mikor @-linking). luagine a situation in which the speaker is asking for identification of points of time
that he does not know, bff wants to know about all of them. In this situatiou (i) cannot be used, only
(47a) below.
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a.

b.

(*Minden egyes esetben) kit
hivt6l
meg?
every individual case-INE who-aCC invited-2sc PV
'Who did you invite in every individual case?'

Kit

meg

minden egyes esetben?
every individual case-INE
'Who was the (sole) person who you invited at all occasions?'
hf\4e1

who-ecc invited-2sc

This clearly shows that

PV

it is quantificational

items that are ungrammatical in

configurations like (a5a).

This is highly reminiscent of a set of facts that have been described in the
literature under the name intervmtion fficts (Beck 1996, Ouhalla 1996, Pesetsky
1998, Mathieu 1999). It has been noticed before that quantificational elements
cannot intervene between positions which form a certain chain. The blocking nature
of quantfficational elements was first described by Beck (1996), ufuo identified a

number

of

configurations

in which

quantificational interveners

cause

ungrammaticality. Among these we find examples with floating quantifiers, multiple
questions and scope marking structures. Here I illustrate the first two.

(49)

a.

b.

(50)

??Wen hat

niemand

alles

gesehen?

who-aCC has nobody-t'lOvt
oWho all did nobody see?'

all

seen

Wen

alles

gesehen?

hat

Lusie

who-aCC has Lusie-Nou
'Who all did Lusie see?'

all

IGerman]

seen

??Wen hat niemand
wo gesehen?
wtro-aCC has nobody-Nou where seen
'Who did nobody see where?'
hat Lusie
wo gesehen?
b. Wen
wtro-aCC has Lusie-NOM
ulhere seen
'Whom did Lusie see ufoere?'
a.

According to Beck (1996) these configurations show that a quantificational element
(Q; comprising quantifiers, modals and negation) carurot intervene between the PF
and LF site of a moving constituent hke alles $9a) or wo (50a):

(51)

*[...Xr...[...Q...[...tm...]lI

What makes (50a) less than acceptable is that wohas to undergo LF-movement to a
clause initial position (Aowr, Homstein and Sportiche (1982), Huang (1982)). This
movement is blocked due to an intervening quantificational element. The same LF
movement approach is carried over to floating quantifiers like alles (49a) in Beck's
proposal, explaining ufiy we find the same intervention effects with these elements.
Note that this LF movement approach to floating quantifiers is an unorthodox
approach. It is rather the case that alles here works as a modifier of or restriction
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over the moved wh-phrase. The relation between the wh-phrase and its modifier
seems to be hindered in exactly the same way the relation between the LF-destination
of a wh-phrase and its trace. We will retum to the importance of this observation
instantly.

After this introduction to intervention effects in general I propose to explain the
ungrammaticality of the Hungarian facts (45a,48a) in terms of intervention effects:
quantificational items cannot precede wh-items in Hungarian because they are
harmful interveners, they destroy the relation between the wh-item and C0. The whitem finds itself in Spec,FocP in overt qmtax and establishes a relation with an
intenogative C0 from there. Thus

in

(45a) we are dealing with the following

situation:

(45a')

[6p

.+*t,

[px'6,mindig [rp.*rt

kit

*oar'..*r- hivtdl meg

]]]?

If the relationship

between the <+rarh> CP and the wh-item cannot be established
because of an intervening quantificational element, the derivation crashes.
As far as the nature of the relationship indicated in (45a') is concemed, it can be
determined with less certainty. Since there is no overt movement of wh-items to C0 in
Hungarian, the relationship must be defured as covert movement in the minimalist
framework, which leaves no room for LF movement other than feature movement. If
this is the case, the intervention effect in (45a, 48a) is due to <+wh> feature
movement to C0 at LF. Thip view on intervention effects is also taken by Cheng and
Rooryck (2000). They develop an account to explain uihy French in situ wftquestions also show intervention effects (Chang 1994, Bo5koviE 1998c):

(sz) a. Il

admire

he-ltotvt admire-3sc

(*toujours)
always

qui?
who-eCC

'Who does he always admire?'

b. *Jean ne

pas

quoi?

fean-NOM

not

what-ACC

ma.nge
NEG eat-3sc

'What does John not eat?'
Cheng and Rooryck argue that French in situ questions involve LF feature movement
of the <*wh> feature up to C0. The reason rvhy quantificational interveners are bad
in these sentences is because these items destroy the relation between the final
destination of the <*wh> feature 1C0; and the wh-item left behind, which, by being
an indefinite pronoun, basically serves as a restriction over the <+\ 1h> feature. If the
wh-item left behind in feature movement can be taken to be a restriction over the

<+wh> feature, Beck's (49) and (50) can be explained with reference to the same
principle: both contain a moving item with its restriction left behind.
,4. similar account of intervention effects in English can be found in Pesetsky
(1998). He argues that (53b), unlike (53a), contains a quantificational intervener
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(negation) (pointed out first by E. Kiss 1986):

(53) a. Which book did which student read?
b. *Which book didn't wtrich student read?
According to Pesetsky, in (53b) we are dealing with LF feature movement of the
<+wh> feature of the second wh-phrase up to C0, which is destroyed by the presence
of negation from a position that c-commands the second wh-item. Pesetsky takes
interveners to destroy the relation between an operator (the <+\ /h> feature) and its
restriction (the category left behind). The argumentation for interpreting the effect
this way could be supported by the fact that the <*wh> feature itself is independent
of the semantic features of the wh-item (person, number, animacy, etc); so when it
moves at LF, it leaves all restrictions on the given wh-item behind. This conception
brings intervention effects close to Rizzi's (1990) relativized minimality effects and
inner island effects in general. The latter, as Szabolcsi and Zwarts (1993) and
Honcoop (1998) have argued, have a semantic explanation. While inner island
effects are not the same as intervention efflects,r7 it is plausibte that both have a
semantic explanation.
Since the actual explanation for the intervention effect is still very far away,I put
this topic aside. What matters for the Hungarian cases in (a5a) and (48a) is that they
unmistakenly exemplfi the intervention effect as well. Note that interveners other
than quantifiers cannot be shown to have the same effect on wh-items due to the
simple reason that they are untestable: negation or modals never raise higher than
FocP. Therefore, they can never intervene between the overt position of wft-items in
FocP and Co.r8

2.3.1.2. Other possible scenarios
For completeness' sake it must be mentioned that one could in principle try to
account for the ungrammaticality of (45a) in other ways than the one argued for in
the previous section. A very simple explanation for (45a) would be to say that whitems are in fact in a higher projection than DistP in Hungarian (Anna Szabolcsi
r?The

most important difference being that inner islands let certain w&-items through, wtrile this is

not the case with intervention effects:
(i) Which boy does noone think we should invite?

(inner islard)

*Which book didn't which student read?
(:53b)
lslrlote
that intervention effects, i.e. the ungrammaticality of quantifiers preceding u,ft-items, are only
present in questions. Other constructions with ruft-items do not feature them. (i) illustrates this for yfritems in inifinitivals and (ii) for exclamatives:

(ii)

(i) Volt
is

Pdtemek mindig mit

adni.
give-nvr
'There was always something to grve to Peter.'

P6ter-oer always what-ACC

(ii) (HoSD mindig

that

always

mennyit
how

much-ecc

eszel!

eat-2sc

'How much you eat allthe time!'
The grammaticality of (ii) provides evidence for the claim that exclamative u,fr-items do not possess
<+wh> feature, or any other feature that needs checking on the C0 head of the clause (see fo. 13 above).

a
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p.c.). Let us term this position whP:

(54) lcp r*wwh [o'*,p [r*p--.]l]l
In this view, wft-items find themselves in one of the functional projections of the Cdomain in overt slmta:r, c-commanding quantifiers and focus. This account, however,

would have many disadvantages. First and foremost, it would not be able to
immediately explain why wh-items and focus are in complementary distribution in
Hungarian (see (lc,d) above). Second, it would be problematic to explain wtry the
preverb is degraded if it appears sentence final, in (55b) (Olsvay 2000):

(55) a. [,,tpKit

be [u'tpmindig ["*r CSAK PETERNEK]]I?

mutattill

who-ecc introduced-2sc

b.

PV always
only P6ter-DAT
you
introduced
him
to
PETER?'
was
it
that
only
'Who
??*[",r,pKit mutattfl [Drtpmindig [ro.p CSAK PETERNEK[a.pp

who-acc introduced-2sc

always

only

Pdter-oar

be ]]l]?
PV

I

has shown, preverb-stranding is necessary in a post-focus position in
Hungarian. On the basis of this we expect (55b) to be grammatical, and (55a) to be
ungrarnmatical. What we find, however, is the reverse: (55a) is perfect, as opposed

As Chapter

to (55b). This tells us that an approach along the lines of (5a) has diffrculties
explaining the behaviour of wft-items with quantifiers.
Approache5 similar to that in (54) have been suggested for languages in which
the paffern exhibited by the Hungarian (45) above can be found as well. Romanian is
an example at hand. Romanian places wh-items and focus in the same preverbal
position in root clauses (Conrilescu 1999):

(56) ??CARTEA cine

a cumpflrato?
who-Notvt has bought
'Who bought TIIE BOOK (as opposed to something else)?'

book-the-acc

The distribution of quantifiers with wh-items and focus is just like in Hungarian:
quantifiers can precede focus but not wh-items (Motapanyane 2000):

(57) a. *Nimeni ce

nu-ti

nobody-NoM what-ACC not-you
'What will nobody bring you?'

b.

va
will

Nimeni nici ATENTIE

aduce?

bring

nu-i

d6dea.

nobody-NoM not an affention-ACC not himlher gave
'Nobody was paying TI{E LEAST ATTENTION to him.'

Motapanyane takes the paffem in (57) to indicate that wft-items can (but need not)
occupy the same position as focus in Romanian. In ,,nmarked cases, wft-items move
to Spec,CP. This would correspond to the pattem in (57), uihere quantifiers
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preceding them are ruled out due to there being no position higher than Spec,CP
available for them. In the marked cases, wh-items occupy the same position as focus
(giving rise to (56)). In the latter cases Motapanyane hlpothesizes that the <+wh>
feature of the wh-itemraises to C0 only at the level of LF.
While my analysis of the parallel facts in Hungarian also builds on LF <*wh>feature movement up to C0, I think we need not complicate the grarnmar by allowing
thie wh-item to occupy two distinct positions in overt slmtax. If this approach is on
the right track, (57) can be explained with reference to intervention effects as well,

keeping the overt position of the wh-item constant, namely in the Spec,FocP
position. This is preferred to Motapanyane's approach for empirical reasons as well.
Spec,CP cannot be the overt position of wft-items in Romanian (or for that matter,
Hungarian), because topics can freely precede wft-items (Cornilescu 1999):

(58) a. Cartea cine
book-the-Acc\ /ho-NoM
'Who bought the book?'

b.

A

k0nyvet ki

a
has

curnpfrrato?

[Romanian]

bought

vefie

meg?

the book-ecc who-NoM bought-3sc
'Who bought the book?'

rv

IHungarian]

In view of the facts like (58), an account in tenns of intervention effects is to be
preferred for Romanian as well. If I am right in assessing the data, the pattem in (57)
argues for there to be LF <+\ryh> feature movement to C0 in Romanian, just as in
Hnngarian. Wh-items sslaHjsh a relation with a <*wh> C0 head in both languages.
2.3.2. Pied-piping of clausal material
In this section I turn to the phenomenon of pied-piping in clausal structures. Close
examination of data with wh-itens in different tlpes of clauses will lead to the
conclusion that the checking of the <*wh> feature on wh-items in Hungarian takes
place against C0 and is necessitated partly by the need of the w&-items themselves.
This finding is in line with recent findings of Simpson (1996, 2000), contrary to
claims in Chomsky (1995).
The argumentation will be based on a split in the behaviour of focus and whitems when it comes to pied-piping of clausal material: focus never pied-pipes the
clause it occurs in into a higher clause, while wh-items do if they are found in a
clause that does not have a <*wh> C0 head. The fact that clausal pied-piping onty
occurs in clauses wtrich do not contain s <*rrvh> C0 suggests that wft-items need the
presence of a <+ufu> C0 to be licensed. If they do not find an interrogative C0 head
in the clause they occur in, they have to pied-pipe that clause into a higher clause
that possesses a <+ufu> feature on C0. This phenomenon provides evidence for my
claim that the <+u1h> feature on wft-items is related to C0, and not to Foc0, since, as I
will show, the laffer is available in the clauses which undergo pied-piping.
The type of clauses exarrined in this section will be relative clauses: finite and
participial ones. These are the only clausal constituents in Hungarian that can as one
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item undergo massive movement and appear in preverbal operator positions.
Argumental that-clauses cannot appear in these positions for some ill-understood
reason, rryhich might have to do with intonation (Kenesei L994):

(59) a. ?Csak [aki
ismeri Pdtertl jtihet
only a-who-Notvt know-3sc Pdter-ACC come-PoT-3sc

be.
PV

'Only those who know P6ter can come in.'

be.
b. Csak [a [Pdtert ismer6] kinyokl jtihetrek
only the Pdter-ecc knowing girls-Nona come-Por-3PI, PV

'Only those girls knowing Pdter can come in.'

c. *[Hogy ismered Pdtert] mondtad meg
that know-2sGP6ter-ACC told-2sc PV

nekem.
DAT-1sG

'What you told me was that you know Pdter.'

In (59a) we see a headless relative clause in the Spec,FocP position of the matrix
clause: the result is a bit strained, but grammatical. In (59b) we find a headed
participial relative clause in the same position. In (59c), the impoSsibility of having a
that-clause in the Spec,FocP position is illustrated.

2.3.2.1. Focus in clausal pied-piping
Massive clausal pied-piping is a phenomenon that is known from the qmtactic
literature on Basque (or1eiz de Urbina 1989) and Imbabura Quechua (Cole 1982). In
Basque, focal pied-piping of clauses is illustrated by the following example (Ortiz de
Urbina 1993):

(60)

galdetu
dut tt.
UON etorri denl;
have
JON come AtrX-CoMP asked-lSc
'I have asked whether it is Jon that has come.'

[Basque]

Basque is like Hungarian in that it has a common preverbal position for both wftitems and focus, to vrdrich the verb is necessarily right-adjacent (orlttz de Urbina
1989). The embedded clause in (60) occupies the focus position of the matrix clause,
rryhich can be seen from the fact that the matrix verb has to immediately follow the
embedded CP. Since the embedded CP contains a focused element, (60) can be taken
to be a case of clausal pied-piping with focus.
In a footnote ftiz de Urbina notes that (60) is not the only pattem that we find
with the embedded clause JON etorri den. This clause can also be in the postverbal
position. In this case, the author suggests that the embedded CP is extraposed from a
preverbal focus position to a postverbal focus position:

(61) Galdetu dut

[JON etorri den].

asked-lschave JON
'idem'

come Atx-coMP
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I am not in the position to evaluate the second claim whether (61) is an instance
of an embedded clause in focus is difficult to show. I think nevertheless that the
existence of (61) shows that pied-piping in (60) is optional. There is asthing that
would force pied-piping in (60).
In what follows I will show that in Hrlrgarian in cases like these, pied-piping is
not forced to obtain either. That is, if a clause contains a focus inside it, that clause is

never forced to move as a vvh.ole into the matrix focus position. Consider the
following examples. (62) shows the behaviour of a finite relative clause, (63) that of
a participial clause.

(62) a. ?(Csak) [oprcp aki [FpPETERT ismeri]ll j<ihet
b.

c.

a.

(63)

b.

c.

be.

(only) a-who-Notvt Pdter-ecc know-3sc come-PoT-3SG pv
'Only those who know PETER can come in.'
Nem j<ihet
be [uplcp *i [o PETERT ismeri]ll.
not come-POT-3SG PV a-rryho-NOM Pdter-eCC know-3sc
'Those who know PETER cannot come in.'
HOLNAP jiihet
be [oprcp aki [FpPETERT ismeri]ll.

tomorrow come-PoT-3sc pv a-who-NOM Pdter-ACC know-3SG
'It is tomorrow that those who know PETER can come in.'
jdhetrek
be.
[np A [FpPETERT ismer6] l6nyokll
the Pdter-ecc knowing girls-Nou come-Por-3pl pv
'Only those girls knowing PETER can come in.'
Nem jtihetnek
be
[pp a [TpPETERT ismer6] ldnyokll.
not come-PoT-3PL Pv the Pdter-ecc knowing girls-Novt
'Those girls who know PETER cannot come iI.'
HOLNAP jtihetnek
b" [or a [pp PETERT ismer6] ldnyokll.
tomorrow come-POT-3PL PV the Pdter-acc knowing girls-Notvt
'It is tomorrowthat those girls knowing PETER can come in.'

The (a) examples have the relative clause (finite and participial respectively) in the
matrix FocP, the (b) and (c) examples have it in a postverbal position. As is clear
from the (b) and (c) examples, movement of the focus-containing relative clause into
the matrix FocP is not necessary: the specifier of the matrix FocP can be left empty
(b) or filled with other focused items (").t' This shows that movement in the case of
the (a) examples is not a case of focus pied-piping. If it were, it would necessarily
have to result in checking of the matrix FocP: the embedded focus would have to
check its features against that on the matrix Foc0 head. In this case, however, the (b)
le

lt

could be objected that the postverbal position which hosts the relative clauses in the O) and (c)
Alberti and Medve 2000).
Postverbal focus constituents, however, are only licensed when the preverbal focus position is also filled,
i.e. in the (c) examples. Therefore, to show that the clauses are not focused tt (62163), the (b) examples
are crucial: negation does not license a postverbal focus, as (i) shows.
(D *Nem johet
be PETER.
not come-PoT-3sc PV Pdter-NoM
examples is a poswerbal focus position (for poswerbal focus constituents, see

'It is Pdter urho cannot come in.'
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and (c) examples should be ungrammatical, due to the fact that in these examples,
<+f) checking does not take place. Since these examples are grammatical, they
illustrate the point that a focused item does not pied-pipe the relative clause it is
sitting in into the matrix FocP in Hungarian.
The reason why focus in relative clauses does not need to check its <+f) feature
in the marix FocP is that within the relative clause itself there is a FocP available for
checking the feature on the focused item as a result. The checking of the <+f)
feature on the focus constituent can be done locally.
That FocP is projected in relative clauses we know independently. In finite
relatives, it is observable from preverb stranding inside the relative clause:

(64)

[oprcp

*i [o

PETERT

hfvta

meg

who-NoM Pdter-acc invited-3sc

]11

PV

'who invited PETPR'

In the case of participials, the presence of a FocP position is not observable via
preverb stranding, since in these clauses preverbs do not strand. Still, focus tends to
be directly adjacent to the verb in parricipials as well:

(65) a. [opAz [p.,taLndt IpKESSEL ev6]l

ryerekekl v6gtrik meg magukat.

theapple-eCc knife-ws eating children-NoMcutPVthemselves-acc

b.

??[ppA [p,4KESSEL loalmrit ev6]l gyerekekl v6gtrlk meg magukat.
the knife-ruS apple-Acc eating children-NoM cut PVthemselves-ACC
'It was the children who ate apples with KNTVES who cut themselves.'

I take (65) to indicate that focusing inside

a participial involves movement to some

FocP position as well.

Since argumental clauses cannot ever appear in the matrix FocP position, we
I take it,
however, that similarly to relative clauses, since argumental clauses contain the
projection of FocP, pied-piping of the whole clause by an embedded focus would
never be forced since the requirement of this focus can be satisfied internal to the
c&nnsf test whether pied-piping with argumental clauses is possible or not.

embedded clause.

2.3.2.2. Wh-items in clausal pied-piping
In Basque, embedded questioning results in clausal pied-piping, just as focusing
does. In the case of wft-items, however, optionality of movement is never exhibited
(ftiz de Urbina 1993), unlike with focus:

(66) a. [qp Nor etorriko d-ela bihar]

esan diozu Mireni?

rryho comes aux-that tomorrow said arx Mary-DAT

b.

'Who did you tell Mary that comes tomorrow?'
[gp nor etorriko d-ela bihar]?
who comes arx-that tomorrow

*Esan diozu Mireni
said aux Mary-DAT
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The Hungarian pattem is similar to Basque.

If

we replace the focused items in

(62163) with w&-items, only the (a) structures are grammatical. The others are only
acceptable as echo questions:

(67) a. ?[ovcp Aki
b.

c.

[rp

kit

ismer]l jiihet

be?

a-who-NOM who-ecc know-3SG come-POT -3SG PV
'Who is such that the person who knows him can come in?'
*Nem jtihet
be [ovcr aki
[rpkit ismer]ll.
not come-PoT-3SG PV a-who-NoM who-aCC know-3SG
'Who is such that the person who knows him cannot come in?'
*HOLNAP jtihet
be [nprcp aki [rpkit ismer]ll.
tomorrow come-PoT-3SG PV a-who-NOM who-eCC know-3sc

'Who is such that the person uiho knows him can come

in

TOMORROW?'

(68) a. [np [rpMilyen firikat ismer6] kinyokll jtihetrek
be?
what boys-ecc knowing girls-uou come-PoT-3PL PV
b.

'What kind of boys are such that girls
*Nem jtihetnek be

rarho

knowthem can come in?'

[r, [rpmilyen firikat ismer6] kinyokll.

notcome-PoT-3Pl pv what boys-ACC knowing girls-trtotr,l
'What kind of boys are such that girls who know them cannot come in?'

c. *HOLNAP jiihetnek
be [op[rpmilyen firikat ismer6]l6nyokll.
tomorrow come-PoT-3PL PV rryhat boys-ecC knowing girls-Novt
oWhat kind

of boys are such that girls who know them can come in
TOMORROW?'
We see that movement of the relative clause into the matrix clause is obligatory if the
relative contains a wh-item: the clauses in this case cannot stay in a postverbal
position, they have to front. From this, we can be sure that we are dealing with
obligatory pied-piping n(67a) and (68a).
The explanation for this must be the fact that internal to the embedded relative
CP the wh-items are not properly licensed. This is the result of there being no C0
head with a <+uih> feature. In the case of finite relatives this is due to the CP being
specified for other features having to do with relativization,zo [ik" phi-features which
are in agreement between the head of the relative and the relative pronoun. In
participials we do not find a <*wh> CP presumably because the whole CP projection
is lacking.
That is, the patterr n (62163) versus (67168) shows us that the presence of a
<+\4/tr> C0 is crucial for the licensing of wft-items in Hrtrgarian. Lack of a <+wh> C0
in the clause where wft-items find themselves results in clausal pied-piping of the
structure into a higher, <+\ fr> clause. These facts clearly show that wh-items in
Hungarian need to establish a relationship with a C0 head that is suitably specified
2olrlote

that iu Hungarian, relative pronouns do not occupy the Spec,CP position, but some position

lower than CP (Kenesei 1992a).
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i.e. that possesses 2 <*wh> feature.

2.3.2.3. The problem of overt movement in clausat pied-piping with rryft-items
While the observed pattern in Hungarian is clear and points to the conclusion
reached in the previous section, we have to mention that it raises important questions
with respect to the mechanism of u,ft-pied-piping of clauses.
Observe again the cases of wh-pied-piping from above. Here I repeat the
examples indicating those features in the structure that undergo checking:

(67a')

?[cp.r"r,r,r

[ro.r [aki

[Focp<+F

kit +r,,"**,t, ismer]]

jdhet

be]]?

a-urho-NoM who-ACC know-3sc come-PoT-3sc PV
'Who is such that the person who knows him can come in?'

(68a') [c:p.**i,, [r*p [[r*p.*>Milyen fiukat +p,<ri,h> ismer6] Linyok] jtihehrek be]]?
what boys-eCC knowing girls-NOvt come-PoT-3pr pv
oWhat

kind of boys are such that girls who know them can come in?'

As the verb-preverb order in the matrix clause indicates, the matrix FocP position is
filled by the relative clause in both cases. It is, however, not clear what triggers
movement into this position. FocP can only check <+f) features in Hungarian. If
movement of the clausal material were feaflre-driven, the motivation for this could
only be some requirement of the matrix Foco head. But the questions is, what <+f)
feafiue can the matrix Foco check? One way of ensuring <+f) checking on matrix
Foco would be to say that the moving clause as a whole (a DPiCP category)
possesses a <*f) feature. This, however, could not be ensured in a principled way,
since the distribution of this clausal <+f) feature would be mysterious: as we saw in
the previous section, a feature that would attract the whole clause to the preverbal
focus position cannot be shown to be necessarily present on clauses that contain a
focus
- why would it be obligatorily present with clauses containing awh-item?
Therefore the only possible scenario left is one in which it is a feature of the
embedded wh-item that gets checked in the matrix FocP, after percolation takes
place. This must involve rechecking the <+f) feature on the embedded wh-item,
since the embeddedwh-item checks its <+f) feature intemal to the embedded clause
as well, namely in the local FocP rrrihere it raises overtly. The rechecking of this
featnre is theoretically possible, since it is [+interpretable] (see section 2.2 above)
and therefore does not disappear after checking.

The motivation for the clausal movement step, however, remains mysterious.
And so is the projection of the matrix FocP: nothing requires that FocP should be
projected in the matrix clause to begin with.
To explain why the projection of FocP and clausal movement into its specifier
position takes place nonetheless, I assume that these are inevitable for the licensing
of the embedded wh-items. That is, without clausal movement into the matrix
Spec,FocP, the <*r,vh> feature on the embedded wh-item cannot be licensed and the
derivation crashes.
I propose that clausal movement to the matrix FocP is due to the fact that wh-
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items in Hungarian must be in A-bar positions overtly in the clause where they get
licensed. That wh-items need to be in A-bar positions in the clause where they get
inserted has been recognized long ago (E. Kiss 1987). What I add to this requirement
is that A-bar positioning is relevant in all clauses rlrfuere the wh-items are licensed. In
our examples, they check a <*f) feature internal to the relative clause, which
requires A-bar positioning intemal to the relatives; and they check <+\ ih> in the
matrix clause, ufuich requires A-bar positioning in the matrix clause. Since the whitem itself cannot raise out of the relative clause in overt syntax (due to islandviolations), it can only fulfil the second requirement if it pied-pipes its clause into the
matrix A-bar Spec,FocP position.
An indirect piece of evidence for this claim comes from Japanese. Japanese is
argued to have clausal wh-pied-piping in exarrples like those n(67U68a) only at the
level of LF (Nishigauchi 1990). (69) is a sentence where this is the case:

(69)

[[nprc Dono ronbun-o kaita] hitol-ga itiban zuumei desu-ka?
which paper-Acc wrote person-NOM most famous is-Q
'The person who wrote which paper is the most famous?'

[Japanese]

Nishigauchi iugues that (69) involves LF-movement of the entire relative DP/CP into
the matrix Spec,CP position. (In the minimalist program this claim has to be
rethought in the light of the difference between category movement and feature
movement at LF.) Putting technical details aside, uihat is important in an example
like (69) is that it does not involve overt movement of the relative clause of any sort,
unlike the Hungarian cases, where the relative has to front to Spec,FocP in overt
syntor. The difference between Japanese and Hungarian is that Japanese wh-items
are in situ, that is, they are found in A-positions in overt slmtax. I take it that this
explains the difference between (69) and the comparable Hungarian examples:
Japanese clausal movement need not be overt, because wft-movement is not overt
either. Hungarian clausal movement is done in overt syntar because uihat motivates
it, the licensing of wft-items, has a necessary A-bar component in overt s1m.truc as

well: the fronting into Spec,FocP.
2.3.2.4. Licensing requirements of pft-items
The previous sections have shown that wh-items induce clausal pied-piping of their
container clause if there is no C0 with a <*wh> feature found in the clauses within
which they appear. In this behaviow they are fundamentally distinct from focused
items: focus does not force massive overt pied-piping into a higher clause.
The requirement of wft-items that they need to be licensed by a <*wh> C0 is
argued for on the basis of different languages by Simpson (1996, 2000). He shows
that wh-items themselves need to license their <+wh> feature via a <+wh> C0. The
arguments he presents for this claim come from kaqi Arabic and Hindi. These
languages exhibit a similar pattern yrihen it comes to the licensing of wft-items.
In Iraqi Arabic and Hindi wh-items are well-formed in situ both in root and in
non-tensed embedded clauses. In situ wh-items, however, are ungrammatical in
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tensed embedded clauses that do not contain a <*wh> C0. Here
situation one finds in embedded clauses:

(70)

(71)

I only exempliff the

ttrjbir Su'ad [tisa'ad meno]]?
force-INr Su'ad help-INF urho
'Who did Mona want to force Su'ad to help?'
b. *Mona tsawwarat [Ali ishtara sheno]
Mona thought Ali bought rryhat
intended: 'What did Mona think Ali bought?'
a.

Mona
Mona

ruadat

wanted

Raam-ne

[Mohan-ko kise dekhne-ke
Mohan-nRG whom see-Iur
'Who did Rafir tell Mohan to look at?'
+Raam-ne
b.
kahaa [ki kOn aayaa-hE]?
Ram-ERG said that who has-come
a.

Ram-ERc

liye]
for

kahaa?

[Iraqi Arabic]

tHindil

told

intended: 'Who did Ram say has come?'

To explain the difference between the finite and infinite embedded clauses, one
cannot argue that wh-items are not licensed in furite embedded clauses because they
cannot move out of the finite clause, since overt movement out of finite clauses is
possible in both languages:

(72) Shenoi tsawwarit Mona [Ali ishtara ti ]?
what thought Mona Ali bought
'What did Mona think Ali bought?'
Raam-ne katraa [ki ti aayaa-hE ]?

(73) koni
who

Ram-ERG said that has come
oWho did Ram say has come?'

[kaqi Arabic]

Flindil

Since overt movement of the wft-items is grammatical, it cannot be the case that the
same movement would be blocked at LF, if we follow Chomsky (1993,1995) in
assuming that rymtactic derivations are uniform throughout.
The nngrammaticality of (7Ob/7lb) leads Simpson to two important conclusions:
(i) there is some formal licensing property of wh-items that needs satisfaction prior
to spellout in the above languages; (ii) the <*wh> feature carried by wh-items are in
need of licensing. The latter claim follows from the fact that sentences like
(70a/7la), where the wh-pltrases do not raise to the matrix <*wh> C0, are wellformed. If C0 did need to check its <+r,rih> feature before spellout, these sentences
(and the corresponding root clauses not exemplified here) would be ungrammatical,
conffary to fact.
As we have seen, the behaviour of Hungarian wft-items argues for the conclusion
in (ii) as well: the wft-items themselves need to be licensed by a <*wh> C0. In
Hungarian it is not the in situ/ex situ nature of the wh-items that indicates this, but
the fact that wh-iteilrs are categorically ungrammatical in clauses where there is no

<+\ ih> Co, unless firrther movement

into a <+wh> clause occurs. The

tw.o
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phenomena, however, seem to be a reflex of the same requirement: licensing by a

<+wh>

Co.

2.3.3. Scope marking
Beside relative clauses, argumental clauses also provide us with evidence that whitems take part in a checking relationship with a suitably specified C0 head. What
indicates this in the case of argumental clauses is not massive clausal pied-piping,
but the occurrence of scope marking strucflres.
In this section I discuss scope marking (both with focus and wft-items) in
Hungarian for the following two important reasons:

(i)
(ii)

It

can be shown that focus and wh-items differ in that scope marking is
available in the matrix clause if the embedded clause contains a w&-item, but
not rafuen it contains a focus.
On the basis of (i) and the behaviour of finite relative clauses it can be shown
that urhat is known as wh-scope marking achieves the same goal as clausal
wh-pied-piping described in the last section. They are conditioned in exactly
tlhe snme way: they obtain when awh-item is not licensed in its own clause.
This way, the existence of scope marking structures provides further evidence
for my analysis of wh-movement in Hungarian.

2.3.3.1. Focal scope marking
Argumental clauses do not have great freedom of movement in Hungarian: the
matrix focus position is not available for them (cf, 59c). Focusing of the embedded
clause, however, is possible via other means: via the sentential expletive az 'that'
appearing in the matrix FocP position:

(74) AZT

mondtad

meg nekem

[hogy

meghivtad

Pdtert].

that-ACC said-2SC pV DAr-1SG [that pv-invited-2sc P6ter-eCC]
'What you told me was that you invited Pdter.'

When the sentential expletive is focused in the matrix clause,

it

provides focus

interpretation to the embedded argumental clause as a urhole (Kenesei 1994).
Inthe exact same configuration as (74),it the embedded clause also contains a
focus, the interpretation of the sentence becomes more complex. In this case, we get
focus inside focus: the embedded clause is focused, and so is the embedded focus
inside this clause. It has been pointed out by Kenesei (1998a) that these kinds of
sentences are ambiguous between a reading where the embedded focus has local
scope, and one in ufoich the embedded focus has matrix scope:

(75) AZT

mondtad meg

nekem

[hogy PETERT

hivtad

meg].

oan-lsc [that Pdter-ecc invited-2sc pv]
that-ACC said-2sc PV
oWhat you
a.
told me was that you invited PETER'
b. olt was Pdter whom you told me you invited.'
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Reading (75b) is claimed to be the result of scope marking being operative: the
matrix sentential expletive oostands in" for the embedded focus and provides matrix
sqope for it.
That is, on the reading (75b), the sentence is claimed to have the same logical
structure as (76), where Pdtert moves to the maffix focus position overtly thereby
taking scope from the matrix clause. This sentence consequently has only one
reading:

(76)

PETERTi mondtad

nekem

[hogy meghivtad !]

that

invited-2sc
Pdter-ACC said-2so DAT-ISG
'It was Pdter whom you told me you invited.'
Supporting evidence for the claim that (75) does have a meaning which is the same
as that of (76) comes from the following set of facts, which Kenesei (1998a)
attributes to Szabolcsi (1997):

(77) a.

AZT akarta sok diak [hogy HAnOnA TANAR vizsgiiztassa]. (+/-dist)
that-ACC wanted-3S6 meny student-NoM that three teacher-NoM examineSUBJ.3SG

'What many students wanted was the three teachers examine them.'

b.

c.

IIAROM TANARTI akart sok diak [hogy tivizsgintassa].

(+/-disQ

three teacher-ACC wanted-3 SG mauy student-NoM that examine-SuBJ-3 SG
'It was three teaclers that many students wanted to examine them.'
SOK DIAK akarta azt [hogy UAROU TANAR vizsgiiztassa]. (+dist)
many student-Notvt wanted-3SG that-ACC three teacher-NoM examineSUBJ.3SG

'It was many students who wanted three teachers to examine them.'
The property we are interested in is whether the sentences in (77) allow for a
distributive and collective reading of sok didk'many students' with respectto hdrom
tanar'three teachers'. In the (a) and (b) examples, both are possible, while in the (c)
exanrple, only the distributive reading is available. According to Szabolcsi,
whenever UinOU fANiR has embedded scope, unambiguous distributive readitrg
results, since in this case, sok didk'many sfudents' c-cornmands the numeral. The
availability of a collective reading, on the other hand, must be the result of ruinOMt
TANiR'three teachers' having scope over the matrix subject. The fact that both
(77a), which is the same construction as (75) above, and (77b) are possible with a
collective construal indicates that in both cases, matrix scope is available for
ft inOpt TANLR. Bor (77a). this means that we are dealing with a scope marking
construction, since it is the sentential expletive that occupies the matrix scopal
position in it.
These data, however, are inconclusive to show that in (77a) the embedded focus
has matrix scope. The reason is that this test does not give the expected result even in
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the case of overt extraction (77b). (77b) suggests that it is possible for the moving
item to not acquire matrix scope although it sits in the matrix clause in overt syntax.

However, recall (76) from above: overt extraction can only be interpreted with
matrix scope for the moving item. The two examples do not deliver the same results
as far as scopal properties are conceflled. Since native judgements can only interpret
(76) with a matrix reading for the raised object, we must conclude that the
distributivity test is incapable of showing rryhat we are after: it cannot be used to
detect scope relations with focus.2l
The "distributive scope" argument being the only argunnent for focal scope
marking in the literature, 6ns might wonder whether there is evidence that focal
scope marking exists at all. I believe it does not.
The lack of matrix focal scope in a sentence like (75) is easy to show with respect
to factive verbs, ufuich are also scopal constituents. With factive predicates we can
show that a construction like (75) cannot have the interpretation of (76). The
following two sentences can be used to illustrate this point.

(78)

PETERT felejtettem

el

forgot-lsc

PV

Pdter-aCc

nem BELAT

not
(79)

Bdla-acc

lhogy meghivtad],

that

pv-invited-2sc,

l.

(forgot-lsc pv that Pv-invited-2sc)

'It was about Pdter that I forgot that you invited him, and not about Bdla.'
#AZT felejtettem el [hogy PETERT hivtad
me8l,
that-ACC forgot-lsc PV that Pdter-Acc invited-2SG PV,
nem AZT [hogy BELAT U+r*adsee].
not that-ACC that B6la-ecc (forgot-2sc Pv)
'What I forgot was that it was Pdter whom you invited and not that it was
Bdla.'

(78) contains overt extraction. It is a non-contradictory

sentence, with the
interpretation in which P4TERcontrasts $ttth BELA: Pdter was the one about whom I
forgot that you invited him. (79) on the other hand, rryhich contains the alleged focal
2lThat
distributive scope does not translate into'hormal" scope is not uneryected. It has bee,n shown
that distributive scope deviates from existential scope (Ruys 1992, Reinhart 1995). Consider for example
the following sentenc.e together with its possible interpretations:
(i) If three relatives of mine die, I will inherit a house.
a. 'there are three relatives, such that [if they die -+ I inherit a house]'
b. '[if three relatives die + I inherit a house]'
c. '*there are three relatives, that for each [if he dies + I inherit a house]'
Here we see that the numeral three relative oJ mine can scope inside or outside the eonditional
(existential scope), but irrespective of whether it scopes inside or outside the conditional, it cannot
induce variation over the number of houses. If all kinds of scopes were associated with one scope
position, we would expect that rryhen three relstives scopes outside of the conditional, it also scopes over
a house so that it \MiI be able to induce referential dependence on that, tlat is, I could inherit three
houses. This example shows well that distributive scope should be treated separately from existential
scope. Maybe the scope of focus falls under some kind of existential scope as well, erylaining the
discrepmcy between (76) and (77b).
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a contradictory reading, provided the
embedded CPs refer to the same event. In this case, the sentence cannot have a noncontradictory interpretation. Why is this so? Contrastive focus inside the embedded
clause, being exclusive, implies that in a sifuation vvhere 'PETER comes' is true,
'BELA comes' cannot be true. However, the factivity of the predicate requires that
both propositions are true. That is, focus requires one of them to be false, factivity
scope marking construction, only has

requires both

to be true. This leads to a contradiction. (78) does not have a

contradictory reading, even if the embedded clauses refer to the same event, since in
these cases the contrasted clauses of the form 'x was whom I forgot you invited' are
not embedded under a matrix factive predicate: focus has scope over the factive
verb. The fact that (79) crucially does not have a non-contradictory reading shows
that it does not have a reading in which the embedded focus takes matrix scop.."
With the aid of factive predicates we have shown that embedded focus in the
alleged scope marking strategy does not have matrix focus scope, i.e. scope marking
does not exist with focused constituents. The matrix focused expletive provides
focus interpretation for the embedded clause under all circumstances, and never just

for one constituent included in the clause. That is, the availability of and

a

requirement for a matrix focused expletive is not linked to the intemal properties of
the embedded clause
- clauses with or without an embedded focus can be freely
linked to a matrix focus expletive.
2,3.3.2,

W

h-scope marking

As far as wft-scope marking is concemed, the situation is different from the one with
focus. It can be shown that the presence of an embedded wh-item determines the
presence of an expletive in the matrix, unlike what we have found with focus in the
previous section. As we will see, wft-scope marking is only possible with <-wh>
embedded clauses. This is due to the fact thatwh-iteilrs are not fully licensed in these
clauses, unlike in <+wh> clauses, where they are. The distribution of wft-scope
marking constructions therefore supports my analysis of w&-movement in Hungarian.
Wh-scope marking, parallel to the alleged scope marking constnrction with focus,
involves a necessary wft-scope marker phrase in a matrix clause linked to a wh-item
in an embedded clause. The scope marker we find with Hungarian argrrmental
clauses is mi owhat', which corresponds to the wh-item over propositions, and is
formally the wh-version of the clausal expletive az'that'.
Interestingly, scope marking is constrained in the syntax in the following ways.
22One

could doubt the applicability of my test with factive predicates by suggesting that matrix
in (79) due to the fact that factive predicates never take part in
scope marking. Note, however, that while the latter is ffue for wfr-scope marking in German, in Hindi and
Hungarian u,fr-scope marking is fine across factive predicates (tlorvath 1997) (althorrgh we do find some
variation among speakers):
scope for the embedded item is missing

(i) Mt

sajnilsz, hogy

hogy
how

viselkednek a gyerekek?
behave-3Pr the children
'What do you regret? How do the kids behave?'
Since scope marking with w&-phrases is fine with factives, there is no reason why

what

with focus.

regret-zsc

that

it could not be fine
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First of all, it is restricted to cases where the embedded clause is a <-wh> clause.
If the wh-item is embedded in a <*wh> clause, the matrix clause cannot appear with
a scope

marker:

(80) a. Mit

gondolsz [hogy kit
hivott
what-Acc think-2sc that who-Acc invited-3sc
oWhat

b. *Mi

meg

Maril?

PV

Mari-NoM

do you think, uiho did Mari invite?'

drdekel

rryhat-NoM interest-3SG

[hogy

that

kit

meg Maril?

hivoff

who-ACC invited-3sc
'What interests you, who did Mari invite?'

Pv Mari-NoM

(80a) contains a <-uzh> embedded clause, (80b) a <*wh> one. Scope marking is
only possible with the former.
Secondly, scope mmking is not only allowed in <-wh> embedded clauses, but it
is obligatory if these contain a wh-item (81a). If the embedded clause does not
contain awh-item. scope marking is impossible (81b):

(81) a. *Azt

hivott
who-Acc invited-3sc

gondolom [hogy kit

that-Acc think-lsc

that

meg
PV

Maril.
MAri-NOM

'What do you think, who did Mari invite?'

b. *Mit

meghivta Mari
that invited-3sc Mari

gondolsz [hogy

uihat-acc think-2sc

Pdtert].

Pdter-acc

These facts indicate that scgpe marking (i.e. the availability of a scope marker in the
matrix clause) is syntactically conditioned: what determines its occurence is the

nature

of the embedded clause and the presence of an embedded wft-item. This

shows thatwh-scope marking does not only function to mark scope for an embedded

item, since then, most crucially (80b) would be expected to be possible as well.
Rather, scope marking is a strategy that is needed to save a derivation that would
crash otherwise: it licenses a uft-item that would otherwise fail to get licensed.
Beside the observed pattem in (80/81), other arguments can also be found in
favour of this view. I list three such arguments here.
The first concerns the lack of focal scope marking. As I have shown in the
previous section, scope marking is not available with focus. The reason why this is
important is because focus is also scopal, just as wft-phrases. If scope marking is a
process that assigns matrix scope to an embedded item, without being constrained by
slmto<, it is expected that it can involve focus as well, since focus and wh-items are
strongly parallel. The fact that it does not show up with focus shows that it does not
purely serve the purpose of scope assignment.
A second reason to claim that scope marking is a construction that saves
embedded wh-items that would otherwise fail to get licensed, comes from the
behaviour of finite relative clauses. Section 2.3.2.2 has shown that if these contain a
wh-item" and they are headless, they have to pied-pipe into the matrix FocP position.
Consider (67a) repeated here:

T}IE SYNTAX OF

(67) a. ?[oprcp Aki

[rp

kit

WH-MOVEMENT

ismer]l

jdhet
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be?

a-who-NoM who-acc know-3SG come-PoT -3SG

PV

'Who is such that the person who knows him can come in?'
(67a), however, is not the only grammatical sentence with a wh-item inside the
relative. Beside (67), there is another way of licensing this w&-item. It is only
available in case the relative clause is headed. I illustrate it in (82);23

jdhet

(82) Ki

be

[oprcp

aki

[ep

kit

ismer]ll?

who-NoM come-PoT-3SG PV a-who-NoM who-nCc know-3sc
'Who is such that the person who knows him can come in?'

it is not the rryhole relative clause that
position,
focus
but a wh-item, which corresponds to the head of
appearc in the matrix
the relative clause. This head is a particular lexical item: namely a demonstrative
pronoun. It can be spelled out with any free relative (Citko 1999):
(82) ditrers from (67a) in that in this case

(83) Bejtihet

foyaz

[cp

aki

[ep

Pdtert ismeri]ll

PV-come-POT-3SG that-Nolvt a-who-NOM Pdter-aCCknow-3SC
'Those who know Pdter can come in.'

Now, as is shown in (84), if (83) were to contain a wh-item in the embedded clause,
the use of the demonstrative az 'that' would fos rrngrammatical. This recalls the
behaviour of (8 la) above:

(84) *Az

jtihet

be

[cp erki

that-NoM come-PoT-3SG PV a-who-NoM

oWho can come in, those rryho know urhom?'

(81) a. *Art

that-ACC

[rp

kit

ismer]l

who-aCC know-3sc

gondolod [hogy kit
hivott
meg
think-2sc that who-ACC invited-3sc PV

Mari]
Mari-Nou

this is fti in
Instead of az, aylyitem has to spell out the head of the relative clause
(82). This shows that the presence of the wh-item /ri'who' in (82) is crucial: without

this item the derivation crashes. This is exactly like the situation we find with
argumental clauses. Therefore we can say that /o''ufto' in (83) is a scope marker, just

l*e

mit is in (80a)

without this item, the sentence
parallel

would be ungrammatical.
This exact
between argumental clauses and relative clauses proves that
(82) is also a case of scope marking, this time with a relative clause. We know,
however, that (82) is not the only grammatical sentence where a wh-item is found
23Examples

(i)

like (82) even figure in written Hungarian (Elet 6s irodolom,10.12.1999):

... mdgis vennak n6cik. Hogy aktivalq azbiilos, csakhogy

16i

*

aki

mit

csindl?

yet are nazi's-NoM that active-Pt that-Nopr certain but who-NoM that a-uiho-Nou rryhat-ACC do-3sc
' . . . yet na'j 's exist. That they are active is certain, but viho is it (=nazi), uiho is doing rvhat?'
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embedded in a relative clause. We also get a grammatical result when the relative
clause pied-pipes into the matrix clause as in (67a). Thus, wft-scope marking andwh-

pied-piping seem to achieve the same goal: both can license a wh-item inside a
relative clause. The choice between the two strategies depends on rryhether the
relative is headed or not: if it is headed, this head has to be a wh-phrase moved to
FocP (this way we get scope marking); if it is not headed, the whole clause must
move to the matrix FocP (this is pied-piping). Crucially, these and only these fwo
structures are graurmatical if the relative contains awh-item.
Finite relative clauses are therefore instrumental in showing that wh-pied-piping
out of clauses and scope marking are actually two sides of the same coin. In the case
of finite relatives (and only here), the two strategies live side by side, exclusively in
cases when the relative contains a wh-item. This proves that wh-scope marking is
also qmtactically conditioned, just as clausal pied-piping.
The third argument for wh-scope marking being a wh-licensing strategy comes
from the behaviour of noun complement clauses. These clauses are also <-wh>
clauses if the noun that takes them as a complement does not select a <*wh> clause.
We expect therefore that embedded wft-items will be ungrammatical in this context.
This expectation is bom out:

(85) a.
b.

*You did not hear the nrmour
[who Mary invited].

*Nem hallottad

not

a

pletykrit

[hogy

kit

hfvott

meg Mari].

heard-2sc the nrmour-Acc that uiho-acc invited-3sc PV Mari-Notrl
'Who was such that you did not hear the rumour that Mari invited him?'

However, there are ways of saving these sentences. One is applying pied-piping to
the rryhole complex NP into the matrix licensing position. This is found in Basque

(M.a

de Urbina 1993):

(86)

[oplcpNor heldu d-en ] zurrumulrua I entzun duzu?
who arrived aux-comp rumour
heard have
'The rumour that who has arrived have you heard?'

[Basque]

The other way is to have a scope marker in the matrix clause, i.e. to w&-move the
contentful NP head. This is found in Hungarian:

(87)

Milyen pletykriti hallottdl
what rumour-Acc heard-2sc
'idem'

[optr [cphogy ki

that

6rkezett]l?

who-NOtvt arrived

This shows that pied-piping and scope marking achieve the same goal

-

that of

licensing awh-item internal to a <-r,rih> clause.
The argrrments listed in this section all support the claim that wh-items in noninterrogativo, (-wfu) clauses fail to get licensed. This proves that it is indeed a
<+wh> C0 head that licenses wft-items in Hungarian as well. What this section also
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managed to show is that wh-scope marking is a rescue strategy
available <*wh> C0licenser in a clause.
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in case there is no

2.4. Summary of the new account of wft-movement

In this section I have offered a new account of wh-movement in Hungarian. This
account goes further than earlier analyses and argues for the following points (partly
as answer to the questions raised in section 1.3 above):

(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

wft-items in questions have a double feature specification: they possess both a
<+f) and a <+$ih> feature
both features are properties of a Q",r, morpheme that attaches to wh-variables
and binds them, providing them with question word interpretation
u,ft-items in questions check <+f) against Foco, just like focused items do
wft-items in questions check <+\r/h> against C0, unlike focused items
the interrogative nature of clauses is marked on the C0 head of clauses by way

of

a

<*wh> feature

With (i)-(v), the

s1mtru< of Hrurgarianwh-movement in questions becomes similar to
the wh-movement one finds in many well-studied languages, in u&ich wft-items are
licensed by a<+wh> C0. This is definitely a welcome result from the point of view of
Universal Grammar.

Multiple questions

3

1. Types of multiple questions in Hungarian

Hungarian has four types of multiple questions that can be distinguished on sl,ntactic
and semantic grourds. For ease of reference I name these four types of multiple
questions Type I, II, III and IV, following the terminology introduced by Horvath
(1ee8).
Below in Table l, each type is exemplified with a single representative sentence.

Table

1.

I
question

Ki mit v6llalt?

tr
Ki litott kit?

who-t'totvt what-

who-Notvt saw-3sc

ncc r:ndertook-3sc

urho-ecc

Kinek

m

IV

6s

Kinek segitettdl

hogyan
segitettdl?

who-oAT helped-

who-oan andhow

2sc and how

ds hogyan?

heloed-2sc

interpretation

discussion in

for every x,
what did x
undertake?

section 1.1. and
section 2.

for which x and
y, is it true that
x sawy?

section 1.2. and
section 3.

for which x, is
it mre that you
helped x, and

for which x, is
it true that you
helped x, and

in which

in uihich

manner y, did
vou heln x?
section 1.3. and
section 4.

manner y, did
vou heln x?
section 1.3. and
section 4.

each type of multiple questions will be briefly characterized with
respect to basic s5mtactic and semantic properties. Beside word order properties and
the position of wh-items, it will be shornm in what contexts the questions can be used
and rarhat kind of answers are given to them.

In this section,

1.1. Type I questions: pair list questions

Tlpe I questions are the most frequent tlpe of multiple questions in Hungarian. The
example from Table 1 is repeated in

(1)

Ki

(l):

v6llalt?
'mit
vvho-Nou what-ACC undertook-3 sc
'Who undertook what?'
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I

all wh-items fronted. The wft-items appear
each other and are immediately followed by the verb.

questions always contain

strictly adjacent

to

Phonologically, the wh-items are pronounced with different stresses: it is always the
last wft-item that gets the heaviest stress (indicated by' in (l)).
As far as their interpretation is concerned, Type I questions trigger pair list
answers. In the case of (1) this means that each member of a (D-linked) set of
individuals (denoted by fti 'rvho') is paired with tt;ngs that were undertaken by
him/trer. A possible answer to (l) is given in (2):

takaritdst, Mari takaritdst
Pdter-Nou cleaning-ecc Mari-NoMcleaning-Acc

(2) Pdter

Eva

fiizdst

6s mos6st,

and washing-Acc,

v6llalt.

Eva-tqou cooking-acc undertook-3sc
'P6ter undertook cleaning, Mari cteaning and washing and Eva cooking.'

As shown in (2), the answer consists of pairs that comprise individuals and things
undertaken. The first element in the pair corresponds to the first wh-item and the
second element to the second wh-item in (1). Besides, Tlpe I questions have the
properfy that the set denoted by the ftst wh-item cannot be a singleton set. This set
has to contain a phnality of individuals. Therefore, an nnswer as in (3) with a single
pair is impossible:

(3) *Pdter

takaritdst

vrillalt.

Pdter-NoM cleaning-accundertook-3sc
'Pdter urdertook cleaning.'

The pair list answer as in (2) reflects the interpretation of Type I questions: in
I questions denote a set of questions (set of sets of propositions;
Hagstrom l99S). If Pdter, Mari and Eva make up the set of people talked about, (1)
in effect comprises the following set of questions:

effect Tlpe

mit

(1')Pdter

Pdter-Nou

Eva

vrillalt?

Mari

mit

vrlllalt?

uihat-ACC undertook-3sc? Mari-Notvtwhat-ACCundertook-3sc?

mit

vdllalt?

Eva-Nou what-ACC urdertook-3sc?
'What did Pdter undertake? What did Mari undertake? What did Eva undertake?'
That is, (1) denotes a question about every individual in the set denoted by the first
wh-item. This made researchers think that Type I questions are universally quantified
single questions and so they have the following logical paraphrase (E. Kiss 1993):
(4) for every x, x:person, what did x undertake?

(logical paraphrase of (1))

Questions with a logical formula as in (4) are available
a pair list question in English:

well. (5a) illustrates

in other languages as
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(5)

a.
b.
c.

Who undertook what?
Pdter undertook cleaning, Mari washing and cleaning and Eva cooking.
for every x, x:person, what did x undertake?

English (5a) differs from Hungarian (1) in that (5a) can have another tlpe of answer,
structwed differently:

(5)

d.

Cleaning was undertaken by Pdter and Mari, washing by Mari and cooking by
Eva.

In this case the set of duties undertaken is knoram to both speaker and hearer, and the
question asks for pairing each duty with people. This corresponds to the following
logical strucfure:
(5)

e.

for every x, x:dut5r, who undertook x?

In English multiple questions like (5a), as the above question-answer pair shows,
pairing can be done in two ways: the initial member of the pair can correspond to
either the first (the raised) wh-item or the in situ one. This is not the case in the
Hungarian (l): there the initial member of the pair in the answer can only correspond
to the initial wh-item in the question.
So far we have only dealt with multiple questions containing two wh-items. Note

that in principle any number of wh-items can appear in TWe

I

questions in

Hungarian, as the following example illustrates. (6a) also shows that the order of whitems is not subject to superiority.
(6)

a. Kinek mikor 'mit

adtdl?

wtro-oer when uihat-ACC

gave-2SC

'What did you give to everyone for each occasion?'
sziiletdsnapra kdnlvet, ndvnapra vir6got,
Mari-onr birthday-sue book-ecc nameday-suB flower-Acc
Pdtemek szliletdsnapra csokol6ddt, ndrmapra lemezt,
Pdter-pan birthday-sus chocolate-Acc nameday-stn disc-acc

b. Marinak

Evrinak

sztiletdsnapra

vir6got, ndvnapra

kdnyvet.

Eou-oan bffiday-suB flower-ACC nameday-sugbook-ecc
'To Mari books for her birthday and flowers for her nameday, to Pdter
chocolates for his birthday and discs for his nameday, to Eva flowers for her
birthday and books for her nameday.'

c.

for every x,y, such that x:person, y:occasion,

rafuat

did you give to

xaty?

As the answer to the question, (6b), and its interpretation, (6c), also shows, in (6a) all
wft-items except for the linearly last one run ttrrough (quantiff over) individuals
(people and occasions), ufuile the last wh-item appe:us with interrogative
interpretation. This shows that we find the following split in the interpretation of wh-
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items in Tlpe I questions: the linearly last item behaves as a nm-of-the-mill question
wotd, and the linearly non-last elements range over (D-linked) sets of individuals.
We will retufll to the syntactic properties of Tlpe I questions in section 2 below.

1.2. Type

II questions:

single pair questions

Tlpe II

questions in Hungarian differ from Tlpe I questions in various ways.
Slmtactically a clear difference is that in this t1pe the w&-items are not adjacent to
each other in preverbal positions. Rather we find one wh-item in preverbal position
and another one or other ones in postverbal position(s). The preverbal one is leftadjacent to the verb, while the postuerbal one tends to come at the very end of the
clause, although it is also acceptable in more internal positions:
(7)

hfvott

a. Ki

who-trtou invited-3sc

b. (?)Ki

who-NOu

c. (?)Ki

hivott

invited-3sc

hivott

meg tegnap a moziba
kit?
PV yesterday the cinema-a-L wtro-ecc
meg kit
tegnap a moziba?

PV

who-aCC yesterday the cinema-r-t

meg tegnap kit

amoziba?

who-Nou invited-3sc pv yesterday who-ecc the cinema-u.r
'Who invited whom yesterday to the cinema?'

(8) shows Tlpe tr questions with three wft-items. The examples slightly degrade if
the postverbalwh-itern are not final or are separated by other material:

(8)

a. Ki

mutatott

rryho-Notvt
a

introduced-3sc

moziban kit

the

be
PV

tegnap
yesterday

kinek?

cinema-nm rarho-eCC who-Oar?

b. (?)Ki

mutatott

who-Nou introduced-3sc

kit

be
PV

kinek tegnap

raiho-ecc uiho-oat

c. ?Ki

yesterday

mutatott

a moziban?
the cinema-INE

be kit

who-t'totvt introduced-3sc pv who-ACC

tegnap a moziban

kinek?
yesterday the cinema-mg who-oan

d. *Ki

kit

mutatott

be

who-NoM who-ACC introduced-3sc pv
teguap a moziban kinek?
yesterday the cinema-INE who-Pet
'Who introduced whom to who yesterday in the cinema?'

Note that any wh-item can be fronted to the preverbal focus position, since
superiority restrictions do not apply to these constructions:
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(7)

d. Kit

meg tegnap

hfvott

ki?
a moziba
yesterday the cinema-u-L who-NoM
'Who invited whom yesterday to the cinema?'
mutatott be tegnap a moziban ki
kinek?
Kit
who-ecc introduced-3sc pv yesterday the cinema-INE who-tqou who-oer
'Who introduced wtrom to uiho yesterday in the cinema?'

who-acc invited-3sa

(8)

e.

Beside the placement

of

PV

wh-items

in the above

described manner, Type

tr

questions are characterized by a further sl.ntactic requirement: the wft-items in Type
II questions must necessarily be the same lexical item. That is, all wh-items must
have the sanne morphology throughout, except for case morphology, which can be

different on these items. The following examples illustrate this requirement. The
grammatical cases involve the same wh-rtemthroughout, the ungrarnmatical cases do
not:

(9)

mutatott be tegnap a moziban kit
kinek?
uiho-Notvt introduced-3sc pv yesterday the cinema-n-L rryho-ecc vvho-nan
'Who introduced wtrom to who yesterday in the cinema?'

a. Ki

b. {'<Ki

(10)

hivofi

meg a moziba

invited-3sc

Pv

rillt

ki

elJit

mi

kit

mikor?

the cinema-hlE wtro-ecc when
'Who invited whom to the cinema when?'
mdgritt?
a. Ki

who-Notvt

who-t'tou stood-3sc who behind
'Who stood behind whom?'

b. {'.Ki

m<igritt?

who-Notvt stood-3sc what behind
'Who stood behind ufuat?'

(11) a. Mi

what-NoM

hatiroz

determine-3sc
'What determines what?'

meg

Pv

b. *Mi

hatirozza
meg
what-Nou determine-3sc PV

mit?
what-ACC
a nyom6st

horyan?

the pressure-ACC how

'What determines the pressure how?'

(12) a. Melyik fif
b.

meg melyik l6nyt melyik buliba?
hivta
raihich girl-ecc udrich party-nve
uihich boy-Novt invited-3sc pv
girl
party?'
boy
invited
which
to
which
'Which
*Melyik firi
meg melyrk l6nyt hova?
hivta
which boy-Notvt invited-3sa pv
uihich girl-acc where
'Which boy invited which girl where?'

Tlpe II questions, unlike T)pe I questions, are single pair questions. They can be
used in two contexts. In one the ordering in a pair (or, less frequently, in an n-tuple)
is questioned (ordering questions), in the other the question asks for identification of
a pair or n-tuple of individuals (identifyrng questions).
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The interpretation in wtrich the ordering is questioned is available if the
individuals to be ordered are both known (specific) in the discourse. That is, (7a)
above can be used in a context in which we know that P6ter and Mari went to the
cinema, but we do not know which of the two invited the other to the cinema. To
find this out, (7a) can be asked. The answer to this type of question provides a single
proposition and structurally involves the construction which contains more than one
focused constituent and which is termed 'hairror focus" in Alberti and Medve
(2000):

(13) a. Ki

hivott

meg tegnap amoziba

kit?

(:7a)

who-Nou invited-3sc PV yesterday the cinema-n-L who-acc
'Who invited whom yesterday in the cinema?'

b. PETER hivta
meg tegnap a moziba
Pdter-uou invited-3sc pv yesterday the cinema-t-L

MARIT.
Mari-acc
'PETER invited MARI yesterday to the cinema (not the other way

around).'

That is, the question in (l3a) asks for identiffing the pair formed of the knoum pair
of individuals by asking for the ordering relation befween the elements, i.e. picking
either: (o,b) or <b,a>, where 'a' and'b' stand for the individuals in question. The
ordering of the individuals corresponds to the theta-roles they have.
In the other environment rryhere Type II questions are used, they asks for
identification of a pair or n-tuple of individuals by picking out one individual from
different sets. The sets have to be knorm to both the speaker and the hearer. (l3a)
can have such a reading as well, in this case it receives the following answer:

(13) c. PETER

hivta

Pdter-Notvt invited-3so

meg tegnap

Pv

amoziba

MARTT.

cinema-INE Mari-acc
'(Out of the people in question) PETER invited MARI to the cinema (and
not, for example, fANOS invited BEA).'
yesterday the

To illustrate the same with a question containing three wh-iterns, consider (9a)
above, repreated here as Qaa). This question can be used when it is knoram that
yesterday there was a group of people in the cinema, and among these people one
introduced another one to a third one. In this context, (14a) asks for the identffication
of these individuals, and can be answered by a single proposition as in (lab):

(14) a. Ki

mutatott

be tegnap a moziban kit
kinek?
who-ttotvt introduced-3sa PV yesterday the cinema-nre rryho-acc who-pat
'Who introduced whom to whom yesterday in the cinema?'

b.

PETER mutatta

be MARIT faNOSUef.
Pdter-NoM introduced-3sc pv Mari-ACc Jrinos-oan
'PETER introduced MARI to JA].{OS.'

Tlpe tr questions are also found in other languages, like English and Dutch. In
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English we also find one wh-item fronted, and the othe(s) in postverbal position
(Wachowicz 1974,1975, attributing it to C.L. Baker):

(15) a. Who hit whom?
b.

(answer to 15a)

Peter hit John.

(15a) can be asked as an ordering question, but also as an identi$ing question. (16)
exemplifies Tlpe II questions from Dutch:

(16) a. Wie

laat

nu wie

who-t'lou let-3SG

now who-ecc

uit?
out

'Who takes out u&om?'

b.

Piet

laat

Fido

uit.

Pdter-Notvt let-3so Fido-ecc out
'Piet takes out Fido.'

English and Dutch Tlpe II questions have the same restrictions as the Hungarian
ones: the wh-items have to be identical (cf. 9-12). The following sentences are
ulgrammatical in the intended meaning (although they are grammatical as pair list
multiple questions):

(L7) a. *Who hit udrich boy?
b. *Wie laat welkejongen
who-Notvt let-3sc which boy-ecc

uit?
out

[Dutch]

'Who takes out which boy?'

Slavic languages also have Tlpe II questions. These have the exact same
slmtactic characteristics as the Hrmgarian ones: only one wh-rtem fronts and all whitems have to be phonologically identical (Boikovid 1997 attributing this to Wayles
Browne p.c.).

(18) a.

uslovlaja

Sta

Sta?

what-NOM condition-3scwhat-eCC

ISerbo-Croatian]

'What conditions what?'

b. *Ko

kupuje

Sta?

who-Notr,t buy-3sc vrihat-ecc
'Who buys raihat?'

1.3. Type

III

and

fV questions: conjoined questions

Tlpe Itr and IV questions share the common property that one of the wft-items in
these sentences is preceded by a conjunctor ds 'and' element. I will call this wh-item
the ooconjoined wh-item". Tlpe III differs from Tlpe IV in the position of the
conjoined wh-item: in Tlpe

III, the conjoined wh-item

appears preverbally, rafoile in
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Type fV questions, the conjoined one appeils postverbally:

(1e)

a.

Ki

6s mikor liitta Marit?
and when saw-3sc Mari-eCC
Ki
l6tta Marit ds mikor?
who-t'Iolvl saw-3sc Mari-ecc and when

flpem)

who-NOtvt
b.

(Type IV)

'Who saw Mari and when?'

The presence of the conjunctor element is indicative of the fact that we are
dealing with a Tlpe III or Type [V question in Hungarian. Note that the conjunctor,
however, can be phonetically null as well. In case of Type III questions, this then
results in a word order typical of Type I questions (see section 1.1 above):

(20) 'Kit,

'mikor, hol lilttill?
who-ecc ufien where saw-2sc

oWhom did you see, u&ere and when?'

The necessary heavy stress on all wh-elements (indicated by' in (20)) reflects though
that we are not dealing with a Type I question. Instead the wh-items are "listed" with
silent conjunctors between them. ffis same lack of overt conjunction can be found
with Type [V questions as well, although it is much less natural than with Type Itr
questions:

(21) ?'Kit

l tt6l

'mikor,

hol?

who-ecc saw-2sG' rnrhen where

oWhom did you see, where and when?'

As far as

interpretation

is

concemed,

Tlpe Itr and IV

questions (as the

translations above show) are always interpreted as conjoined single questions. The
answer need not be picked from a specific set of individuals (these questions do not
presuppose the existence of a specific set). For illustration let us take question
(19a,b). This asks for identification of the person uiho saw Mari and the time vrfuen
this happened. (194b) have 1fos same interpretation as the following complex clause
formed of two single questions conjoined:

(22) Ki

lfitta

Marit ds
and

who-Nou saw-3sc Mari-ecc

'Who saw Mari, and rryhen did he

see

mikor

l6tta

Marit?

when saw-3sc Mari-ecc

Mari?'

Answers to Type Itr and fV questions involve a single proposition, in which the
constituents coresponding to the wh-items are focused:

(23) a. PETER
Pdter-Nou

6s

and

TEGNAP

Litta

Marit.

yesterday saw-3sc Mari-ecc
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b. PETER

Iifita

Marit ds

TEGNAP.

Pdter-Notvt saw-3sc Mari-acc and yesterday
'It was Pdter who saw Mari and it was yesterday that he saw her.'

Tlpe Itr and IV questions can be found in other languages as well, although the
two tlpes have different restrictions. In Dutch and English, for example, Tlpe IV
questions can involve an argumentwh-item as first wh-item and an adjunct wh-item
as conjoined wft-item:

(24) a. Wie
b.

gezien en
Marie
wanneer?
has Marie-aCC seen and when

heeft

uiho-ttOtvt

[Dutch]

'Who saw Marie and when?'
Who saw Mary and rryhen?

Tlpe III questions, however, are ungrammatical ufuen either or any of the wft-items
is an argument (see Browne 1972 for English):

(25) a. *Wie
who-t'IOIU

b.

gezient
en waruleer heeft Marie
and when has Marie-eCC seen

[Dutch]

'Who saw Marie and when?'
*Who and when saw Mary?

On the other hand, if both wh-items are adjuncts, the sentences are gmmmatical:

(26) a. Hoe en wanneer heb jU
Marie
ontmoet? [Dutch]
how and when have you-NoM Marie-acc met
b.

'How and when did you meet Marie?'
How and uihen did you meet Mary?

Romanian (Comorovski 1989) and Slavic languages (Broume 1972), however,
pattenr with Hungarian in that they allow for other combinations of wh-items as well
in Tlpe III questions. The following illustrates these respectively:

(27) a. Cui
whom-to

gi ce
iai
dat?
and rryhat-ACC to-him-you-have given

[Romanian]

'What did you give and to ufuom?'

b. Ko

rryho-Notvt
oWho

i
razbio staklo?
dime je
and uihat-INS aux-3SC break glass-eCC

[Serbo-Croatian]

broke the glass and with vrfuat?'

For further properties of these question tlpes in Hungarinn, s€€ section 4 below.
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2. The analysis of Type

I questions

2.1. Non-final ryft-items as universal quantifiers: n. Xiss (1993)

The starting point of the analysis of Type

I

questions

in E. Kiss (1993) is the

observation that (1) above, repeated here as (28a), has the interpretation in (28b):

(28) a. Ki
b.

mit

v6llalt?

(:1)

who-trtou what-ACC undertook-3sc
'Who undertook what?'
for every x, such that x: man, what did x undertake?

The simple logical representation in (28b) reflects that Type I questions stand for a
multiplicity of questions. TWe I questions denote a set of questions (set of sets of
propositions) as noted in Hagstrom (1998) (for illustration, see (1') above), and get
answered by a set of sentences (see (2)). As I have shown above in (6) in section 1.1,
any Tlpe I question comprises two different kinds of wh-items: a true interrogative
one (the final one) and that or those uihich range over a D-linked set (the non-final
one(s)).

To reflect the latter property of non-final wh-items in Tlpe I questions, E. Kiss
(1993), partly following Comorovski (1989), presents an analysis according to ufoich
the non-final wft-items "convert" into a universal quantifler and distribute over the
final one. Structurally, this corresponds to the following movement processes in the
derivation: the fural wh-item moves to Spec,FocP, as usual in single questions (see
Chapter 2), and all other wft-items (the non-final ones) move into Spec,DistP
positions, which are reserved for universal quantifiers (Szabolcsi 1997). The
resulting structure is as shown in (29) for (28a) above and in (30) schematically for
any Tlpe

I question:

(29)

[o,,,pkl [ro.pdt vdllalts

(30)

[u,,r* whilro"pwhiYy0

[wt

tttr ]I

[wt, h ti ]]]

This analysis treats non-final wh-items in Type I questions as elements with a
quantificational meaning, thereby accounting for the fact that they seem to have
universal force. The non-final wh-items are parallel to other universal quantifiers in
that they raise to Spec,DistP in this analysis.

2.2. The analysis of Type

I questions in light of recent developments

2.2.1. Distributive relations in general and in Type I questions
As an update of the E. Kiss' (1993) analysis, we can cast the above into the more
current terminology of Beghelli and Stowell (1997) and Szabolcsi (1997).
These authors argue that the relation of distribution always involves two
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formatives in the syntax: a distribulor phrase and a distributee (or distributive share)
phrase. To illustrate these in a simple sentence, consider the following example:

(31) a. [61r66,,6,Minden fif] vdllalt
every boy-Nou undertook-3sc

[aroiu*i,,. shareogy feladatot].
a

task-acc

a

(distinct) task he undertook

'Every boy undertook a task.'

b.

for every x, such that x:boy, there was

As (3lb) shows, boys necessarily have to distribute over tasks in this sentence in
Hungarian (iust as in English). According to Beghelli and Stowell (1997) and
Szabolcsi (L997), the distributive relation is sl,ntactically encoded in that the
distributor finds itself in the Distributive Phrase (DistP), and the distributive share
finds itself in a special Share Phrase (ShareP) at some point in the derivation. DistP
immediately dominates ShareP, ffid if Spec,DistP is filled, Spec,ShareP has to be
filled as well, otherwise the proper distributive relation cannot attain and the
sentence becomes ungrammatical. The configuration we are dealing with in (31) is to
be represented at LF as in (31c):

(31) c.

[D,,tpMinden firi [sn*"p ery feladatot ... v6llalt]l

As we have noted above, the distributive relation is also present in Tpe I
multiple questions. Non-final wft-items distribute over the final one, and as such
have the silme distributive property as distributive quantifiers like minden

firt

'every

boy'above:

(32) a. Ki
b.

mit
vrlllalt?
who-Noru what-ACC undertook-3sc
'Who undertook uihat?'
for every x, such that x : man, what did x undertake?

While mindm firi 'every boy' distributes over eg,t feladatot 'a task' in (3la), ki
'\ fuo' in (32a) distributes over mit 'what-ACC'. Therefore, the sarne representation
can be offered for the two distributive relations:

(33)

[ri',"ki

[sn..p mit ...

vfllalt]l

It has to be mentioned that the sketched analysis cannot give a full account of
why wh-items cannot freely occur in DistPs, with ShareP being filled with any
distributee. Curiously enough, DistP can only host a wh-item
one.'

if Spec,FocP

also hosts

IAs Katalin E. Kiss pointed out to me, there are other cases where necessary concordance shows up
preverbal elements. This is noticable for exarnple in that free choice elements (akar- and bdraffixed urlr-phrases) must have the same morphology throughout:

with
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A treatment along the lines of (33) has been proposed by Garrett (1996) for
English pair list questions. Garett (1996) notes that the pair list interpretation of
multiple questions in English is available in the exact same environments in which a
distributive consffual between a quantificational distributor and distributee is
possible. Across infinitives (34ab), and across certain indefinite DPs (35a,b) both
relations are ftne, while both relations are blocked by certain types of adjuncts
(36a,b) and complex noun phrases (37a,b). In the following exarrples, which show
this, coindexing stands for a distributive relation between he every-phrase and the
some-phtase:

(34)

(3s)
(36)
(37)

a. Everyonel wonts to buy something.
b. Who wants to buy what?
a. Everyonei wants to buy a picture of someonei.
b. Who wants to buy a picture of who?
a. You wanted to meet ovof/ono*; rvhile Ma>< was eating somethingi.
b. *Who did you want to meet ufoile Mrur was eating ufuat?
a. Everyone*i warrted to meet a woman who wrote somethingi.
b. *Who wanted to meet a woman rryho wrote what?

On the basis of these facts, revealing a parallel between the (im)possibility of
distributivtty and pair list readings, Garrett puts forward the claim that the wh-items
in English also raise into DistP and ShareP at some point in the derivation: the
superior wh-item moves to Spec,DistP overtly (on its way to Spec,CP), and the in
situ wft-item raises to Spec,ShareP in covert s1.nta<:

(38) a. [p1sp ever]oroi [m..p somethingi [w t wants to buy [ ]ll
b. [pi.,p whol [sn*.p what3 [w ti wants to buy t: ]]]

(LF structure)
(LF structure)

Note that in Hungarian, unlike in English, where the configuration in (38b) obtains
only at LF, movement of all wft-items has to take place before spellout. This means

it fronts to is Spec,FocP.
the treatment in (38). Szabolcsi (1997) notes

that the final wh-item also fronts. The position ra&ere

Interestingly,

this

supports

(independently of the discussion of multiple questions) that ShareP instantiates the
same category as FocP in Hungarian: the two are the instantiation of one and the
same slmtactic position. Wittr this, the structure of Type I multiple questions (as
given above in (30)) naturally falls into place in the Beghelli-Stowell and Szabolcsi
framework as well:

(39)

[Distp*

wfti [sm.prr o"pwhjVoo

(i) *Ak6rki

barmit

anyone-NoM anything-acc

(iD

Akarki

akirmit

anyone-NoM anything-acc
'Whoever says anything... '

[*t, tr t ]]]

mond, ...
say-3sg

mond"...
say-3sg
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The structure in (39) therefore can be taken to be the syntactic configuration in
which wft-items find themselves in Type I questions in Hungarian. The distributive
relation inherently present in Tlpe I questions is therefore read off from the DistP ShareP/FocP configuration according to this analysis. The resulting structure
conforms to the requirement that preverbal quantificational elements in Hungarian ccommand and linearly precede their scope (E. Kiss 1987, Lgg4). DistP dominating
FocP, wft-items in Spec,DistP scope and distribute over the wh-item in FocP.
2.2.2. The syntax of Type I questions
To complete the picture of T1,pe I questions, there is still an issue that has to be
settled: how does syntactic licensing of the wh-items proceed in Tlpe I questions?
In Chapter 2 it has been shown that single questions involve the following
mssfoanism of feature-checking relations

(40) ["r[c co
<*wh-irrt,

[r*p[Q*,t

*eak).

:

l*hlli

[po",Foco

t... t, ... ]]1]l

<+ufu-*t>

<+f,int>.

.(*Lurl*oog)

The wh-item raises to Spec,FocP to check its interpretable <+f> feature against Foco.

At LF, it launches its non-interpretable <*wh> feature to check the non-interpretable
<*wh> feature on Co.
The previous sections have shown that out of the row of wft-items that are lined
up in front of the verb only one wft-item has interrogative interpretation in Tlpe I
questions, namely the last wh-item. This one occupies the Spec,FocP position, just
like a single wh-item does in single questions, shown in (40). Non-final wft-items
occupy the Spec,DistP positions, which is an iterable projection in Hungarian. It was
shoram above that the wh-items appear with a universal construal as a result of the
fact that they occupy Spec,DistP. I take it that Disto provides elements in its specifier

with a default distributive universal interpretation. Non-final wft-items, when
occupying this position also construe with a universal meaning. Since they occur in
Spec,DistP, the only interpretation available to them is the rrriversal one. The
universal interpretation, however, is not inherent in them. This fits in well with the
overall argumentation of this dissertation: wft-items in Hungarian are variables,
whose quantificational force is provided in the slmtax. In case of Type I questions,
the non-final wft-items gain universal interpretation as a result of the structural
configuration they occur in.
This results in the following representation of Tlpe I questions: non-final wftitems are variables without a <*f) snd <+wh> feature to check, wtrile the final one is
a real interrogative wh-item, which means that it is bound by an interrogative Q*n
operator, which provides it with a <*f) and a <+ufu> feature, and these features
undergo checking in the s5mta:<, against the features on Foc0 and Corespectively:

(41) [.r[. Co ... [ni.,pwhr [oi,,pwft.i [ro.p I Q"a [wft]li [Fo.,Foc0 [ t t: tk ]ll]ll
(*wh-;r**op
.....<+wL;oP
<+f,-p. <-l-li,t, **i

tt4
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Type I questions therefore can be said to involve two types of wh-items and two
different licensing mechanisms: the non-fnal wh-items are interpreted as universal
quantifiers by way of sitting in DistP, while the final wh-item is bound by an
interrogative operator that provides it with interrogative force.
With respect to the structural representation provided here, note that (41)
crucially differs from those examples (mentioned in Chapter 2), in which we find a
lexical quantifier in Spec,DistP. Lexical quantifiers cannot occur there:

(42) *Mindig kit

hivtfl

meg?

always who-ecc invited-2sc

PV

'Who did you invite always?'
The ungrammaticality of @2) is due to an interttention effect: the harmfirl effect of a
quantificational element on the chain 1foa1 <*wh> feature movement creates between
the wft-item in Spec,FocP and Co:

(43)

[sp Co.+*h, [D,rrtpmindig [ro"p kiL*rrn, hfvtdl meg ]]]?

The fact that the same situation does not arise in (43) above is due to the lack of
quantificational properties of the intervening element or elements. They acquire such
a property as a result of their structural placement in Spec,DistP. They themselves,
however, do not qualifr as inherent quantificational elements and therefore do not
block the LF <+\rih> feature checking process.

2.3. Lack of superiority effects

-

the specificity of non-final rryft-items

Another important ingredient of E. Kiss' (1993) analysis involves pointing out that
non-final wh-items in Type I questions have to be specific. Note that specific, in the
way it is used here (in the sense of Eng 1991) is referred to elsewhere as DJinked (as
in Pesetsky 1987). The specfficity restriction requires that all non-final wft-items in
Tlpe I questions quanti$ over a known set of individuals. Any set that can be
construed with specific reference can be represented by a wh-item in Tlpe I
questions in Hungarian. Correspondingly, ffiy wh-item that can denote a specific set

initial.
That this is indeed the case can be easily demonstrated with the help of
aggressively non-D-linked wft-items. These are expressions, lidrre who the hell tn
English, that cannot construe with a D-linked (specific) interpretation. As expected
can be

on the basis of E. Kiss's analysis, non-D-linked wlz-items cannot occur as non-final
wft-items in Hungarian(44), but can occur as the finalwh-item (45):
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(44)
(45)

*Ki a fene
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mit

veff?
wtrat-ACC bought-3sc
ki a fene
veff?
Mit
rryhat-Acc who the hell-Notvt bought-3sc
'Who the hell bought which thing?'
who the

hell-Nou

Since arry wh-item is grarrmatical as a non-final wh-item as long as it can be
construed with a specffic interpretation, the superiority condition (Chomsky 1973)
does not hold in Hungarian. The order of wh-items is not determined by their

position

in the

base, as

specifi citylD- linked nature)

in English (see 46), but by their

interpretation (their

:

(46) a. Who did what urdertake?
b.

*What did rafuo undertake?
mit
v6llalt?
rryho-l-totvt what-ACC undertook-3 sc
'For everyone, ufuat did he undertake?'
Mit
ki
v6llalt?
rryhat-ACC who-Notvt undertook-3 sc
'For every task, u&o undertook it?'

(47) a. Ki
b.

While in English multiple questions we find an ordering restriction on wft-items (it is
always the most superior argument that must be fronted), in Hungarian any wft-item
can precede another wh-itery provided it is more specific. As (47ub) show, the
different order of wh-items results in dffierent interpretations and consequently
involve different LF structures and derivations.
The latter in turn also explains ufoy Hungarian does not show superiority effects.
Superiority, analyzed with reference to o'attract the closest constituent", as in
Chomsky (1995), Richards (1997) and Boikovid (1998a,b), is the result of there
being competing derivations that yield the same LF structures, out of uihich the most
economical one (in terms of shortest move or fewest steps to an attracting head)
6tilirrs". In English, as examples (5b) and (5d) above have shown, the order of whitems in a multiple question does not determine the meaning of the question (and the
acceptable answers to it): pairing can be done either way (by pairing the individuals
corresponding to the first wh-item to the ones corresponding to the second or vice
versa). Since there is no meaning difference between the two, the English (a6a) wins
over (46b) on rymtactic grounds: due to the fact that the base position of the subject
is closer to C0 than the base position of the object, movement of the wh-item from
the subject position to C0 is more economical.
Since Hturgarian $7a) and (a7b) correspond to two different LF representations,
they do not form competing derivations and therefore, superiority does not show up.
Note in this respect that according to Bolinger (1978) and Pesetsky (1987), in the
desired contextso superiority-violating English sentences are also possible if the in
situ w&-item is D-linked:
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(48) (I know that we need to install transistor A,B and C, and I know that these
three holes are for transistors, but lll be damned if I can figure out) where
what goes!

This parallels the case of Hungarian (47). lf D-linked wh-items occupy different
positions from non-D-linked ones at LF, construing what with a D-linked
interpretation means that the resulting sentence does not compete with the string
what goes where, where the wh-items are not D-linked. The two sentences are both
grammatical, because economy considerations do not enter the picture at all. For a
similar, but in execution different, approach to superiority in multiple questions see
Fiengo (1998).

3. The analysis of Type

II questions

In this section I tum to the analysis of Type tr questions.

I

exemplify them from

above with (7) and (8):

(7)

a. Ki

meg teguap a moziba

hivoff

who-ttovt invited-3sc

b.

(?)Ki

c.

who-mou invited-3sc
(?)Ki hfvott
who-Notvt

kit?
yesterday the cinema-INE who-ecc

pv

meg kit

hivott

invited-3sc

pv

tegnap

a moziba?

who-acc yesterday the cinema-INE

meg tegnap kit

PV

a moziba?

yesterday uiho-ecc the cinema-INE

'Who saw whom yesterday in the cinema?'
(8)

a. Ki
rryho-uotvt
a

mutatott

introduced-3so

moziban

ttre cinema-nvp

be

pv

tegnap
yesterday

kit
kinek?
who-ecc who-ner?

b. (?)Ki mutatott

be

who-Novt introduced-3so PV

kit
kinek tegnap a moziban?
who-ecc vriho-per yesterday the cinema-INE
kit
d. *Ki
mutatott be
who-NoIvt ufro-nCC introduced-3sc PV

tegnap a moziban
kinek?
yesterday the cinema-INE ufoo-oar
'Who introduced uihom to who yesterday in the cinema?'
it was shown above, Type tr questions necessarily involve the same wft-items
throughout, ffid they refer 1s a single event. In this, Hungarian does not differ from
other languages, like English" where this is also the case (Higginbotham and May
As

1e81).

Answers to T5pe II questions are always single pair answers. They involve a
single proposition, in other words a single pair (or single n-tuple) answer describing
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one event, not a pair list answer:

(49) a. PETER hivta

meg tegnap amoziba MARIT. (:13b)
Pdter-NoM invited-3sc pv yesterday the cinema-INE Mari-ACC
'PETER invited MARI yesterday to the cinema, not the other way
around.'

b. PETER

mutatta
be MARIT JANOSNAK.
Pdter-t'tona introduced-3sa pv Mari-acc Jilnos-oer
'PETER infioduced MARI to JANOS.'

(:14b)

3.1. Structural representation
3.1..1. The position of rvft-items

The analysis of Type II questions has not been spelled out in much details ln
Hrurgarian rymtax. There are two studies that mention them, rather tangentially: E.
Kiss (1993) and Horvath (1998).
E. tci*r (1993) suggests that the fronted wh-itemis raised to Spec,FocP while the
postverbal wh-item is right-dislocated. As far as the placement of the fronted whconstituent is concemed, there is no doubt that it is in Spec,FocP, since it behaves
exactly hke wh-items in single questions: it occupies the preverbal position and
triggers preverb-stranding (see example (7) and (8) above). The structural position of
the postverbal wh-item is less clear. What is knoum about this constituent is that it
preferably occurs at the right edge of the clause. For this reason, it is not an in situ
constituent, but it can be a right-dislocated element.
Horvath (1998) takes the same stand and follows E. Kiss (1993) in arguing that
the postverbalwh-item or wh-items are crucially not in sitq rather these wD-items are
in A-bar positions.
Her arguments for this, however, are not conclusive in showing that the
postverbal wh-items really occupy a position which is recoguized as a (low) A-bar
position in the qmta><. One of the arguments she introduces refers to the fact that
these elements carry heavy stress like focused constituents do, and that the
distribution of focus is in general restricted to some, most notably A-bar positions.
This, however, as we will see below, need not mean that the surface position these
elements occupy is an A-bar slot. Secondly, Horvath (1998) refers to Homstein
(1995) who points out that inherently non-D-linked wft-items hke who and what rn
English can only have a D-linked interpretation if they occur in A-bar positions.
Since the wh-items in Hungarian Tlpe tr questions are always D-lirked as described
above, Horvath concludes that these occupy A-bar positions.
Most importantly, however, there is at least one rymtactic test applicable to Tlpe
II questions that cleady shows that postverbal wh-items in these questions are not in
any sort of A-bar position: this is the licensing of parasitic gaps. It is knoram since
Chomsky (1977) that parasitic gaps are only licensed by a constituent in an A-bar
position (i.e. by an A-bar chain) in overt syntax. In questions like (50), where (50b)
is a Dutch example, the wh-item licenses a parasitic gap in an adjunct:
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(50) a. Who did John invite [without knowing wellpg ]?
nodigde Jan uit [zonder goed te kennen
b. Wie
c.

pgl?

who-ACC invited-3sc Jan-Notvt pv without good to know-INF
'Who did Jan invite without knowing well?'
hivott
meg Jiinos
Kit
[andlkiil hogy ismernepg ]?
who-acc invited-3sc pv Jiinos-Notvt without that know-suBJ-3sc
'Who did Jrinos invite without knowing?'

The matrix wh-item is able to license the parasitic gap (marked as pg in the
fl(amples) because it occupies an A-bar position in the matrix clause. Now, if we try
to license a parasitic gap by a postverbal wh-item in Type tr questions, these
examples all fail. Recall from (15) and (16) above that both English and Dutch have

Tlpe II questions:

(51) u +Who invited whom [without knowing wellpg ]?
uit [zonder goed te kennen pg]?
b. *Wie nodigde wie
c.

who-ltou invited-3sc who-acc pv without good to know-INF
'Who invited whom without knowing him well?'
*Ki
hfvott
meg kit
[andlkiil hogy ismeme pg ]?
rarho-ecc without that know-suer-3sc
rryho-trtoM invited-3sc pv
'Who invited whom without knowing?'

The ungrammaticality of these examples is the srme in all languages under
consideration. This proves that the postverbal wh-item in Tlpe II constructions does
not sit in an A-bar position, rrnlike the first wh-item" radrich occupies an A-bar
position. The latter can be demonstrated by the phenomenon at hand as well: in
Hungarian, where there is no superiority in Tlpe II questions, it is possible to front
the object wh-item and leave the subject wh-item postverbal. In this case, the object
wh-itemcan license a parasitic gap:z

(s2)

hivott
meg ki
Kit
[andlkiil hogy ismeme pgl?
who-acc invited-3sc pv rryho-Notvt without that know-suBJ-3sc
'Who invited whom without knowing?'

Having refuted Horvath's (1998) claim that the postverbal wft-items are A-bar
constituents in Hungarian, we still have to answer the question uihy it is that they
occur at the right periphery of the clause in most cases, and why it is that in this
behaviour they paffem together with focused constituents. The following section
addresses these points.

2

Note that the parasitic gap test can only be carried out with object wh-iterr., due to the mti-ccommand restriction on parasitic gap licensing: the real trace cannot c-cornmand the parasitic gap. Given
that the adjunct clause is adjoined higher than the base position of the object, but not higher than the
base position of the subject, the position of subject vzft-items can never be tested this way.
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3.1.2. Type II questions as mirror focus constructions
As Horvath herself notes, the placement of the postverbal wh-items in Type tr
questions is paralleled by multiple focus constructions in Hungarian. In the latter
constructions, temed 'tnirror focus", we find one focused item in the regular
preverbal position, and another one or other ones postverbally, canonically at the

right edge (Alberti and Medve 2000). The interpretation of miror

focus

constructions shows that what is focused in these is pairs or n-tuples. Note that both
in Tlpe tr questions and in mirror focus constructions the wh-items and foci
respectively appear with heavy stress:

(53) a. PETER

be

mutatta

Marit

rANIosxAK.

Pdter-liovt introduced-3sa pv Mari-ACc Jiinos-oer
be IANOSNAK Marit.
b. (?)PETER mutatta
Pdter-ltotvt introduced-3sc pv Jrinos-nan Mari-acc
'PETER introduced Mari to JANOS (and not vice versa/and not, for
example, BELA introduced her to BEA).'

This pattern is exactly parallel to what we find in Tlpe II questions, recall (7) and
(8) from above. The parallel is not only present in syntactic and phonological terms,
but also in semantic terms: sentences as in (54) are given as answers to Type tr
questions.

(54) a. PETER hivta

meg tegnap a moziba MARIT. (:l3b)

Pdter-Notvt invited-3sc

pv

yesterday the cinema-INE Mari-acc

'(Out of the people in question) PETER invited MAR[.'

b.

PETER mutana

be MARIT fAXOSUaf.
Pdter-wou introduced-3sc PVMari-Acc Jiinos-oer

(:14b)

.PETER introduced MART to JANOS.,

The overriding parallelism between T)pe II questions and miror focus constructions
shows that the position of the postverbal wh-item in Type II questions is the same as
that of postverbal focus constituents in Hungarian mirror focus constructions. As far
as the latter is concemed, Alberti and Medve (2000) suggest that the two word-order
variants in (53) are stylistic variants of each other. That is, the rule that sffis the
postverbal focus constituent to the right edge of the clause is a PF-rule that applies
after the spellout point in the derivation. The stylistic/PF-nature of the movement is
observable from the fact that the different word order pattems do not correspond to
any difference in meaning. The motivation for such a PF-sffi is not of concern to us
here. Intuitively it is clear that the rightward shift is conditioned by phonological
requirements. It is well known that focus has to be marked by heavy (eradicating)
stress, and the distribution of heavy stress is not free. The rightrvard PF-sffi
presumably serves the goal of creating the biggest possible distance between two
focused constituents, i.e. to distribute heavy stress most evenly across the clause.
What the precise mechanism behind this phenomenon is falls outside the scope of the
present study.
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Coming back to the analysis of Tlpe

II questions,

we can now conclude on the

basis of these observations that:

(i) the postverbal wh-item in Tlpe II

questions is licensed in exactly the sarne
environments where the postverbal focus constituent is licensed in mirror focus
constructions3

(ii) the postverbal wh-item either occupies an in situ (A-position) position
sffied to the right in the PF component of the grarnmar

or

is

3.1.3. The syntactic licensing of the postverbal wh-item
Interestingly, Hungarian is not the only language where an in situ wft-item patterns
with focused constituents. Cheng and Rooryck (2000) discuss another language
where in sifu wh-items are licensed in exactly the same environment as focused
items: (the standard dialect of) European Portuguese. In Portuguese, subject wftitems can only stay in situ in embedded clauses when they are postverbal:

(55) a.
b.

c.

pensa

*O

Jo6o

the

Jo6o-wotvt think-3sc that

que

pensa que
O Joflo
the Joflo-Notvt think-3sc that
pensa que
O Joflo
the Joflo-Novt think-3sa that

quem viu

a

Maria?

who-uoM saw-3sc the Maria-ecc

viu

quem

a

Maria?

saw-3sc who-Nou the Maria-acc

viu

a

Maria

quem?

saw-3sc the Maria-acc uiho-Nou

'Who does Jo6o think that saw Maria?'
As Costa (1998) argues, the postverbal position is the only position where a subject
is licensed as focus: subjects can only be interpreted as focus if they appear in this
position. Portuguese in situ subject wft-items are therefore curiously dependent on
focus, just like in Hungarian.
Cheng and Rooryck (2000) identiff this type of wh-rn situ as/ocus-licensed wh-

in situ" and argue that it instantiates a subcase of in situ phenomena. Focus-licensed

in situ wh-items seem to have different licensing restrictions from the examples
known to instantiate wh-in situ, like those found in French.
3

It is important to note that beside mirror focus, Alberti and Medve (2000) also discuss another
multiple focus construction which they call "double focus". In this construction we also find at least two
foci per clause, but here focus is not or pairs or n-tuples, but on the first focused item. The second
focused item falls into the scope of the first focus, i.e. will figure in the presuppositional part of the
clause, as the following sentence illustrates:
(1) PETER
be
.IANOS}IAK Marit.

mutatta

Pdter-uotvt introduced-3sc

csak
rv only J6nos-oar

Mari-acc

'PETER introduced Mari to (only) JANOS.'
The presupposition behind (i) is that someone introduced Mari to (only) J6nos. Double focus
constructions do not have equivalents among multiple questions. If we construct (i) with wh-items
instead of foci, the result cannot be interpreted as a question with a parallel presupposition:
(ii) Ki
be
Marit?

mutatta

kinek

introduced-3so pv who-oer Mari-acc
'*Who is it that introduced Mari to someone, md who was that only person?'
This is due to the fact that rsft-items by their very nature cannot stand in that part of a clause which is

whoNou

presupposed-

t2t
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One of the earmarks of French in situ constructions is that the in situ wh-element
cannot be preceded by negation, quantifiers or modals due to the intervention effect
that these items introduce (Chang 1997):

(56) a. *Il
he-t'lOnn

n'a

pas
not

UEG has

rencontrd qui?
met
who-acc

admire

toujours

oWho did he not meet?'

b. *n

he-ttou admire-3sc always
oWho does he always
admire?'

qui?
who-aCC

The intervention effects are indicative of the fact that there is some kind of licensing
relation between the <+wh> C0 head of the clause and the wh-n situ element, which
is desffoyed by quantificational elements. Chapter 2 of this dissertation has shown
that intervention effects are present in Hungarian as well: lexical quantifiers can be
shown to prevent the checking relation between the wh-item in Spec,FocP in single
questions and the <*wh> C0 head of the clause:

(57) *Mindig kit

hivtdl

always who-ecc invited-2sc

meg?
Pv

oWho did you invite
always?

The same quantificational elements, however, do not cause intervention effects when
they occur between the postverbal wh-item in T)pe II questions and the C0 head of
the clause, as the following exarnples illustrate:

(58) a. Ki

hfvott
meg mindig a moziba kit?
who-Novt invited-3sc PV always the cinema-nm rl&o-acc
'Who invited uzhom always to the cinema?'

b. Ki

rarho-hrol\d

mutatoff

be
introduced-3sc ev

mindig kit
always urho-ecc

kinek?

who-oar

'Who introduced always whom to whom?'

c.

hivta meg mindig melyik kinyt melyik buliba?
which boy-NOttt invited-3sc pv always which girl-eCC which pafiy-tr{E
'Which boy invited always which girl to wtrich party?'
Melyik fni

This shows that the licensing of the postverbal, in situ wh-item does not involve
<*wh> feature movement to C0 at LF, unlike the licensing of a preverbal wh-item,
which does (see Chapter 2).
As for the representation of Type II questions, on the basis of the above I put
forth the following. In Type tr questions, all wh-items are interrogative wh-items, i.e.
they are morphologically complex: they have the interrogative empty question
morpheme affixed to them rryhich possesses the <+wh> and <+f) features, just as on
a wh-itemin single questions:
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...
[ro"p[Q"*, [rft]] [po.,Foco I wti ...[Q"*, trfr]l lllll
<+\4ih-ff>
<+wlt-t,weak). (*wh4rr)
<*ft rt>. ....<*Lrnt, rooogi <+f',-,"P

[cp[c, C0

The preverbal wh-item is found

in

Spec,FocP

in overt slmtaq where it checks its

<+f> against Foco. At LF, its <+wh> feature moves to C0 and gets checked there.
The postverbal wh-item, on the other hand, although it has a similar morphological
make-up as the preverbal item is licensed differently: it is defective in that its
features are not licensed via movement to Spec,FocP and via raising to C0. Rather,
the focus feature is licensed as that of any postverbal focus item in mirror focus
constructions, whatever mechanism is involved in these. The checking of the <+\l/tl>
feature is more of a problem: we have shown with the help of (58) above that this
feature does not raise to C0. This is also expected on the basis of the fact that C0 in
Hungarian has a [-interpretable] feature: once it is checked, it disappears. This
means that after it is checked by the <+wh> feature of the preverbal wh-item, it is no
longer there to check the feahres of other wft-items. Therefore it must be the case
that the <+wh> feature of the postverbal wh-item gets licensed in an unorthodox
way, similarly to the <+f) feature. I assume that the <*wh> feature on this wh-item
does not get checked by movement to any higher functional head. Rather, it is
anaphorically related tolparasitic on the <+uih> feature of the preverbal wh-item.
How to implement this idea is not clear to me. We can think about the relation
between the wh-items in terms of agreement (or AGREE in Chomsky 1999). The
anaphoric/parasitic nature of the <*wh> featwe on the postverbal wft-item is
reflected in the fact that the second wh-item has to agree with other features of the
preverbal wh-item as well (hlthough not all: case feature agreement is not required).
Or, put dffierently, the <*wh> features of C0, the preverbat and the postverbal whitems all form one chain, ffid in order for this to happen there must be feafure
agreement between the respective items in other features as well.
This requirement is presumably the surface ryartactic realization of some
semantic requirement. It is argued by some, most recently by Krifka (1999), that
semantics detennines wtrat can and what cannot constitute a multiple question. It
seems that the number of things that can be asked in a clause is restricted: one clause
can only ask for one thing. Therefore, multiple questions, in which we frrd multiple
occrrrrences of wh-items are never 'lnultiple" in the sense that they never involve
questions about two unrelated constituents for example. The constifuents have to be
related in some ways. Thus we can pose a question about two (or more) members of
one particular set for example, or, we can ask about individuals belonging to
different sets, but only if these sets form participants of a single event. It seems that
the syntactic restriction found in Tlpe II questions is related to this requirement: all
wh-items have to refer to one set of individuals.
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4.

The analysis of Type

III

and fV questions

In this section the structural properties of the last two tlpes of questions will be
discussed and compared: Tlpe III and [V structures. Tlpe Itr and fV questions
correspond to the following constructions (repeated here from (19) above):

(19) a. Ki
uiho-uorra

ds
and

Marit?
mikor l6tta
when saw-3sc Mari-ecc

(r1pe m)

'Who saw Mari and when?'

lifita

b. Ki

Marit ds
and

who-Nou saw-3sc Mari-ecc

(T;pe IV)

mikor?
when

'Who saw Mari and when?'
The easily observable similarities and differences between these gpes necessitate a
parallel discussion.

4.1. Type

III

and

IV questions in the literature

The structures previous discussions attribute to Tlpe
following (based on Brinrdti 1992):

(60)

III:

[ep[ro"p kinek

Tlpe IV:

[apG,"e kinek

Type

O]

V]

dS

[ro.r hogyan

nf* ilfl*

Itr and [V

V]l

ril

questions are the

(forward deletion)
(backward deletion)

According to (60), seemingly conjoined wfr-phrases in a sentence are always the
result of conjunction of two clauses (FocPs), with optional but preferred ellipsis in
either the first (TWe Itr) or the second conjunct (TWe IV). This analysis places the
two question [pes on parallel grounds, which is attractive. It suggests that except for
the difference in the deletion sites the two questions do not differ in anything else.
This conceptioq however, is wrong. It can be easily shown that Tlpe Itr and IV

questions are different constructions

with dffierent

rymtactic structures. The

following section will bring evidence for this claim from argument structure and
agreement properties in Hungaria.n, and it will show that while T)pe III questions
involve clause intemal coordination of wh-phrases, T;pe IV questions involve
clausal coordination with consequent ellipsis.
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4.2. A nery analysis of Type

III

and fV questions

4.2.1. Differences between Type

III

and fV questions

In this section I will point to some important areas in which Tlpe Itr and IV
questions clearly show dffierent properties. All these differences will be understood
once we analyze Type m questions as sentences involving clause intemal
coordination of w&-phrases, and Tlpe fV questions as an instance of clausal
coordination accompanied by ellipsis.
One clearly visible difference between Tlpe Itr and fV structures affects the
argument structure of the base verb. Studies on ellipsis (e.g. Wilder 1997) agree on
the point that although phonetically empty, ellipted sites do contribute to semantic
interpretation. At the level of LF the ellipted parts of the sentence are recovered.
According to Brlnrdti's analysis, this implies that T1,pe Itr and fV questions are
identical at LF:

(61) a. Tlpe III: [ap[no"p kinek segit€#dl] & [ro"p hogyan segftettdl]l
b.

T)pe fV: [ap[ro.p kinek segitettdl] & [ro"p hogyan s%iE#6l]l

In both clauses in both types of questions, the verbs have a fully saturated argument
sffucture as the Projection Principle requires, rafuich must hold at all levels of
representation, including LF. In this respect it must be observed that in cases where
bothwh-phrases are arguments, Type

(62) a.

Ki

ds

kit

III questions are fine
szeretett?

but Tlpe fV ones are not:
Type

Itr

Type

IV

T1,pe

Itr

Type

tV

rryho-NOfra and

b.

who-aCC loved-3sc
oWho loved
someone and who was it?'
??Ki szeretett 6s kit?
who-uotvt loved-3sc and rliho-ecc
'idem'

(63) a. Ki

who-Novr

6s kit
dlt
meg?
and who-acc killed-3scpv

'Who killed someone and who was it?'
iilt
meg ds kit?
rryho-Notvt killed-3scpv and uiho-ecc
'idem'
Ki
6s hol lakik?
who-Novr and vr&ere live-3sc
'Who lives someufoere and where?'

b. *Ki

(64) a.

b. *Ki

wtro-i.totr,t

lakik

ds

live-3sc and

hol?

T;pe Itr

Tlpe IV

where

'idem'

If the pairs have the same LF structures, it is impossible to relate the
ungrammaticality of Type IV questions to the fact that we are dealing with
argumental wh-phrases, rldrich cannot be missing from clauses according

to

the
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Projection Principle. Both (62a) and (62b) have the following representation after
recovery of ellipted material:

(65) tKt

szeretett

who-Notvt

6s [kit

I

loved-3so and

szeretett ]?

rryho-ecC loved-3sc

As it

stands, (65) violates the Projection Principle, since the first clause only
contains a subject, but no overt object. The object term sannot be covert, since it
cannot be a trace for lack of a binder, and it cannot be a pro because pro is only
available for definite objects in Hungarian, i.e. knornm objects, and to have a known
object in the first clause which is questioned in the second, is infelicitous:a

(66) a. *[Ki szeretett t ] ds ftit szeretett pro*61?
b. *[Ki szeretett proi ] ds [kit szereteff pror,,6]?

t

unbound
prol: infelicitous

This predicts that all sentences in (62)-(64) should be ungrammatical, because their
frst clause violates the Projection Principle (in the second clause, the subject can be
represented by a pro, thus no violation arises there.) However, only Tlpe IV
sentences are ungrammatical. This proves that the representation in (61) is fine for
Tlpe fV questions, but is wrong for Tlpe III ones. Type fV questions are indeed
coordinated single questions with ellipsis in the second conjunct. Tlp* III questions,
however, are not coordinated clauses, but contain only one clause, in which all whphrases belong to one verb. This way there is no violation of the Projection
Principle, since all arguments are present in the clause. The suggested representation
for (62a) is therefore the following (for the structure of &Ps, see Kalare (1994) or
Johannessen (1998)):

(67)

[cp[a*Ki ds kit] szeretettl?

The importance of facts like (62)-(64) has not been recognized so far, presumably
because of the prevailing studies of adjunct questions or verbs which can be
interpreted both transitively and intransitively, like read. But even in the latter case,
(68b) has a different meaning from (68a), as I indicate in the English translations:

ds

(68) a. Ki

mit

olvasott?

and

uihat-ACC read-3SC
wtro-NOtvt
'Who has read something and what was

b. Ki

olvasott

6s

it?'

mit?

who-ltotvt read-3SC and rlfiat-ACC
'Who was engaged in reading and what was he p3ding?'
4
f lOOt; were grammatical, it would occur with definite conjunction on the first verb due to the fact
that object pro is a definite item. However, even definite conjugation on the verb does not make the

sentence better:

(i) *Ki

szerette

proobj 6s kit
and wtro-acc

who-uotvt loved-3sc.nsr

szeretett progu6?

loved-3sc.nmun
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The other difference between Tlpe Itr and IV questions can be observed in the
agreement properties of the base verb. The difference in agreement also suggests that
in Type Itr questions all wh-arguments belong to the same verb. Consider the

following full (non-ellipted) clausal coordination:

(69)

Nem drdekel (hogy) mit csiniilsz
ds hogyan csiniil-od/*-sz.
not interest-3sc (thaD vr4rat-ACC do-2sc.nrmer and how do-2so.nrr/*nroBp
'I do not care vrfuat you do and how.'

in the second conjunct is obligatory (the object term is
pro). If (69) is turned into a Tlpe Itr structure by deleting the
verb in the first conjunct, the result is expected to show the same agreement in the
Definiteness agreement

represented with a

second conjunct, since that is not affected in any way by the ellipsis in the first. But

this expectation is false; the grammatical sentence has the unexpected indefinite
conjugation in the second conjunct:

(70)

Nem 6rdekel (hogy) mit
ds
not interest-3Sc (thaQ what-ecc and
'I do not care what you do and how.'

hogyan

how

csin6l-sz/*-od.
do-2sc.nrpEF/*DEF

This can only be the case if the verb in (70) agrees with mit ov,that', rarhich is an
indefinite pronoun in Hungarian. This indicates that (70) is not derived by means of
ellipsis, but there is only one embedded clause, whose verb has mit as its
complement.
To sum up, in the last two sections I have listed arguments to the effect that Tlpe
III questions are real multiple questions in the sense that we furd more than one wh-

phrase in one single clause in them. Tlpe IV questions on the other hand are
conjoined single questions, which zue a result of clausal qssldination followed by
ellipsis. The right structural representations are given in (71):

(71) a. Type Itr: [o... [eo.p[apkinek & hogyan ] segitettdlll
b. T)pe IV: [c ... [&pft,o"pkinek segitettdl] & [ro"phogyan All
(71) indicates that Tlpe IV questions do not in fact fall under the category of
multiple questions, since they involve multiple clauses, with sns single question in
each. This means that these questions have the syntax of single questions (as
described in Chapter 2), and nothing special needs to be said about them.
4.2.2. Clause internal coordination
quantiliers

in Type III

questions: parallels with

III questions involve coordination of wft-phrases, we
serious problern, ufuich Bdnrdti (1992) did not encourter: how can
categorially distinct items be coordinated? In most usual cases of coordination the
category of the coordinates must be the same together with their theta-roles if they
Once we have established that Type

face

a very
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have any. This is the so-called Law of Coordination of Likes (Williams 1981):

{72)

+I helped Pdter and

quickly.

EtlP & API

However, there are a great many exceptions to this law. One frequent example of
urlike category coordination can be found when the coordinates have predicative
function, well-described and analyzed in Sag et al. (1985):

(73)

Pat is either stupid or a

liar.

[AP & NP]

The other bpe, more closely related to our Hungarian coordination facts, can be
found in many languages including English:

(74)

John met Mary and in her

house!

tNP & PPI

This example of unlike category coordination is licensed only if both coordinates are
emphasized and the sentence describes an unexpected state of affairs (indicated here
by the exclamation mark).
It seems to be true across many languages that emphatic operators are by and
large conjoinable regardless of their different categorial status, although langrrages
do differ as to what kind of quantifiers and environments are allowed. While English
allows for (73/74), it does not allow for coordination of unlike category wft-phrases
(section 1.3 above). Hungarian is a language where all kinds of quanffiers can be
coordinated within a clause, provided they are stressed (marked by'):

(75) Ide 'mindenki

6s

'mindig

bejiihet.

here everyone-NoM and always

(76\

PV-come-POT-3SG

'Everyone can enter here and this holds for all times.'
Ide 'bdrki
ds 'biirmikor bejtihet.

here

anyone-NOtvt

and

any

time

PV-come-POT-3SG

'Anyone can enter here and this holds for all times.'

(77) Ide 'senki
here

no-one-NoM

ds 'semmikor nem jrihet
not come-POT-3SG
and never

be.
PV

'No-one can enter here and this holds for all times.'
Coordinated quantifiers can also occur in the postverbal positions as well:

(78)

(?)Akkor

then

hivjuk

be

?6tert ds

'hat

call-nm-lpr pv Pdter-ecc and six

6rrira!

o'clock-SuB

'Then let's call in Pdter and at six.'

(79) (?)Nem l6ttam 'senkit ds
not
saw-lso no-one-Acc and
'I didn't

see aflyone at any

'semmikor.
never

time.'

We see that emphatic stress makes categorial

differences invisible: the
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[ap[XP]&tYPll pattern is available for clausal-internal coordination as long as both
XP and YP carry emphatic stress.
How one should account for these coordination facts syntactically is far from
clear. The phenomenon might be partly phonological in nature. One way of
interpreting this paffem would be to say that for certain mechanisms emphatic
quantifiers are recognized as items with a common oQ' category/firnction, and
therefore can be coordinated with any item with a similar 'Q' category/function. This
is reminiscent in a way of what was observed in (Tfi$: there it was shown that
unlike categories with the same predicative f,rnction can also coordinate. This shows
that for coordination, it is not only the syntactic category of the coordinates that
counts.

It is not stange thus that coordination is possible in examples (75-77). There are,
however, firrtherproblems that one has to tackle. Qns important question is howthe ftaces
of the qtrantifiers get bound in clause internal coordination? If conjuncts cannot ccommmrd out ofthe phrase of coordination (marked &P below), their respective taces are
left rurbound:

(80) [e*p[spkine( 6s hogyanr ]
who-oet and how

segitettdl r"

helped-2sc

tl

A related question is how quantifiers in clause internal coordination take scope, both
with respect to each other and with respect to the rest of the clause.
This, while an important issue, is not primarily related to the study of r.rrft-items in
general. Any account of coordination has to solve these problems. As the answer
largely depends on the internal structure of &P, on wtrich there is little consensus in
the literature, I do not tackle the problems in fine detail.
As far as the slmtactic derivation of these constituents is concemed, I assume that
there is a &P generated via Merge, in Spec,FocP. This &P has two open positions to
fill: the specifier and the complement position of &. The wh-items are moved to
these open slots in the course of the derivation resulting in the following structures
before verb movement up to Foco:

(Sl) a. [ro"p [ap_ [a,ds _ ]l [Foco [ypkinek segitettdl hogyan ]ll
b. [ro"p [*rkinek, [a,6s _ ]l [Foco [wti segitettdl hogyan ]ll
c. L,o.p [e,kineh [a'6s hogyan, l] lFoco [yp! segitettdl t; ]ll
As far as rymtactic licensing is conceme4 both rryh-items have a <+f) and a <+ufu>
features to check. I take it that these features take part in the usual checking
mechanism (against Foc0 and Co) io a conjoined manner, i.e. as one entity.

5. Summary of multiple questions

In this chapter I have reviewed and analyzed all the dffierent types of multiple
questions that occur in Hungarian. It was shown that there are three dffierent types of
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multiple questions in which we find more than one wh-item in a single clause (Type
I, [, [). Putting aside T]pe Itr conjoined questions, where wh-rtems form one
slmtactic constituent, in effect neither of the other two multiple questions (Type I and
Tlpe tr) contains multiple occurrences of wft-items that are like the wft-items in
single questions. This is due to the fact that one question clause can only ask about
one thing. Syntactically, this also has its reflex. In Type I questions there is always
only one wh-item with properties like those of a wh-item in a single question, rryhile
the others are interpreted as universal quantifiers and are not licensed in the s1.r:.tax as
ordinary question words. In Tlpe tr questions, there is always only one wh-itemthat
is licensed the way wft-items in single questions are, u&ile the others are licensed in
other ways, similar to postverbal focus. This suggests that in Hungarian, the syntax
of constihrent questions is as I proposed in the previous chapter: the slmtactic
licenser of question words is the <+\rfu> feature on C0. Being uninterpretable, this
feature disappears after checking takes place with one wft-element. From this it
follows that C0 is capable of licensing only one wh-item, and other wh-items
therefore have to appear with other interpretations or be licensed by other means.
Since this is the case found in HungariarU the present study of multiple questions
supports the result of the previous chapter.

4 The multiple partitive use of bare wh-pronouns

1. Introduction to the data: basic properties of the multiple partitive
construction

Multiple partitives are constructions in which we find wft-phrases in trvo or more
juxtaposed clauses. Hungarian is one of the languages where multiple partitives are
quite widespread. Beside Hungarian, the pattem of multiple partitives can be found
in various other languages as well, in some of them with slightly different properties.

1.1. Properties of the Hungarian construction

An illustrative example of the multiple partitive construction is given in (1):

(l)Ki

a

boltba ment,

ki

a pmcra

(ment).

who-NoM the shop-nr went-3sc who-NoM the market-SUB (went-3sc)
'Some (people) went to the shop, some (=he others) went to the market.'

Multiple partitive constructions always make reference to a given set of people.

(l)

is used, for example, when both the speaker and the hearer knows that some people,
say Mari, Ann4 Bdla and Pdter went to do the shopping. L this situation, (1)
specffies that among these contextually given people some went to the shop and the
others went to the market. When there is no set provided by previous discourse,
constructions like (l) have a generic interpretation, i.e. the given set is understood to
be all human beings:

(2)

Ki

lassan
slowly

dolgozik,

ki

gyorsan.

work-3sc who-NoM fast
'Some people work slowly, others work fast.'

who-NoM

When we look at the syrrtactic ingredients of multiple panitives, we notice that
these productive constructions always contain juxtaposed clauses with parallel
structures. The constant ingredient of these clauses are wh-items, raihich have to be
the same in all clauses within a sentence. In Hungarian it is also the case that the whitems are fronted to the beginning of each clause. One would expect that the
interpretation of these clauses therefore will be that of questions. But this is uot the
case. T\e wh-rtems refer to sets of people, but these sets are not questioned. As the
translation of (l) shows, the meaning of the construction can be best captured by
using the expressions some - the others to denote the set of people in each clause in
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English, that is, the wft-items are functioning here as indefinite expressions. It is
important, however, to note right away that the wh-items are not just used as
ordinary indefinite phrases like some. There is an extra ingredient of meaning that
the construction vnth wh-items has, rlrhich can be nicely seen if we compare a
sentence like (1) with one where the position of wh-items is filled vnth some-type
quantifiers:

(1)Ki

a

boltba ment,

rryho-NOtvt the

ki

a pracra.

shop-U.I, went-3SG who-NOM the market-SUB

'Some (people) went to the shop, some (=he others) went to the market.'
(3) Valaki
ment, valaki
a boltba
a placra.
someone-NoM the shop-nr went-3sc someone-NoM the market-SUB
'Someone went to the shop, someone went to the market.'

While (1) is our earlier example of a multiple partitive, (3) contains valaki
'someone' in positions parallel to that of the wh-items. The two sentences do not
mean the same, as the translations also reveal. They differ in at least two ways. First,
(3) can only mean that there was exactly one person going to the shop, and exactly
one going to the market, contrary to (1), rryhich does not say anything about the
number of people going to either place. Second, if there is a known set of people
present in the discourse when (1y(3) are uttered, (1) necessarily characterizes that
set fully with respect to all individuals in this set by listing all subsets there are,
while (3) mentions two individuals from the discourse set, wtrich might or might not
be all the individuals involved. (3) therefore can be said to merely refer to what two
individuals were doing, while (1) gives a full characterization. To make it even more

clear, (1) cannot be used in a situation in raihich among the contextually given
people, some did not go to the shop or to the market but, say, went to the library. (1)
cannot be continued the following way:
(4) Ki

a

boltba ment, ki

who-NOtrt the

#A

ttibbiek

shop-r-r went-3SG who-NoM

kiinywrirba
library-u

a

piacra.

the market-SUB

mentek.

the rest-NoM the

went-3pt
'Some fueople) went to the shop, some went to the market. The rest went to the

library.'
The requirement that the multiple partitive consffuction has to give an exhaustive
charucteization of a contextually detennined set I will refer to as the exhaustivity of
the construction. Note that (3) differs from (1) in this property as well: (3) can be
continued with a sentence speci$ing further individuals in the discourse:
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(5)

Valaki

a

boltba ment, valaki

a piacra.

someone-NOM the shop-u-l went-3SG someone-NoM the market-SlIB

Valaki

kiinywrlrba.

someone-NoM library-nr
'Someone went to the shop, someone went to the market. Someone to the
library.'
Exhaustivity is a special characteristic properly of Hungarian multiple panitive
constructions. Due to this property, the translation of these sentences will be
approximated with some - the others in English throughout this chapter. It has to be
noted though that unlike in the clauses with some - the others in English, all clauses
in a Hungarian multiple partitive contains the same wh-element.r

The multiple partitive construction in Hungarian requires a multiplicity of
clauses. One clause cannot stand on its own as illustrated in (6a). The possible
number of clauses is in principle inlinite
- any number of clauses can be used (6b),
with the necessary requirement that each clause uses the same wh-item (6c), and the
individuals referred to by these wft-items in each clause added together exhaustively
make up the contextually given set:

(6)

a. {'<Ki

a

boltba

ment.

who-NoM the shop-ur went-3sc
intended: 'Some went to the shop.'

b. Ki

a

boltba ment, ki
shop-ILL went-3SG

uiho-trtOtvt the market-Sue

ki

kdnywdrb4
the library-r-r

ki

fszni.
to swim
'Some went to the shop, the others to the market or the library or to swim.'
*Ki
ment, a t<ibbi apiacra.
a boltba
rryho-NoM the shop-nr went-3sc the rest-Novl the market-SUB

rryho-Novt

c.

apiacra,

who-NOrvr the

who-NoM

intended: 'Some went to the shop, the rest to the market.'
The juxtaposed clauses in multiple partitives must always contrast in some
property. Contrast is absolutely necessary. The two sets referred to by the wh-items

cannot have the same predicate. Consider the urgrammaticality of (7):

(7)

*Ki

a

boltba

ment, ki

szintdn

went-3SG who-NoM also
went
to
the
shop,
the
others also went there.'
'Some

who-tgou the shop-r-r

oda.

there

Another property of the Hungarian multiple partitive construction is that the
I

Elipsis can also occur in either clause in (l):

(i) Ki
(ii)

a

boltba ment,

ki

a piacra.

uiho-t'lou

the shop-ur

who-wonr

a boltba,
ment.
the shop-r-r ,fi/ho-Nol\4 the market-sue went-3so

Ki

weNrt-3sc rlrho-NoM the market-sue

ki

apiaua
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juxtaposed clauses are not linked via run-of-the-mill disjunctive

or

conjunctive

coordinators. Their inclusion in the sentence renders that ungrammatical:
(8)

Ki

a

boltba ment,

*dsl*vagyl*de

who-NOttt the shop-ILL went-3Sc and/or/but

ki

a piacra.

who-uOru the market-SuB

Multiple partitives in Hungarian productively occur with the following wft-items:

ki 'who', mi, 'what', hol owhere', mikor '$ihen'. Ki 'who'

was illustrated in the

examples above, (9) exemplifies the other cases:

(9)

a.

minek Mari.
Az elintdznival6k kdztil minek P6ter jfrt utdna,
what-DAT Pdter-uOU went PV what-DAr Mari-t'lOtr,t
the errands from
'Out of the many errands Pdter ran some and Mari ran the rest.'

b. Hol kaphat6 EsrterhLdzy fij
where available EszterhiizJ-trlovt

c.

'At

kdnyve,
hol nem.
new book-poss.3sc where not
it is not.'
hamarabb.

some places Eszterhiizy's new book is available, at others

megy el
when Mari-t-IoI\,I when Pdter-Nona goes-3sc rv
Mikor Mari,

mikor P6ter

earlier

'Sometimes Mari, the other times Pdter leaves earlier.'

After seeing the most basic properties of the Hungarian multiple partitive
construction, we can summartze these in the following points:

(10)
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

The properties of the Hungarian multiple partitive constructions
wh-items occur in a multiplicity ofjuxtaposed clauses with parallel structure
the clauses necessarily contain contrasted predicates
the sets denoted by the wft-items must exhaust a contextually given discourse

(iv)
(v)

no coordinator element can be spelled out between the clauses
various wh-items can productively participate in the construction, in any
grammatical function

set

1.2. Crosslinguisfic examples

Hungarian is not the only language with multiple partitives. In order to lay ground
for a systematic study of this construction t5rpe, in what follows I also discuss other
languages that have this paffem. The languages that are discussed below are
mentioned in the descriptive study on indefinite pronouns by Haspelmath (1997),
which is the first and to my knowledge only mention of this construction type in the
literature. According to HaspeLnath (1997) multiple partitives occur in Hungarian,
Finnisfu, Mansi (a Finno-Ugric language), Russian, literary Frenc[ Hebrew,
Georgian and Turkish and Kilivila (an Austronesian tongue). As I will show, the
consffuction at hand is not uniform in all these languages: we minimally have to
distinguish between two subtl,pes of multiple partitives because they differ in some
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properties. The most important one out of these is the property that some (the
Hungarian-type ones) are exhaustive in their characterization of the discourse set,
while others (the French-type ones) are not.
1.2.1. Preliminary notes

As I noted at the outset, multiple partitive constructions in Hungarian are productive
and they are part of the colloquial language as well as more literary registers. This,
however, is not the same in all other languages with multiple partitives. In some
languages this construction has a highly archaic taste, it is either not part of the
spoken language or of productive language use any more. In others the construction
is felt to be slightly archaic, but this does not mean that the construction is idiomatic,
i.e. lexicalized. Speakers do have very clear and subtle judgements about the
construction.
1.2.2. Hunga rian-type m ultiple partitives (Finn ish, Russian)
Checking Haspetnath's (1997) list of languages with multiple partitives with respect
to properties (i-v) in (10) it tums out that only Finnish and Russian conform to the
Hungarian pattern.
Let's start illustrating multiple partitives from a language genetically related to
Hungarian, Finnish. The two share Finno-Ugfic origins. Finno-Ugric languages seem
to exhibit multiple partitives (for Mansi, see Beke 1913-1914). The Finnish (1la) is
from Karttunen and Peters (1980), (11b) and (llc) were provided and judged by
Krista Ojutkangas, Anitta Viinikka'Kallinen and Anders Hohnberg (p.c.):

(11) a. Tuuli

liinnestii, milloin idiistii.
west-EI-A raihen east-ELA
'The wind blows, sometimes from the west, the other times from the east.'
puhaltaa

wind-l.IoN{ blow-3sc

milloin
when

b....#Toisinaan tuuli
other

c.

times

wind-hrol\,I

puhaltaa
blow-3sc

eteliistii.
south-BLe

'Other times the wind blows from the south.'
Menirnme eri puolille tavaratalo4 kuka kirjaosastolle, lcuka
go-lPl different side store
vvho-Novt bookshop-Ar-t. who-NoM
vaateosastolle.
clothes-shop-ALL

'We went to different parts of the store, some went to the book
deparEnent, the others to the clothes department.'

d. Pfliviikoti

on tifmniipuuhailua,missil luetaan
is full activity where read-pRss

kindergarten-NoM
(*ja) miss[ pelataan pelejii.

satuja,
tales-ACC

(and) where play-rass games-ACC
'The kindergarten is full of activities, in one place tales are read, in
another games are played.'

Exhaustivrty is present in Finnish, just like in Hungarian: (lla) cannot be used in a
situation in which the wind blows from more than two directions. (1la) can only be
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if the wind does not blow from the north or south, only from the
directions mentioned. Thus the sentence in (llb) cannot be added after a sentence
like (lla). Multiplicity of the clauses, with necessary contrast is also required, and
no coordinator element can be spelled out between the clauses, as (11d)
demonstrates. Finnish multiple partitives therefore have exactly the same properties
that the Hungarian ones do, (i-v) in (10).
The other language that exhibits Hungarian-t1pe behaviour is Russian. Multiple
partitive constructions are colloquial in Russian, consisting minimally of two clauses
vath wh-items, with contrasted predicates in each of them. The construction in
Russian can also (although with varying grammaticality) occur with various whitems, out of which kto owha' is undoubtably the best, but some others can also be
truthfirlly used

used (Elena Rudnitskaya,

kina van Gelderen, Vladislav Rapoport and Arthur

Stepanov p.c.):

(12) a- Kto

ljubit koncerty,

(a)

kto

rryho-rqou like-3sa concerts-Acc (buQ

pit'

predpoditajet xodit'
who-Notvtprefer-3so go-INF

pivo.

drink-nvr beer-acc
'Some like concerts, the others prefer to go to drink beer.'

ljub'at smotret' televizor.
but others-NoM like-3pr watch-nm television-Acc
'Others still like to watch television.'
mama prinesla
??Iz vsex podarkov, 6to
from all presents what-ACC mother-NoM brought-3sc

b. ...#A drugije
c.

(a) dto

papa.

(but) rarhat-ACC father-NoM
'From all the presents, some

were brought by mother, the others by

father.'

byl y mnogix magazina<, gde mjaso
he-rqou was in many shops
where meat-ACC
(a) gde syr.

d. ?On

kupil
bought-3sc

(but) where cheese-ecc

e.

'He was in many shops, at some he bought meat, at the others, cheese.'
?Ptitsy
uletali, kogda navostok (a) kogda nazapad.

birds-t'lotvt flew-3pr when to east (but) ufuen to west

'Birds flew away, sometimes to the east and other times to the west.'
As can be seen from the examples here, ito otttfirat', gde 'ufuere' and kogda'\ fren'
are worse than Ho'who' in multiple partitives, although not for all speakers. These
examples, however, improve if the clauses are shorter and if they appear with an
overt

a'but' coordinator:
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(12)

dto
odin a dto drugoj.
c'. ?lzvsex podarkov prines
from all presents brought-3sc what-ACC one-NoM but what-acc otherNOM

'From all the presents, the one brought some, the others the rest.'
Note that no other coordinator, except a'but' is possible between the clauses; i 'and'
ili'or' can never occur. According to my infonnants, these examples are exhaustive.
(lza) for exarnple, referring to a previously established set of people, states that
everyone either likes concerts, or to drink beer. It cannot be that there are people in
the set who like to do something else, like watching TV. Therefore (l2a) cannot be
continued with (l2b). Russian therefore can be said to have Hungarian-t1pe multiple
partitives, with properties (i-v) in (10), although the pattems vith wh-items other
thanwho are less wide-spread and presumably on their way out of productive use.

1.2.3. Different patterns: French-fype multiple partitives (French, Italian,
Hebrewo Georgian)
As opposed to Finnish and Russian uihich seem to closely parallel Hungarian,
multiple partitives in French, Italian, Hebrew and Georgian differ in some properties
listed in (10) above. These are propefty (iii) and (v): exhaustivity and the number of
urft-items that can be used in these languages in multiple partitive constructions.
French, Italian, Hebrew and Georgian multiple partitives do not exhaustively
charactenze the set of individuals present in the discourse and the construction is

much more restricted

in that only the wh-item

owho' can be used

in

these

constructions in these languages.
Starting out with an Indo-European language, French exhibits multiple partitives,
but, as opposed to Hungmian-type languages, these examples are not part of
everyday, informal French. Rather, they feel archaic and they belong to the rnritten,
literary register. (13a) is from Grevisse (1986), (13b) and (13c) by Veronique van
Gelderen and Johan Rooryck (p.c.):

(13) a. Qui

b.

un sac de noix,
apportait rm fromage, qui
who-NoM brought-3sc a cheese-AcC wtro-NoM abag of nuts-ACC
qui
un quartier de chdwe.
uiho-NoM a piece of goat meat-ACC
'One brought a piece of cheese, one a bag of nuts, one a piece of goat
meat.'
...D'auffes encore arnenaient du vin.

others-NoM

still

brought-3sc wine-ecc

'Others still brought wine.'

c.

Les professeurs rentraient chez eux, qui
i Paris,
the professors-NoM retumed-3Pl to them who-NoM to Paris

qui n Bnrxelles.
rryho-NoM to Brussels

'The professors were going home, some to Paris, others to Brussels.'
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In (13a) and (l3c) we find ellipsis in many clauses with wh-items. As a rule, in
French multiple partitives all clauses have to contain ellipsis except for the first
clause, which may be a full one. In the translation of (13a) we also see that the whitems can denote exactly one individual, not having a plural peaning. (13a),
moreover, is an example without exhaustivity: it need not be the case that the set

of

contextually relevant people contains only three individuals. The continuation in
(13b) is perfectly natural. The French construction is restricted in wtrat wft-items it
can use as well: it can only figure vith qui'u&o', but no other wh-item. Qui carr
occur with any case. The following shows a dative object:

(13) d. Et aux moujiks accourus, il distribuait
and to moujiks-NoM

qui
to who
ir

running

A

qui une jambe

he-Nou distributed-3SG to who

a leg-ACC

un bras.
an arm-ACC

'And to the moujiks who came running, to some he gave a leg, to some an
arm.'
Trdsor de I a I angue frangais e, p. 7 26

'And' coordinators can be spelled out between the clauses in French, like in

the

following example:

(13) e. [' auditoire

gdmit,

en voyant, dans

the spectators-NoM groaned-3er
qui
son pdre
et

seeing
qui

in the

l' enfer tout ouvert,

hell

all open

sa mdre,

who-NOu his father-aCC and who-NOM his mother-ACC
qui
qui
sa grand-mdre
sa soeur.
who-NoM his grandmother-eCCand rryho-t'totr,t his sister-aCC
'The spectators groaned seeing something in the open hell, some saw his
father, some his mother, some his grandmother and some his sister.'
Trds or de I a I angue frangais e, p. 7 27

et

French therefore differs from Hungarian in properfy (iii), (iv) and (v) in the list in
(10): multiple partitives in French are not exhaustive, an 'and' coordinator can be
spelled out, and the construction is restricted to the wh-item 'who' only. The fact that
multiplicity of clauses is required, with necessary contrast between them is the same
as in Hungarian.

The pattem exhibited by French closely resembles the one found in Italian. In
Italian, only chi 'who' can be used in multiple partitives, and only in subject
function. QAa) shows a grammatical sentence with a chi subject, and (14b) an
ungrammatical one with an object wh-item (Federico Dnmonte, p.c.):

(14) a- Chi
rryho-NoM

leggeva il giomale, cH
comprava fiori.
read-3sc the paper-ACCrarho-NoMbought-3sa flowers-ACC

'Some (people) read the paper and some others bought flowers.'
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ha comprato, cosa Maria.
has bought what-ACC Maria-Nona

(of them) Gianni bought, and some others Maria.'

The interpretation of sentences like (l4a) is not like in Hungarian: these sentences
are not exhaustive with respect to the people urho make up the discourse set. It is
possible to follow up on the utterence in (14a) with the following clause:

(14) c. E gli altri
andavano al ristorante.
and the others-NoM went-3Pl, to restaurant
'And the others went to

a restaurant.'

Just like in French, an oand' coordinator can be spelled out in between the clauses,
especially vvhen there are more clauses thanjust two:

(14) d. Chi

leggeva il giomale,

chi

compreva fiori,

who-NoM read-3sc the paper-ACC who-Notvt bought-3sc flowers-Acc
e
chi
notr faceva nulla.
and ufoo-NoM not did nothing-ecc
oSome (people) read the paper,
some bought flowers and some did not do
anything.'
The pattern in Italian thus diflers from Hungarian in properties (iii), (iv) and (v) in
(10) above: Italian multiple partitives are not exhaustive, they can involve an 'and'
coordinator and they are restricted to the wh-element chi'who'.
Another language with similar properties is Hebrew. Hebrew has multiple
partitives such as the following (Ron Artstein and Ivy Sichel p.c.):

(15) a. ha-gvarim

yac'u

li-kniyot,

the-men-Notvt went.out

mi

b.

la-Suk,

to-shopping

u-mi

mi

la-makolet

rarho-Nour to.the-grocery

beemcaut ha-maxSev.

who-NoM to.the-market and-rryho-NoM through the computer
oThe men went to do the shopping, some to the glocery, some to the
market and some through the computer.'
ha-yeladim hizminu omim, mi
et dodat-o
the-children-NoMinvited quests who-NoM ACC aunt-his

mi

et

savat-o.

who-NOM

ACC

grandma-his

'The children invited quests, some his aount, some his grandma.'
hiku et ha-xayalim,

c. *ha-mefakdim

the-commanders-NoM

ha-memkaf

hit

ACC

mi,

et
the-squad.commander-NOM eCC rryho

the-soldiers

ha-samal
the-sergeant-NoM

et mi.
ACC rarho

'The commanders hit the soldiers, the squad commander some of them,
the sergeant others.'
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The consffuction is restricted to archaic literary Hebrew. Unlike French, Hebrew
does not allow any wh-item in multiple partitives to appear in a full clause: all
clauses *ithwh-items are elliptical and the whole construction has to be preceded by
a matrix clause that introduces the set of individuals in the discourse. Just like
Frenctr, Hebrew has multiple partitives with mi'v'rho' only, no other wh-item can be
used. Moreover,thewh-items must always be subjects (15c). Exhaustivity is missing
as well: (15b) can be used in a situation in which there were children who did not
invite either their aunt or their grandma, but they invited someone else, or noone at
all (as long as these children were not in the majority). The only possible coordinator
between the clauses is z 'and', rdrich becomes almost necessary if we coordinate
more than two clauses.
Hebrew multiple partitives dffier therefore from Hungarian in three of tle
properties listed in (10): in property (iii), (iv) and (v). They are not exhaustive, they
can contain 'and' coordinators and they are restricted to 'r fuo' in subject positions.
Georgian (a language unrelated to the hitherto discussed language families) also
has multiple partitives. Illustrative examples are in (16). (l6a) is from HaspeLnath
(1997), (16b-e) from Marika Butskhrikidze (p.c.).

(16)

a.

Vin

puls

eloda,

vin

c'erils,

rryho-Noivtmoney-DAT waited-3SC who-NOMleffer-net

vin

gazetebs.

who-NOM newspaper-Pl-DAT
'Some people waited for money, some for letters, some for newspapers.'
b. Danardenebi

elodnen

p'urs.

others-NoM waited-3pr bread-nan
'Others waited for bread.'
c.

Vin

mayazia5i c'avida, (da) vin

bazar5i.

shop-nw

went-3SG (and) wtro-hlOlvlmarket-INg
'Some people went to the shop, others to the market.'

wtro-ttotvt
d.

*Jonma daina<a vin,

Pit'erma vin.
Jon-ERG saw-3sc rryho-aCC Pit'er-ERG who-aCc
'Jon saw some, Pit'er others.'

e. *Vin

Jonma dainan4 vin

Pit'erma.

rlfuo-aCc Jon-gnc saw-3sc who-eCC Pit'er-eRG
'idem'
Just like French and Hebrew, Georgian multiple partitives are restricted to the whitemvin oviho'. No other wh-item can be used in this language in multiple partitive
sffuctures, ffid the wh-item cannot be anything else but the subject of the clause

(16c,d). The grammdisal sentences

in (16) are also not judged necessarily

exhaustive. (16a) can be continued with (16b), where another group of individuals of
the discourse group is mentioned. As indicated in (16c), it is possible to spell out the
coordinator da'and' between the clauses hosting the pfr-items.

Georgian thus differs from Hungarian in properties (iii), (iv) and (v), just like
French, Italian and Hebrew do. The difference between these three languages is that
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while French and Hebrew multiple partitives are rather archaic and literary, ffid
prefer ellipted clauses, Georgian multiple partitives are productively used in
colloquial utterances as well, and allow for non-ellipted clauses.

Before closing this section, it must be mentioned that Haspetnath (1997)
mentions another language with multiple partitives, Turkish. (l7a) is from
Haspelmath (1997) and

(17) a. Kimi

(l7b) is by Murat Kural (p.c.):

adak, kimi

matem

igin

topla-n-di.

who-Nousacrffice who-l.tonamourningfor gather-nrrr-PAsT(3sc)
'Some gathered for a sacrifice, some for mounring.'

dukkana gitti, kimileri
depazara.
who-pr-uoM shop-oAT went who-pr-uoM to market-DAT

b. Kimileri

'Some went to the shop, some to the market.'

Turkish, just like French and Hebrew can only use kimi owho' in this construction.
Also, according to native speaker judgements, the examples in (17) are not
exhaustive: they can be used in a situation in which some people gathered fsl things
other than sacrifice or mounring, or in which they went elsewhere than to the shop or
to the market. However, before concluding that Turkish has French-t1pe multiple
partitives, we have to observe that the multiplicity condition does not seem to hold in
this construction: kimi can stand in ary single clause on its own, meaning 'some' in
itse$ as in (17c) for example, although in this domain we can find quite some
speaker variation (Meltem Kelepir, Nihan Ketrez, Mwat Kural, Balkiz Ozurk,
Gulsat Tosun p.c):

(17) c. Kimi

matem iEin

uiho-NoMmourring

for

topla-n-di.
gather-REFL-PAsr(3SG)

'Some (people) gathered for mounring.'

The multiplicity requirement is a defining properly of multiple partitives. In all
languages reviewed so far we have always found multiple parallel clauses. As (6a)
has shown for Hr:ngari^t) a single clause with a wh-item does not live on its own.
This is why Haspelmath (1997) calls these constructions multiple, i.e. they
necessarily have to contain multiple instances of wft-items, in multiple clauses.
Turkish, as (17c) shows does not confirm to this pattern, urhich means that Turkish
does not have multiple partitives. I put aside Turkish in the rest of the discussion.
This section has shown that there are a couple of languages that do have the
pattem of multiple partitives, in that they contain dr-items as initial constituents in
necessarily multiple clauses, meaning some. French, Hebrew and Georgian all
conform to this patterr. However, unlike Hungarian, these languages do not interpret
this construction as a necessarily exhaustive characterization of a discourse set. Lack
of exhaustivtty in these lang'tagss is always coupled with another propefty being
different from Hungarian as well: the construction is restricted to ttre wh-item'ufoo'
and it is possible to spell out an overt 'and' conjunctor between the clauses as well. I
sum up these findings in the following section, together with the Hungarian pattem.
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1.2.4. Summary of patterns of multiple partitives
In this section so far I gave a detailed survey of languages with multiple partitives. I
have shown that there are two basic tlpes of multiple partitives. Hungarian-qrye
multiple partitive constructions are always exhaustive, we can find them with a
number of wft-items, ffid the clauses cannot be linked via overt conjunctors. Frenchtlpe languages exhibit multiple partitives without exhaustivity, restricted to one whitem ('rvho'). Besides, an overt 'and' coordinator can always appear between the
clauses and the construction is mostly archaiclliterury. To give a summary of the data
from these languages, Table I shows the results of the crosslinguistic investigation
with respect to the properties exhibited by the Hungarian construction, listed in (8),
repeated here for convenience:

(10)

The properties of the Hungarian multiple partitive constructions

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

wft-items occur in a multiplicity ofjuxtaposed clauses with parallel structure
the clauses necessarily contain contrasted predicates
the sets denoted by the wh-items must exhaust a contextually given discourse

(iv)
(v)

no coordinator element can be spelled out between the clauses
various w&-items can productively participate in the construction,

set

in

any

function

Table

l.

Properties of languages with multiple partitives
languages

propertles

(t

marks archaicfliterary

Hungarian-type:

Fre,nch-type:

Hungarian, I'innish, Russian

Frencht, Italian, Hebrewt
Georgian

i) multioliciw

(ii) contrast
(iii) exhaustiviW

{.

*

(M overt 'and'possible
(v) various wh-itws,
fimction

in

any

*

This table clearly shows that as far as the crucial properties listed in (10)

are

concerred, languages differ in the last three of these: the presence or absence of
exhaustivity, overt coordinators and various wh-items that can be used. On the basis
of these differences two distinct pattems can be distinguished: the Hungarian pattem
and the French pattern, both exemplified by various (and also genetically unrelated)
languages.

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a detailed characterization and
analysis of the Hungarian and French-type multiple partitives. Due to the fact that I
do not have access to more languages with multiple partitives than the languages
discussed earlier in this section, my aim is not to give a full description and analysis
of multiple partitives per se, but to provide an analysis for the two types of partitives
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that can be recognized on the basis of these. I also do not aim at predicting the
existence of multiple partitives in a given language. For that to be possible one
would need more samples from a larger coverage of languages, and a better
understanding of certain syntactic phenomena in each of these languages.
Some overall patterns, however, can be discemed when looking at Table 1. This
might give raise to some interesting generalizations, although the corpus is too small
to take these as definitive, let alone build some kind of theory on the basis of these.
One such generalization arises when we look at languages with Hungarian-type
multiple partitives: these all exhibit overt w&-movement in some syntactic
environments, in this case, in questions (for Hungarian see Chapter 2, for Finnish see
Vilkuna (1989), for Russian see King (1993)). This generalization could also be
indirectly supported by the fact that languages like Chinese, Japanese or Hindi,
where wft-items are in situ, do not have multiple partitives (Lisa Cheng, Naoki
Fukui, Veneeta Dayal p.c. respectively). For illustratior, see the following Chinese
sentence in (18). Although it is possible to juxtapose two clauses with one wh-item
in each, the meaning of the construction is that of a conditional (Cheng and Huang
1998), and the wft-items do not refer to subsets of a discourse set:

(18)

shei

xian

lai,

shei

who-NOM frst come-3sc
who-Nou
'IfX comes first, X eats fust.'

xian
first

chi
eat-3sc

It seems therefore that languages vvhere the wh-items cannot move in overt syntax do
not have multiple partitive structures. Due to the aforementioned problem about the
size of the corpus I leave'this generalization at this, and do not use it in further
argumentation.

2. Further syntactic

characteristics

of

Hungarian-type multiple partitive

constructions

In this section I demonstrate some further properties of multiple partitives, those of

the Hungarian type. Some properties that characterae these constructions also
charactenze French-type ones, as will be pointed out, but I will put the latter aside
until section 3.2.In the present section I only deal with Hungarian and Hungariantype multiple partitives. These are the ones that give an exhaustive characterization
of the discourse set. First I examine structural properties of the construction (section
2.1), then I illustrate what restrictions one can find concenring the availability of
different wh-items (section 2.2).
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2.1. The parallelism requirement

2.1.1. Parallelism between the rulr-items

One striking property of the multiple partitive construction is the parallelism one
finds between the clauses that make up this construction, in both tlpes of multiple
partitives alike.
Parallelism is absolute in that each clause has to contain the same wh-item,like in
(19a). No wft-item can be replaced by a non-whphrase (lgb), or a different wh-item

(l9c).

(19) a. Ki

a

boltba ment,

ki

a piacra.

who-NOvt the shop-r-r went-3sc uiho-hlOlu the market-SuB
'Some went to the shop, the others to the market.'

b. {'<Ki

a

boltba ment,

who-NoM the

c. *Ki

a

tdbbiek

shop-nr went-3SG the rest-Nou

a

piaua.

the market-SUB

mit
a piacon
vett.
went-3SG what-ACC the market-SuP bought-3sc
'Some people went to the shop, bought some things at the market.'
a

boltba ment,

who-NoM the

shop-u.

That (19c) is completely gibberish follows from the way multiple partitives are used.
Since this construction is used to characterize a (homogeneous) set of individuals
(set of persons, places, times etc.), the result is always that each subset of this larger
set will contain the saure kind of individuals. If we talk about persons, fri 'who' has
to be used in all clauses throughout, if we talk about places, hol 'tyhere' has to be
used etc. That is, we cannot use differentwh-items as a result.
Beside the fact that the wh-items have to be identical, usually they also agree in
case and theta-roles as well, although this is not an absolute requirement. The
following sentences give examples of situations in rarhich this is not the case. These
sentences sound a bit strained, but they are not ungrammatical.

(20) a. ?Ki

az apja
nevdt kapta,
raiho-NOu the father-PoSS.3SG name-ACC got-3sc

kit

a nagyapja
utiin neveztek el.
rryho-aCc the grandfather-PoSS.3SG after narned-3pr pv

'Some got their father's name, the others were named after their
grandfather.'

b. ?Ki

elfutoff, kinek ftildbe

gyrikerezett a l6ba.
who-NOM Pv-ran-3SG who-ner eafih-Il,I, rooted-3SG the foot-PoSS.3sc-

NOM

'Some ran away, the others were nailed to the ground.'

2.1.2. Parallelism in structure
Beside the pmallelism in forrl wh-items are also parallel in their structural position
across the clauses in multiple partitives. They occupy the same position in every

clause.

In this

section

I

examine what position this

is in

Hungarian multiple
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partitives. This is not difficult to determine since multiple partitive constructions
always contain a contrasted emphatic constituent in FocP or DistP, which follows the
wh-itens. This helps us locate the wh-items since there are not many constituents
that can precede contrasted emphatic elements.
2.1.2.1. The expression of contrast: exclusive focus or contrasted quantifiers
clauses of multiple partitives have to contain a contrasted constituent that is
either an exclusive focus constituent in FocP or a contrasted quantffier in DistP.
Sentences without a contasted emphatic operator are ungrammatical. The
g'ammatical paffems with different tlpes of focus and quantifiers are illustrated in

All

the following.

Exclusive focus can show up as the following in Hungarian:
a.) constituent focus or verb focus (AP, NP, PP, V0-focus)
b.) VP/predicate focus
c.) negation of a VP/predicate
d.) thematic verb focus (to be explained below)

I illustrate each type separately below. Focused items are indicated by capitals.
a. Constituent focus figures in example (ZLa). This structure is exactly like (2)
above with one difference: in (21a) the verb has a preverb as well, whose stranded
position indicates that focusing of a boltba/a piacra'to the shop/to the market' has
taken place in both clauses. (21b) shows verb focus.

(21) a. Ki

A BOLTBA

who-tqona the shop-u-r

ment

el, ki

A PIACRA.

went-3SG PV who-NoM the market-sIlB

'Some went to the shop, the others went to the market.'

b.

Ki

MENT,

Ki

SZALADT.

uiho-NoM walked-3sc rryho-Novt ran-3SG
'Some were walking, the others rurudng.'

b. VP-focus is a focusing operation in which exclusive focus is provided for a
uihole verb phrase. This is manifested in various ways in Hungarian. It can involve
any of the following options (Kenesei 1998b):

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

an argument of the verb fronted to the FocP position (22)

a referential adjunct fronted to FocP, if the verb has a postverbal argr.rment
carrying focus-stess as well (23)
verb focus with in situ stressed arguments and adjuncts (24) (dispreferred to

(i) or (ii))

All these configurations

are attested in multiple partitives:
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(i)
(22)

Ki

(ii)

focusing a referential adjunct, leaving an argument behind with focal stress

focusing an argument

A IIAMLETET olvasta, ki
A FUVET nyirta.
who-NoM the Hamlet-ACC read-3Sc who-NOM the grass-accmowed-3sc
'Some read Hamlet, the others mowed the grass.'

(23) Ki

KERTBEN nyirta
a'flivet,
garden-ru mowed-3SC the grass-ACC,
AZ ISKOTABAN irta
a'leckdt.
A

who-NoM the

Ki

school-r-r wrote-3scthehomework-Acc
'Some mowed the grass in the garden, the others wrote the homework

rlzho-NOvr the

school.'

(iii) verb focus with in situ constituents
(24) ?Ki
nyirta
a'fiivet
who-Notvt

ki

with focal stress
a'kertben,

mowed-3sc the grass-ACc the garden-INE

olvasta

a'Hamletet.

who-tlOtvt read-3SC the Hamlet-ACC
oSome mowed the grass in
the garden, the others read Hamlet.'

c. VP/predicate negation also creates contrast by opposing a positive and a
negative predicate (see Puskds (1996) for arguments that sentential negation in
Hungarian also involves the projection of FocP). Note also that the order of the
positive/negative predicates does make a difference, the negated predicate cannot be
the fnst one if the positive 6ne is expressed by igm 'yes':

(25) a. Ki

olvasta a Hamletet, ki

nem.

who-NOM read-3sc the Hamlet-ACC who-NoM not
oSome were reading
Hamlet, the others were not.'

b. ??*Ki nem olvasta a Hamletet, ki
igen.
urho-NOM not read-3SC the Hamlet-eCC who-NOM yes
'Some did not read Hamlet, the others did.'

d. What I call "thematic verb focus" is a special type of verb focus. An example
is found ta(26).

(26) Ki

VERT,

Kit

VERTEK.

hit.PAST.3SG.INDEF WhO.ACC hit.PAST.3PL.INDEF
'Some hit people, the others were themselves hit.'

WhO.NOTT'T

Structurally, (26) contains verb focus in both clauses. It is well-known that verb
focus can have different effects. It can affect aspectual properties for example
(Rappoport 1999), or it can mean focus on some adverbial phrase inherent to verb
6saning (Erteschik-Shir & Rappoport 2000). In (26) we see verb focus with a
dffierent effect: here the verb is focused with respect to the arguments it has. Verbs
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with two arguments like ver 'hit' can be focused such that vert comes to confrast
ttrth verz, where ver1 is a verb with its theme argument suppressed (let us call it
v€rqganl), and verzis a verb with its agent argument suppresseO (frt ,r, ,ril it ver6"r").2
This tlpe of verb focus thus in effect contrasts fwo pseudo-verbs (verbs that are not
part of the lexicon). The production of such pseudo-verbs is a long observed effect
of verb focus (for other examples of pseudo-verbs, see Szabolcsi (1992b), p. 134.).
2

I do not aim to make it precise what "suppression" of an argument exactly means here. In the case
agent suppression (in the second clause of(26), it is clear: the agent appears as a quasi-existential

of

argument, indicated by 3rr agreement (for quasi-existentials in Hungarian, see T6th (2000)). The
suppression of the theme argument in the first clause of (26) is more intriguing, for the following reasons.
The fust clause of (26) does not have an overt theme argument. It does not have an objectpro theme
argume,nt either, because the verb does not appear with definite conjugation. What kind of implicit
argument does ver have then?
One option would be to say that the first clause of (26) contains a gemeric object pro (Authier I 989).
If this one is present in sentences like (i) in Hungarian, it triggers indefinite agreement on the verb, as in

(i):

(i)

A

zene

boldoggri tesz.

the music-NoM

happy

.

make-3sc.nrogr

'Music makes one happy.'
However, ufratever represents the theme in (i), it is unlikely that the snme item represents the theme in
(26). The reason is that while (i) is fine in any generic sentence without focus, (26) is not a generic
statement (a statement about any hdividual), and it is tied to the presence of verb focus: without verb
focus, the sentence is not licensed (see 27 below as well).
Another suggestion would be that the fust clause of (26) contains an antipassive
the verb is
detransitivized. However, antipassives are not attested in Hungarian elsewhere.
One other way of handling the missing theme in the first clause of (26) would be to claim that the
verb in this clause is an intransitive one, similar to English ft#, which cm be used intransitively when
describing a habitual, individualJevel property of the agent (iia) or the agent's role (iib) in some settings
(for implicit objects in English, see Cote 1997):
(ii) a. Beware, Jfuros hits easily!
b. J6nos hits (:he is a hitter).
Hungarian has verbs like English &r7, which are transitive but cm be used with meanings similar to (iia)
and (iib). (Jt'beat,hit' for example is one of these. Interestingly, however, the class of verbs usabte in (ii)
does not correspond to the class of verbs used in (26) completely. Yer,6ur e>(ample for thematic verb
focus, cannot be used in (ii):
(iii) a. *Yigyiaz, Jdnos
ver!
beware Janos-Nou hit-3sc.tr'IDEF

b. ??Jdnos ver
Jfuros-NoM hit-3sc.n'nrr

(:Jinos aver6).
(:he is ahitter)

'J6nos does the hitting.'

This suggests that in (26) it is not the expression of a habit/certain role of the agent that licenses the use
of intransitive uer.
As a result of the above considerations we can conclude that in (26) we are dealing with an
intransitive ver, which surfaces as a result of verb focus. The theme argument is presumably missing
from the clause completely, and it is not r€,presented by any kind ofpro either.
Finally note also that thematic verb focus becomes impossible if we use verbs with perfectivizer
preverbs, i.e. if the verb has an accomplishment/achievement altionsart.

(iv)

*Ki

megvert,

kit

who-Nou pv-hit-3sc.trrDEF wtro-ecc

megvertek.
pv-hit-3pL.rNDEF

This must be due to the fact that thematic verb focus always expresses states about the agenVtheme, and
therefore it is not available with telic predicates.
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That thematic focus is a special type of verb focus can be seen from the fact that
this kind of focus is only grammatical if both verbs (verornn, and vert" tre spelled

")

out explicitly. To see this, let us illustrate thematic verb focus with an example
where instead of multiple partitive wh-phrases we find run-of-the-mi11 NP
argunents:

(27) a. P6ter

VERT,

*(s

nem

VERTEK).

(and not hit-3PL.DEF)
'Pdter was the AGENT of hiuing, not the THEME.'
*(s Jiinost
VERTEK).
VERT,
P6ter

Pdter-NoM hit-3sc.n'roEr

b.

Pdter-tiotvt hit-3sc.nosr (andJrinos-Acc hit-3rr.onr)
'Pdter was the AGENT of hitting, while Jdnos was the TIIEME.'

As is indicated, without the second clause the first one is ungrammatical. This is due
to the fact that thematic verb focus is a special type of verb focus, not the default
case of verb focus. Therefore, thematic verb focus has to spell out both clauses in
(27), otherwise the first clause alone would be interpreted as a case of run-of-the-mill
verb focus, where ver ohit' is contrasted with other verbs, for example with pofoz

'slap', rugdos'kick' or simogat'stroke' and the like.
Emphatic operators other than focus are also possible in multiple partitive
structures. Quantifiers appearing in Spec,DistP positions are possible with emphasis
and contrastive meaning

(28) Ki

:

MINDEIIKIT meghivott, ki

csak HAROM embert.

who-Nolvt everyone-Acc invited-3sc who-Notvt only three person-Acc
'Some invited everyone, the others invited only three people.'

This section so far has shown the grammatical pattems with multiple partitives.
In all the grammatical clauses we find emphatic operators following the wft-items.3
When no emphatic operator is present, multiple partitives are ungrarnmatical.
is intonated with neuffal intonation throughout, the result is ungrammaticality:

(29)

If (29)

eLnent a piacra.
ehnent a boltba, ki
who-NOM Pv-went the shop-nr who-tlou PV-went the market-SlrB
'Some people went to the shop, the others went to the market.'
:r€Ki

On the basis of the exarrples in this section it can be concluded that the multiple
partitive construction in Hungarian necessarily involves contrastive emphatic
operators to be present in the clauses. These operators occupy either Spec,FocP or
Spec,DistP in the Hungarian clause strucflre (see Chapter 1). This allows us to draw
the following schematic structure for Hungarian multiple partitives, wtrich will be
further specified in the next section:

'In the remainder of this chapter I do not always mark emphatic operators in the examples of
multiple panitives with capitals, unless it is relevant for the discussion.
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(30)

[wh [o"trmocp ... l],, lwh [o*tpr*r ... ]]

2.1.2.2. The syntactic structure

of Hungarian multiple partitives: contrastive

topicalization

As examples (21-28) in the previous section have shown, the wh-items in multiple
partitives linearly precede exclusive focus or quantifier constituents (in FocP and
DistP positions respectively). Since only topics can precede these constituents in
Hungarian, we must recognize wft-items in multiple partitives as topics. The question
then is what kind of topics could they be?
Hungarian has three different topical elements: regular Topics, Contrastive
Topics and left dislocates. For a full characterization of these topic types, see
Chapter

l.

Out of the three possibilities, wh-items in multiple partitives cannot be left
dislocates on phonological grounds. Wh-items in multiple partitives do not behave
like left dislocates: they do not have the intonation that is typical of left dislocated
elements. The choice then is reduced to two kinds of topics: ordinary (noncontrastive) Topics or Contrastive Topics. The main difference between the two, as
their names also suggest, can be found in their interpretation
- Contrastive Topics
are always interpreted contrastively with respect to another topic element, which, if
overt, shows up in a parallel clause. Ordinary Topics on the other hand are not
interpreted contrastively. This semantic difference is accompanied by some rymtactic
differences as well. While ordinary topics can stand in a neutral sentence,
Contrastive Topics must always be followed by an emphatic operator (focus or
quantifier). Contrastive Topicalization in Hungarian is only licensed if the clause
contains an emphatic operator (focus or quantifier), too. For illustration, consider the
following examples with Contrastive Topics:

(31)

a.

*Mari

li*ta

Mari-NoM

saw-3sG Pali-ecc Bea-NoM

Palit, Bea

(pedig) P6tert.
(coonn) Pdter-ecc

'Mari sawPali, whereas Bea sawPdter.'

b.

PALIT lifita, Bea (pedig)
Mari-Notvt Pali-ecc saw-3sc Bea-Novt (coono)
Mari
'Mari,

c.

she saw PALI, whereas Bea, she saw

Mari

PETERT.
Pdter-RCC

PETER'

MINDEN KONYVET megkapott Palit6l,
got-3sG Pali-aer

Mari-tqou every book-ecc

Bea

Bea-NoM

(pedig) csak EGYET.
(coono) only one-ecc

'Mari, she got ALL Ttm BOOKS from Pali, whereas Be4 she got only
ONE.'
These sentences contain contrasted topics, Mori and Bea in the respective clauses: of
the two individuals two different predicates are true. If each clause is uttered with
neutral intonation, ffid no emphatic preverbal constituent is present, contrastive
topicalization fails, as in (31a). This is just like in the case of multiple partitives:
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compare (29) above, where the same restriction is operative.

Beside the requirement for an emphatic operator in each clause, multiple
partitives and contrastive topicalization structures are similar also in that both can
contain overt contrastive coordinators. In the case of contrastive topicalization, there
are two types of possible coordinators one can use. The initial de/dm/mig 'but',
which appear between the two clauses linearly, or the intemal pedig 'tholgfi', meg
'and', viszont oon the other hand', monban'though', which always appear in the last
clause after the contrastive topic element. In the case of multiple partitives, initial
coordinators are not fine, but intemal ones are possible, although with varying
grammaticality: while pedig is impeccable, meg is slightly strained, viszont is very
marginal, and azonban ungrammatical. (32) shows the relevant data with contrastive
topicalization and (33) with multiple partitives:

(32) a. Jtinos

A BOLTBA ment, delfim/mig Pdter A PIACRA.
Jiinos-NoM the shop-u-r went-3SG CooRD Pdter-tuotvt the market-SUB
'J6nos, he went to the shop, raihereas Pdter, he went to the market.'

b. Jiinos

A BOLTBA
Jiinos-ltOtvt theshop-nr

Pdter

ment,

.

went-3SG

pedig/meg/viszont/azonban A PIACRA.

Pdter-NOtvt

COORD
the market-SUB
'Jdnos, he went to the shop, whereas Pdter, he went to the market.'

(33) a. Ki

A BOLTBA

ment, *de/*rim/*mig ki

A PIACRA.

who-NoM the shop-nr. went-3sc cooRD who-tgotvt the market-SljB
'Some went to the shop, the others to the market.'

b. Ki

A BOLTBA ment,

who-ttOvt the shop-ILL went-3SG,
(?)rneg/pedig/??viszont/*azonban A PIACRA.
ki
the market-SUB
'Some went to the shop, the others to the market.'

rrytro-NOM COORD

The occurrence of meg/pedig following the second wh-item in (33b) is indicative of
a contrastive topicalization structure. There is only one construction that features
meg/pedig as non-initial coordinators: that of contrastive topicalization (see Chapter
1). This indicates that contrastive topicalaation is involved in multiple partitive
constructions. Therefore, multiple partitives can be assigned the same sffucflre as
sentences with Contrastive Topicalization. For the latter I proposed the following
structural characterization in Chapter l:

(34)

[cropr

Jrlnos [crop'

[ro.p

A BOLTBA

ment]ll,

[cropp Pdter [crop' meg/pedig/viszont/az onban [rocp

(del6m/mig)
A PIACRA] I l

The contrasted topic phrases sit in the specifier of a special functional projection,
that of Contrastive Topic Phrase (CTopP). This projection is erected vrfuenever
topical elements are interpreted contastively. Coordinators can indicate the contrast
s5mtactically as well. The ones that follow the topic element (listed in 32b) I argued
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to be the speltout of the CTopo head.
Taking over this structure for multiple partitives, we
characteruation:

(35)
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arive at the following

[cropp

wh lcrop'[ustprrocp ... ]1, (*de/*riml*-ig)

[cropp

wh fcrop' (?)meg/pe digl??viszont/*azonban [pi*tprro"p

..

.

]

]I

That is, multiple partitives involve a contrastive topicalization structure. If the
coordinator element is spelled out, it appears as a contrastive coordinator residing in
the Contrastive Topic head, and it is spelled out either as pedig or as meg. The whelements fill the specifier position of CTopP. The only difference between
contrastive topicalization with ordinary DP topics and multiple partitives with wftitems is that the available overt coordinator elements are more restricted in case of
the latter: in multiple partitives only coordinators in the CTopo position can be
spelled

olurt,

p e di g/ m e g b erng preferre d

to

v is z

ont / az onb an.

2.2. Possible and impossible pft-items
Example (9) in section 1.1 has already shown that various wft-items are possible in

in Hungarian. In this section I spell out the
distribution of dffierentwh-items in this construction in more detail.

multiple partitive constructions

2.2.1. Arguments and adjuncts
Possible u,ft-items in Hungarian multiple partitives are: fri 'who', mi ':"vhat', hol
'where', mikor'ufoen', referring to human and non-human individuals, places and
times. In (9), repeated here, some illustrations were given for these various wh-items:
(9)

a.
b.

Azehnteznival6k k0ziil

minek

Pdter

jdrt

utrina, minek

Mari.

rryhat-DAT P6ter-Notvt went Pv what-DeT Mari-NOtvl
the errands from
'Out of the errands Pdter ran some and Mari ran the rest.'
hol nem.
Hol kaphat6 Eszterhrizy tij kOnyve,

new

rrrlhere available Esaerhtizy-NoM
book-poss.3sc where not
'At some places Eszterhitryos new book is available, at others it is not.'

c.

Mikor Mari,
rryhen

mikor Pdter

Mari-Novt when Pdter-uona

megy el
goes-3sc ev

hamarabb.

earlier

'Sometimes Mari, the other times Pdter leaves earlier.'

The situation is similar in Finnish and Russian as well, for examples involving
'what', 'where', 'ufoen' wft-items, see examples (11) and (12) above.
To the Hungarian examples in (9) it has to be added that hol 'where' very
frequently occurs meaning oufuen', i.e. with a sffied msaning, referring to time:
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(36) Hol Pdtert6l

kdlcsOnzrik ktinyveket, hol Mriri6t6l.
where Pdter-ael. borrow-lSG books-ecC where Mari-aer
'Sometime I borrow books from Petero the other times from Mari.'

Examples like (36) are the only examples where the wh-element hol appears with a
temporal meaning in present day Hungarian. This use of hol, however, is knoram
from earlier stages of Hungarian, where hol was used to refer to time as well. The
following is an example from 19th century literary Hungarian, with a relative
pronour hol, meaning'when' :

(37)

meghriznrimagdt
a kdlykes medve is
where hide-CoND himself-eCC the mother bear-NoMalso
'during such a night, when even the mother beer would hide away'
Mihdly Ydrdsmarty: Lear kirdly

ily

6szakrln, hol

such

night-sur

The phenomenon of using where with a temporal meaning is knoum from other
languages as well.a (38) is an English example, lvhere for an abstract notion of
ssnfingency, where can be used instead of when (Quirk et al. 1985):

(38)

Where in doubt, see me.

After seeing rafuat wft-items multiple partitives allow for, we have to list the
impossible wh-items as well. There are two types systematically excluded. 'How',
'uihy' and 'vvhat (kind)' adjuncts on the one hand and complex wft-phrases on the
other.

Hog't(an) 'how', midrt 'oufoy' and milyen 'what (kind)' adjuncts give
ungrarnmatical results, even ufoen these items are used to refer to an established set
of ways/reasons/kinds :

(39) a. (Sokfelekdppen drzem magam.)
many ways
feel-lso myself-acc
*Hogyan reggel erzem magaor, hogyan este.
how monring feel-lso myself-acc how evening
'(I feel different). In some way I feel in the moming, in others in the
b.

evening.'
(Sokfele okb6l
many reasons-El-A

mennek

go-3ff

xMidrt

a

why

the women-NoM

n6k,

midrt

kiilfiildre

az emberek.)

abroad-sug the people-NoM
a

ferfiak.

ufuy the men-NOM

'People go abroad for many reaons. Women for some reasons, men for
others.'

hlot suprisrngly,

since temporal relatims are often referred to with spatial ones in natural languages.
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(Kiil6nbdz6kdnyveket olvastunk.)

differentbooks-ecc read-pRsr-lpr
*Milyet

6n

olvastam, milyet

te.

what-kind-acc I-NoMread-pesr-lsc what-kind-Acc you-NoM
'We read different books. Some types of books I read, the other types you
did.'
The situation is the same in Finrrish and Russian, languages with Hungarian-t1pe
multiple partitives. I illustrate these languages with examples with'why':

(40) (On monta syyt6 muuttaa ulkomaille.)
are many reasons move abroad
*Miksi muuttaa naiset, miksi miehet.
uihy move women why men
'There are many reasons to go abroad. Women move for some reasons, men

for the others.'

(41) *Vse

po5li domoj,

podemu odni u51i

a

podemu drugrje.

went-Pl, homewtry ones-NoM left-pr but why others-NoM
'They all went home, ones for some reason, the others for others.'

all-tlotvt

While 'how' and oulhy' adjuncts are systematically excluded from the productive
multiple partitive constructions in all languages, these elements show up in
lexicalized expressions that derive from multiple partitives in Hungarian. Hogt
'how' and miirt 'why' (together with hol 'ufoere') figure in the following lexicalized
expressions:

(42) a. Hogy, hogy nem,Pdter
elt<irte al6bht.
how hownot Pdter-uonr broke-3SG the leg-PoSS.3sG-ACC
'Whatever way it happened, Pdter broke his leg.'

b.

nem, Mari
nem jdtt
az 6rira.
why why not Mari-llOtvt not came-3sc the class-Sug
Mi6rt, mi6rt

oFor rafoatever reason,

Mari did not come to the class.'
hol nem volt, volt egyszer egy 6ri6s.
ufuere was where not was was once a giant-NoM
'Once upon a time there was a giant.'

c. Hol volt,

hog, hog nem, midrt, midrt nem, and hol volt, hol nem
volt (the last one exclusively used as the fust sentence of tales) are concessive
As the translations indicate,

phrases: they indicate that the way something happened, the reason vrihy something
happened or the place where something happened is unknown, ffid moreover, that it
is surprising.'Ar fur as their structure is concemed, while in present-day Hungarian

sThe
a

concessive meming of these phrases oplains ufoy they always have to be initial or have to corre as

parenthetical after topics:
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they are word-size units, they certainly derive from multiple partitives like the
following examples with VP-ellipsis, as the transparent, unellipted hol volt, hol nem
volt rndicates

(42')

a.

as

well:

hogy

Hogy t6tr5nt,

how

nem tdrtrint, ...

how nothappened-3sc

happened-3sc

b.

Midrt ti*t6nt,

c.

ufuy happened-3sc ufuy nothappened-3sc
Hol volt, hol nem volt,...
where was where

mi6rt nemt6tr6nt,...

hog, hoy nem, midrt, midrt nem) and hol volt, hol nem volt
developed out of a multiple partitive structure, and during the lexicalization process
they acquired a special, concessive meaning. It is crucial though that these exarnples
are lexicalized items. No such example can be derived by productive use of multiple
partitives:
This proves that

(43) *Ki,

ki

nem, betiirte

az ablakot.
broke-3SGthewindow-Acc
oWhoever it was, someone broke the window.'

who-uotvt who-NoM

not

I assume, therefore, that concessive multiple partitives, ufuich only exist
lexicalized, are distinct in properties from standard productively used multiple
partitives, _visible from the choice of wft-item in them, and also from their
intonation.o Their structure, however, clearly reveals their origin ,N multipte
partitives, together with one important property: exhaustivity. Concessive phrases
like 'whatever way', 'ufuichever reason' are also exhaustive in that they refer to all
possible ways/reasons available for a given proposition. They do not only indicate
one (specific or unspecific) way or reason, but they refer to all possible ways/reasons
that there are. This is indicated by the use of -ever in English, which is well-knoum
for its universal msaning (Jacobson 1995, Bithrer 1999). Now, exhaustivity and
maximaUuniversal readings are clearly the same phenomena here. Hog, hog nemfipe expressions while providing two opposite options (a positive and a negative
one) in effect provide the full-range of possibilities through a concessive meaning. In
this sense they are therefore exhaustive, just like any productive multiple partitive
pattern. This again reinforces our observation that exhaustivrty is an essential part of
multiple partitives in Hungarian.

(i) a. Peter,

hogy,

P6ter-NoM how

hogy

how

b. *Peter eltdrte

n€m, elto,rte a l6bit.
not brok+3sG theleg-Poss.3sc-ecc

al6b5t,

hogy, hogy

nem.

Peter-t'totvt brok+3sc theleg-ross.3sc how how not
6fcxicalizeA
concessive multiple partitives involve stress on the ryh-items, ulhile standard multiple

parlitives do not (see section 2.1.2.2).
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2.2.2. Simplex versus complex pft-items
The other requirement that determines the distribution of wh-items in multiple
partitives is that the wh-item in initial position cannot be a complex phrase consisting
of more than one word, the wh-word itself.
A telling exarrple of this is the behaviour of 'which', which can occur in multiple
partitives with different grammaticality depending on rryhether it has its NP
complement spelled out or not. In Hungariarl melyik owhich' without an overt NP
can only appear in elliptical sentences (44a), but is completely ungrarnmatical with
an overt NP complement:

(44) a. Melyiket igy,

melyiket

fgy.

this way which-acc that way
'Some of them this way, the others that way.'

which-ecc

b.

*Melyik k<inyvet P6ter
olvasta €1, melyiket Mari.
which book-ncc Pdter-ltorrr read-3sc pv uihich-ecc Mari-Norra
'Pdter read some books, Mari the others.'

The pattern in Finnish is similar: 'ufuich' phrases without an NP are completely fine,
rryhile with an overt NP they are bad:7

(45) Olen
have- l

oppinut tuntemaan
sc leamed know-n m

monta miestii,
many men-PART

mitkA (*miehet) pitkiA mitk6
$hyitii.
which (manlxou tall
which-t'tona short
oI
have leamed to know many men, some of them tall, the others short.'

The bareness requirement is also reflected by the noteworthy property that the
wh-item cannot pied-pipe any material with it. This would in principle be possible if
the wh-item originates as a possessor in a possessive DP, as in the following
sentences. Pied-piping is highly unnatural, while sfanding is fine:

(46) a. ??[Kinek az anyjal

stitemdnyt stitdtt, kinek tort6t.
rryho-oan the mother-PoSS.3SG cookies-ACc baked-3sc ufuo-DAT cake-

ACC

'Some people's mother made cookies, the other's cakes.'
kinek tortdt.
lt, az arryjal,
rryho-DAT cookies-Acc baked-3SG the mother-Poss.3sc who-DAT cake-

b. Kineki siitemdnyt siitiitt
ACC

'Some people's mother made cookies, the other's cakes.'
7In

Russim, examples with '\,r&ich' are systemdically ba{ regardless of the overhress of the NP:
*Iz vsex
kakije (torig)
kakije
ty.
Ja prodla
I
from all books utoich (books)
but which(books) you
'From all books, I read some, and you the others.'
I prtr this doum to the fact that Russian lacks a v'h-item 'rryhich'that is morphologically different from 'uihat
(cind)': kakij canbe used for both- Therefore, (i) is mgrammatical similar to (44b) in Hurgarim.

(i)

knig,

read

a

(tmig)
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For comparison, note that this property only characterizes wft-items occurring in the
multiple partitive construction. Wh-items in questions, relatives, exclamatives can
optionally pied-pipe:

(47) a. [Kinek

az

anyja]

who-oan the mother-Poss.3sc

siitdtt

stitemdnytZ

baked-3sa

cake-Rcc

'Whose mother baked cakes?'
az anyjaf

b. Pdter, [akinek
Pdter-ACC

(question)

stitemdnyt siittitt... (relative)

a-who-DAT the mother-POSS.3SG cake-eCc baked-3sc

'Pdter, whose mother baked cakes...'

c. (Hogy) [kinek azarryja)
stittitt siitemdnyt!(exclamative)
(tha| who-Dan the mother-Poss.3sc baked-3sc cake-acc
'The mother of what a person baked cakes!'

I assume that both (44/45)

and (a6) indicate the same thing: the bareness of the

fronted wh-item is a necessary property of multiple partitives.

3. The analysis of multiple partitives

In this section I give a syntactic analysis of multiple partitive structures, both the
Hrurgarian-type and the French-t1pe. As we have seen in section 1 above, the main
semantic difference between the two lies in exhaustivity. While Hungarian-type
multiple partitives require an exhaustive listing of subsets of a discourse set, Frenchtype languages do not have this requirement. Since the two sets of languages differ
so clearly in this respect, it cannot be the case that exhaustivity in one case is a
pragmatic phenomenon
be present in all
- if it were, weinwould expect it togiven
partitives,
languages with multiple
not only
a subset of these,
that pragmatic
principles are universal. This means that, since exhaustivity is subject to variation, it
has to be accorxlted for by rymtactic means.
That the presence or absence of exhaustivity is a rymtactic property is also
reflected in that this difference is tied to other rymtactic differences between the two
types as we have seen in section I above: an 'and' coordinator between the clauses is
only possible in the non-exhaustive French pattern, while a large variety of wlz-items
is only possible in the exhaustive Hungarian pattem. The properties of the two
pattems are listed again here, repeated from above:

(10) a. Properties of multiple partitives in Hurgarian-tlpe languages
(i) w&-items occur in a multiplicity ofjuxtaposed clauses with parallel structure
(ii) the clauses necessarily contain contrasted predicates
(iii) the sets denoted by the wh-items must exhaust a contextually given discourse
set
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no coordinator element can be spelled out between the clauses

various wh-items can productively participate in the consffuction, in any
function

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

b. Properties of multiple partitives in French-tlpe languages
w&-items occur in a multiplicity ofjrurtaposed clauses with parallel structure
the clauses necessarily contain contrasted predicates
the sets denoted by the wft-items need not exhaust a contextually given
discourse set

an 'and' coordinator can be spelled out between the clauses
only 'who' can productively participate in the construction

The two pattems are distinct both in their semantics and s1,ntax, which any adequate
analysis will have to reflect.
I will start out analyzing the Hungarian-t1pe construction frst (section 3.1)
basing myself on Hrxrgarian. The proposed analysis will have to carry over to
Finnish and Russian as well. In section 3.2 I propose a treatment for French-qpe
languages, which will be different from that of Hungarian.

3.L. Hungarian type multiple partitives: the case of Hungarian

The semantic propefi that sets Hungarian-t1pe multiple partitives apart from
is exhaustivity with respect to the subsets of individuals
characterized by the clauses. The most important syntactic proper[y that
accompanies exhaustivity is that no 'and' coordinator can appear between the
clauses. In what follows I present an analysis of Hungarian multiple partitives that is
devised to explain primarily these two particular properties, startinB with
exhaustivity. Although exhaustivity is a semantic notion, it will be shown to have a
syntactic source: there is an exhaustive slnrtactic construction that underlies
Hungarian multiple partitives, and the presence of this construction brings in
exhaustivity (together with multiplicity and conffast as well) for multiple partitives.
This underlying construction is that of clausal disjunction. I will show that in
French-$pe ones

Hungarian multiple partitives instantiate a clausal disjunction structure.
3.1.1. Exhaustivify tackled: universal quantifi cation and disj unction
3.1.1.1. Contrastive topicalization as a source of exhaustMty?
When thinking about u&at can explain exhaustivity of multiple partitives, it has to be
made clear right at the beginning that exhaustivity is not inherently present in the
structure that multiple partitives occur in, namely in contrastive topicalization. We
have seen in section 2.7.2.2 above that Hungarian multiple partitives have the
structure of contrastive topicaluation, in ufuich we find the wh-items as Contrastive
Topic elements in parallel clauses. The rymtactic structure I assigned to these
constructions is repeated here as (48). CTopP stands for a special topic position that
hosts topic elements with a contrastive interpretation:
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(48)

lcropr wh lcr"p' [oirtpro"p ... ]],
[ctopp w h fcr w, (? )meg/pe drgl ??viszont/*azonbar [oistriro"p

..

.

]]

I

One might think that the exhaustivity that characterizes multiple partitives is inherent
to contrastive topicalization structures. If it was so, since multiple partitives involve
contrastive topicalization, multiple partitives will inherit exhaustivity from the
structure. This, however, can be shown not to be the case, since contrastive
topicalization does not have the requirement of exhaustivity. Consider contrastive
topicalization with ordinary indefinites, as in the following example:

(49)

(A gyerekek

megdrkeztek.)

(thechildren-NoM arrived-3n)

Ndhriny jritszani akart,

ndh6ny pedig

some-NoM play-nw wanted-3sc some-NOM CooRD

enni.
eat-INF

'The children arrived. Some of them wanted to play, some to eat.'

(a9) is compatible with a situation in which there were children arriving who did not
want to either play or eat. What (49) does is sampling out subgroups of children, but
these subgroups do not exhaust the set of children.
This shows that contrastive topicalization in itself does not need to exhaust a
sifuationally given set. To compare, multiple partitives in the same context would
force exhaustivity:

(50)

Agyerekek

megdrkeztek.

(the children-NoM'arrived-3rr)

jfitszani akart,
pedig
ki
who-NOnA play-nn wanted-3sc who-NoM cooRD

Ki

enni.
eat-INF

'The children arrived. Some wanted to play, the others to eat.'
(50) is not compatible with a state of affairs in which there was any child who did
not want to play or eat. It can be stated with certainty therefore that exhaustivity is
not an inherent properly of contrastive topicalization structures, so multiple
partitives do not inherit this property from the syntactic configwation of contrastive
topicalization per se either.
3.1.1.2. Disjunction as a source of exhaustivity
The tlpe of exhaustivity we see in mulfiple partitives is a rare type of exhaustivity. ft
requires a faithful characterization of all subsets of a discourse set, r,rrhich then results
in listing as many clauses as there are subsets. This kind of exhaustivity is very
special: it extends clausal boundaries
- it bridges over more than one clause at a
time. There is one syntactic construction f am aware of that exhibits this kind of
exhaustivity: the type of disjunction that exclusive either - or exemplifies in English.
In Hungarian, this tSpe of disjunction is introduced by the n-ary exclusive initial
vag'or'. Exclusive disjurnction, expressed with initial vagt always involves clausal
disjunction, as I have argued in Chapter 1. This means that whenever we find
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structures with initial uagr disjunctors, we are dealing with clause-size disjuncts with
ellipsis in one or more clauses. This ffie of exclusive vagt...,vagt... disjunction is
always exhaustive: the list of disjuncts must always exhaust all available options
there are. Consider the following example:E

(51)

Jiinos

vagy a boltba

ment, vagy a piacra.
or the market-SuB

Jilnos-NOtvt either the shop-nr went-3SC

'Jdnos went either to the shop or to the market.'

This sentence cannot truthfully describe a state of affairs in which Jiinos went to a
place other than the shop or the market, s8], he went to the library. This type of
disjunction is exhaustive exactly as multiple partitives are: it is required that all
possible disjuncts are spelled out overtly.e In (51), it must mean that all possible
places where Jrlnos could have gone must be spelled out explicitly.
Exclusive or disjunction can operate on clause-sized material as well in the
slmtax, in which case it is exhaustive in the same way. It has to list all possible
propositions there are among the contextually constrained situations:

(52)

Vagy [pJiinos megy

a

boltba], vagy lu,Pdter megy

a

piacra].

Jiinos-NOM go-3SG the shop-ILLor Pdter-NOM go-3SC the market-SUB
'Either Jiinos goes to the shop, or Pdter to the market.'

or

One cannot use (52) to describe a situation in rarhich it is also possible that shopping
is done by another party, for example, by Mari ordering stuffon the intemet. That is,
in the case of (52), just as in (51) above, all possible situations have to be listed. This
is similm to what we find with multiple partitives: in multiple partitives all subsets of
a previously introduced set of individuals have to be mentioned. In disjunction, all
disjuncts have to be mentioned for the sentence to be used truthfully.
Beside the common property of exhaustivity, disjunction and Hungarian-type
multiple partitives also share the property of being exclusive. Exclusive disjunction
excludes the possibility that two or more disjuncts can be true at the same time.
Example (51) is not true if Jiinos went both to the shop and to the market, and (52) is
not true in a situation in which both Jftros goes to the shop and Pdter goes to the
market. Multiple partitives are exclusive in the same way in Hungarian-t1pe
8It

must be noted here that Fnglish eirher - or is (at least prescriptively) is a binary operator, wtrile
- vag,t is an n-ary one. Since the examples I am discussing here all involve two clauses
only, this is not a problem for me. It must be ke,pt i1 min{ however, that Hungarial vagt can link my
number of clauses, just as the multiple partitive coustruction can have any number of clauses.
L
"It is m interesting question what the exhaustive nature of exclusive disjunction follows from in the
logical sense. Non-exclusive or as in the following sentence is not exhaustive:
(i) Mary or Peter come to the party.
This sentence states that from among the two possibilities, Mary frrd Peter, at least one of them must be
coming to the party. It does not exclude that both come to the party, and also, it does not exclude that
there is noone else who comes to the party. Exclusive disjunction, however, does both: it is exclusive and
exhaustive as well (Jennings 1994).If the t'wo go together, it stands to reason that exhaustivity is a
logical consequence of exclusiveness somehow.

Hugarian vag
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languages (but not in French-type ones). The Hungarian (1), repeated here as (53)
cannot be true if there are people who went both to the shop and to the market:

(s3) Ki

a

boltba ment,

ki

a placra.

who-NoM the shop-nr went-3SG who-Nou the market-SlrB
'Some went to the shop, the others to the market.'

Since disjunction exhibits the kind

of

exhaustivity and exclusiveness that
suggestive to try to relate
multiple partitives of the Hungarian tlpe to clausal disjunction structures. As it was
shown in Chapter l, section 4, clausal disjunction in Hungarian also takes part in
contrastive topicalization structures, just like multiple partitives do (section 2.1.2.2
above). A close similarity between the two, explored in more detail below, is
therefore there in structural terms as well. As I will show in section 3.1.2, it can be
argued that multiple partitives actually instantiate the same disjunctive structure that
vogt...,vag/... clauses do in Hungarian. But before furning to a structrnal
characterization, in the next section I review other properties of Hungarian
vog)...,vdgt... disjunctions that curiously enough are also present with multiple
partitive structures. These properties further strengthen the view that Hungarian-t1pe
multiple partitives and disjunction are related in some way.
Hungarian-t1.pe multiple partitives also do,

it is therefore

3.1.1.3. Other parallels with disjunction: multiplicity, contrast and the order

of

positivrnegative predicates
Beside being exclusive and exhaustive, clausal disjunction shares other properties
with Hungarian multiple partitives as well. One requirement that the two of them
share, the requirement for a contrasted constifuent in the clause, is also shared by
contrastive topicalization structures. I will review this properly first. Besides there
are two other parallel properties that show up both with disjunction and multiple
partitives: multipliciry and the fact that the order of positive-negative predicates is
fixed in some constructions. These laffer two properties argue for a strong relation
between disjunction and multiple partitives.
One property that characterizes clausal disjunctions and multiple partitives alike
is that both contain contrasted elements in the predicate (property (ii) in (10)). The
contrasted constituent appears in FocP or DistP. This property was shoram to be
present with run-of-the-mill contrastive topicalization structures as well. The
following illustrates some exarrples of disjunction with contrast expressed. The (a)
example shows constituent focus, the (b) examFle verb focus, (c) negated and
positive predicates, (d) contrasted quanffiers and (e) contrasted propositions. Any

clause with neutral word order and neutral intonation would result in
ungrammaticality. (Note that the (e) examples do not involve displacement of the
focused clause, so here only the effect of neutral intonation can be checked).
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(54) a. Vagy A BOLTBA ment Jdnos, vary
or the shop-ur went-3sc Jiinos-Noi\d or

a

PIACRA.

the market-SuB

'Jdnos either went to the shop, or to the market.'

b. Vagy MENT Jrinos

or

went-3sG Jrinos-NoM
'Jdnos either walked or ran.'

c. Vagy olvasta Jiinos

or

YaW SZALADT.

or
a

ran-3sc

Hamletet, vagy
or

read-3sc Jilnos-r.rOlvl the Hamlet-ACC

nem.

not

'J6nos either read the Hamlet or not.'

d. Vagy MINDENKIT meghivsz, vary csak HAnOU embert.
or everyone-Acc invite-2SC or only three people-ACC
'You either invite everyone orjust three people.'
[p J6nos ment a boltba], vagy [p P6ter a piacra].
or Jrlnos-NoM went-3SG the shop-nr or Pdter-ttOu the market-StlB
'Either Jrinos went to the shop, or Pdter to the market.'

e. Vagy

To

see the parallelism, the same clauses as above are listed

in (55), this time with

multiple partitives:

(55) a. Ki

A BOLTBA ment, ki
a PIACRA.
who-uou the shop-nr went-3sc ufuo-nou the market-Sue
'Some went to the shop, the others to the market.'

b. Ki

MENT,

Ki

SZALADT.

who-Notvt walked-3sc who-Nou ran-3sc
'Some walked, the others ran.'

c. Ki

olvasta a Hamletet, ki
nem.
who-NOM read
the Hamlet who-NOM not
'Some read Hamlet, the others did not.'

d. Ki
e.

MINDENKIT meghfvott, ki
csak ffAnOnA embert.
who.NOtvt everyone-Acc invited rlfuo-NoM only three person-Acc
'Some invited everyone, the others only three people.'
Hol [p Jiinos ment a boltba], hol [p Pdter a piacra].
where Jiinos went-3sc the shop-r-l where Pdter-NoM the market-SuB
'Sometimes Jiinos went to the shop, other times Pdter went to the market.'

As for properties that are only shared by disjunction and multiple partitives, but
not by contrastive topicalization, there are two to mention.

The multiplicity requirement (property (i) in (10) above) characterizes
disjunction as well. Disjunction necessarily has to combine a multiplicity of

disjuncts.

If only

one disjunct is present, the sentence becomes rurgrammatical:

(56) *Vagy a boltba ment
the shop-ur went-3sc
or
'*Jdnos either went to the shop.'

Jdnos.

Jilnos-NoM
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This is exactly like with multiple partitives, as (6a) has shown above. One clause
with a wh-item is ungrammatical:

(6) a. *Ki

a boltba
ment.
who-NOM the shop-n-r went-3SG
'Some went to the shop.'

To see clearly, just like exhaustivity was shown to characterize multiple parfitives
and disjunctions but not contrastive topicalization sffuctures in general, the
multiplicity property characteizes disjunction and multiple partitives alike but not
contrastive topicalization structures. Contrastive Topics can occur in single clauses
as well. As I have shoram in Chapter 1, Contrastive Topics are topical elements that
are interpreted in contrast to another element. When a Contrastive Topic is use{ the
presence of a contrasted element is implied, but it need not be rymtactically present
as well. In the following, Pdter has to be assigned Contrastive Topic status if it is
interpreted as conffastive with respect to another person, present in the discourse,
say, Jfnos, who has gone to the

market:

,

(57) Pdter

A BOLTBA ment.
P6ter-trtovt theshop-Il-r went-3sc
'Pdter went to the SHOP.'

Contrastive topicalization therefore does not require a multiplicity of clauses, unlike
disjunction or multiple partitives. The fact that disjunction and multiple partitives do
require multiplicity alike suggests that there is a link between disjunction and
multiple partitives.
The other property shared by vagt...,vag...disjunction and multiple partitives is
a quite curious one. This concerns the order of clauses containing a positive
predicate vith igen'yes' and a negated predicate. If contrast is expressed between
the predicates this way, the positive predicate cannot be final. This is illustrated in
the following for both vagt...,vagt... structures and multiple partitives (the latter
was also illustrated in (25b) in section 2.1.2.1).

(58) a. Vagy elment Jiinos
a boltba
vagy nem.
or PV-went-3SG Jrinos-NOM the shop-ur or not
'Jdnos either went to the shop, or not.'

b.

*Vagy

or

nem ment

not

el Jiinos

a

boltba, vW
or

went-3SG PV Jdnos-NOM the shop-ILL
oJ6nos
either did not go to the shop, or he did.'

(59) a. Ki

etnent

a

boltba,

rarho-NOM PV-went-3SG the

ki

nem.

shop-nl, who-NOM not

'Some people went to the shop, the others did not.'

igen.
yes
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b. *Ki

nem ment el a boltba, ki
lgen.
who-NOM not went-3SG pv the shop-U who-NOM yes
'Some people did not go to the shop, the others did.'

Note that this property does not characterize contrastive topicalization structures, as
the following examples show:

(60) a. Jiinos

elment

a

Jiinos-Nou

boltba, Pdter

PV-went-3SG the shop-u,r Pdter-Notvt
'Jdnos went to the shop, while Pdter did not.'

b. Jrinos

nem ment

not

viszont

el a boltba, Pdter

went-3sc PV the shop-r-t Pdter-NOM
'Jdnos did not go to the shop, but P6ter did.'

Jiinos-uOru

nem.

COORD not
viszont igen.
COORD yes

The latter fwo properties (multiplicity and the order of positive - negative clauses
*tith igen 'yes'), together with the requirement of exhaustivify that characterize

disjunctions and multiple partitives, and only these exclusively, clearly show the
similarity between disjunction and multiple partitives. This provides enough
incentive to Uy to draw a structural parallel between the two kinds of structures. As I
will show, it is possible to view Hungarian-type multiple partitives as having the
sffucture of disjunction. That is, structurally speaking, multiple partitives instantiate
disjunction structures per se. This route of analysis achieves many things. First of all,
those properties that multiple partitives share with disjunction are immediately
explained: multiplicity of clauses, necessary contrast between predicates,
exhaustivity. Since these are properties of disjoined clauses as we[l, they need not be
explained independently for multiple partitive structures if we manage to claim that
disjunction is present in the structure of multiple partitives. This approach is also
welcome because it reduces Hungarian-t1pe multiple partitives to a well-established
construction type.
3.1.2. Disjunction in multiple partitives
In what follows I propose to treat Hungarian multiple partitives with an underlying
structure of clausal disjunction. It needs to be explained \r/hat the underlying
structure is like, uihy can no vogt disjunctor ever show up in these clauses, and how
an analysis along these lines can account for other properties of the construction. I
will tackle these problems in turn.

3.1.2.1.IIow does exhaustivity derive from a disjunction structure?
As I have shown above in section 3.1.1.2, exclusive disjunction is exhaustive in that
listing of all possible disjuncts there are is its necessary properfy. We have also seen
that multiple partitives axe exhaustive in that listing of all the subsets of a previously
mentioned group of individuals is obligatory. The two kinds are illustrated here for
convenience' sake again:
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(60) Jrinos

vagy [ro.p A BOLTBA ment], vary [rocp A PIACRA].
Jilnos-tiou or the shop-nr went-3SG or the market-SlIB
'Either Jiinos goes to the MARKET, or to the SHOP.'

(61) Ki

[ro.pA

BOLTBA

ment],

ki

[rocpA PIACRA].

who-NoM the shop-ILL went-3SG who-NoM the market-SlIB
'Some went to the shop, the others to the market.'

Exhaustivity in (60) means that the predicate 'go to the shop' and 'go to the market'
exhaustively characteize J6nos' activity. That is, the predicates that can be true of
Jilnos are exhausted. In (61), exhaustivity means exhaustive listing of the groups of
people (with their activity) who are known from previous discourse. In this case, the
topicalized constituents are exhausted. The exhaustiveness of the multiple partitive
(61), however, can be reduced to a structure like (60), if instead of Jdnos we use a
universal quantifier as subject.
It has been noted before (for example by Keenan and Faltz 1985) that a set
denoted by a universal quantifier always 'falls' into subsets when it has scope over
disjunction. Consider the following sentence :

(62)

Mindenki

vagy

or

a

boltba

ment, vW

the shop-ILL went-3SG or
'Everyone went either to the shop or to the market.'

everyone-NoM

a piacra.
the market-SlIB

This sentence is ambiguous in Hungarian between the following two readings:

(62) i. everyone was such that he either went to the shop or went to the market
ii. it was the case that'either everyone went to the shop or everyone went to
the market

(62i) represents a reading in which the universal quantifier takes scope over
disjunction, vr&ile (62ii) results from the universal scoping under disjunction. I
assume that the two readings correspond to two different syntactic derivations. (62ii)
corresponds to a derivation in razhich two fufl clauses are disjoined, there is a
universal quantifier starting out in both clauses and the one in the second clause
undergoes deletion. This is the uninteresting reading for us, so I put this aside in the
rest of the argumentation.

(62i) is the important reading. This reading arises when the universal quantifier
It is not the two predicates that are in disjunction (unlike in

scopes over disjunction.

60) (i.e. only one of them can be true at a time). Instead, both predicates are true, but
of a different set of people. The net effect is that disjunction no longer marks that out
of two predicates only one is ffue, but rather, it splits up the universal operator into
subsets. (62i) can be paraphrased by (63):

(62i)

(63)

everyone was such that he either went to the shop or went to the market
some were such that they went to the shop, and some (necessarily the rest)
were such that they went to the market
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(62i) and (63) are paraphrases of each other: they are true under the exact silme truth
conditions. The paraphrase in (63) has to he exhaustive (i.e. in the second clause in
(63) all people not going to the shop must go to the market). Note that (63) is the
paraphrase of a multiple partitive construction, the structure we have set out to
analyze-

Basing myself on the paraphrase relation between (62i) and (63), and on the
sy:tactic parallels between disjunction structures and multiple partitives reviewed in
the previous section, I claim that the structwal representation of (63) contains
disjunction as well. To arrive at the proper structure for (63) therefore, one has to
speciff the structure of (62i) first.
The structure of vagt...,vagt...disjunction in Hungarian was given a detailed
discussion in Chapter l. Here I only sum up the most important results of that
section.

Yagt...,vag,t... disjunction always instantiates the combination of two clauses in
Hungarian. These clauses appear to be headed by a Contrastive Topic projection,
whose head hosts vagl (or, in the final clause, the complex vagt pedig). The
DistPffocP phrases, ufoich represent the disjoined strings themselves are the
complements of the disjunctor vagti

(64)

[cropp

vag

[oistpro"p...]], [cropp

vagtpedig

[o,'tpro"p...]I

In (62i), the structure contains the string in (64),

rarhich is preceded by a quantified
subject that scopes over both clauses. Without specifically arguing for the place of
this constituent in the structure, I assume for ease of exposition that it starts out in
both disjuncts, and raises out of these in an ATB manner to adjoin to the CTopP
projection:

mindenkii

CTopP

CTop'
vary [r*pA BOLTBA ment

[wti]]

CTop'
vagy [r*pA PIACRA

[wti]l

Since mindmki extracts from both clauses, it leaves traces behind in both. Its scope
position, however, is determined by its surface position (as is true of quantifiers in
Hungarian). That is, the extracted quantifier scopes over the disjuncts, resulting in
the meaning given in (62i).
Note that the universal quantifrer mindenki'everyone' is a composite element. It
contains the universal minden- affix, and a wh-item.In Chapter 1 it has been argued
that the wh-item in this instance is bound by the universal minden- operator, ufuich is
responsible for the wriversal force. The wh-item in itself is a variable that needs a
binder to get licensed, to be interpretable both in the semantics and in the syntax.
I assnme that wh-items need not only be borurd by a universal operator on the

word level (by the universal affix minden-) but that a universal operator can bind
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these items across longer distances as well. More precisely, the universal operator

can be present in the sffucture in the position of the extracted mindenki in (62i'),
while the wh-parts are spelled out in the individual clauses of the disjunctive
structure. The structure tlat we get coresponds to the following bracketed string:

(65)

[cropr

V

kii

A BOLTBA ment ti]]]J,
[croprkii [crop'pedig [ro.p A PIACRA men+ tr]l]

[cropp

[cr"p,

[ro.p

This structure corresponds to multiple partitives in Hungarian. The universal
operator in the sentence initial position has no phonological matrix. It is a covert
operator, and it acts as an unselective binder of the wh-items, urhich function as
variables. As far as the position of the wft-items is concemed placing them in
Spec,CTopP is supported by two considerations. On the one hand, section 2.L.2.2
has shown thatwh-items in multiple partitives behave like Contrastive Topics. There
I have argued for the following structure:r0

(35)

[crope

whfcrrp, [or*tprro"p...]]], [cropr whlqw, (?)meglpedig [o,*,rn*p... ]J]

On the other hand, it was argued above that it is highly beneficial to analyze multiple
partitives as structures containing disjunctive coordination. Since the structure of
disjunction with initial vag disjunctors is a conffastive topicalization structure itself
(ex. 64), (35) and (64) can be fused to give (65). In (65), wh-items are maximal
projections that occupy contrastive topic positions in a structure that hosts
disjunction as well. The only difference between (64) (normal disjunction structures)
and (65) (multiple partitives) is that the disjunctor vag,t cannot be spelled out overtly
in the latter case. I assume that it is still there, in a covert form. So in effect we are
dealing with the following structure:

(66)

[cropr V [sroep kii [ctoe'va$f [oistvrocp... tt...]]]],
[cropr kii [cl"e' Yag1. pedig [ustprocp ... ti ...]]]

The obligatory coverhress of disjunctive vag,t in multiple partitives I put down to
a swface requirement." If wh-items fill the Spec,CTopP position, disjunctive vagt
can stay covert, and, given economy considerations, since it can stay covert it has to

'hhe reasot to believe that this is the right structure for multiple partitives has to do with the fact
that multiple partitives, just as nrn-of-the-mill contrastive topic struchres contain internal coordinators
l*e pedig/(?)meg. These only occur in contrastive topicalization structures in Hungarian. Recall the
following example with Contrastive Topics from above:
[sropp Jdnos [ro.p A BOLTBA memt]1, [crqpPiter pedig/meg/viszonVazonban [r*rA PIACRA]I
Jfuros-Notvt the shop-nr went-3so P6ter-uou
the market-SUB
'J6uos went to the shop, vihile Peter to the market.'
lllt is imaeinable that the complementary distribrrion of raft-items and vagr follows from the fact
that il/lr-items are in the head position of CTo,p0, leaving tro space for vagt to be base-generated there.
This would immediately explain why it is only simplex wlz-items that can appear in multiple partitives
(section 2.2.2): no XP category can fill a head in the fimctional structure.

(i)

CooRD
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stay covert as well. Approaching this phenomenon from a fi,rnctional point of view,

we can say that the paired (or n-tupled) wh-items are themselves capable of
indicating that the clauses they appear in are disjoined. We could think about this as
a kind of doubly-filled-comp filter: if CTopP hosts disjunction, either the disjunctor
itself in the head position (vag,t) ar wh-elements in the specifier can appear overtly,
both not both. This might be because wh-items can be considered fi.rnctional
elements (they form a closed class). As functional elements, paired usage of whitems can be the grammatical markers of disjunction.
The syntactic analysis of Hungarian multiple partitives presented in this section
might look rather abstract at first sight, since it introduces two obligatorily covert
elements into the structure: a covert universal operator and a covert disjunctor. The
presence of these two together (universal quantifier scoping over disjunction),
however, gives us the exact semantics we need for multiple partitives: that of an
exhaustive reading over the set denoted by the wft-items. Therefore both the
universal quantifier and disjunction are a crucial part of the structure proposed here,
and their presence is justified by the interpretation they give rise to. Luckily,
however, there is more evidence for the proposed structure than just that.
Interestingly, the existence of at least one of the abstract elements, disjunction, can
be evidenced. In some specific circumstances, vog) can be made overt in multiple
partitives, as the following attested exarnple shows:

(67)

... s az6ta
hol az elvi alap
hidnyzik [...],
... and since-then u&ere the conceptual base-NoM miss-3sc
hol az irodalmi szint,
vW mindkett6
where the literary level-Notvt or
both-ttotvt

'... and since then sometimes

the conceptual base is missing, sometimes the
literary quality, sometimes both'
El et ds irodalom, 04.08.2000

This example (u*rich describes the bad quality of present-day Hungarianjoumalism)
instantiates a multiple partitive structure with three clauses. The first two clauses
appear with the wh-item hol 'where' meaning 'when' (see section 2.2.1 above),
referring to a situation where the conceptual base or literariness is missing from
joumalism. The last clause, however, unlike the first two, appears with the disjunctor
vog, instead of a third hol, but expresses the same meaning as the latter would
e*prerst' - this refers to another set of occasions when both the conceptual base
and literariness is missing. The spelling out of the situation in which both of these
are missing in a third clause proves that the previous clauses contain exclusive
l2lt
has to be added that the most natural way of producing the intended msaning is with the use of
u,ft-items throughout, as in the following example with a parallel construction (GyOrgy Faludi & Eric
Johnson : Feljeglzesek az esoerd6bol, p. 61):

(D

sznl

sivitott

kunyh6m hol egyik,

wind-Noru whooshe&3sc hut-Poss.1sG where one

hol

m6sik, hol mindkdt

rryhere

oldal6r:

other where both side-Poss.3sc-suP

'the windwas whooshing sometimes on one side, sometimes on the other, and sometimes on both
sides of my hut'
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disjnnction, which results in having the first hol rcfer to distinct situations from the
second one. In the first set of situations only the conceptual base is missing, in the
second set of situation, only the literary level. Compared to these two types of
situations the writer spells out a third type in the third clause, one in which both
conceptual base and literariness are missing.
Note that the example n (67) shows that it is possible to include a vag
disjunctor in one of the clauses of multiple partitives. But when vagl appears, a whitem carurot appear there in the surme clause. That is, the wh-item and the disjunctor
are in complementary distribution syntactically.
In this section I have argued for an analysis of Hungarian multiple partitives that
claims that these have the structure of disjunction. The clauses in Hungarian multiple
partitives are disjoined, and there is a covert universal operator that takes scope over
this disjunction. This operator unselectively binds the wft-items, which are variables,
in each clause. As I have mentioned before, there are several gains of this analysis.
First, this keatment of Hungarian multiple partitive constructions automatically
derives exhaustivity over the set denoted by the universal operator, and necessary
contrast between the clauses, due to the nature of disjunction present in the structure
(see section 3.1.1.2-3).If this properfy would not originate from the disjunction, it
would be diffrcult to account for it. Also due to the properties of clausal conjunction
(which draws on a contrastive topicalization sffucture), the obligatory presence of
emphatic operators (54/55) and the order of these (58/59) (section 3.1.1.3) in each
clause are explained as well.
3.1.2.2. Further evidence for the disjunctive analysis of multiple partitives
In this section I spell out some more arguments to the effect that Hungarian multiple
partitives have the structure of disjunction. One comes from the fact that conjunctive
coordinators can never be spelled out between the clauses in Hungarian-type
multiple partitives. Another one comes from the availability of some contrastive
coordinators in disjunction/multiple partitive structures. A third piece of evidence
comes from Moroccan Arabic, where one finds a consffuction that has the properties
of Hungarian-t1pe multiple partitives and clearly involves variables in the position
where wh-items show up in Hungarian-type languages.

The fact that in Hungarian-t1pe multiple partitives an 'and' coordinator is

systematically trngrammatical (as opposed to French-t1pe languages, ufuere it is
grammatical, see section 1.2.2 and 1.2.3) gets a straightforward explanation io *y
analysis. If the proposed analysis in (66) is on the right track, we are dealing with a
disjunctive structure in multiple partitives, and it follows from this that there is no
qmtactic position for a sentential 'and' conjunctive coordinator to show up
- since
it would be incompatible with the disjunctive semantics.
A further piece of evidence that we advance for the existence of a disjunctive

structure

in

Hungarian multiple partitives comes from

the fact that multiple

partitives, just like disjunctive sfructures, can contain the intemal coordinator pedig.
The occurrence of this coordinator element, (otherwise appearing after Contrastive
Topics) with clausal disjunctions was the prime reason to consider disjunctions as
contrastive topicalization structures, as I have argued in Chapter 1. Interestingly,
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pedig is the only coordinator from among those that mark contrastive topicalization
that can appeff with disjunction, meg/viszont/azonban which are all grammatical in
run-of-the-mill contrastive topicalization sffuctures are not grammatical in
disjunction:

(68) Vagy A BOLTBA ment
or the shop-r-r went-3sG
vagy
or

J6nos,

Jrinos-nou
pedigl*meg/*viszont/*azonban A PIACRA.
the market-SlJB

COORD

'Jfnos went either to the shop or to the market.

With multiple partitives the situation is 5imils1, although somewhat dffierent.
Multiple partitives can appear with contrastive coordinators, but only with
pedig/meg, ffid out of these two, meg fares less natural for native speakers:

(6e)

A BOLTBA ment,
Ki
who-uou the shop-nm went-3SG

ki

pedig(?)meg/??viszontl*azonban A PIACRA.

who-NOM COORD
the market-SuB
'Some went to the shop, the others to the market.'

Given that multiple partitives are disjunction structures, ffid thus comprise the
structure in (68), we get an immediate explanation for the ungrammaticality of
viszont/azonbon, and the grammaticalrty of pedig. What we do not get a ready
explanation for is why meg'is also possible. I put this question aside here.
As far as the variable nature of wh-items in Hungarian multiple partitives is
concerned, interestingly we can bring evidence for this from an unrelated language,
from Moroccan Arabic. Moroccan Arabic (Jamal Ouhalla, p.c.) does not feature
multiple partitives with full-fledged wft-items as we know from languages like
Hungarian, Finnislo, Russian, French and the other languages mentioned in section
1.2 above. Instead of spelling out w/r-items, Moroccan Arabic spells out only the
initial part of wh-items, namely sftf, which is used to refer to human Ssings:

(70) shi msha l-l-mb'ab, shi msha
l-l-cinema.
shi went-3sc to the stadium shi went-3SG to the cinema
'Some went to the stadium, the others to the cinema.'
The item sh(i) forms part of the wh-paradigm, this is the morpheme that is constant
in all wft-items. Ouhalla (1997) argues that this is the variable part of whexpressions, as opposed to the inflectional part that spells out animacy/inanimacy
distinctions for example :

(71) sh-kun
sh-nu
sh-men bnt

'who'
'what'
'rvhich girl'
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Also, beside the wh-paradiga sh(i) appears in indefinites of the type that is argued
to be a true variable by Heim (1982) and Reinhart (1995) (see 72); with sentential
negation (73); yes/no and constituent questions and negative clefts Qa):

(72)

shi ktab
sfti book
'some book or other'

(73) ma msha *(sh) Omar
neg went (slt) Omar
'Omar did not go.'
(74) a. (swwelt-u) wa-sh qrat

Nadia l-ktab?

asked-him Q-s&i read Nadia the-book
'(I asked him) if Nadia read the book.'

b.

sh-tsawwarat Mona

Ali ishtara she-no

s&-thought Mona Ali bought what
'What did Mona thhk Ali bought?'

c. ma-shi qrat Nadia l-ktab
neg-shi read Nadia the book
'It

is not the case that Nadia read the book.'

As Ouhalla (1997) argues, in all of these cases (72-74), sh(i) rcpresents a variable
that gets bound in the slmtar< by some operator, n (72) by existential closure, in (73)
and (74c) by negation, and in (74a,b) by the question operator. It is reasonable to
think about this element as a pure variable in cases of (70) as well.
When we consider the meaning and properties of (70), we find that the properties
exactly match that of Hungarian-type multiple partitives. The meaning given in (70)
reflect that this structure is exhaustive, just like Hungarian-t1pe languages (property
(iii) in (10)). Also, it is impossible to spell out and 'and' coordinator between the
clauses (property (iv)). This squares exactly with the properties of Hungarian-type

multiple partitives. Note that property (v) is missing in Moroccan Arabic for
independent reasons. We do not find various wft-items in this construction, due to
the fact that it is not whole wft-items that appear in these clauses, but only the
element that is constant through all wh-items.

The Moroccan Arabic construction in (70) therefore arguably instantiates a
multiple partitive structure. If Ouhalla (1997) is right in concluding that sh(i) in all
its appearances is a variable, then the fact that this element figures in a consffuction
that shows Hungarian-[pe multiple partitive properties provides evidence that
vmiables are allowed in Hungarian-t1pe multiple partitive structures. In Hungarian,
the variables are full wft-items due to the fact that Hungarian wh-items, unlike
Moroccan Arabic ones, cannot be broken into a variable part and an inflectional part
in the qmtar<, the two parts cannot be used separately. Therefore we see fall whitems in multiple partitives.
This section has shourn that beside the immediate gains of an analysis in tenns of
universal quantification over disjunction for Hungarian multiple partitives, several
other pieces of evidence support this treatment.
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3.1.2.3. On the nature of the covert universal operator
The account I have given for Hungarian multiple partitives takes wft-items to be
variables in disjoined clauses bound by a universal operator. The structure of these
clauses is given here again, repeated from above:

(66)

[cropr
[cropp

V [croep kii [ctop,+ra#a [oistpno"p... ti ...]lll,
kii [crop' \AaE1e pedig [ustpnocp ... t ...]]]

This structure contains two invisible elements: a covert universal operator that

acts
as an unselective binder and a covert disjunctor. While the presence of disjunction is

empirically attested in examples like (67), the universal operator can never be made
visible in the structure.
The obligatorily covert nature of the universal quantifier deserves some
discussion. I took this rmiversal quantifier to act as an unselective binder for the
individual wft-items. For this reason, we expect that it behaves like other rurselective
binders knoram from the literature. Operators binding variables unselectively are
well-knoum from the so-called, donkqt-sentences. One such sentence can be found in
(75a):

(75) a. If a farmer owns a donkey,
This sentence has (75b)

as

he beats it.

its logical paraphrase:

(75) b. All farmers (x) and donkeys (y) are such that if x owns y, then x beats y.
Due to this paraphrase relation, it was argued by Kamp (1981) and Heim (1982) that
the indefinite NPs and the pronouns in a sentence like (75a) are variables (items

without quantificational force on their own, but in need of that) bound by an adverb
of quantification ltke always. The presence of the universal adverb of quantification
can be easily argued for, since it can be made syntactically overt as well, as in (75b),
which means the same as (75c):

(75) c.

Always, if a fanner owns a donkey, he beats it.

Unlike adverbs of quantification bke always functioning as an unselective binder, the
universal operator I hlpothesized in my analysis for Hungarian multiple partitives
can never be spelled out in any form. This might weaken the proposal in the eyes of
many. Although I cannot point at another construction in which the same universal
operator can be found, it is natural to think about this item as a default rurselective
binder. It has been shoum before that in the absence of overt adverbs of
quanfification it is always a universal interpretation that we get with donkeysentences (Chierchia 1995). Consider the following pair:

(76) a. Mostly, if a farmer owns a donkey,
b. If a farmer owns a donkey,

he beats it.
he beats it.
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While (76a), ufuich contains the adverb of quantification mostly, can only be
interpreted as signalling out most, but not all fanner-donkey pairs that there were. In
(76b), where there is no adverb of quantification present, the reading can only be that
of (75c), but not that in (76a). This shows that covert quantificational elements are
universal ones. Because of this reason it is actually expected that the covert operator
in Hungarian multiple panitives, since it is always covert, has universal force. The
only thing that is left to explain is why this operator can never be spelled out overtly.
While the reason for this is unknown to me, the covert nature of the operator can
be clearly established. This can be done by way of showing that the operator present
in multiple partitives has properties different from overt operators in Hungarian.
Note that the invisible universal operator in (65) differs from the overt universal
operator minden- oevery' in Hungarian in detectable ways. Minden-, as was shown
in Chapter 1, is a word level operator that binds wh-elements like fti oufoo' for
example, to give the quantifier mindenfrf 'everyone'. The covert operator in multiple

partitives, however, is not just a phonologically empty minden-. Overt mindennever licenses plural morphology on the NP it appears with: minden ldny(*ok) 'every
girl(*rl)', mindmki(*ft/ 'everyone(*pr)'. But the covert universal operator will have
to allow for the bindee wh-items to appear with plural morphology, because the
following example is grammatical:

(77)

Kik

boltba mentek, kik

a placra.
who-Pl--Notvt the market-SUe
'Some (more than one person) went to the shop, the others (more than one)
went to the market.'
a

who-PL-NOM the

shop-u went-Pl-

Examples like (77) are used and interpreted exactly as multiple partitives with
singular wh-items, with the only difference that in (77) it is presupposed that the
subgroup mentioned in each clause contains at least two individuals. Since the covert
minden- operator can appear with kik as its bindee, we can conclude that the covert
universal operator is not just the equivalent of minder. Rather, it is a covert
category with partly different properties from mindet. This shows that the
covertness of the universal operator is its flsfining property. It is like a PRO
pronominal: it does not have an overt equivalent. This also explains why it is not
found overtly.
3.1.2.4. Further properties of multiple partitives explained
The analysis I proposed above can account for the many properties of multiple
partitives straightaway, ffi I have indicated in the previous section. In this section I
tum to some further properties of the construction that need explanation, notably to
two: the question of why multiple partitives can never make reference to empty sets,

and why they cannot involve certain adjrurct wh-items. As we

will

see, these

properties can get an explanation in the proposed analysis.
The structure of Hungarian multiple partitives, (66), was devised to parallel (62i),
ufoich contains a universal quantifier extracted from both disjuncts:
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(62i')
CTooP

mindffi

.*?

croPP

[vagy [e*pA BOLTBA ment

[wti]ll

crop,
[vagy [ro.pA PIACRA

'everyone was such that he either went to the shop or went

[wti]]l
to the market

(incidentally, everyone went to the shop and noone went to the market)'
As indicated, (62i) can have a reading where all individuals go to the shop and noone
goes to the market (or vica versa). This reading however, is missing in (65), with
multiple partitives:

(78) Ki

boltba ment,

ki
a placra.
went-3SG raiho-tqona the market-suB
'*Some1:all of them) went to the shgp, and some (=rone of them) went to the
a

who-Notvt the

shop-ru

market.'
The question is, wtry is this reading not available with multiple partitives? I think the
explanation for this difference between (62i) and (65) lies in the fact that the whitems in multiple partitives are partitive phrases.In section 3.2.2 below, I will argue
for this point in more detail. Intuitively this is clearly the case: the wft-items single
out subsets of a discourse set, which result from a partitioning operation. Notice that
Partee et al (1990) define partitioning the following way:

(79)

Given a non-empty set A, a partition of A is a collection of non-empty subsets
such that (1) for any two distinct subsets X and Y, XE Y and (2) the union of
all subsets in the collection equals A.

That is, if a set is partitioned to subsets, none of these subsets can be an empty set.
Since wh-items in multiple partitives spell out subsets of a partitioned set, they
cannot refer to empty sets either. This solves the problem posed by the unavailable
reading in (78).

The last explanandum concenrs the distribution of wft-items in Hungarian
multiple partitives. It was mentioned n 2.2 that adjunct wh-items 'how' and 'why'
on the one hand and complex wh-items like 'which boy' on the other do not
participate in Hungarian-type multiple partitives, while wh-items as 'who', 'ufuat',
'when', 'ufo.ere', 'which'

are fine. How to explain these properties?
The analysis proposed in (66) can easily explain the first property, the fact that
ohow' and 'why' are systematically bad in Hungarian-type multiple partitives. I
owhere' and
assume that these items are non-referential adjuncts, as opposed to
'when', which when adjuncts, are referential. The referential/non-referential adjunct
distinction is syntactically active in Hungarian (as Kenesei (1998b) for example has
shown when analyzing VP focus). Now, remember that the wft-items in Hungarian
multiple partitives raise to the specifier of a projection that hosts a disjunctor.
Disjunction is a scopal logical operation (see Larson 1985 for suggesting that there is
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an operator element marking disjunctive scope in disjunctive sffuctures). Putting
aside questions like what marks scope in disjunction, it is clear that in (66),
disjunction has scope at the level of the CTop', where we find the disjrlrctive vog
elements. In my analysis, the wh-items raise to the specifier of CTopP passing
CTop', i.e. they raise out of the scope of disjunction. I propose that this kind of
movement is only licensed if the moving element is referential. The reason for this is
that movement of non-referential phrases would induce a Relativized Minimality
violation. Relativized Minimality in Rizzi's (1990) formulation specifies that A-bar
elements cannot move across A-bar positions, udess they are referential. Notice that
the parallel between overt extraction of a whole minden-tvh phrase across the
disjunctive clauses, as in (62i) above, shows the exact same grammaticality as
multiple partitives in this respect: non-referential 'why' and ohow' adjuncts cannot
be extracted from disjunction structures either. Unfortunately, only ohow' can be
demonsfrated here because *mindendrt (every-why) 'for every reason' does not exist
in Hungarian.

(80)

*Mindenhogyan

vary Pali

viselkedett, yryyPdter.
Pali-ttotvt behaved-3SG or Pdter-NoM

every-how or

'For every way, either Pali behaved that way, or Pdter.'
The difference in grammaticality between (80) and (62) above (recall that the latter
featured argrrmental mindenki extracted) suggests that what causes ungrammaticality
in (80) is the non-referential nature of 'how': this element cannot extract out of
disjunctive clauses. The s,une carries over to multiple partitives as well, wtrere
extraction takes place in the same structure. This explains rarhy 'why' and 'how' whitems cannot show up in Hungarian-tlpe multiple partitives.
The other set of facts left to explain involve the restriction on simple wft-items.
Complex wh-phrases like 'which book' cannot be used in multiple partitives.
Consider (44) in Hungarian and (a5) in Finnish from above:

(44) b. *Melyik krinyvet
which book-acc

P6ter olvasta

el,

Pdter-Notvr read-3sc

melyiket

Mari.

pv which-ecc Mari-rrrou

'Pdter read some books, Mari the others.'
oppinut tuntemaanmonta miestd,
have-lSG leamed know-n'rn many men-ACC
mitk6 (*miehet)
mitkA
$hyite.
which (man)-Nou tall
rryhich-Nou short
'I have learned to knowmany men, some of them tall, the others short.'

(45) Olen

pitkiii,

As I have indicated in footnote 10, this set of facts could be easily explained if one
were to claim that the wh-items in multiple partitives are just heads raising to CTopo,
and not XPs. I did not opt for this unorthodox view, because it would pose
dfficulties in explaining how wh-items can raise as high as CTopo via head
movement, u&ile placing them into Spec,CTopP is natural given their interpretation
as contrasted elements. This way, however, the restriction on simple wft-items
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remains obscure; at this point
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I cannot but leave this issue for further research.

3.f.2.5. Other languages with Hungarian-type multiple partitives
The previous three sections have spelled out a structural analysis for Hungarian
multiple partitives. This analysis was worked out specifically for Hungarian. In
composing this analysis, I made crucial use of rryhat can be knoum about the structure
of clausal disjunction and the structure of multiple partitives, namely that both have

I argued that multiple
partitives actually contain disjunction as well, though this is usually not spelled out

the rymtactic structure of contrastive topicalization. Then

with overt disjunctors. This analysis helps us explain the exhaustivity and
multiplicity property of multiple partitives at once. It also explains why 'and'
coordinators never appear in this type of multiple partitives.
Since these properties are shared by Finnish and Russian multiple partitives as
well, it is hoped that an analysis along the same line as in Hungarian can be calried
over to these languages, too. Unfortunately there are many factors that obscure the
picture in these languages, ffid which make it impossible for me to spell out an in
depth analysis similar to Hungarian. One is that, unfortunately, the position of whitems in multiple partitives cannot be detected with so much precision as in
Hungarian. It is certain that the wft-items in Finnish and Russian are fronted to a leftperipheral position, but it is difficult to tell what this position is, although what can
certainly be known from the intonational pattem is that it is not the focus position,
rather some sort of topical one. About the structure of disjunction, even less is
knovrm to me in the generative framework. At present therefore I have to confine
myself to the analysis for Hungarian, and hope that it carries over (with possible
minor modifications) to Finnish and Russian as well.

3.2. French-type multiple partitives
Section 3.1. has given an analysis for Hungarian multiple partitives. Unlike these,
'rigid' in the sense that they are restricted to one
wh-item, 'who'. Also, they are not exhaustive, and they can spell out an 'and'
coordinator in between the clauses. Due to these properties, the French pattem must
be different in its rylrtax from the Hungarian pattem. Disjunction cannot be present
in the structure of the sentence, or else 'and' coordinators would be expected to be
bared from the structure. Therefore, the analysis of French-t1pe languages has to
have a different foundation.
French-t5rpe multiple partitives are
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There are, however, properties that French-type multiple partitives share with
Hungarian-type ones. These arc multiplicity (properfy 10i), namely that there must
necessarily be minimally two clauses with the same wh-items present in the sentence,
and contrasl (property 10ii), namely that each clause has to contain some contrasted
elements. A suitable analysis will have to explain these properties as well as the ones
that differ from the Hungarian pattern. In this section I offer an analysis for French-

tlpe multiple partitives in terms of partitivity. Before tuming to the specifics of
these, I indicate what is knoum about the position of wh-iterns in French-6.pe
partitives. This is important because it turns out that French-t1pe languages differ
with respect to this properly

as

well &om Hungarian-type ones.

3.2.1. Properties of French-type multiple partitives
One particular property that also contrasts with Hungarian-t1pe languages is that the
wlr-items arguably do not raise to a left-peripheral position in languages like French,
Hebrew and Georgian, although in the latter two cases it is not so easy to show.
In Hebrew, little can be known about the position of the wh-items due to the fact
that all clauses in multiple partitives have to appear gapped, and the clause contains
two constituents only: the wh-item (necessarily a subject) followed by a NPIPP/AP.
For illustration, I repeat (14b) from above:

(81) ha-yeladim
the-children-NoM

mi

hizminu ominl, mi

invited quests

et dodat-o,

who-NoM ACC aunt-his

et savat-o.
who-NOM ACC grandma-his
'The children invited quests, some his aunt, some his grandma.'
Since the multiple partitive clause cannot contain any other material, it is impossible
to place the wft-items in the functional structure of the clause.
About the structure of French multiple partitives more can be known. In section
1.2.3 it was shown that wh-items can have functions other than that of subjects.
(13d), repeated here shows them as indirect objects:

(13) d. Et aux moujiks accourus, il distribuait
and to moujiks-tloM
n
un bras.

qrri
to who

running

i

qui une jarnbe

he-NoM distributed-3scto vvho a leg-acc

an afln-ACC

'And to the moujiks
alm.'

rarho came

nmning, to some he gave a leg, to some an

This example shows that the urft-items are postverbal in situ wh-items in each clause.
Georgian differs from French in that the wh-items have to appear as subjects. It
can be shown, however, that these items do not raise to the usual position of whelements, to Spec,CP, but stay lower. We can show that even wtren the wh-iterns are
clause initial, they are positioned lower than Spec,CP. Multiple partitives can be
embedded under the subordinator rom'that' (82a) rafoich cannot be done for example
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with questions that are undoubtable CPs (82b). In these latter cases the wh-items are
undoubtably in Spec,CP:

(82) a. Man dainaxa rom vin mayazia.Si c'avida, (da) vin
he-ERG saw that who-NOtvt shop-nm went-3SG (and)

bazar5i.

who-UOU

market-Ii.tE

b.

'He saw that some people went to the shop, others to the market.'
vik'itxe (*rom)vin c'avida maYaziadi, (da) vin bazarli.

Me

I-rnc asked (tha|

who-NOM went-3Sc

shop-n'ir

(and)

who-NOM

market-INE

'I

asked who went to the shop, and who to the market.'

The clear difference between (82a) and (82b) indicates that wh-items in multiple
partitives are not as high as Spec,CP. For now I assume that they are in situ, just like
in French. That is, they appear in the positions ufrere subjects appear in in surface
slmtax.

As far as the relation of the clauses in multiple partitives is concerned, the fact
that 'and' coordinators can be freely present indicate that we are dealing with simple
conjoined clauses. Due to the properties of conjunction, the construction simply
sarrples out subsets of a discourse set by listing them in conjoined clauses. Listing,
however, need not be exhaustive. This squares with our finding that French-rype
multiple partitives are never exhaustive, unlike in Hurgarian-ffie multiple partitives.
What is left to explain is multiplicity: why are multiple instances of wft-items
required in multiple clausal structures? Why is one occurrence of a wh-item not
grarnmatical? For this, we can find an answer in the behaviour of partitive phrases.
3.2.2. Multiplicity and contrast: pft-items as strong (partitive) indefinites

To explain the properties of French-tlpe partitives, we have to start out by
recognizing that wh-items in multiple partitives (of any kind) are partitive
expressions. This is not surprising, given their semantics. Consider our prototypical
example, from Hungarian again:

(83)

a boltba
a pracra.
ment, ki
who-NOM the shop-nr went-3SG rlrrho-t+Ou the market-SuB
'Some went to the shop, the others to the market.'

Ki

(83) specifies that among the contextually given people some went to the shop, and
the others went to the market. That is, (83) necessarily partitions the set of people in
the discourse into subsets that differ in what is predicated about them. The subsets
that result from partitioning are referred to by the wh-items in each clause. The whitems therefore are intuitively partitive in nature.
We can moreover show that the wft-items behave like partitive expressions
rymtactically, too. Partitive expressions can be either overt partitives, hke two of the
boolrs or covert partitives hke two books. While the former type cannot have any
other reading than a partitive one, the latter can have different lsadings depending on
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the configuration it appears in. tn some contexts, it can show up with an existential
meaning, while it acquires a partitive reading in some other context. As De Hoop
(1992) argues, the partitive reading of cardinals (a strong indefinite reading) is
triggered by the rymtactic configuration. I want to claim that the wft-items we find in
multiple partitives are similar to indefinites like two books with respect to partitivity.
The syntactic configuration they find themselves in only makes them compatible
with a partitive reading. Note that the reading one associates with the wh-items in
multiple partitives is that of some NP), an indefinite expression, but only in the
strong, partitive reading, not in the weak, existential reading:

(84) Ki

a

boltba ment,

ki

a pracra.

who-Novt the shop-ILL went-3sc who-NOu the market-SuB
'*There were some people going to the shop, and there were some going to
the market.'
Beside the strong, partitive reading of the wh-items, other evidence also supports
their being partitive. The strongest piece of evidence comes from the fact that they
occur with individual level predicates.
It is knoum since Milsark (1977) that individual level predicates cannot be
predicated of weak indefinites. For illustration, consider the following English pair,
and its Hungarian equivalent:

(85) a. Some unicorns are in the garden.

/

b. Some unicoms are stupid.
(86) a. Ndhrfury egyszarvri van a kertben.

*

/

existenti s,ll
existentiaU

/

partitiv e

/p artitive

existentiaU*partitive

some unicom-NoM is the garden-nve
'Some unicoms are in the garden.'

b.

It[dhriny
some

egyszaruf

buta.

*

existenti all

{ p artitiv e

unicorn-NoM stupid

'Some ruricoms are sfupid.'

The English (85) with a stage level predicate is ambiguous in vniting between a
reading in which we claim the existence of some unicoms, which happen to be in the
garden (existential reading), ild a reading in which we refer to some of a larger
group of unicoms being in the garden (partitive reading). With an individual level
predicate, the existential reading is no longer available, only the partitive reading
survives. For an explanation for this, see Kratzer (1989). The Hungarian pattem is in
effect the same, although Hungarian differs from English in that (86a) cannot have a
partitive reading to begin with. What maffers is that with an individual level
predicate the existential reading is not available, just like in English.

Applyng this test to multiple partitives, we see that they can occur with
individual level predicates. This then implies that the wh-items of rryhich they are
predicated must have a strong, partitive reading, not a weak existential one.
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(87) Ki

buta

volt, ki

okos.

who-NoM stupid was who-NoM clever
'Some (people) were stupid, the others were clever.'

This test could be carried out in French-6.pe languages as well. The equivalent of
(87) is grammatical here, too:

(88)

Les politiciens dtaient trds diffdrents: qui dtrait stupide, qui intelligent.
the politicians-Nou are very different who-NoM stupid who-NoM intelligent
'Politicians are very different: some are stupid, some are intelligent.'

This indicates that wh-items in multiple partitives are always partitive expressions.
Since this is an obligatory property of these wh-item, one might ask the question
whether the partitive interpretation is linked to some other property of multiple
partitives, i.e. does it follow from something else? It can be shown that it does. To
see this, first we have to note that the partitive nature of the wh-items in multiple
partitives, however, is never signalled the way it is done in overt partitive noun
phrases. The larger set whose subsets they denote can never be spelled out in any
language with the help of a prepositional phrase:

(89) *ki afirtk

k)ziil

the boys from
'*who of the boys'

uzho

It would be interesting to see why overt partitives like (89) are ungrarnmatical, as far
as I know in all languages, but I put this question aside for now.
Although forms like (89) where the partitive nature of the expression is overtly
expressed do not exist, it can be shown that the partitive reading of the wft-items is
ryntactically encoded in multiple partitives, both in the Hungarian case and the
French-type languages.

As for Hungarian, I have shown above in section 2.L.2.2. that multiple partitives
involve contrastive topicalization structures, with the wft-items interpreted as
contrastive topics. The partitive meaning, however, does not only pop up vnth whitems in this positions, run-of-the-mill indefinite noun phrases also necessarily
construe with a partitive meaning in Contrastive Topic positions, as (90) shows.

(90)

K6t ahn6t
two apples-Acc

PETER

evett

ffiog, hrirmat pedig

BELA.

Pdter-Novt ate-3sc PV tbree-ecc cooRD Bdla-mou

oTwo apples were eaten
by Pdter, and three (of them) by Bdla.'

In (90), the apples that Pdter and Bdla ate must have formed a well-definable set of
apples talked about in the discourse. We could for example use (90) to describe what
happened to a basketful of apples on the table, but we cannot use (90) to express that
Pdter ate two apples that he bought at the market and Bdla picked three apples in the
garden for himself. If the Contrastive Topics host indefinites, those must be
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interpreted partitive with respect to a larger set.
In French-type languages the siruation is the same. Although here the wh-items
do not raise into a special topic position unlike in Hungarian, it tums out that the
structure in which we find these wh-items unarnbiguously gives rise to a partitive
interpretation for these elements. This can be shown independently of multiple
partitives. Multiple occrrrences of wh-items with an indefinite meaning, distributed
over coordinated clauses results in preferred partitive interpretation of these whitems. For illustration we can use Dutch as an example. Dutch is a language where a
wh-item,wat'tvhat', is available for an indefinite reading, when this item stays in the

VP (Postna 1994):

(91) Ik

heb

I-Nou have-lSG

'I

aan Marie gegeven.
raihat-ACC to Marie given

wat

have given something to Marie.'

When we include the same wh-item,wat,inparallel positions of coordinated clauses,
the preferred iuterpretation of these items is that of a partitive kind. Let us take the

following sentence for illustration:

(92) Ik

met Piet.
met Mariegegeten en wat
heb wat
I-Notvt have-lSc what-ACC metMarieeaten and raihat-ACC withPiet
oI
have eaten something with Marie and something with Piet.'

I ate part of a meal with Marie, and another
it with Piet, uihich clearly indicates that wat has a partitive flavour. The
partitive corstrual can be more streched, as well: it can be the case that I had food
with Marie and Piet at different occasions, but even in this case, the ffie of food and
Preferably, (92) is taken to mean that

part of

occasion (breakfast, dinner, snack etc) has to be the same. This suggests that the
indefinites have equal status with respect to interpretation.
I assume that the situation in French-[pe multiple partitives is just like in (92),
with the preferred reading. That is, the idea is to treat French, Italian, Hebrew and
Georgian wft-items as variables as well. Beside being interpreted as question words,
they can also be interpreted with other meanings. What exactly the range of these
interpretations is in each language should not concerr us here. What is certain is that
beside a question word interpretation, one of the available interpretations is that of a
strong, partitive indefinite. The partitive reading, however, just like a question word
reading, has to be licensed. The licenser, I claim, is the syntactic structure itselfl the
parallel between the clauses that hosts them.
This explains why multiplicity is needed: multiplicity of clauses is required to
create parallelism." If there is only one clause present, the wft-item in that does not

r3lt
is interesting to note that a similar phenomenon was observed in section 2.1.2.1above with
respect to thematic focus. Thematic focus is only available when contrast is spelled out overtly in a
parallel clause. The spellout of contrast seems to be obligatory in certain constructions; see also the case
of exclusive focus in Arabic (fu 4 in Chapter 1).
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get a partitive interpretation:

(93) *Qui
who-NOIvt

apportait un fromage.

brought

a cheese-RCC

'Someone brought a piece of cheese.'

Since the sentence is indicative, the wh-item is not licensed as a question word,
either, and the derivation crashes. Adding parallel clauses to (93), however, salvages
the situation since this makes it possible that the wh-items are construed as strong
indefinites, just as in the case of (92) above:

(94) Qui
who-NOM

apportait un fromage, qui

brought

un sac de noix,
a cheese-ACC who-Nol,t a bag of nuts-ACC

(:13a)

qui
un quartier de chdwe.
goat meat-ACC
who-NoM a piece of
'One brought a piece of cheese, one a bag of nuts, one a piece of goat meat.'

This is the gist of the analysis of French-qpe multiple partitives. In effect we are
dealing with a tlpe of wft-indefinites in these languages, a necessarily strong
indefinite, whose strong nature is syntactically marked as well. Syntactic marking in
this case boils doram to the requirement that there must be multiple clauses with
multiple occrurences of the same wh-rtem. Exhaustivity is missing in this case, just
as it is missing n (92) as well: it need not be the case that the things eaten with
Marie and the ones eaten with Piet exhaust the larger set there was.

3.3. Conclusions

I have shown in this chapter, multiple partitive constructions are complex
sentences involving wft-items in parallel positions in coordinated clauses. The
meaning of the wft-items is that of a partitive (strong) indefinite, like some (of a
larger ser). The variation that we find among the languages that possess these
constructions indicates that there are two different ffies of multiple partitives: one
where the wh-items in the construction exhaustively list the subsets of a larger set,
and one where they do not need to exhaust the larger set completely. The first tlpe
occurs in Hungaria& Finnish and Russian; the second in French, Italian, Hebrew and
As

Georgian.

I have argued that these two tlpes correspond to two underlying structures. The
wh-items are variables in both. Exhaustive multiple partitives (the Hungarian-t1pe)
involve clauses in disjunction, with a covert universal quantifier that scopes over the
disjunction of clauses and binds the fronted wh-items in each disjunct. Disjunction
results in exhaustive semantics. In non-exhaustive multiple partitives (the Frenchtlpe) we also find wh-variables, but these are in in situ positions in coordinated
clauses. Their strong partitive interpretation is the result of structural parallelism
between

the

clauses, which forces

a partitive construal for

them.
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Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift bespreekt de distributie en de syntactische

eigenschappen van

Hongaarse waagwoorden. Deze woorden hebben verschillende functies: ze komen

niet enkel voor in waagwoordwagen, mzur ook in andere constructies. Een
onderzoek naar deze verschillende constructies leidt tot de hoofdstelling van dit
proefschrift: waagwoorden zijn variabelen in het Hongaars. Dit kan afgeleid worden
uit het feit dat ze geen inherente kwantificationele betekenis bezitten. Ze verkrijgen
hun betekenis in de syntaxis, van andere elementen die wel inherent

kwantificationeel zijn. Bijgevolg is het de configuratie waarin ze voorkomen die
bepaalt wat hun betekenis is en welke eigenschappeu ze bezitten. Dit proefschrift
illustreert dit en geeft ook qmtactische analyses van de constructies waarin
waagwoorden het meest frequent voorkomen. Het betreft dan een herziening van
bestaande analyses van enkelvoudige en meervoudige waagwoordwagen, alsmede
een analyse van een constructie die tot dusver nog niet is besproken in de
generatieve literafuur: meervoudige partitieven. Er wordt aangetoond dat
vraagwoorden in alle drie deze constructies die eigenschappen vertonen die we
verwachten als we ze analyseren als variabelen die in de syntaxis moeten worden
gebonden. De analyses die worden voorgesteld bieden een verklaring voor een
aantal oude problemen die in vorige analyses onopgelost waren gebleven.
Het eerste hoofdstuk bespreekt de zinsstructuir van het Hongaars in zovere die
relevant is voor een beter inzicht in de fenomenen die aan de orde worden gesteld in

de rest van het proefschrift. Het hoofdshrk bevat een korte inleiding op de
zinsstructuur van het Hongaars, waarbij een onderscheid gemaakt wordt tussen
neutrale en niet-neutrale zinnsn; het biedt een overzicht van twee belangrijke
elementen in het preverbale domein: exclusieve focus en getopicaliseerde
constituenten (waarbij een systematisch onderscheid zal worden gemaakt tussen
gewone topics, contrastieve topics en links gedisloceerde elementen); het gaat in
detail io op de structuur van zinsconjunctie en het geeft een overzicht van de
distributie en het gebruik van vraagwoorden zowel in het modeme Hongaars als in
oudere stadia van deze taal. Dambij zal worden aangetoond dat Hongaarse
waagwoorden zowel woeger als nu functioneren als variabelen.
De daaropvolgende hoofclstukken zijn telkens gewijd aan ddn specifiek domein,
waarin het gebruik van waagwoorden in detail wordt besproken. Het hoofdstuk over

enkelvoudige lraagwoordwagen gaat dieper in op de parallellie tussen
en exclusieve focusverplaatsing op basis van hun
qmtactische, semantische en fonologische eigenschappen. Er wordt beargumenteerd
dat ondanks duidelijke gelijkenissen, deze twee fenomenen fundamenteel
verschillen en dat dit verschil in hun qmtactische analyse uitgedrukt moet worden:
vraagwoorden en exclusieve foci bezitten verschillende kenmerkenbundels
(waagwoorden hebben zowel een <*f) als een <*wh> kenmerk, terwijl foci enkel
waagwoordverplaatsing

het eerste bezitten). Bijgevolg moeten waagwoorden, in tegenstelling tot foci, in een
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bepaalde syntactische relatie komen te staan tot een interrogatief voegwoord in
dezelftle zin. Deze relatie wordt geanalyseerd in termen van het checken van een
<*wh> kenmerk. Het <*wh> kenmerk op waagwoorden kan toegeschreven worden
aim een Q",1, waagwoordoperator die de waagwoorden bindt op het wssldniveau en
die hen zo de juiste betekenis toekent. De Q",r, operator zorgt voor de semantische
licensering van het waagwoord, terwijl het checken van <*wh> kenmerken tegen
een interrogatief voegwoord instaat voor de fonnele licensering van vraagwoorden
in wagen. De eis tot formele licensering verklaart ook waarom waagwoorden niet
kunnen voorkomen in niet-interrogatisys Tinnen, zoals relatiefzinnen of declaratieve
zinnen. Verplaatsing van <+wh> kenmerken verklaart tevens waarom waagwoorden
niet voorafgegaan kunnen worden door kwantificationele elementen. Deze zouden
immers de checking relatie tussen het waagwoord en het voegwoord verstoren.
Het hoofclstuk over meervoudige waagwoordwagen bevat een volledig overzicht
van de verschillende [pes van meervoudige wagen in het Hongaars, inclusief hun
syntactische eigenschappen, gebruik en interpretatie zoals die gereflecteerd worden
in het soort antwoorden dat ze verwachten. Wat hun syntactische analyse betreft,
wordt aangetoond dat waagwoorden zich in twee types van meervoudige wagen niet
uniform gedragen. Er is altijd d6n waagwoord dat op dezelfde manier gelicenseerd
wordt als waagwoorden in enkelvoudige wagen (i.e. door binding door een Q*6
operator en het checken van <*wh> kenmerken tegen een interrogatief voegwoord),
terwijl de andere zich verschillend gedragen. Deze laatsten worden op een andere
manier gelicenseerd: in het ene geval worden ze, ten gevolge van de configuratie
waarin ze zich bevinden, geinterpreteerd als universele kwantoren; in het andere
geval worden ze in situ in de syntaxis gelicenseerd, net zoals in situ-foci. Dit toont
aan dat meervoudige wage,r eigenlijk nooit echt meervoudig zijn. Ze bevatten nooit
verschillende voorkomens van het type waagwoorden dat we in enkelvoudige
wagen aantreffen.
Het laatste hoofdstuk behandelt de zogenaamde meervoudige
partitiefconstructie, waarbij in twee of meer nevengeschikte declaratieve zinnen
waagwoordconstituenten voorkomen. Meervoudige partitieven worden niet
geihterpreteerd als een verzameling van enkelvoudige vragen. Ze karakteriseren
groepen van individuen die reeds in de conversatie geintroduceerd zijn. Het zijn de
waagwoordconstituenten die naar deze groepen verwijzen. Het hoofrlstuk biedt een
representatief overzicht van talen die deze constructie bevatten en beargumenteert
dat de talen verschillen met betrekking tot de waag of deze karakterisatie van
individuen exhaustief is of niet. Om het verschil tussen deze twee taaltypes te
verklaren (tlpe 1, waartoe het Hongaars behoort, heeft de exhaustieve lezing, terwijl
in tlpe II, het Franse t1pe, meervoudige partitieven niet-exhaustief worden
geihterpreteerd), stel ik een verschillende analyse voor voor de twee paffonen.
Exhaustieve meervoudige partitieven bestaan uit disjrurcte zinnsn waarin
vraagwoorden verplaatst zijn naar een zinsiniti€le positie voor contrastieve topics en
van buitenaf gebonden worden door een niet-selectieve universele operator. De
exhaustieve interpretatie is dan het gevolg van het feit dat deze universele operator
bereik heeft over de disjunctie van zinnen. Hierdoor verkrijgen waagwoorden een
betekenis die lijkt op die van gewone indefinieten. Niet-exhaustieve meervoudige
partitieven worden geanalyseerd in termen van partitiviteit: de woagwoorden
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hier als sterke partitieve pronomina en worden als dusdanig
gelicenseerd door de meervoudigheid van de zinnen waarin ze voorkomen.
Dit proefschrift biedt een overzicht van waagwoordconstructies en verricht een
diepte-onderzoek ninr verschillende fenomenen uit de vraagwoordslmtaxis van het
Hongaars en andere talen. Zo vormt het niet alleen een verrijking van onze kennis
van het Hongaars, het levert ook een belangrijke bijdrage aan het onderzoek naar de
functioneren

linkerperiferie en operator-variabele relaties en het verdiept ons inzicht in A-barslm.taxis in het algemeen.

Osszefoglakis

A jelen

disszertrlci6 a maryff kdrddsz6elemek eloszl6siival ds szintaktikai
tulajdonsfgaival foglalkozik. Ezeknek az elemeknek tiibbfele funkci6juk is van:
nemcsak kiegdszitend6 k6rddsekben, de mris kdrnyezetben is el6fordulnak. A
kiil6nbdz6 krirnyezetek vizsgrllatdbdl a disszertilciil fo teziset ad6 ktivetkeztet6sre

jutunk: a kdrddsz6elemek a magyarban vdltoz6k. Erre a kdrd6szdelemeknek abb6l a
tulajdonsrlg6b6l kdvetkeztethetiink, hogy nincsen sajrit ffierens kvantdlt
jelentdselemiik
a kvant6lt drtelmezdst a szintaxisban nyerik el, a mondatban

- kvantorokt6l. Enndlfogva a szintaktikai konfigurdci6 hatirozza
jelenlevd kiikinbrizd
meg azt, hogy a kdrddsz6elemek egy adott szerkezetben milyen jelentdsben
fordulnak el6, 6s milyen tulajdonsdgokkal birnak.

Mindezek bemutatiisa utiln a leggyakoribb kdrd6sz6elemeket tartalmaz6
konstrukci6k elemzdse kdvetkezik. Ennek sordn rijragondoliisra keriil az egyszeres
6s tribbszdr6s kdrddsek szerkezete, valamint elemzdsre keriil egy saj6tos
konstrukci6, mely a generatfv irodalomban eddig mdg nem kertilt teritdkre: a
t<ibbszdrds partitivuszi szerkezet. A kdrddsz6elemek mindfofusrn teriileten olyan
tulajdonsrigokat mutatnak, amelyeketvirltozil mivoltuk alaplin elvarunk t6liik, ezzel
bizonyftva a fenti tdzis helyessdgdt. A kidolgozott elemzdsek pedig vilasrt adnak
olyan kdrddsekre, melyeket kordbbi elemz6sek megvdlaszolatlanul hagytak.
Az els6 fejezet a maryff mondatszerkezet azotrdszeivel foglalkozik, melyek a
kdsdbbi tirgyalils megdrtdse szempontjrib6l fontosak. Ezek kdzritt tal6ljuk a magyar
mondatszerkezet rdvid bemutatdsdt, kliliin jellemezve a semleges ds nemsemleges
mondatokat; az exkluziv fokusz 6s a topikaliziit elemek jellemz6s6t (kiiliin kezelve
hrirom topikfajtdt: a rendes topikokat, a kontrasztiv topikokat ds a balra kihelyezett
tisszetevdket). Ez a fejezet szintdn kifejti a mondatszintfi diszjunkci6k
finomszerkezetdt,ds vrizolja a kdrd6sz6elemek eloszkls6t ds haszn6lat6t, mind a mai

magyar nyelvben 6s

a nyelv korfbbi 6llapotaiban,

rdmutatva arra, hogy

a

kdrd6sz6elemek vdltozdk6nt viselkednek 6s viselkedtek koriibban.
Az ezt krivetd fejezetek egy-egy sajdtos teriiletdt dolgozzrik fel a kdrd6sz6elemek
szintaxisrlnak, a k6rddsek mondattanit (mrlsodik 6s hannadik fejezet), illetve egy
eddig mdg nem tanuLnrlnyozott konstrukci6val foglalkoarak (negyedik fejezet).

Az egyszeres kdrddsekr6l sz6l6 fejezet a kdrddsz6mozgatrls 6s az exkluziv
fbkusz-mozgatils kiiziitt fellelhetd pr{rhuzamot fejti ki, szintaktikai, szemantikai ds
fonol6giai ismdrvek alapjrin, ds amellett drvel, hogy a nyilt szintaxisban
tul a kdt jelensdg alapjaiban ktil6nbtiz6, nem vonhat6
dssze. A kdrddsz6elemek ds a f6kusz kiiliinb<izb jegyekkel rendelkeznek (a
k6rd6sz6elemeknek mind (*F, mind <*wh> jegyuk van, mfg a f6kusznak csak az

tapasztalhat6 prirhuzamon

el6bbi). Ennek ktivetkeztdben a kdrddsz6elemek egy interrogativ mondatbevezetdvel

kell, hogy kapcsolatba ldpjenek a rejteu szintaxisban, melyet a <+wh> jegy
ellen6rz6s6nek foghatunk fel, 6s mely a f6kuszrilt elemekre nem igar, A
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kdrd6sekben el6fordul6 kdrd6szdelemeken l6v6 <+wh>jegy a Q",r,kdrd6operiitornak

kdsztinheto - ez az operdtor kriti a kdrddsz6elemeket a szavak szintjdn, ezfltal
biztositva nekik kdrd6sz6kdnt val6 *rtelmezdsiiket. A kdrd6oper6tor felel6s a
kdrd6szavak szemantikai engeddlyezeseert, mfg az interogativ C0-n val6 <+wh>
jegyellenilrzes a form6lis engeddlyezdsiik rdsze. Ez ut6bbi engeddlyezdsre val6

igdny magyarinza azt, hogy a kdrdOsz6elemek nem jelenhetnek meg
neminterrogativ mondatokban (mint pdldrlul vonatkoz6 melldkmondatokban vagy
egydb <-wh> mondatokban). A <+wh> jegy Co-be val6 mozgtilsa pedig azt vonja
maga utdn, hogy k6rddszdelemeket nem el6zhetnek meg kvantorok a mondatban ezen elemek jelenldte grltoln6 a kdrd6sz6 6s a mondatbevezet6 ktizdtti
jegymozgatilst.

A tiibbsztirds kdrd6sekr6l sz6l6 fejezet azoknak a ktiltinfele mondatoknak adja
teljes szintaktikai 6s jelentdsbeli jellemzdsdt, melyekben titbb kdrdOsz6elemet
takilunk. Szintaktikai tulajdonsrigukat tekintve bemutat{sra keriil, hogy a benniik
tal6lhat6 kdrd6sz6elemek nem egyformiik: egy kdrd6sz6 mindig olyan, mint az
egyszeres kdrddsekben szereplfi kdrddszavak (melyeket Q*1 operator krit ds <+wh>

mig a tdbbi ezekdl eltdr6, rendhagy6 tulajdonsdgokkal bir. A
rendhagy6 kdrd6szavak az egyszeres k6rddsekben el6fordul6kt6l elt6r6 m6don
engeddlyezddnek vagy a szintaktikai kdrnyezetiik }itja el 6ket az univerzdlis
C0 engeddlyez),

kvantorokdhoz hasonl6 jelent6ssel, vagy helyben maradva nyernek szintaktikai
engeddlyez6st, a helyben marad6 posztverb6lis f6kuszokhoz hasonl6an. Ez
val6j6ban azt mutatja, hogy a t<ibbszrir<is k6rddsek nem tdbbszrirrisek olyan
drtelemben, hogy soha nem takilunk td,bb, egyszeres k6rd6sekben ta[6lhat6 kdrd6szdt
benniik.

Az utols6 fejezet az

luln. t<ibbszririis

partitivuszi konstrucidkkal fogalkozik,

melyekben melldrendelt mondatokat taldlunk egy-egy kdrdtisz6elemmel. A
tribbszdrds partitivuszi konstmkci6kat nem k6rddsk6nt 6rtelmezziik, hanem kijelent6

mondatokkdnt, melyek

egy elilzbleg

ismertetett halmaz elemeit jellemzik,

kdrddsz6elemekkel utalva ezen hahnazrdszhalmazafua. A fejezet el6szrir is 6ttekinti
a kiil<inbiizri nyelvekben taldlt tdbbsz6r6s partitivuszi konstrukci6kat, 6s rdmutat,
hogy ezek kdtfdldk lehetnek att6l fiigg6en, hogy az emliteu halmazt kimerit6en
jellemzik-e vagy sem. A magyar (mris nyelvekhez hasonldan) kimeritden jellemzi e

halmazt, mig a francia (szintdn tObbedmagdval) nem. E kiiliinbsdget
megnagyarizandb kdt kiil<inbdzil elemzdst kell kfndlnunk a kdt kiikinbdz6 tipusri
t<ibbszririis partitivuszi szerkezefre. A kimer(t6 tdbbszrirtis partitiwszi konstrukci6k
szerkezetdben mondatok diszjunkci6jdt taldljuk, amelyekben a k6rd6sz6elemek
mondatkezdeti kontrasztiv topik pozici6kba emelkednek, 6s egy univerz6lis kvantor
illtal vannak ktitve kiviik6l. Az univerz6lis kvantor diszjunkci6 felett felvett
hat6k0re magyafiaza, hogy brir a kdrddsz6elemek hatiirozatlan frrizisokhoz hasonl6
jelentdssel bimak, mdgis kimerit6en jellemeznek egy adott halmazt. A nemkimerit6

tdbbsztirds partitivuszi szerkezetek slsmzdse miis vonalat ktivet ezekben a
kdrd6szavak er6s partitiv ndvm6sokkdnt szerepelnek, annak kdszdnhet6en, hogy
pilrhuzamosan szerkesztett melldrendelt mondatokban fordulnak el6.
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A jelen disszertdci6 a magyar kerddsz6elemek szintaxisdnak fttekintesdt 6s
hdrom kdrd6szfelemeket tartalmazd mondattipus behat6bb tanulmdnyozdsdt nyfjtja,
tekintettel mtis nyelvekben mutatott viselked6sflkre is. Mindezzel hozzi$dral

a

magyar szintaxisr6l, a mondatok bal periferidj:en d{lhat6 elemekr6l 6s az oper6torviiltoz6 kapcsolatokr6l meglevil ismereteink b6vitds6hez.
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